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The interaction between humour and (im)politeness in Chinese sitcom discourse is an 
important yet underexplored research field in current humour, (im)politeness and 
sitcom studies. This study draws on Brock’s (2015) participation framework in sitcom 
theory, the General Theory of Verbal Humour (GTVH) (Attardo, 1994) and 
(im)politeness theories (Bousfield, 2008; Brown & Levinson, 1987; Culpeper, 2011) as 
a combined theoretical framework to address the major research concern. This study 
explores humour and (im)politeness in Chinese sitcoms by decoding the characteristics 
of aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour in one of the most representative of 
all Chinese sitcoms: Ipartment. The current study investigates four essential aspects of 
conversational humour. These aspects are (1) the semantic and pragmatic aspects of 
humour; (2) the production and reception of humour among characters; (3) the 
functions of humour across the two communicative levels (i.e. the communicative level 
between the collective sender and TV viewers, and the communicative level among 
characters) in sitcom discourse and (4) the social and cultural aspects of humour in 
Chinese.  
 
The first season (twenty episodes in total) of the Chinese sitcom, Ipartment, constitutes 
the main corpus of the current study. A new analytical framework of conversational 
humour in sitcom discourse is proposed, and this framework explicates detailed ways 
to identify, classify and interpret conversational humour in the Chinese sitcom, 
Ipartment. With the aid of the proposed framework, the study identifies a total of 2,861 
	 xv	
lines of conversational humour in Ipartment. Based on the criteria that are adapted from 
Dynel (2016a), 1,526 lines of humour are classified as aggressive humour and 1,335 
lines as non-aggressive humour. Lastly, humour is interpreted from the above-
mentioned four essential aspects. To be more specific, the current study utilises the six 
Knowledge Resources in GTVH (Attardo, 1994) to analyse how humour arises from 
characters’ (im)polite remarks. Then, the communicative effects of humour among 
characters are examined from the perspectives of the speaker’s intention and the hearers’ 
responses. Subsequently, humour is analysed by exploring how humour serves different 
functions, including solidarity-based, power-based and psychological functions (Hay, 
1995), at two communicative levels. Lastly, the discussion is concluded with the 
analysis of the social and cultural aspects of humour in contemporary Chinese discourse.  
 
The results show that characters in Ipartment show a marked propensity to aggressive 
humour rather than non-aggressive humour. Aggressive humour usually incurs different 
communicative effects and different functions across the two communicative levels. In 
most cases, aggressive humour in Ipartment are intentionally exploited by the collective 
sender to amuse TV viewers only; with no humour perceived by any characters and 
usually generating instances of genuine aggression between characters. These overtly 
aggressive remarks largely serve a power enhancement role among characters. 
However, no matter how aggressive the remarks are perceived by characters, the 
collective sender always aims to enhance affiliation with TV viewers through these 
impolite yet humorous remarks. Regarding non-aggressive humour, the number of 
	 xvi	
failed humour largely surpasses the amount of successful humour. This is to say, 
although the speaking characters’ humour conveys no intentional aggression, humour 
may still be rejected by the hearing characters for reasons such as inappropriateness 
and miscommunication. Non-aggressive humour usually performs a solidarity-oriented 
role at both communicative levels.  
 
The significance of this study is summarised as follows: (1) this study proposes working 
definitions of conversational humour, aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour 
in sitcom discourse. It provides new perspectives to the current conceptual debates of 
non-aggressive humour; (2) this study proposes a new analytical framework to address 
conversational humour in sitcom discourse. Furthermore, a set of criteria are 
summarised to distinguish aggressive and non-aggressive humour. It is the first study 
that provides a systematic approach to conversational humour and the first one to 
provide detailed criteria to distinguish aggressive and non-aggressive humour in sitcom 
discourse; (3) this study identifies some Chinese-specific characteristics of aggression 
and humour in contemporary Chinese conversational discourse, and it contributes to 
the underexplored field of humour and (im)politeness in Chinese discourse.
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
This study focuses on the interaction between humour and (im)politeness in the 
discourse of Chinese sitcoms. It seeks to investigate these two major facets – namely 
humour and (im)politeness – by exploring the characteristics of aggressive humour and 
non-aggressive humour in fictional conversations in Chinese sitcom discourse, 
focusing in particular on one very successful Chinese sitcom, Ipartment. This chapter 
is divided into three parts: a research overview; the aims and significance of this study; 
and the writing trajectory of this thesis.  
 
1.1 Overview 
Over the past two decades Chinese sitcoms have undergone tremendous change, ever 
since the first,  I Love My Family, was released in 1994. At the beginning 
of the 21st century, furthermore, Chinese sitcoms have entered a new phase of 
development under significant impact from social platforms and cyber culture.
Ipartment is regarded as one of the most representative and influential works 
from this period.  
 
Ipartment has achieved great popularity among young audiences not only because it 
incorporates popular cyber culture and trendy social topics into its storylines but, more 
importantly, because it has enormous appeal to Chinese audiences in the 18 to 30 age 
group demographic. It was reported that the first season of Ipartment on the major 
Chinese youth-based websites, such as Bilibili and ACfun, was viewed by more than 
10 million people at that time (X. Wu, 2016). Ipartment was the most popular TV series 
of the time when it was first broadcast on Jiangxi TV and Shanghai TV (Luo, 2009) 
and the first season was awarded one of the top three most popular TV series in 2009 
(Luo, 2009). In addition, viewed as an epitome of the life of young Chinese people 
living in modern urban environments, it has been widely recognised as “the authentic 
representation of the life of young Chinese homebodies” (Song, 2013). The language 
used in Ipartment reflects common features of language used by young Chinese people 
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in their daily interactions, and the social and cultural impact of Ipartment on young 
Chinese people at the time was no less than that of its American counterpart, Friends, 
on American youth culture (Q. Tang, 2014). To be more specific, Ipartment reflects the 
dilemma of young Chinese people pursuing dreams, friendship and love in metropolitan 
cities. The realistic interactions in different contexts, such as dealing with one’s 
superiors, resolving interpersonal conflicts and so on, resonates with its young TV 
viewers and inspires them to reflect upon and improve their own life (L. Yang, 2011). 
In addition, the language in Ipartment features humour and impoliteness and 
incorporates those characteristics into the context of wider Chinese social and cultural 
backgrounds. Therefore, Ipartment offers an ideal source to investigate the interaction 
of humour and (im)politeness in Chinese conversational data, which has been 
recognised as an almost wholly neglected blank research area.  
 
The academic literature on studies of humour in English-speaking contexts is immense, 
complex and largely beyond the scope of this enquiry. Therefore, the literature review 
will focus on specific areas relating to humour in people’s daily interactions, including: 
conversational talk between friends (Coates, 2007; Eder, 1993; Hay, 1994, 1995; 
Lampert & Ervin-Tripp, 2006; Straehle, 1993); family talk (Tannen & Wallat, 1993); 
and workplace interactions (Holmes, 2008; Holmes et al., 2001; Holmes et al., 2003; 
Schnurr & Holmes, 2009). These studies delve into the mechanisms of humour, the 
semantic and pragmatic analyses of humour and the functions of humour in various 
social conversational settings. In addition, they provide a solid theoretical and 
analytical basis for exploring humour in sitcom discourse.  
 
Compared with the growing body of studies of humour in natural conversation in recent 
years, studies of humour in sitcom discourse have been described as being extremely 
insufficient (Dynel, 2016b). Researchers who focus on language in sitcom discourse 
argue that conversations in this fictional world are imitations and reflections of people’s 
daily interactions in the real world. They also argue that the discourse of the sitcom 
reflects the ongoing changes that are occurring in social, cultural and economic 
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environments (Dynel, 2011c; Gray, 2005). Research into the language of sitcom 
discourse is meaningful since conversations in sitcom discourse imply and reflect 
authentic social norms, values, modes of conduct and action. Indeed, the ways in which 
people organise their social, cultural and interpersonal affairs in the real world form the 
basis of our understanding of the speech and actions of fictional characters in the 
discourse of sitcoms (Herman, 2005). 
 
Nevertheless, and despite the significance of this relationship between the real world of 
interaction and the modelled world of the sitcom, it is important to note that the 
language of sitcom discourse is far more complex than that which is used in natural 
conversations and they are inherently different. This is because of the highly artificial, 
or constructed, nature of conversations in sitcom discourse. That is, the sitcom produces 
and relies on two communicative levels: the communicative level between collective 
senders and TV viewers and the communicative level among characters. Thus, the 
language of the sitcom, including conversational humour, demonstrates its own distinct 
features. It is this area of scholarly enquiry which remains underexplored. Although a 
few studies can be found that study forms of humour in sitcom discourse (Brock, 2016; 
Bubel & Spitz, 2006; Dynel, 2011a, 2011c), the humorous intent in sitcom discourse 
(Messerli, 2016) and the methodology of humour in sitcom discourse (Dynel, 2011c), 
there are many unsolved issues in this research field that need to be carefully addressed.  
 
Perhaps the most prominent research concerns are: how to identify the unique nature of 
sitcom humour; how to categorise it; how to analyse its production and reception in 
interactions; and how to interpret its functions based on the two communicative levels. 
It can be posited that studies of humour in sitcom discourse will encounter far more 
difficulties than those in natural conversations because of the consideration of these two 
communicative levels. While a few recent studies of humour in sitcom discourse have 
addressed some issues, such as the identification of humour (Brock, 2016) and 
humorous intent in sitcom discourse (Dynel, 2016b; Messerli, 2016), there is little 
research being performed into how to interpret and analyse humour in sitcom discourse. 
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This study seeks to contribute to this untapped research area by formulating a 
systematic methodology of humour in sitcom discourse that includes identification, 
categorisation and interpretation, and proposing an analytical framework in addressing 
aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour in sitcom discourse. It also aims to shed 
light on the investigation of humour and (im)politeness in discourses where multiple 
layers of communication are involved, not merely those in sitcoms.  
 
If we accept that the language used in the fictional world of the sitcom is derived from 
the conversational norms of real-world communication (Dynel, 2011c; Gray, 2005), it 
is reasonable to argue that the humour used by characters in sitcoms serves the same 
multiple and important social and interpersonal functions as those used in natural 
conversations. These functional features include rapport management, power 
enhancement and identity construction (Hay, 2000; Lampert & Ervin-Tripp, 2006; 
Martineau, 1972). However, humour scholars tend to ignore the important point that 
there are two communicative levels in sitcom discourse. Therefore, the functions of 
humour also need to be addressed in consideration of these levels. This study will 
explore the functions of humour in sitcom discourse by taking into account the two 
communicative levels, a neglected yet significant aspect of humour studies.   
 
In addition, it has been argued that failed humour among characters constitutes a major 
source of humour in sitcom discourse (Brock, 2016). Therefore, failed humour in the 
sitcom is a research topic worthy of being explored in more depth. As an emerging and 
promising research area, studies of failed humour have attracted increasing scholarly 
interest in recent years. Researchers such as Priego-Valverde (2009) and Bell (2015) 
have pioneered the study of failed humour in natural conversations. However, linguistic 
studies of failed humour in Chinese sitcom discourse remains an unexplored research 
topic.  
 
Indeed, it is generally acknowledged that existing studies of humour are predominantly 
focused on humour in English discourse and, consequently, the study of humour in 
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Chinese language and culture is viewed as constituting an important research gap 
(Davis, 2013). This is not to claim that the study of humour in Chinese is a completely 
blank research field, however. In recent years it has attracted increasing scholarly 
interest, while current scholarship covers the following foundational topics: the concept 
of humour in Chinese life and culture (Davis & Chey, 2013); historical and cultural 
views of humour in China from the late Qin dynasty to modern China (Rea, 2015); 
ancient views of humour in Chinese under the influence of Confucius (W. Xu, 2014); 
the difference in styles of humour between Chinese and Canadians from psychological 
perspectives (G. H. Chen & Rod, 2007); a comparative discussion of interactional 
humour in Chinese sitcoms and American sitcoms by analysing their physical, temporal 
and experiential contexts (Z. Xu, 2014), and so on. Despite the initial achievements in 
this field, however, humour in Chinese is still a very underexplored research area, both 
around authentic conversations and fictional conversations in sitcom discourse. The 
major focus of these previous studies has been to look at humour in Chinese mainly 
from historical, cultural and psychological angles. Few studies can be found that 
explore humour in Chinese conversational data, and even less research has been 
performed into conversational humour in Chinese sitcom discourse. It could be said, 
therefore, that there are many untapped areas in the study of humour in Chinese sitcom 
discourse. 
 
In addition to the general topic of sitcom humour, the current study also takes the 
interaction of humour and (im)politeness in Chinese sitcom discourse as a research 
focus. This intersection between humour and (im)politeness is considered a particularly 
intriguing feature of TV entertainment discourse, including that of sitcoms (Culpeper, 
2005; Dynel, 2011d, 2013, 2015). Indeed, impoliteness is commonly exploited as a 
major source of humour in sitcom discourse (Dynel, 2013, 2016b). Moreover, it should 
be noted that while humour and (im)politeness can be interwoven in the same utterance, 
different communicative effects can be perceived by hearers at the two communicative 
levels in sitcom discourse. These effects overlap, since they can simultaneously amuse 
the TV viewers while conveying a face-threatening or face-boosting force to the hearing 
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characters. It is also possible that characters’ remarks will achieve the same 
communicative effect at the two communicative levels (i.e. amuse the TV viewers and 
the hearing characters). In most cases, however, while characters’ remarks successfully 
amuse the TV viewers, these remarks at the same time fail to amuse the hearers or no 
humour can be perceived from these remarks at the characters’ communicative levels. 
Therefore, the interaction of humour and (im)politeness is especially intricate vis-à-vis 
communication in sitcom discourse, and so the communicative and interpersonal 
meanings of characters’ remarks need to be addressed from the two communicative 
levels.  
 
In recent years, researchers have started to touch on the intricate relationship between 
humour and (im)politeness in sitcom discourse. They have addressed topics such as 
how humour arises from impoliteness expressions (Culpeper, 2005; Dynel, 2013),  
and the criteria used to identify whether an utterance is humorous and face-threatening, 
as well as how to identify an utterance that is humorous but not face-threatening (Dynel, 
2016a; Zajdman, 1995). While these studies have laid a solid analytical foundation for 
the further investigation of humour and (im)politeness in sitcom discourse, they are not 
completely unproblematic. For example, Dynel’s (2016a) criteria only focus on cases 
where the speaker intends to use humour or intends to be (im)polite. Dynel does not 
explicate ways of accessing the character’s intention, nor how to deal with cases where 
humour and (im)politeness arise from characters’ unintentional behaviours. In addition, 
it is not clear whether terms such as ‘aggressive humour’ and ‘non-aggressive humour’, 
which have been widely employed in studies of natural conversations, can be used 
interchangeably for utterances in sitcom discourse which are humorous but face-
threatening, or for those which are humorous but not face-threatening. More 
clarification is needed as to how these terms are used and whether they overlap. There 
are therefore still many unresolved issues in this area that are worthy of careful 
assessment. 
 
This thesis argues that the investigation of humour and (im)politeness in Chinese sitcom 
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discourse is significant not only because it contributes to filling the existing research 
gaps in humour studies, but also because it represents an underexplored area of 
(im)politeness in Chinese discourse in general. It is widely accepted that (im)politeness 
as a cultural and language-specific phenomenon demonstrates distinct features in 
different social and cultural backgrounds (Brown & Levinson, 1987; Lai, 2019). 
Although studies of Chinese ‘face’ and politeness have made impressive strides in 
recent years, studies of (im)politeness, especially impoliteness, still lag far behind that 
which has been achieved by Western scholars. It should be noted that the study of 
politeness in Chinese discourse is particularly significant and compelling or the reason 
that li li ‘rituality’ – the ancient term for the contemporary  limao ‘politeness’ 
– lies at the heart of Chinese culture. Indeed, this core concept has received a lot of 
attention from Confucian and Neo-Confucian scholars due to its association with moral 
philosophy in ancient and contemporary China (Kadar & Pan, 2011). While influential 
studies of Chinese politeness have emerged in recent decades (Gu, 1990; Ho, 1976; Hu, 
1944; Kadar & Pan, 2011; Pan, 2000), impoliteness and rudeness in Chinese remain in 
a strict sense largely unexplored (Chang, 2013), and it would be illuminating to explore 
the impolite side of Chinese linguistic behaviour also. For this reason, the current study 
into how humour interacts with impoliteness or expressions of rudeness in Chinese 
sitcom discourse promises to be significant in elucidating studies of Chinese politeness 
overall. It also seeks to fill the research gap in the area of impoliteness in Chinese social 
and cultural backgrounds in a more general sense.  
 
To recap, there are some major inadequacies in the research of humour and 
(im)politeness in sitcom discourse. These are reflected in the following four aspects: (1) 
the absence of a systematic research method for studying humour and (im)politeness in 
sitcom discourse; (2) the need for clear definitions regarding key terms in the studies 
of humour and (im)politeness – such as ‘humour,’ ‘failed humour,’ ‘aggressive humour’ 
and ‘non-aggressive humour’ – in sitcom discourse; (3) the lack of detailed elaboration 
of the relationship between humour and (im)politeness, and how conversation is 
produced and received as offensive – but, at the same time, how it can be perceived as 
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humorous by participants in sitcom discourse; and (4) the need to identify and analyse 
the characteristics of humour and (im)politeness in Chinese conversational data.  
 
To address these concerns and fill these research gaps, this study has collected data 
from one of the most representative and popular Chinese sitcoms, Ipartment, with the 
aim of decoding the interaction of humour and (im)politeness in sitcom discourse and 
unveiling the characteristics of humour and (im)politeness in Chinese culture and 
society. The following section illustrates the aims and significance of the study.  
 
1.2 Aims and significance of the study 
The current study is of especial importance as it covers several significant yet 
understudied topics, such as: humour in sitcom discourse; (im)politeness in sitcom 
discourse; the interaction between humour and impoliteness in sitcom discourse; and 
humour and (im)politeness in Chinese culture and society. In addition, the current study 
aims to clarify the theoretical and analytical approaches adopted towards humour and 
(im)politeness in sitcom discourse that have not been properly attended to in previous 
studies. The main research question posed by this thesis is:  
 
• What is the interaction between humour and (im)politeness in Chinese sitcom 
discourse?  
 
Two case study specific research questions also arise. They are: 
      (1) what are the characteristics of aggressive humour in Ipartment?  
      (2) what are the characteristics of non-aggressive humour in Ipartment?  
 
To answer the central research question, this study investigates instances of aggressive 
humour and non-aggressive humour collected from the first season of Ipartment. To 
answer the two case-study-specific research questions, the current study explores the 
characteristics of aggressive and non-aggressive humour by taking into account the two 
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communicative levels. There are four major analytical units in each case study-specific 
research question. First, how humour arises from these aggressive and non-aggressive 
remarks. Second, the communicative effects of humour at the characters’ 
communicative levels from the sides of both the production and reception of humour. 
Third, the interpersonal functions of humour at the two communicative levels. Fourth, 
the social and cultural aspects of humour. This study adopts a systematic and integrative 
approach to examining the interaction between humour and (im)politeness in Chinese 
sitcom discourse. This offers a means to further carry out both humour and 
(im)politeness studies in discourse, wherein multiple layers of conversations are 
involved.  
 
The current study contributes to the wider field of humour research by exploring 
conversational humour in Chinese language and cultural backgrounds. Furthermore, it 
advances and enriches the linguistic research of conversational humour, which has been 
largely conducted in English-speaking contexts only. Compared with the large body of 
humour studies conducted on English conversational data that can be readily found in 
the literature, humour in Chinese has received scant scholarly interest. The few existing 
studies of humour in Chinese mainly focus on cultural studies of humour in ancient 
literature, history, folklore culture, Chinese philosophy and traditional Chinese 
medicine (Davis & Chey, 2013). Although in recent years some scholars have 
conducted studies of humour in modern media, comedies and the Internet (Rea, 2013; 
Y. Xu & Xu, 2013; Z. Xu, 2014), the linguistic study of humour in Chinese verbal 
interactions is still viewed as an important research gap to fill. Therefore, the current 
study, which sets out to explore humour in Chinese sitcoms mainly from the 
perspectives of sociolinguistics and interactional pragmatics, is of great significance.  
 
In addition, the current study fills the research gap of (im)politeness in Chinese and the 
interaction of humour and impoliteness in Chinese sitcom discourse. Previous studies 
put a concentrated effort into exploring humour in film discourse (Bubel, 2006; Dynel, 
2013) or the (im)politeness phenomenon in dramatic discourse (Culpeper, 2001, 2005), 
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but they seldom paid attention to the intricate and intriguing relationship between 
humour and (im)politeness in sitcom discourse in particular. Moreover, while studies 
of politeness in Chinese have made remarkable strides in recent years, the study of 
impoliteness in Chinese is still at only its initial stages. The current study engages with 
this underexplored research field of humour and (im)politeness in Chinese sitcom 
discourse.  
 
At the theoretical and methodological levels, this study aims to test the applicability 
and validity of existing humour frameworks, such as Attardo’s (1994) General Theory 
of Verbal Humour (henceforth GTVH) and Hay’s (1995) general functions of humour 
that are developed from English data and natural conversations, to the analysis of 
conversational humour in Chinese sitcom discourse. In addition, it adapts and combines 
the analytical approach of humour with that of (im)politeness to analyse the intersection 
of humour and (im)politeness in interactional communication. The current study, 
therefore, aims to contribute to the following three major theoretical and analytical 
frames. Firstly, it will propose working definitions of ‘humour’, ‘aggressive humour’ 
and ‘non-aggressive humour’ in sitcom discourse. Secondly, an integrative theoretical 
framework will be put forward to assess the interaction between humour and 
(im)politeness in sitcom discourse. Thirdly, a holistic methodology will be proposed 
and three major steps, namely identification, classification and interpretation, in 
analysing humour will be explicated.  
 
To summarise, the current study is of great significance not only because it addresses 
the above-mentioned underexplored topics, but more importantly because it contributes 
to the existing theoretical and analytical research gaps by providing much-needed 
definitions for some key terms in humour studies. It also offers a systematic 
methodology that is intended to be applicable and enlightening to discursive humour 
studies where multiple conversational levels are involved, beyond the genre of sitcoms. 
In addition, it aims to foster insights towards the further investigation of humour and 
(im)politeness in various discourses in Chinese.  
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1.3 Writing trajectory 
Chapter 1, the present chapter, provides an overview of previous studies with a specific 
focus on humour and (im)politeness studies. It describes the issues involved and how 
these issues will be addressed in the current study. Chapter 1 also recounts the 
significance of this study and presages the content of all six chapters in this thesis.  
 
Chapter 2 is the literature review chapter, which canvasses existing major research in 
the area, i.e., studies of humour, studies of (im)politeness and linguistic studies of 
sitcom humour. The review provides a general picture of what major aspects in the 
studies of humour and (im)politeness in sitcom discourse might be further explored or 
advanced. Additionally, the review lays a solid theoretical ground for the linguistic 
discussion of the interaction of humour and (im)politeness in Chinese sitcom discourse 
on both textual and interpersonal levels, highlighting the characteristics of aggressive 
humour and non-aggressive humour in consideration of humour mechanisms, speakers’ 
intentions, hearers’ responses, interpersonal functions and social and cultural analyses.  
 
Chapter 3 presents the theoretical framework adopted by the current study. This study 
focuses on the interaction of humour and (im)politeness in the discourse of Chinese 
sitcoms. Therefore, the analytical framework has been developed by combining 
theories from humour studies, (im)politeness studies and the participation framework 
in sitcom discourse.  
 
Chapter 4 is the methodology chapter, which involves a description of the dataset as 
well as detailed qualitative and quantitative approaches to the analysis of aggressive 
and non-aggressive humour in the Chinese sitcom Ipartment. This chapter explicates 
the model of humour in sitcom discourse, which is brought forward to analyse humour 
from the two communicative levels in sitcom discourse. The three steps in this model, 
namely identification, classification and interpretation, are thus expounded. In addition, 
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the methods and tools used for statistical analysis are also elucidated here. 
 
Chapter 5 is the data analysis chapter, which discusses the characteristics of aggressive 
humour and non-aggressive humour observed in Ipartment. The analysis revolves 
around four major aspects, namely the semantic and pragmatic analyses of humour, the 
communicative effect of humour at CL2, the interpersonal functions of humour and the 
social and cultural aspects of humour.  
 
Chapter 6 is the discussion and conclusion chapter; it summarises the study’s key 
findings and discusses them with reference to relevant previous studies. This chapter 
explicates three major theoretical and analytical contributions made in the current study 
that relate to the key definitions proposed in the thesis, the model of humour in sitcom 
discourse, and analytical approaches to aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour 
in sitcom discourse. Additionally, this chapter presents several key findings and 
conclusions – the characteristics of aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour in 
sitcom discourse that are distinct from that in natural conversations, and the 
interrelation of humour and (im)politeness – by addressing key questions such as why 
impoliteness can become a source of humour and what conditions exist for impoliteness 











Chapter 2 Literature review 
Humour is a particularity versatile linguistic strategy for interlocutors because it serves 
a variety of interpersonal goals. It has been observed that humour can give rise to face-
saving and rapport, thereby producing solidarity and politeness, or it can convey face-
threat force and foster conflict, and thus generate impoliteness (Culpeper, 2005; Dynel, 
2013). Humour and (im)politeness are closely intertwined in sitcom conversations, 
impoliteness especially. Impolite uses of language have long been exploited as a main 
source of humour in sitcom discourse that is designed for TV viewers. It has been 
acknowledged that research into the intricate relationship between humour and 
(im)politeness in sitcom discourse may be rewarding (Dynel, 2016a). This thesis 
explores the interdependence of humour and (im)politeness in the conversations that 
take place in the Chinese sitcom, Ipartment. Humour and its relation to politeness and 
impoliteness are investigated by drawing on the extensive linguistic research in three 
main research areas, namely humour, (im)politeness and sitcom discourse. 
 
This chapter reviews some influential studies in these three research fields, which are 
essential to the analysis of humour and (im)politeness in sitcom discourse, with a view 
to identifying the research gap filled by the current study. It commences with humour 
studies and includes the following major parts: Firstly, definitions of humour and 
important theories of humour will be introduced. Secondly, influential linguistic 
analytical approaches to humour will be highlighted. In this part, the linguistic analysis 
of humour is viewed from four fundamental levels: (1) types of humour; (2) studies of 
humour from the paradigm of Conversation Analysis (CA) (i.e. the conversational 
sequences of humour); (3) functions of humour, and; (4) failed humour. Thirdly, studies 
of humour and laughter will be discussed by explicating the intricate relationship 
between them. Lastly, humour in Chinese, which is a highly underexplored topic and 
yet relevant to the research concerns of the current study, will be introduced.   
 
In what follows, studies of (im)politeness will be reviewed with a focus on the 
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following essential topics: studies of face theory, politeness, impoliteness, the 
interdependence of humour and (im)politeness, and Chinese face notions and 
(im)politeness. Subsequently, linguistic studies of sitcoms will be discussed by 
expounding on the participation framework in sitcoms and previous linguistic studies 
of English and Chinese sitcoms. Finally, this chapter will focus on the research gaps 
addressed by the current study.   
 
2.1 Humour 
A great body of research has thus far been conducted in the exploration of humour from 
different perspectives, such as sociolinguistics, interactional pragmatics, psychology, 
anthropology, cultural and historical studies. However, scholars still view the linguistic 
study of humour as a highly complex and underexplored research field, especially 
regarding humour in languages other than English and in genres other than natural 
conversation. In the following sections, the review of humour studies will concentrate 
on the linguistic research of humour. The key notions and major theories of humour 
that are most relevant in addressing the research concerns of the current study will be 
given extra focus.  
 
Although the majority of influential studies of humour are conducted by Western 
scholars who largely focus on spoken and written data in English discourse, many of 
the definitions, functions and theories of humour have universal value in the research 
of humour across different language backgrounds (Morreall, 1987). Considering that 
the data of the current study has been collected from Chinese sitcom discourse and that 
humour in Chinese may demonstrate its own linguistic features, the few existing studies 
of humour in Chinese are also reviewed in this section. These studies of humour in 
Chinese are reviewed with the aim of identifying the linguistic characteristics of 
humour in Chinese discourse and to determine the applicability of the existing theories 
and approaches of humour, which largely derive from English written and 
conversational data, to Chinese sitcom discourse.  
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2.1.1 Definitions and theories of humour 
Humour, as a broad and complicated term, has been defined by scholars from different 
perspectives, and no universal agreement on the definition of humour has yet been 
achieved. In a broad sense, humour can be roughly categorised into non-verbal humour 
and verbal humour. Non-verbal humour arises from scenes or body language (Dynel, 
2009, p. 1284), and verbal humour mainly indicates humour that has been produced by 
means of language or texts (Attardo, 1994; Norrick, 2003; Raskin, 1985). Since the 
focus of the current study is humour in conversations, this section will review the 
dominant theories of verbal humour and how humour is defined within each strand of 
humour theory. 
 
Historically, various attempts have been made to develop and refine definitions and 
theories of humour to address different research concerns. Developments in this field 
are represented by three major theories, namely the superiority theory, the relief theory 
and the incongruity theory. The connections between these theories have not been 
systematically pursued, but most linguistic scholars tend to side with the incongruity 
theory of humour, since it is viewed as highly instrumental in pinpointing the linguistic 
mechanisms that make humour amusing. Despite criticism that the superiority theory 
and the relief theory may exert little impact on the linguistic research of humour, 
scholars who explore humour in interactions do find that there is significant theoretical 
value to be derived from these two theories in decoding the interactional and 
interpersonal mechanisms of humour. For example, the concept of target in Attardo’s 
(1994) general theory of verbal humour, and the concept of three-party interaction – 
namely teller, hearer and butt of the joke (Norrick, 2009) – are applicable to the 
superiority theory and relief theory of humour respectively.    
 
This section introduces these three major theories of humour and how humour is 
defined by theorists, with special attention being paid to the incongruity theory of 
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humour. Among all the influential works within the scope of the incongruity theory of 
humour, Attardo’s (1994) GTVH is highlighted for its significant heuristic value in 
guiding the linguistic analysis of humour in conversations.   
 
The superiority theory was firstly proposed by Hobbes (1996 [1651]). It indicates that 
the laughing aspect of humour arises from “sudden glory”, as superiors’ self-esteem is 
enhanced when disparaging inferiors (Hobbes, 1996 [1651], as cited by Attardo, 1994: 
49). The superiority theory holds that aggression is the essential characteristic of 
humour. Therefore, the superiority theory is also known as disparagement, degradation, 
and aggression theory. Another important advocate of the superiority theory is Gruner 
(2000), who explains that much humour can be described as aggressive and hostile, and 
demonstrates the speaker’s superiority over the target of humour. Mostly, however, it 
involves playful aggression, in which aggression is devised as a form of play and is not 
intended to inflict genuine harm (Gruner, 2000).  
 
Although the superiority theory may explain why interlocutors can experience humour 
from aggressive and hostile remarks, it has still received criticism for its excessively 
negative portrayal of humour and the difficulty in determining the speaker’s genuine 
intent, namely playful or genuine aggression (Dynel, 2013; Martin, 2007) (detailed 
discussion of playful and genuine aggressive humour in section 2.1.3.1). In addition, 
some scholars contend that there exists a large amount of benign, innocent and unhostile 
humour, such as puns, wordplays and riddles, where humour arises simply from the 
form of the humour (i.e. wording and incongruous contents) (Martin, 2007; Morreall, 
1987). In responding to the controversial view that all humour is aggressive, Gruner 
(2000, p. 153) insists that humour does not derive from incongruity alone, but from the 
purpose of being incongruous, and that much humour involves a game of win and lose 
and the speaker’s superiority over the target of humour. 
 
Despite the debate over these ideas, scholars who investigate humour in televised 
discourse recognise that the superiority theory is especially useful in explaining why 
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audiences in front of the screen can derive additional amusement from the miserable 
experiences or foibles of characters (Dynel, 2013). In televised discourse, audiences are 
placed in a safe place to laugh at characters’ stupidities and failings, thus allowing them 
to feel superior over the characters in the fictional world free from any moral burden 
(Culpeper, 2005). In a sense, then, the superiority theory of humour can offer important 
insights into the analysis of humour in sitcom discourse, especially in explaining how 
aggressive humour among characters constitutes the major source of amusement for 
TV viewers.  
 
The relief theory is a psychoanalytically-oriented theory, the most influential proponent 
of which was Freud (1960[1905]). Freud argued that “humour/laughter is a release of 
repressed energy from inhibitions, conventions and laws” (Freud, 1905, as cited by 
Attardo, 1994, p. 50). The relief theory is also known as liberation theory (Attardo, 
1994). Some scholars, such as Mindness (1971), argue that humour is a vehicle to cope 
with the binding demand of being human, namely to obey the rules and perform one’s 
social roles while also retaining an authentic and real self. Humour enables people to 
gain a sense of freedom, mastery and self-respect by temporarily escaping from the 
social constraints of human life. Humour is also recognised as a coping or defence 
mechanism to release people from the painful emotions associated with adverse 
circumstances (Freud, 1905, as cited by Martin, 2007, p. 42). The relief theory gives 
theoretical support to humour scholars to explore multiple interpersonal and social 
functions of humour, especially the psychologically-oriented functions, such as to 
relive tension/stress, to cope with embarrassment and so on.  
 
Superiority theory and relief theory of humour pay special attention to interpersonal 
and social aspects of humour. Scholars who focus on the interpersonal aspects of 
humour define humour by focusing either on the speaker’s intention or the hearer’s 
interpretation, or both. For example, Hay (2000, p. 715) defines humour as “anything 
the speaker intends to be funny” by prioritising the speaker’s intent to amuse. However, 
some scholars contend that focusing on the speaker’s intent in defining humour may 
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complicate the issue since, in some cases, the speaker’s intent is not always definable. 
Instead, they tend to highlight the importance of the hearer’s response in defining 
humour (Martin, 2007). One influential definition of humour in this case is provided by 
Duncan and Feisal (1989), who viewed humour as amusing utterances that make an 
audience laugh. However, this argument has been critiqued for neglecting the complex 
relationship between humour and laughter, and that laughter should not be viewed as 
the sole response to humour. In fact, hearers can respond in a variety of different ways 
to indicate their appreciation, such as to play along with the speaker’s humour, to echo 
or to overlap the speaker’s utterances (Hay, 2001).  
 
Aware of the potential risks and limitations in defining humour from a singular angle, 
scholars tend to define it by looking at both the speaker’s intention and the hearer’s 
interpretation. For example, Holmes (2000, p. 163) defines humour as “utterances 
which are intended by the speaker(s) to be amusing and perceived to be amusing by at 
least some participants”. However, Mullany (2004) points out that Holmes’s (2000) 
definition is not comprehensive enough since it does not incorporate the instances of 
unintended humour and failed humour. Therefore, she extends Holmes’s (2000) 
definition to the following: 
 
“Humour is defined as instances where participant(s) signal amusement to one 
another, based on the analyst’s assessment of paralinguistic, prosodic and 
discoursal clues. These instances can be classified as either successful or 
unsuccessful according to addressee’s reactions. Humour can be a result of either 
intentional or unintentional humourous behaviours from participants” (Mullany, 
2004, p. 21).  
 
Mullany’s (2004) definition of humour is viewed as one of the most comprehensive and 
all-encompassing, as it covers nearly all instances of humour in natural conversations 
– not only the prototypical forms of intended humour, but also unintended humour and 
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failed humour, which are underexplored yet important phenomena in humorous 
interactions. However, while Mullany’s (2004) definition is clear and comprehensive, 
it still only covers cases of humour in natural conversations and cannot fully delineate 
the picture of humour in sitcom discourse when two communicative levels are involved. 
Therefore, this definition of humour in natural conversations cannot readily be used in 
the discussion of humour in sitcom discourse, and a definition of humour in sitcom is 
required. The current study intends to fill this gap. The following section analyses some 
of the more influential theories of humour.  
 
The superiority and relief theories gained great momentum from the 1960s to 1970s, 
but their prominent roles have been largely replaced by the incongruity theory of 
humour, which is now viewed as the dominant theory within linguistic studies of 
humour. The incongruity theory can be originally traced back to Aristotle, but it was 
not systematically pursued and developed until the 1960s. Incongruity theory (Bateson, 
1953; Koestler, 1964; Raskin, 1985; Suls, 1972) pays special attention to the linguistic 
and cognitive aspects of humour which demonstrate a distinctly different focus from 
superiority and relief theories, since these theories concentrate on the social, 
interpersonal and emotional aspects of humour. Incongruity theory advocates that 
humour arises from the perception of an incongruity between a set of expectations and 
what has been perceived (Attardo, 2008a).  
 
Incongruity theory defines humour as a text that contains incongruous elements that 
violate the hearer’s expectations (Archakis & Tsakona, 2005; Miczo et al., 2009). It is 
worth mentioning that in earlier studies of humour there was no systematic effort to 
produce a clear definition of humorous texts. Instead, scholars paid special attention to 
exploring the characteristics of joke texts. For example, Raskin (1985) argued that 
humorous incongruity was the primary element of joke texts. He contended that a joke 
text that could be identified as humorous was usually compatible with (at least) two 
scripts, and these two scripts were usually opposites (Raskin, 1985). The script is the 
foundational notion of Raskin's (1985) theory, as he emphasised (1985, p. 99) that a 
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script contains a cluster of information that is immediately related to and evoked by 
certain lexical terms. For example, the script of a restaurant may presuppose other 
scripts, such as driving to a restaurant, being seated, ordering food and so on. Most 
linguistic scholars of humour argue that the script indicates the vast complex of 
“information, which is typical, such as well-established routines and common ways to 
do things and to go about activities” (Attardo, 1994, p. 200). The two compatible but 
incongruous scripts that are activated by the speaker’s joke violate the hearer’s 
expectations, and thus give rise to humorous effects (Raskin, 1985).  
 
As can be seen above, Raskin’s (1985) definition was specifically developed for joke 
texts, and he defined jokes as short humorous narratives oriented to and ended by a 
punch line. The punch line refers to a “complete break from predictability” (Attardo & 
Chabanne, 1992, p. 169), and it usually occurs at the end of joke texts, forcing the hearer 
to reinterpret the text radically (Attardo, 2008b). Strictly speaking, the main structural 
feature of a joke text is that it always needs to conclude with a punch line, and every 
linguistic component within a joke is devised to achieve the intended perlocutionary 
effect, namely to make an audience laugh (Attardo & Chabanne, 1992).  
 
To expand the applicability of Raskin’s (1985) definition, Attardo (1994) introduces 
another concept, the “jab line”, to encompass longer humorous texts such as stories or 
even humour in conversations. Jab lines are the semantic equivalent of punch lines, but 
with the difference that jab lines can be present anywhere in the text (except for the end 
of the text, otherwise it will be a punch line), and a jab line does not necessarily force 
the hearer to reconsider the text (Attardo, 2008b, p. 1206). The presence of punch lines 
and jab lines makes humorous texts distinguishable from other normal text types. 
However, as Attardo and Chabanne (1992) point out, the definition of a joke text is far 
from enough to address the complex issues of humour, since humour can be instantiated 
in various types of texts beyond joke texts. In more recent studies, humour scholars 
have begun to shift their focus away from written humorous texts to humour in 
conversations.    
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Incongruity theorists commonly acknowledge that incongruity is an essential element 
of humour, but they have not come to general agreement on how to define and 
understand the concept of ‘incongruity’ within the paradigm of humour studies. 
Historically, incongruity was first explained as the sudden transformation of the 
hearer’s expectation into “nothing” (Kant, 1790, as cited by Attardo, 1994, p. 48). This 
initial idea of incongruity was further developed into a notion of “the relationships 
between components of an object, event, idea, social expectations and so forth. When 
the arrangement of the constituent elements of an event is incompatible with the normal 
or expected pattern, the event is perceived as incongruous” (McGhee, 1972, pp. 6-7). 
McGhee’s (1972) account of incongruity has generated a conceptual basis for 
subsequent studies of incongruity theories of humour, such as those of Suls (1972), 
Morreall (1983), Raskin (1985) and Forabosco (1992).  
 
With growing studies in this field, some incongruity theorists point out that incongruity 
itself is not sufficient to be funny, since not all incongruity is necessarily humorous 
(Forabosco, 1992). Theorists such as Suls (1972) view humour as a process of 
incongruity-resolution, wherein resolving the incongruity in a joke is what makes a joke 
funny. This diverges slightly from what was originally claimed by Koestler (1964), who 
argued that humour derives from ongoing incongruity rather than its resolution. 
However, Suls’s (1972) formulation has now received wider recognition than 
Koestler’s (1964) idea, since Suls explains in detail how incongruities can give rise to 
humour through a successful resolution. The incongruity-resolution theory proposes a 
two-stage model of humour. Suls (1972) explains the two-stage model as, firstly, when 
a joke setup prepares the hearer to predict what the outcome will be, but the revelation 
of the punch line deviates from the hearer’s expectations and gives rise to incongruity. 
The second stage of resolution indicates that when incongruity occurs the hearer will 
be motivated to search for a cognitive rule that makes the punch line compatible with 
the joke setup. When the cognitive rule is found, the incongruity is resolved, and the 
joke will be perceived as humorous. If the cognitive rule is not successfully deciphered, 
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puzzlement rather than humour ensues (Suls, 1972, pp. 85-89).  
 
Another important contribution to the study of incongruity is the exploration of the 
linguistic triggers of incongruity that are central to humour (Morreall, 1983). Morreall 
(1983) elaborates upon how humorous incongruity emerges from three structural levels 
of language. They include incongruities caused by sound (e.g. repetition, alliteration, 
rhyming and so on), semantic meanings (e.g. a juxtaposition of ideas), and pragmatic 
meanings (e.g. violation of language norms, rules, logical principles, a mismatch of 
literal meaning and intended implicature and a misfit between a statement and the 
accompanying facial expressions and bodily movements). Morreall’s (1983) study has 
been critiqued for simply listing manifestations of incongruities and not explicating the 
mechanisms of humorous incongruities in producing humour, as in Suls’s (1972) two-
stage mode. It is however undeniable that Morreall (1983) does contribute to the 
identification and analysis of the various forms of humorous incongruities at the 
semantic and pragmatic levels, and thus enriches the content of the incongruity theory 
of humour.   
 
In addition to incongruities that arise from the structural level, incongruity also emerges 
at the cognitive level (Forabosco, 1992). At the cognitive level, humour relies on 
incongruities that are triggered by a cognitive stimulus that mismatches or violates the 
individual’s ordinary knowledge schema, or the mental patterns that he or she has 
formed from prior learning or experience (Forabosco, 1992). The ordinary knowledge 
schema or mental patterns refer to a web of various knowledge scripts that is 
“constructed or accumulated as the result of the contents of the experience and the 
processes peculiar to learning, which operates through the mechanisms of selection, 
generalization, categorization, and so forth” (Forabosco, 1992, p. 54). Cognitive 
incongruity is considered to be something that mismatches with our ordinary mental 
pattern and which gives rise to humour (Morreall, 2008). Incongruity is relative to an 
individual’s mental pattern, which is formed by his/her past learning and experience. 
However, humorous incongruity rests on a more universal mental pattern that is 
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accessible to many language users in one culture or across cultures (Dynel, 2013). 
Therefore, the discussion of the causes of incongruity within the paradigm of humour 
studies provides a theoretical foundation for analysing the incongruities embedded in 
humour, and the findings that emerge are also applicable to studies of humour in the 
Chinese language and culture context. 
 
Undeniably, the incongruity theory makes an important contribution to our 
understanding of humour. It views humour comprehension as a problem-solving task, 
and explains how humour can be comprehended after decoding the cognitive rules of 
the incongruities, as well as how humour falls flat if incongruity-resolution fails. 
However, as noted by Martin (2007), it is still far from impeccable. Firstly, incongruity 
theorists tend to focus on the joke, which is context-independent, and seldom explore 
humour that naturally occurs in conversations. Secondly, incongruity theory can only 
account for the cognitive aspects of humour; it cannot be applied to addressing the 
social and interpersonal aspects of humour (Martin, 2007, pp. 72-75).  
 
Noting the limitations of incongruity theory, some linguistic scholars have endeavoured 
to develop a holistic linguistic theory of humour to expand the scope of incongruity 
theory. The most influential works in this regard are the SSTH (Semantic Script Theory 
of Humour) (Raskin, 1985) and the GTVH (General Theory of Verbal Humour) 
(Attardo, 1994). These two theories, especially the GTVH, have been recognised for 
their theoretical value in the linguistic investigation of humour, and have been widely 
applied to the research of humour in various forms – other than jokes – and in various 
discourses beyond laboratory-based interactions.   
 
Raskin’s (1985) SSTH is built on the concept of ‘script’. As discussed earlier, script 
refers to the vast complexes of “information, which is typical, such as well-established 
routines and common ways to do things and to go about activities” (Raskin, 1985, p. 
80). The core idea in Raskin’s (1985) SSTH is that any joke is fully or partly compatible 
with (at least) two incongruous and opposed scripts. It has been recognised that 
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Raskin’s (1985) SSTH has an obvious advantage over other incongruity theories of 
humour and is the first linguistic theory of humour that applies semantic analysis to 
verbal jokes; however, this theory is not a complete one (Attardo, 2017).  
 
The inadequacies of the SSTH lie in the following aspects. Firstly, it cannot 
compare/contrast the similarities and differences of different joke texts. Secondly, it 
concentrates on the speaker’s humour competence, namely whether the speaker’s 
ability to deliver joke text is funny or not, and it does not take into account the context 
of joke telling (e.g. the emotion or the disposition of the hearer towards the joke). 
Thirdly, the SSTH only addresses the least complicated form of humorous text, namely 
short narrative jokes, and it is far from sufficient to analyse the various forms of humour 
that emerge in different contexts (Attardo, 1994). In a word, the SSTH focuses on the 
semantic mechanisms of joke texts without probing in depth how social and 
interpersonal factors impact the negotiation of humour.  
 
Based on Raskin’s (1985) work, Attardo (1994) developed the GTVH to extend the 
application of the SSTH from short narrative joke texts to longer humorous texts, 
including humour in interactions. Attardo’s (1994) GTVH is considered the most 
influential expansion of Raskin’s (1985) SSTH because it explores not only the 
semantic mechanisms of humour but also the pragmatic aspects of humour in 
conversations. Attardo introduces six Knowledge Resources (KRs) in the GTVH, 
which can be approached as important indicators in analysing humorous texts. 
Knowledge Resources (KRs), in a general sense, refer to the essential linguistic 
elements that are ideally included in any type of humorous text (Attardo, 1994). These 
six KRs are: Script opposition (SO), Logical mechanism (LM), Situation (SI), Target 
(TA), Narrative strategy (NS), and Language (LA) (Attardo, 2001, pp. 1-28) (for a 
detailed discussion of the GTVH and the six KRs refer to section 3.2). The GTVH 
incorporates the key notion of the SSTH, namely script opposition, and introduces five 
new Knowledge Resources with the aim of addressing humour in various forms and in 
different genres. Moreover, the GTVH allows researchers to consider how a humorous 
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text is integrated into local communicative contexts by analysing the six KRs, and thus 
researchers can evaluate a speaker’s humour performance (e.g. the target of humour, 
the wording of humorous texts) along with their humour competence.  
 
The applicability and significant theoretical value of Attardo’s (1994) General Theory 
of Verbal Humour (GTVH) have been widely recognised by humour scholars with 
different research concerns. For example, Attardo (2001, pp. 128-134) firstly applies 
GTVH to the analysis of humour in the American sitcom, Chuckle Bites the Dust, and 
he found that the six Knowledge Resources are applicable to the analysis of 
spontaneous humour arising from conversations. Additionally, Archakis and Tsakona 
(2005) use the GTVH as a framework to analyse humour in daily conversations among 
young Greek males. Archakis and Tsakona’s study demonstrates that the GTVH can be 
adopted for the analysis of conversational humour beyond English-speaking contexts, 
and they observed that analysing the Target (one of the six KRs) of humour enables 
researchers to explore the social meanings and the interactional functions of humour 
(Archakis & Tsakona, 2005, p. 61). Kalliomaki’s (2005) study applied the GTVH to 
analyse the production of verbal humour in the TV series Blackadder from pragmatic 
and rhetorical perspectives. That study confirmed that the GTVH indeed works for 
analysing narrative texts with a storyline that is much longer than jokes. Tsakona (2009) 
tested the explanatory power of the GTVH to analyse not only the textual but also the 
visual humour embedded in languages and images in cartoons. She suggests that “the 
analysis in GTVH terms can bring to the surface the semiotic resources involved in the 
production of cartoon humour” (Tsakona, 2009, p. 1186). Therefore, the current study 
integrates Attardo’s (1994) GTVH into part of a combined theoretical framework. 
However, as mentioned earlier, Attardo’s (1994) GTVH was originally developed for 
written joke texts. The current study adapts Attardo’s (1994) GTVH to fit the analysis 
of conversational humour in Chinese sitcom discourse (for detailed discussions see 
section 3.2).   
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2.1.2 Linguistic approaches to humour.  
This section reviews the dominant linguistic approaches to humour from three main 
angles, namely the types of humour, the sequential organisation of humour in 
conversations and the functions of humour. In brief, the analysis of humour covers both 
micro-level analysis of the semantic features of humorous texts and macro-level 
analysis of the pragmatic and interpersonal aspects of humour in situated 
communicative contexts.  
 
2.1.2.1 Types of humour 
In our daily interactions, humour is communicated through various means and for 
different purposes. One widely accepted argument is that humour can be generally 
divided into three major types, namely canned jokes, accidental and unintentional 
humour, and spontaneous conversational humour (Attardo, 1994; Martin, 2007; 
Norrick, 1993). The term ‘canned jokes’ mainly refers to prepacked humorous 
anecdotes that are retold or reused by speakers in ongoing conversations (Attardo, 1994, 
2001). Accidental and unintentional humour describes a speaker’s slip of the tongue, 
such as mispronunciation, misspelling and so on, whereas spontaneous conversational 
humour is created by speakers during social interactions for certain purposes (Martin, 
2007, p. 12). There are various forms of spontaneous conversational humour and a 
wealth of study on this topic can be found within the literature of humour.  
 
Humour scholars have developed their own taxonomies of humour based on its 
mechanisms (e.g. pun, irony, witticism, allusion, etc.) (Dynel, 2009; Martin, 2007; 
Norrick, 2003), or its interpersonal or intrapersonal outcomes (e.g. aggressive humour 
and non-aggressive humour) (Dynel, 2013; Ferguson & Ford, 2008; Zillmann & 
Stocking, 1976). Although the taxonomies of humour have been widely and extensively 
discussed, humour scholars still experience difficulty in defining terminology and in 
clarifying the boundaries of each types of humour, since there are overlaps in some 
categories of humour and, moreover, certain forms of humour can possibly be 
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subsumed under more than one label according to different social encounters (Attardo, 
2001; Dynel, 2009).  
 
The current study does not aim to provide an exhaustive list of all the possible types of 
humour in conversations, but rather to review major linguistic forms of humour 
recurring in the literature on the topic, and the classification of aggressive humour and 
non-aggressive humour based on their semantic content and intended interpersonal 
meanings in ongoing interactions. Therefore, the review of types of humour is 
constituted by two parts: Firstly, the four major linguistic forms of conversational 
humour; and secondly, aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour (Dynel, 2016a) 
or harmless/benign humour, to employ Strain’s (2014) term. The linguistic forms of 
conversational humour will be discussed first, since the occurrence of any linguistic 
form of humour can be employed as either aggressive humour or non-aggressive 
humour in interpersonal interactions. 
 
2.1.2.1.1 Linguistic forms of humour 
There are four general forms of conversational humour, namely jokes, anecdotes, 
wordplay and irony, which can be distinguished by their humorous mechanisms, 
internal structure and the ways they are integrated into discourse (Norrick, 2003). These 
are explained in more detail below. 
 
(1) Jokes refer to a short narrative that usually constitutes first a setup and then a 
humorous punch line, which forces the recipient to discard the salient interpretation and 
then discover the less salient and compatible interpretation of the incongruous texts. 
Unlike recycled canned jokes discussed above, conversational jokes are improvised 
spontaneously without prior rehearsal (Attardo, 1994). Differing from anecdotes and 
wordplay, jokes are usually prefaced with explicit paralinguistic cues (e.g. laughter) or 
linguistic cues (e.g. here is a joke) to advise the hearer to switch into the humorous 
mode of reception. Jokes are generally not semantically cohesive for the ongoing 
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conversation but are pragmatically related to the topical conversation (Norrick, 2003). 
(2) Anecdotes are usually told as true reports of funny events experienced by the 
speaker, and are usually explicitly prefaced with statements such as “the funniest thing 
happened to me” or “I remember when I was five or six” (Norrick, 2003, p. 1339). 
Anecdotes may contain several humorous propositions intended to elicit laughter. This 
feature is crucial in differentiating them from jokes, which aim for a single response 
(e.g. laughter) precisely at the revelation of the punch line (Norrick, 2003). (3) 
Wordplay can be instantiated in various forms, such as puns, wisecracks or witticisms, 
and these forms of humour rely on word games that play on meaning (Norrick, 2003). 
For example, the term pun refers to “a humorous verbalisation that has prototypically 
two interpretations couched in purposeful ambiguity of a word or a string of words 
(collocations or idioms)” (Dynel, 2009, p. 1289). On the other hand, wisecracks or 
witticisms usually involve a clever response or a witty comment relating to the 
environment, the events occurring in ongoing conversations or to a previous speaker’s 
words or behaviour. (Dynel, 2009; Hay, 1995, p. 71). Wordplay is distinctly different 
from jokes as it is highly context-dependant, disruptive in nature and usually occurs in 
a non-humorous frame (Norrick, 2003). (4) Irony is a stylistic device hat has been 
widely discussed even beyond humour research, as it is recognised that not all instances 
of irony are humorous (Norrick, 2003). In the literature of humour, irony refers to an 
“overt untruthfulness arising from flouting the first maxim of quality, together with 
evaluative implicature, i.e. implied (negative) evaluations” (Dynel, 2016a, p. 619). It 
has been argued that irony is usually semantically relevant to the ongoing conversation, 
since it introduces information about the discourse topic (Norrick, 2003). Differing 
from jokes whose incongruities are usually triggered by the punchline, irony usually 
contains a mismatch between the contextual factors and the propositions of the speaker, 
and it forces the hearer to adopt a negated interpretation of the stated proposition. In 
addition, the disruptive nature of irony is not as salient as wordplay in conversations 
(Norrick, 2003).  
 
Although Norrick (2003) has simplified the discussion of the linguistic forms of 
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humour by reducing it into four general categories, 1  the protean nature of 
conversational humour still complicates issues of humour. In other words, although 
these four forms of humour can be differentiated regarding to their mechanisms, 
internal structure and integration of conversations, the boundary of each category can 
never be clear-cut. For example, jokes can be turned into wisecracks, and wordplay can 
grow into anecdotes, while anecdotes may develop into jokes and so on (Norrick, 2003). 
 
In addition to humour that is presented as whole sentences or even multi-turn exchanges 
interwoven into conversations, there is also humour derived from lexemes and 
phrasemes (Dynel, 2009). Dynel (2009) explains that lexemes and phrasemes are the 
shortest chunks of humour; they aim for a humorous effect and are usually semantically 
relevant to the whole sentence. Humour arises from the creative, unprecedented 
juxtaposition and new meanings of these lexemes and phrasemes (e.g. coining new 
words or blending two words) (Dynel, 2009, p. 1287). Although the current study does 
not tend towards a meticulous microanalysis of these small chunks of humour, Dynel’s 
(2009) study still provides significant insights. In it, she highlights the important role 
of the creative and novelty word/phrase-formation process in producing humour in 
conversations. This is a point that is seldom mentioned in previous studies of humour, 
and is relevant for the analysis of units of conversational humour and incongruities in 
humorous texts. The following section moves on to a discussion of aggressive and non-
aggressive humour and, notably, how the linguistic forms discussed above can be 
exploited as either a form of aggressive or non-aggressive humour within interactions.  
 
2.1.2.1.2 Aggressive and non-aggressive humour 
Humour can be classified as aggressive or non-aggressive based on its semantic and 
pragmatic meaning in conversations. The term aggressive humour normally describes 
humour that derives from denigration, derogation or belittling remarks toward a given 
target (e.g. individuals, social groups, political ideologies, material possessions) 
																																																								
1	 These four categories of humour are demonstrated with concrete examples in Chapter 5. 
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(Ferguson & Ford, 2008). Since aggressive humour involves aggression that is usually 
interactionally achieved, the interpersonal outcome of aggressive humour is normally 
negative (Strain, 2014), though some scholars argue that there are types of aggressive 
humour (e.g. teasing) that are inherently playful and thus play a positive role in 
conversations (Boxer & Corte-Conde, 1997). On the other hand, non-aggressive 
humour or, to use Strain’s (2014) term, harmless humour, encompasses light-hearted 
humour among interlocutors and usually conveys no aggression towards hearers, and 
is usually used to achieve a positive interpersonal outcome.   
 
Aggressive and non-aggressive humour are categorised based on the degree of 
aggression involved, and this degree can be scaled in a continuum from highly 
aggressive to highly affiliative (Kotthoff, 1996). Drawing on Kotthoff’s (1996) idea, 
the distinction between aggressive and non-aggressive humour can be briefly illustrated 
as follows: 
 
Figure 2.1 Aggressive and non-aggressive humour 
	
As displayed in Figure 2.1, aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour are 
distinguished based on the degree of aggression and affiliation they convey. However, 
the boundary between these two types of humour is fluid and not always clear-cut. In 
addition, aggression and affiliation can be simultaneously communicated via one 
instance of humour towards different hearers of humour (Dynel, 2013; Dynel & Poppi, 
2020). The fluid and complex nature of these two types of humour have made them 
especially intriguing topics in humour studies, especially of aggressive humour.  
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The prevalence of aggressive humour in both natural and fictional conversations in film 
discourse has generated multiple interesting research topics. The review in the 
following part thus concentrates on the definitions of aggressive humour, the two types 
of aggression (i.e. playful aggression and genuine aggression) encoded in aggressive 
humour and the major types of aggressive humour, such as teasing, putdown, banter 
and self-denigrating humour. It should be explained that the types of humour discussed 
in this section are more interactionally driven, and humour is classified primarily 
according to its interpersonal and communicative effects in conversations, whereas the 
four general categories of conversational humour discussed in the previous section are 
distinguished according to humour mechanisms and internal features. Lastly, the studies 
of non-aggressive humour will be introduced.  
 
Aggressive humour 
Humour scholars propose that aggressive humour occupies a significant portion of 
social interactions. As such, it has become one research topic within a growing body of 
humour research both of natural conversations and of sitcom discourse (Drew, 1987; 
Dynel, 2013; Ferguson & Ford, 2008). The existing definition of aggressive humour in 
natural conversations highlights the speaker’s adoption of on-record or off-record 
impoliteness expressions (e.g. insult, disparagements, sarcasm and so on) with the 
intent of amusing some participant/s in the conversation (Ferguson & Ford, 2008). 
However, this definition cannot fully capture the essence of aggressive humour in 
sitcom discourse where two communicative levels are involved. In addition, aggressive 
humour does occur in sitcom discourse when the speaker has no intent to amuse anyone 
in conversations and instead the speaker’s utterances carry humorous potential to TV 
viewers. Therefore, the current study will propose a working definition of aggressive 
humour in sitcoms, which will be outlined in Chapter 3.  
 
It has been recognised that one feature of aggressive humour is inherent ambiguity 
(Dynel, 2013). This inherent ambiguous nature of aggressive humour lies in the fact 
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that the aggression root of humour can be construed as a genuine or pretended one. 
These two kinds of aggression are labelled as genuine aggression or playful aggression 
(Dynel, 2013; Gruner, 1978; Martin, 2007), or provocation and ostensible provocation 
(Haugh, 2014). The current study employs Dynel’s (2013) terms of genuine aggression 
and playful aggression.  
 
When humour conveys genuine aggression, the speaker normally addresses the 
provocative comments towards the target with the aim of insulting or disparaging, 
rather than amusing the target, and the target does not perceive any humour either. 
However, other participants may perceive humour from the interaction. Previous 
studies have claimed that, in natural conversations, genuine aggression can only occur 
in multi-party interactions (Dynel, 2013). It might also be the case that the speaker uses 
aggressive humour with non-serious intent, but the hearer interprets these aggressive 
remarks as genuine aggression (Haugh & Bousfield, 2012). Put simply, genuine 
aggressive humour can be either intended or unintended humour from the speaker’s 
perspective, and it successfully amuses other hearers in conversations even though it 
might constitute an instance of failed humour or no humour from the perspective of the 
target.  
 
On the other hand, when humour is intended as playful aggression, the speaker usually 
accompanies his/her aggressive humour with explicit humorous markers to induce the 
hearer to accept it in a non-serious and humorous manner, and so that hearers also 
interpret the aggressive remarks in a playful manner. Thus, the key factor to determine 
whether aggressive humour conveys playful aggression or genuine aggression is that 
the aggression is interactionally accepted as playful by both the speaker and the hearer/s 
in the conversation, or not (Haugh & Bousfield, 2012).  
 
Using humour in Ipartment as illustration, Ziqiao’s utterance in episode 06 “you are the 
most flat-chested woman I have ever seen. You are not even an airport, you are actually 
a basin that collects water when it rains” is an instance of aggressive humour. It is 
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aggressive since it threatens the target’s face, and it is humorous because it conveys 
humorous incongruity (i.e. making an analogy between women’s chest and a basin). To 
determine whether it is interactionally achieved as genuine aggression or playful 
aggression, three factors need to be considered (Haugh, 2014; Haugh & Bousfield, 
2012). 
 
The three factors are: (1) the ways in which speakers introduce aggressive humour in 
interactions (i.e. in a playful manner or a serious manner); (2) the hearers’ responses to 
humour (i.e. humour appreciation or getting offended); and (3) the situated 
communicative contexts of humour (Ervin-Tripp & Lampert, 2009; Haugh, 2010b). 
Some scholars contend that the hearer’s response plays an especially significant role in 
determining whether humour conveys genuine or playful aggression (Dynel, 2008). 
This is especially true in dyadic interactions, when the target refuses to accept the 
speaker’s humour in a playful manner even though the speaker intends to transmit it as 
such; then humour falls flat and it becomes an instance of genuine aggression.  
 
To avoid the complexity of referring to the two types of aggression, Dynel (2013) 
proposes the term ‘disaffiliative humour’ to describe genuinely aggressive utterances 
that cannot be received in a humorous frame from the target’s perspective within multi-
party discourse. Disaffiliative humour relies on the speaker’s intent to insult via 
genuinely aggressive utterances inflicted upon the target, and these aggressive remarks 
carry humorous potential to a third party (Dynel, 2013, p. 113). However, as mentioned 
earlier, genuine aggression also occurs in situations where the speaker has a salient 
intent to amuse via aggressive humour, but the target and hearer interpret it as genuine 
aggression (Haugh & Bousfield, 2012). In this sense, disaffiliative humour cannot 
depict the full picture of genuine aggressive humour. Therefore, the current study uses 
aggressive humour as an umbrella term to include instances of both genuine and playful 
aggressive humour. A detailed discussion of the definition of aggressive humour used 
in this thesis is forthcoming in Chapter 3.  
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The major humour strategies discussed within the paradigm of aggressive humour 
include teasing, putdown, banter and self-denigrating humour. It can be recognised that 
teasing, or jocular mockery to use Haugh’s term, is a form of aggressive humour that is 
inherently playful in nature (Haugh, 2014). It is normally used as a gentle and jocular 
disparagement of hearers, with a marked humorous intent from speakers, and hearers 
are not likely to interpret it as a serious insult. The playful nature of teasing has been 
verified in various discourses, such as between friends (Lampert & Ervin-Tripp, 2006) 
and in workplace interactions (Schnurr & Chan, 2011). It has also been noted that a 
one-turn tease can be further developed into a longer exchange of humour and thus 
become an instance of banter (Dynel, 2008). Banter is typically described as a “rapid 
exchange of humorous lines oriented toward a common theme, though aimed primarily 
at mutual entertainment rather than topical talk” (Norrick, 1993, p. 29). On the other 
hand, the putdown generally refers to truly abusive and disparaging remarks that have 
no chance of being appreciated as humour by the target (Dynel, 2013). Self-denigrating 
humour, also known as self-deprecating humour or self-teasing is also a typical form of 
aggressive humour. It refers to situations in which speakers divert the teasing or 
disparaging remarks to themselves in an attempt to amuse the hearer (Boxer & Corte-
Conde, 1997; Lampert & Ervin-Tripp, 2006; Norrick, 1993).  
 
As mentioned earlier, these forms of humour are more interactionally driven and are 
used to achieve certain interpersonal goals in the local context. In addition, playful 
aggression and genuine aggression are essentially two different types of communicative 
effects of humour. Therefore, a discussion of these forms of humour cannot be separated 
from the distinct social and interpersonal roles they play in interactions. It should be 
noted that not all instances of aggression undermines interpersonal relations, and 
humour that conveys playful aggression, such as teasing, banter and self-deprecating 
humour has been widely recognised as an important device to enhance bonding, to 
foster solidarity and to share sympathy in friends’ talk (Dynel, 2008; Lampert & Ervin-
Tripp, 2006). Furthermore, humour is a versatile linguistic device employed in 
interactions, and it plays multiple interpersonal roles that go far beyond aggression (Hay, 
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2000). A holistic discussion of the functions of humour is included in section 2.1.4.  
 
Non-aggressive humour 
Non-aggressive humour as the general opposite category of aggressive humour has not 
received much scholarly interest compared with the vibrant research field of aggressive 
humour. The existence of non-aggressive humour has been doubted by some traditional 
theorists of humour who uphold the idea that all forms of humour involve aggression 
towards a target (e.g. events, activities, individuals, a certain group of people or objects), 
and thus it is fundamentally aggressive in nature, even if not always intended to cause 
genuine harm (Gruner, 1978; Hobbes, 1996 [1651]). In recent years, some scholars 
have contended that is position is too absolute, or extreme (Martin, 2007). As Martin 
(2007) and Haugh (2010a) argue, humour is inherently neither affiliative nor aggressive, 
instead, it is a potent communicative device that can be exploited for both aggressive 
and non-aggressive purposes. In addition, the speaker can concurrently index 
aggressive and non-aggressive stances towards different recipients in the local 
sequential context. In other words, humour can be non-aggressive, but it depends on 
who it is directed at. Therefore, a proper and precise definition of non-aggressive 
humour is extremely important.   
 
Very few studies that concentrate on non-aggressive humour can be found in the 
literature, and the existing studies mention non-aggressive humour only in passing 
(Dynel, 2016a; Zajdman, 1995). These existing studies view non-aggressive humour in 
relation to politeness studies. They conceptualise non-aggressive humour as the 
prosocial, benevolent and face-saving communicative use of humour, in which the 
speaker has no intention of insulting the hearer and neither is the hearer offended by 
the humour (Dynel, 2016a; Martin, 2007). Furthermore, there is a degree to which some 
linguistic forms of humour, such as canned jokes and conversational jokes, which are 
recognised for their roles in solidarity enhancement and positive interpersonal relations 




In addition to these studies, there are others which investigate harmless/benign humour 
(Strain, 2014) and affiliative humour (Miczo et al., 2009) as together comprising an 
opposite form of aggressive humour. Strain (2014) views harmless and benign humour 
as humour which rests on the speaker’s non-aggressive and harmless remarks, and 
which normally serves to achieve a positive interpersonal outcome. Affiliative humour 
is defined as humour that serves to enhance positive feelings and reinforce relational 
bonds (Miczo et al., 2009; Straehle, 1993). In this vein, harmless and affiliative humour 
partly reflect the essence of non-aggressive humour and can be used interchangeably 
with non-aggressive humour in some cases.  
 
Notably, these brief discussions cannot tease out non-aggressive humour from 
aggressive humour as discussed above, since there are some instances of aggressive 
humour (e.g. playful aggressive humour) that are also devoid of any speaker’s intent to 
insult or the hearer (except for the target) indicating that offence has been taken. In 
addition, the few existing studies explore non-aggressive humour by focusing on 
situations where the speaker has a humorous intent and aims to use humour to achieve 
a positive communicative role (Dynel, 2008; Miczo et al., 2009; Strain, 2014). 
Theoretically speaking, humour could also emerge in situations where the speaker has 
no intent to amuse but successfully amuses hearers nonetheless, and therefore plays a 
positive role in their interactions. In this sense, this type of humour is also non-
aggressive in nature, yet virtually no studies attend to situations where non-aggressive 
humour is unintentionally produced. 
 
Using conversations in Ipartment as illustration, Xiaoxian’s utterance in episode 04, “I 
have a joke for you. There was this monkey, and one day…”, is an instance of non-
aggressive humour. The speaker aims to enhance affiliation towards the target by telling 
a joke, and no aggression is deliberately produced from the speaker’s side. By viewing 
the hearer’s subsequent response (as demonstrated in Example 5.4 in Chapter 5), we 




The study of non-aggressive humour therefore still constitutes a huge research gap. 
Issues such as the definition of and systemic approach to non-aggressive humour in 
conversations remain unaddressed. The current study intends to fill these gaps by 
proposing a working definition of non-aggressive humour and expanding its focus from 
intended humour to both intended and unintended humour. 
 
To recap, the review of the linguistic forms of humour and the studies of aggressive 
humour and non-aggressive humour are beneficial for the current study. These studies 
provide concrete analytical support to identify, categorise and analyse the textual 
features and semantic and pragmatic aspects of aggressive and non-aggressive humour. 
Although the semantic and pragmatic types of humour discussed in this section are 
largely based on data collected from written and spoken data in English discourse, it 
still offers important insights towards analysing humour in Chinese sitcoms and 
inspires the current study to explore the distinct humour strategies of aggressive humour 
and non-aggressive humour in Chinese sitcom discourse.  
 
Since the current study addresses conversational humour in sitcom discourse, the 
approaches to a micro-level analysis of humour in conversations also need to be 
introduced. These approaches, which have been developed based on Conversation 
Analysis (CA), will be utilised in this study for their significant theoretical and 
analytical value to the investigation of conversational humour in various discourse.  
 
2.1.2.2 Humour in conversations  
The CA approach is important for the investigation of humour in conversations as it 
provides a theoretical framework to capture the phenomenon connected with the usage 
of humour in conversation and the interrelation of humour and conversation (Attardo, 
1994, p. 295). As widely acknowledged, CA is a broad and complex research field, and 
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this section only borrows some important notions in CA that assist in an understanding 
of the sequential organisation of joke-telling. Humour scholars have recognised that, 
the sequential organisation of joke-telling (Attardo, 1994; Sacks, 1974) derived from a 
CA framework, is one of the most useful linguistic approach and illuminating research 
field in the study of humour in spontaneous conversational settings. Moreover, topics 
such as humorous frame, humorous intent and response to humour are also frequently 
discussed within the scope of CA approaches to humour. This section introduces the 
major theoretical contributions of sequential organisation of joke-telling, the humorous 
frame, humorous intent and responses of humour.  
 
2.1.2.2.1 Sequential organisation of joke-telling 
Conversation Analysis (CA) considers communication to be a jointly constructed 
activity and conversation analysts insist on a micro-level approach, that is, exploring 
the sequence and structure of conversations to reveal how this collaborative activity is 
accomplished. One important strand within CA, namely ethnomethodology, 
concentrates on the exploration of sequential and structural mechanisms of 
conversations, and is based on the theoretical foundation of Sack’s (1974) sequential 
organisation of joke-telling.  
 
The sequential organisation of joke-telling borrows some central ideas from 
ethnomethodology, namely turn-taking and conversational sequences (Sacks et al., 
1974). Turn-taking is defined as a reciprocal mechanism that organises and governs the 
flow of speech between two (or more than two) participants, and keeps the conversation 
constructed in a continuous manner (Sacks et al., 1974). The term conversational 
sequences, on the other hand, refers to the linear structures of discursive elements in 
adjacent pairs, such as question/answer or greeting/greeting, or in more intricate 
sequences, such as the introduction of the narrative, then the telling of the narrative and 
finally the conclusion of the narrative (Attardo, 1994, p. 295; Sacks et al., 1974). The 
turn-taking system and conversational sequence focus on how conversations are built 
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in a contingent and collaborative manner on a turn-by-turn basis, as well as how 
participants construct and manage their talk jointly and locally.  
 
The great theoretical value of CA analysis to humour studies has been recognised by 
humour scholars such as Attardo (1994) and Bubel (2006). The current study draws on 
the concepts of turn-taking and conversational sequences to analyse how humorous 
conversational sequences are co-constructed by sitcom characters in conversations, and 
how characters communicate humour and (im)politeness on a turn-by-turn basis. 
Conversation analysts such as Sacks (1974) have already pointed out that joke-telling 
in spoken discourse indeed demonstrates decisive features, and he elaborated on the 
sequential organisation of narrative jokes, the study of which has been widely applied 
to analysing humour in various conversational settings.  
 
The sequential organisation of joke-telling in conversations is described as having a 
three-part structure,2  comprising preface, joke-telling and response (Sacks, 1974). 
Based on Sack’s (1974, pp. 340-347) description, preface refers to the introduction part 
of joke-telling. During this stage, speakers need to secure the conversational floor, to 
create a favourable condition for joke-telling, and to orient hearers to the subsequent 
joke-telling sequence. Preface is presumably accomplished within a minimum of two 
turns, namely the speaker’s offer or request to tell a joke, and the hearer’s acceptance 
of the offer. Next the second stage, joke-telling, is performed. When joke-telling has 
been appropriately prefaced, speakers are entitled with at least one turn to tell the joke 
until its completion. Meanwhile, hearers should not insert any turn to talk during the 
telling sequence, since any contribution from hearers at this stage is viewed as 
interruptive and inappropriate. Finally, the stage of response refers to the completion of 
the joke-telling. It usually contains a minimal response sequence, such as the hearer’s 
laughter or overlapping laughter from both speaker and hearer. Considering that hearers 
																																																								




are not obliged to laugh or do not always promptly or successfully understand the 
speaker’s joke, unexpected conversational troubles, such as silence, may occur in this 
stage. However, as proposed by Sacks et al. (1974), when conversational troubles occur, 
the hearer is supposed to adopt a repair mechanism that works to minimise gaps and 
silence in communications and to ensure the communication goes smoothly. This also 
pertains to the joke-telling sequences. When the speaker’s joke completion is followed 
by an unexpected silence, whether it is caused by the hearer’s failure of understanding 
or dislike of the speaker’s joke, the hearer has the option of using a remedial strategy, 
such as delayed laughter or an evaluative comment on the speaker’s performance, to 
indicate their involvement and to mark the completion of the joke-telling sequence.    
 
Sack’s (1974) sequential organisation of joke-telling, which was originally devised for 
the analysis of canned narrative, has been expanded by Attardo (1994) to analyse both 
canned jokes and spontaneous jokes occurring in conversations. The most distinct 
difference between canned jokes and conversational jokes lies in the fact that the canned 
joke can be completely decontextualised and can be reused in various conversational 
contexts, whilst the conversational joke is heavily contingent upon contextual 
information and is usually built on previous jokes or based on the information disclosed 
in previous turns. However, these two types of jokes do not demonstrate any distinct 
structural differences in conversations (Attardo, 1994, p. 299). The schematised table 
of sequential organisation of joke-telling, which incorporates both canned jokes and 
conversational jokes has been formulated by Attardo (1994) as follows:  
 
Table 2.1 
 Sequential organisation of joke-telling (Attardo, 1994, p. 301)  
Canned joke Teller Hearer 
Introduction 
 
Disclaimers, secure floor,  
introduce NBF3 
Accept or refuse joke, set NBF 
 
																																																								
3	 NBF refers to non-bona-fide communication. Specifically, it indicates an unreliable and non-cooperative 




Text performance  
Signal end, incite laughter 
Interrupt 
Laughter, silence, evaluative 
comment, other joke 
Conversational joke   
Introduction Pretext, joke situation  N/A 
Text Text performance Interrupt 
Reaction Signal end, incite laughter Laughter, silence, evaluative 
comment, other joke 
  
As displayed in Table 2.1, the sequential organisation of canned joke and spontaneous 
conversational joke are virtually indistinguishable. They both proceed in tripartite steps, 
namely introduction, text and reaction. Notably, these terms can be used 
interchangeably with Sack’s (1974), i.e. preface, telling and response. The sequential 
organisation of canned joke and conversational joke only differ slightly at the level of 
the introduction.  
 
When telling canned jokes, the element of the preface seems essential, since the speaker 
needs to secure the floor with the consent of the hearer to ensure his/her narration can 
be finished uninterrupted, as the speaker cannot perform the joke-telling sequence if 
the hearer indicates his/her objection. However, when telling conversational jokes, the 
role of the preface is less important than the telling of canned jokes. The speaker can 
proceed to the telling sequence without the hearer’s acceptance of the joke-telling 
request. In some cases, speakers even do not attempt to preface their jokes, since 
prefaces may undermine the humorous effect of certain forms of conversational jokes, 
such as puns and riddles.  
 
The sequential organisation of joke-telling is significant in analysing the textual 
features of not only jokes but also of various forms of humour in conversations (Attardo, 
																																																								
(cooperative principle) in formal communications. A more detailed discussion refers to Attardo (1995, p. 205).	
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1994). Considering its important analytical value for various humorous texts, Attardo 
(2017) incorporates the sequential-organisation of joke-telling into one of the 
knowledge Resources (i.e. Narrative Strategy) in the GTVH (for a detailed discussion 
see Chapter 3). The sequential organisation of joke-telling, alongside with the other five 
KRs, serves to analyse the semantic and pragmatic contents of humour in conversations. 
It should however be pointed out that this three-stage sequential organisation of joke-
telling was originally developed for specific genres of humour, such as conversational 
narrative and storytelling. The current study intends to test its applicability to the 
analysis of all the possible forms of conversational humour.  
 
It is worth mentioning that Sack’s (1974) and Attardo’s (1994) works highlighted the 
importance of analysing humour from both the speaker’s and the hearer’s viewpoints, 
however, while they raised some important points in CA approaches of humour, such 
as the establishment of a humorous frame, the signal of humorous intent and the 
response to humour, they did not expound upon these points in depth. The following 
section introduces the studies of humorous frame, humorous intent and the response to 
humour, which are the essential fields in the study of humour in conversations.  
 
2.1.2.2.2 Humorous frame, humorous intent and the response to humour 
‘Frame’ is a term proposed by Goffman (1974) to refer to an organisational unit 
governing events and also individuals’ subjective involvement in these events to 
explain how interaction derives from situated meaning (Goffman, 1974). Frames are 
constituted by verbal and nonverbal interaction, and they determine and are 
determined by the ongoing conversational activity (Tannen & Wallat, 1993). 
Interlocutors can change frames many times in one communicative encounter 
(Dynel, 2011b). Conversations can be framed as serious and non-serious based on 
the speaker’s intent (Bateson,1972).When a humorous frame is established in 
conversation, it delivers a meta-message, i.e. “this is a play”, to induce the hearer to 
interpret the speaker’s subsequent activities in a playful stance (Bateson, 1972). 
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It can be inferred that whether a humorous frame is established or not depends on 
the speaker’s underlying humorous intent. Humorous intent is an important concept 
and lays a conceptual basis in the studies of humorous frame and conversational 
humour. Obviously, the speaker’s humorous intent is a part of the speaker’s 
communicative intent.  
 
Speaker’s intention/intent is a broad, complex and important concept in the studies 
of psychology, cognitive linguistics, sociolinguistics, pragmatics and social and 
cultural analysis. The current study discusses speaker’s intent/intention or meaning 
as a negotiable conversational construct rather than the privately held mental state 
of individuals (Haugh, 2013b). Speaker’s intent means that “a speaker means 
something by intending that the hearer recognise what is meant as intended by the 
speaker” (Haugh, 2013b, p. 41). Speaker’s intent indicates his/her wish to convey 
certain information to other participants. Through various linguistic or paralinguistic 
strategies, the speaker aims for the thought in their mind to be recognised and 
accepted by other participants (Jongste, 2013). The current study addresses 
speaker’s intent by explaining the way in which it is possible to access the 
implicature and implicit meaning conveyed via the speaker’s utterances, rather than 
what might be going on inside the minds of participants (Haugh, 2013b).  
 
These arguments concerning the speaker’s intention/intent are applicable to the 
research field when conversational humour becomes the focus. It has been argued 
that the speaker’s intention also needs to be treated as a discursive construct in 
exploring conversational humour, and that intention involves ‘‘evaluations by others 
of the speaker’s awareness of the implications of what he is saying or doing, and/or 
evaluations of what the speaker is aiming to do through the utterance (or behaviour 
more broadly)’’ (Haugh, 2012, p. 168). The speaker’s humorous intent in the current 
study indicates that the speaker utters something and wishes to amuse the target 
and/or third parties in conversation, and he/she wishes the target and/or third parties 
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to recognise and/or appreciate his/her utterances as humorous.  
 
When a speaker intentionally constructs a humorous frame, various 
contextualisation cues can be deployed to signal the contextual presupposition (i.e. 
humour) and to facilitate the hearer’s inferential process of humour (Kotthoff, 2006). 
Contextualisation cues include both linguistic (e.g. introductory utterances such as 
“have you heard this joke before?”) and paralinguistic cues (e.g. facial expressions, 
gestures, intonations and so on), which are indicative of the speaker’s humorous 
intent and the establishment of a humorous frame in conversations (Dynel, 2016b; 
Haugh, 2013b). To summarise, when humorous frame is established in conversations 
it entails the speaker’s humorous intent, and this intent can be indicated by various 
linguistic and paralinguistic contextualisation cues. A detailed discussion of the 
paralinguistic and linguistic clues that are indicative of the speaker’s humorous 
intent (i.e. design features of humour) follows in section 4.3.3.2.  
 
In addition to the speaker’s humorous intent, the hearer’s recognition of the speaker’s 
intent and his/her appreciation of humour is also important, since it indicates the 
successful establishment of a humorous frame and marks the completion of mode 
adoption (Dynel, 2011b). It has been argued that there are four implicatures (i.e. 
recognition, understanding, appreciation and agreement) of conversational humour that 
indicate hearers’ involvement of humour (Hay, 2001). When the speaker signals his/her 
humorous intent, the hearer is supposed to recognise the speaker’s intent, to understand 
his/her humour, and then to indicate the appreciation of that humour (Hay, 2001). The 
first three implicatures, namely recognition, understanding and appreciation, lie on a 
shared scale; however the fourth implicature, agreement, is not always dependent upon 
appreciation (Hay, 2001). In other words, understanding entails recognition, and 
appreciation entails both recognition and understanding. Nevertheless, in some cases 
hearers can indicate their appreciation of humour, while disagreeing with the message 
delivered via the humour. For example, if the hearer makes a comment such as “it’s a 
lame joke” immediately after his/her laughter, he/she then shows his/her appreciation 
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but withholds his/her agreement. On the contrary, if a hearer shows a full support of the 
humour (e.g. by laughter), it implies his/her recognition, understanding and 
appreciation of that humour, and also his/her agreement of the information conveyed 
(Hay, 2001). When these four stages are completed, a humorous frame is successfully 
established.  
 
It is worth mentioning that laughter is not the sole way to demonstrate an appreciation 
of humour and there exist various linguistic strategies that are also indicative of the 
hearer’s appreciation and agreement of humour, amongst which are “contributing more 
humour, playing along with the speaker’s humour, using echo or overlap, and offering 
sympathy” (Hay, 2001, p. 55). In this sense, hearers can respond in multifarious ways 
to indicate their support of the speaker’s humour. Therefore, it is important to analyse 
the hearer’s response in a holistic manner by considering both its surface meaning and 
its implicature.   
 
In summary, the current study responds to the key notions and analytical frameworks 
under the paradigm of CA paying special attention to the sequential organisation of 
joke-telling and humorous frame from both the speaker’s and the hearer’s sides. It has 
been asserted that these CA approaches have great theoretical value in the analysis of 
conversational humour. They provide theoretical and methodological support for the 
identification and analysis of conversational humour. To be more specific, the preface 
and response in joke-telling sequences highlights how various communicative 
resources are indicative of the speaker’s intent and hearer’s appreciation of humour. 
These communicative resources are important in identifying the units of conversational 
humour. In addition, most previous studies have explored the sequentiality of humour 
in English-speaking contexts, and very few, if any studies have investigated the 
communicative structures of humour in Chinese spoken data. The current study 
therefore contributes to this underexplored area by extending the application of the 
sequential organisations of joke-telling to the analysis of various forms of 
conversational humour in Chinese sitcom discourse.  
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In the next section, another important strand in the study of the communicative aspects 
of humour will be introduced, namely, the studies of the functions of conversational 
humour. Although section 2.1.2 has already discussed some important interpersonal 
functions of humour, these functions are related to certain types of humour and cannot 
provide a full picture of the functions of humour in interactions, including not only 
interpersonal functions but also the communicative and social functions of humour.  
 
2.1.2.2.3 Functions of humour 
The most sound and fruitful research area in the discourse analysis of humour lies in 
the study of the functions of humour. Linguistic scholars have identified multiple 
communicative and social functions of humour in different communicative contexts, 
such as in the workplace (Holmes, 2006b), in friends’ talk (Boxer & Corte-Conde, 1997; 
Coates, 2007), in the language teaching classroom (Wagner & Urios-Aparisi, 2011) and 
so on. Although a great body of literature can be found within the scope of humour 
research, the studies of the functions of humour have been critiqued for their limited 
theoretical value. These studies, it is claimed, only document one or two certain 
functions of humour in certain situations, whereas humour can in fact serve all possible 
communicative/social functions in different communicative contexts (Attardo, 2012). 
 
Despite this criticism, the research on the functions of humour does yield significant 
information in disclosing how humour impacts interpersonal relationships in 
conversations, and how speakers negotiate their communicative goals via humour. In 
this section the review constitutes two major parts, namely, the four primary functions 
of humour (Attardo, 1994) and the three general functions of humour (Hay, 1995). The 
four primary functions as defined by Attardo (1994) enumerate the social and 
communicative functions of humour, whereas Hay’s (1995) study concentrates on the 
interpersonal functions of humour.  
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Despite the divergent scholarly concerns in investigating the functions of humour, their 
discussion cannot go beyond the four general primary functions, namely social 
management, decommitment, mediation and defunctionalisation (Attardo, 1994). The 
social management functions of humour encompass cases where humour is used to 
“facilitate in-group interaction and strengthen in-group bonding or out-group rejection”, 
such as establishing a common ground, repairing, conveying social norms and so on 
(Attardo, 1994, p. 323). The decommitment functions of humour are described as when 
speakers can revoke or deny any harmful intention conveyed via humour by using 
strategies such as probing and salvaging to alleviate the unpleasant social situation and 
ultimately to facilitate social exchange. The mediation function of humour is also based 
on the deniability and retractability of humour. It refers to situations in which the 
speaker is afforded with an option to deny the truthfulness of his/her remarks by 
claiming his/her remarks were intended as humorous and non-serious, especially when 
these remarks have been perceived as socially unacceptable in certain situations. Finally, 
the defunctionalisation of humour indicates the non-functional nature of humour. It 
depicts instances of humour that are not intended to “transmit information (the essential 
function of language) but simply for playful purposes” (Attardo, 1994, pp. 323-329).  
 
It seems that Attardo’s (1994) account of the four primary functions of humour is all- 
encompassing in that it focuses on the communicative, social and interpersonal 
functions of humour. However, it should be noted that he has not indicated clearly the 
different aspects of the four functions of humour, since some of these functions merge 
and overlap with each other. To be more specific, the functions of decommitment and 
mediation in humour can in fact be categorised as a subclass of the social management 
functions of humour, since these two functions ultimately serve to facilitate smooth 
communication and to minimise the negative consequences of humour, which are 
similar to the role of social management.  
 
While considering the complexity of Attardo’s (1994) discussion of the functions of 
humour, the current study also reviews Hay’s (1995) framework of the general 
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functions of humour, which concentrates on the interpersonal functions of humour. 
Hay’s (1995) study seems to be an expansion of the social management function that 
was outlined in Attardo’s (1994) study. In it, she elaborates on the different aspects of 
interpersonal and social functions of humour in interactions.  
 
Hay’s (1995) framework largely draws on a well-documented argument that humour 
has two major social functions, namely affiliative (solidarity-oriented, in-group 
bonding, etc.) and disaffiliative (power-based, out-group biting, etc.) (Martineau, 1972; 
Norrick, 1993). Although the affiliative and disaffiliative effects of humour have also 
been elaborated in Attardo’s (1994) study, Hay (1995) gives a more complete picture 
of these two functions of humour. In addition, Hay (1995) extends the general functions 
of humour theory by incorporating a new interpersonal function of humour, namely the 
psychological function. She argues that there are three general functions of humour, 
namely solidarity-based functions, power-based functions and psychological functions 
(for a detailed discussion of these three functions refer to section 4.3.3.3). 
 
Hay’s (1995) framework depicts a general picture of the social and interpersonal 
functions of humour ranging from solidarity-based, to power-based, and to the 
psychological functions of humour. Despite its significance, Hay’s (1995) model is not 
completely unproblematic. That is, she specifically highlights that the strategy of 
teasing in playing two-fold roles, namely the solidarity management role and the power 
enhancing role. However, as mentioned earlier (in section 2.1.3.1), ambiguity seems to 
be an intrinsic element of nearly all typical forms of aggressive humour, such as 
disparaging, ridicule, irony and so on. Therefore, it is presumed that aggressive humour 
in a general sense can be used to perform two-fold functions, not only teasing.  
 
Furthermore, the functions and strategies discussed in Hay’s (1995) model are mainly 
considered from the speaker’s point of view, and neglect the important roles of the 
hearers in fulfilling these social functions. A case in point is that when a speaker uses 
humour to achieve a certain social goal, the hearer’s interpretations and responses are 
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crucial in determining whether the speaker’s intended communicative goal has been 
achieved or not. In other words, the hearer’s response can either facilitate or reverse the 
interpersonal goals of humour that are intended by the speaker. Therefore the social 
functions of humour need to be evaluated from both the speaker’s and the hearer’s 
perspectives.  
 
To recapitulate, despite some ambiguous and partial points, Attardo’s (1994) and Hay’s 
(1995) frameworks provide significant insights for the analysis of the communicative 
and social functions of humour, and the discussion of the solidarity and power-based 
functions of humour in Hay’s (1995) study establish a solid analytical foundation for 
exploring how humour enacts politeness and impoliteness in Chinese sitcoms. The 
following section introduces an important yet underexplored topic, failed humour, 
which has increasingly attracted scholarly interest as a part of linguistic research of 
humour. As Brock (2016) argues, failed humour among characters constitutes a major 
source of humour in sitcom discourse, therefore a review of the studies of failed humour 
in natural conversations seems especially relevant.   
 
2.1.2.3 Failed humour 
As mentioned earlier, to thoroughly analyse humour in sitcom discourse the concept of 
failed humour needs be introduced. Although failed humour is still a significantly 
underexplored topic in the extensive field of humour research (Bell, 2015; Bell & 
Attardo, 2010), the study of failed humour has attracted increasing attention from 
humour scholars in recent years, as they have begun to notice the presence of failed 
humour in people’s interactions and the important social consequences that such 
failures elicit (Bell, 2015, p. 6).  
 
As might be expected, the defining of failed humour has not achieved universal 
consensus. In earlier studies, Hay (1995) defined failed humour as humour that is not 
supported. Recently, scholars tend to define failed humour by taking account of both 
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the speaker’s and the hearer’s sides. Bell and Attardo (2010, p. 426) define failed 
humour as any instance of speech produced in conversations in which any one of the 
participants fails to notice the speaker’s intention to amuse, or fails to interpret the 
text/situation as humorous while one of the other participants considers it funny. Bell 
(2015, p. 4) further broadens this definition, describing failed humour as “any utterance 
that is intended to amuse, but that, due to interlocutor, environmental, or other factors, 
is not negotiated ‘perfectly’”.  
 
The current study reviews two essential topics in humour studies, namely the causes 
(Bell & Attardo, 2010) and the responses of failed humour (Bell, 2013, 2015). These 
research fields are highly relevant in addressing the research concerns of the current 
study, since characters’ failed attempts at humour that amuse TV viewers constitute a 
great proportion of humour in sitcom discourse. Therefore, understanding what causes 
humour failure and what the responses to it are is beneficial in classifying humour based 
on the two communicative levels in sitcom discourse, and in understanding how 
humour produces impoliteness effects in characters’ interactions. 
 
2.1.2.3.1 The causes of failed humour 
Few scholarly efforts can be found in analysing the causes of failed humour in 
conversations. Ortega (2013b) and Bell (2015) offer the most important studies in this 
regard. Ortega’s (2013b) study is illuminating since she incorporates Raskin’s (1985) 
and Attardo’s (1994) ideas of humour competence and humour performance in 
discussing failed humour. Concepts of humour competence and humour performance 
are not only important in exploring humour but are also significant for investigating 
failed humour (Bell, 2009b; Bell & Attardo, 2010; Ortega, 2013b).  
 
Humour competence was originally theorised by Raskin (1985), who described it as the 
competence of a given speaker to detect and to recognise the necessary semantic 
humorous elements, as well as sufficient conditions for the text to be perceived as 
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humorous. By contrast, humour performance, as explained by Attardo (2002), depicts 
a concrete encounter between (at least) two interlocutors in a given context, where 
speaker A utters something and speaker B recognises and processes it as humour and 
then extends it using relevant humour support strategies. Humour competence and 
humour performance are key concepts in explaining why some instances of humour 
result in failure for some conversation participants (Ortega, 2013b).  
 
In addition to the notions of humour competence and humour performance, Ortega 
(2013b) also draws on Hay’s (2001) account of the four implicatures (i.e. recognition, 
understanding, appreciation and agreement) of conversational humour (detailed 
discussion in section 2.1.3.2.3). Building on these important works, Ortega (2013b) 
develops a framework to explain how failed humour occurs in conversation from 
mainly the hearer’s reception end, as presented in the following table:  
 
Table 2.2  
Failed humour in conversation (Ortega, 2013b, p. 214)  
Humour stages Humour utterance stages Effects 
Humour competence Recognition 
Understanding 
Humour 
Humour performance Appreciation → lack of appreciation→  not humour 
Agreement → lack of agreement →    failed humour 
 
As demonstrated in Error! Reference source not found., recognition and 
understanding are viewed as parts of the hearer’s humour competence, whilst 
appreciation and agreement are considered as the hearer’s humour performance. 
Recognition refers to the hearer’s ability to identify a speaker’s humorous intent, and 
understanding indicates the hearer’s ability to successfully decipher the humorous 
elements in a speaker’s utterances. On the other hand, appreciation and agreement refer 
to a hearer’s reactions to the speaker’s humour, and also his/her manifestations of 
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enjoyment via various support strategies (e.g. positive comments or joint humour) 
(Ortega, 2013b). When a hearer indicates his/her recognition, understanding and 
appreciation of humour, but cancels or withholds his/her agreement, failure occurs 
(Ortega, 2013b, p. 200).  
   
Ortega’s (2013b) framework explains how failed humour occurs in conversations from 
mainly interpersonal perspectives. It explicates how failure emerges when certain 
stages of humour fail to be performed. Despite these important insights, it should still 
be recognised that Ortega’s (2013) framework has some limitations. The major problem 
is that she only labels the situation, i.e. lack of agreement, as failed humour. 
Theoretically speaking, failure pertains to any of the four stages of humour, namely 
recognition, understanding, appreciation and agreement. This point is also made by Bell 
(2015). However, the causes of failed humour are explained by Bell (2015) in a more 
comprehensive manner, and she outlines ten triggers of failed humour, as below.  
 
Bell (2015) takes a holistic approach to address the causes of failed humour by viewing 
it from interactional perspectives. Failed humour is treated as a subcategory of 
miscommunication in Bell’s (2015) framework, in which she explicates ten potential 
overlapping causes of failure, namely: (1) locutionary factors; (2) linguistic rules; (3) 
ambiguity; (4) pragmatic force of utterance; (5) message form; (6) frame/keying; (7) 
joke incongruity; (8) joke appreciation; (9) joke (meta)messages; and (10) humour 
support (for a more detailed discussion see (Bell, 2015, pp. 61-107). As a subcategory 
of miscommunication, the triggers of miscommunication in general can also become 
causes of failed humour. The first six factors, i.e. (1)-(6), are the causes of failures that 
can be found in both humorous and non-humorous conversations. The last four causes 
of failure, i.e. (7)-(10), however, are specific to humorous interactions. 
 
The last four causes are reviewed in detail. Bell (2015, p. 85) describes failed humour 
caused by failing to decipher joke incongruity as cases in which “the hearer can 
understand the language of text and identify speaker’s humorous intent, but he/she 
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cannot process speaker’s utterances as humorous”. Failure that arises from the inability 
to decode joke incongruity is closely related to the humour competence of both speakers 
and hearers, namely a speaker’s capability to successfully set up and deliver jokes and 
to select proper audiences, and the hearer’s capability to decipher the humorous 
elements. On the other hand, failure triggered by the absence of “joke appreciation” 
refers to humour which can be successfully understood by hearers, but the hearers 
refuse or cannot express their appreciation. It can be caused by inappropriate content 
of humour, inappropriate contexts of humour, or targets of humour that are 
unacceptable to the hearers (Bell, 2015). In these cases, the overt hurtful meaning 
overrides the potential humorous interpretation that is carried by these utterances (Bell, 
2015). Failure that arises from the unsuccessful delivery of “joke (meta)messages” 
depicts situations where a speaker intends to fulfil certain social actions via humour 
(e.g. points out others’ faults, corrects others’ behaviour and so on), but fails to do so, 
though humour may successfully elicit laughter from hearers (Bell, 2015). Lastly, 
failure caused by the absence of “(appropriate) humour support” refers to cases in 
which a hearer is expected to respond to humour in a proper and prompt way, and any 
inappropriate, delayed or absent response may contribute to failure (Bell, 2015, p. 102).  
 
The last four causes of failed humour outlined by Bell (2015) support the above-
mentioned point that Ortega’s (2013) framework is problematic, since humour not only 
arises merely from lack of agreement, but also can be trigged by lack of recognition, 
lack of understanding and lack of appreciation. Bell’s (2015) description of the failure 
caused by joke (meta)messages echoes the notion of failure caused by lack of 
recognition, which includes the failure to recognise the speaker’s intent to amuse and/or 
the speaker’s intent to perform certain social or interpersonal actions via humour. Bell’s 
(2015) explanation of the failure caused by the absence of identifying joke incongruity 
equates to the failure caused by lack of understanding, since both depict a case in which 
the hearer fails to understand the joke’s incongruity. It is worth noting that the account 
of failure caused by joke appreciation might reflect the notion of failure triggered by 
lack of agreement rather than lack of appreciation. Thus, Bell’s (2015) elaboration of 
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failure caused by the absence of (appropriate) humour support is better understood as 
failure caused by lack of appreciation. When hearers show their disagreement of the 
messages conveyed via humour, though they might have already indicated their 
appreciation, this is exactly the case that Bell (2015) describes as failure caused by the 
absence of joke appreciation. On the other hand, lack of appreciation depicts the 
situation where the speaker’s humour is not followed by any humour support from 
hearers that are indicative of their amusement. Bell’s (2015) study defines this situation 
as failure caused by the absence of (appropriate) humour support.  
 
Ortega’s (2013) and Bell’s (2015) studies are illuminating for the current study in that 
they facilitate an analysis of the causes of failed humour in characters’ interactions in 
Chinese sitcom discourse. The following part moves to review another important 
research topic of failed humour, namely responses to failed humour.  
 
2.1.2.3.2 Responses to failed humour 
Another important topic within this research area is responses to failed humour. Bell 
(2015) discusses extensively the possible responses to failed humour in conversations, 
which include responses to humour caused by a lack of agreement (Bell, 2009b) and a 
lack of understanding (Bell, 2013), as well as impolite responses to failed humour (Bell, 
2009a). Bell (2015, p. 127) concludes that responses to failed humour, either caused by 
a lack of understanding or a lack of agreement, can be characterised by several major 
types, namely laughter, interjection, evaluation, rhetorical question, comments or 
questions about the joke, sarcasm, mode adoption (e.g. playing along with the joke), 
topic change, directives and so on. It is worth noting that laughter is viewed here as a 
response to failure that implies the hearer’s appreciation of the speaker’s attempt at 
humour, rather than the humour per se, and it is usually followed by a negative 
comment/nonverbal cue (e.g. shaking head) which implies the hearer’s disagreement of 
humour (Bell, 2009b).   
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Admittedly, any exploration of the response to failed humour in natural conversations 
is full of obstacles and complexities (Bell, 2013, pp. 187-188). The most complicated 
aspect is that in some cases, hearers feign their understanding and appreciation of 
humour, and give a positive response, even without fully understanding or appreciating 
the speaker’s humour (Bell, 2015). It is also true that interlocutors can be lenient in 
commenting on another person’s joke performance, and they laugh to save “the 
speaker’s face in spite of the fact that they are not being amused” (Bell, 2015, p. 126). 
These factors not only exacerbate the difficulty in identifying the boundaries of humour 
and failed humour, but also in fully identifying all the possible responses to failure.   
 
The research field of failed humour is still vastly unexplored, particularly where 
languages other than English are concerned. The current study attempts to fill this gap 
by exploring failed humour in Chinese sitcom discourse. The review of the causes and 
responses of failed humour benefits the current study from two aspects. First, it 
provides analytical basis in analysing how aggressive humour can fail to be appreciated 
as humorous by the hearing character/s, while amusing TV viewers. Second, it offers 
theoretical foundations in explicating how responses to failed humour become 
important indicators in classifying humour in sitcom discourse. Moreover, Bell (2015, 
p. 15) argues that the discussion of failed humour cannot be isolated from concepts of 
(im)politeness. Therefore, studies of failed humour can provide new and intriguing 
perspectives towards explaining the intricate relationship between humour and 
(im)politeness in sitcom discourse. The current study addresses how failed attempts at 
humour are closely intertwined with (im)politeness in character’s interactions, and how 
these impoliteness acts among characters are exploited as a source of humour for TV 
viewers. The following section will introduce another fruitful field within the scope of 
humour studies, namely humour and laughter.  
 
2.1.3 Humour and laughter 
In earlier humour studies, humour and laughter were frequently used synonymously. 
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The relationship between humour and laughter can be simply understood in the sense 
that humour elicits laughter/smiling from hearers, while the presence of laughter marks 
its reference as laughable and potentially as humorous (Glenn, 2003). Using laughter 
as the explicit marker of humour has been widely applied by humour scholars. However, 
some researchers insist that the relationship between humour and laughter is far from 
clear-cut. The reasons why laugher occurs in conversations are manifold, and there is 
no straightforward causal relation between humour and laughter (Attardo, Pickering, et 
al., 2013; Glenn, 2003). This section of the review concentrates on distinguishing the 
following essential concepts, namely laughter, laughter in sitcoms (e.g. canned laughter 
and characters’ laughter) and the relationship between humour and laughter.  
 
2.1.3.1 Laughter 
Laughter is a ubiquitous nonverbal behaviour demonstrated to communicate a wide 
range of positive and passive emotions in interactions. Studies of laughter have been 
conducted in multiple disciplines ranging from phonetics and biology to cultural studies. 
The versatile facets of laughter have led to a huge diversity of research foci, of which 
only a few important threads are closely related to the linguistic studies of humour. The 
current study endeavours to review the definitions, acoustic features, functions and 
communicative aspects of laughter.  
 
Laughter is generally characterised by a vocal and visual signal complex: laughter 
vocalisation, associated facial expressions (e.g. scowling, frowning), body movements 
(e.g. trembling, shaking), and changes in speech patterns (e.g. shouting, whining) and 
so on (Darwin, 1872; Martin, 2007). From the perspective of nonverbal behaviour, 
laughter is defined as a sudden and spasmodic expulsion from the lung, typically with 
greater force and louder voice volume than found during normal breathing and speaking, 
and it can be generally divided into voiced laughter and voiceless (unvoiced) laughter 
(Chafe, 2007).  
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There are few studies which elaborate on the differences between mirth, laughter and 
smiling. Mirth is used to describe the emotional display at the initial stage. With the 
increasing intensification of emotion, it then becomes laughter and smiling (Martin, 
2007). To be more specific, “mirth is expressed by a faint smile, which turns into a 
broader smile and then audible chuckling and laughter as the emotional intensity 
increases”, whereas smiling and laughter are different in terms of the intensity of 
emotions (Martin, 2007, p. 155). The current study adopts laughter as a general term to 
include both voiced laughter and voiceless laughter (which is inaudible but 
demonstrated by explicit facial expressions, such as mirth and smiling). 
 
It is notable that the variations of laughter (e.g. acoustic features, duration, intensity 
and so on) may shape the interpersonal and social meaning of, and actions 
accomplished by, laughter. Among all the features that impact the interpersonal 
meaning conveyed by laughter, the acoustic features are considered the most 
conspicuous. Laughter, it is argued, can show varying differences at the prosodic 
dimension (e.g. pitch, loudness and voice quality) (Bachorowski & Owren, 2001), and 
these prosodic differences of laughter can negotiate divergent social meanings (i.e. 
affiliation or disaffiliation). Based on the acoustic differences, Tanaka and Campbell 
(2011) categorise laughter into five major types, i.e. mirthful, politeness, 
embarrassment, derision, and other, to demonstrate how the distinct acoustic features 
of laughter can unveil certain interpersonal meanings (Tanaka & Campbell, 2011). 
 
Since laughter is a heavily context-dependant phenomenon, scholars have found that 
the research of laughter is especially rewarding in the field of conversation analysis. 
Conversation analysis provides significant theoretical value in analysing how speakers 
produce various forms of laughter and how, through such contributions, they display 
their changing participation status and carry out their social and interpersonal acts 
(Glenn, 2003, 2009; Holt, 2010). In this part, shared laughter and the distribution of 
laughter are highlighted, since shared laughter is an important indicator of humour 
appreciation, whereas the distribution of laughter is significant in identifying the 
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distribution of humour in conversations.  
 
Shared laughter is defined as laughter that is reciprocal to the previous laugh invitation 
of the speaker (Glenn, 2003). In this vein, shared laughter can be seen as a form of 
“adjacent pairs” with respect to its sequencing in conversations (Jefferson, 1979). 
Recipients are expected to perform a subsequent laughter instance in return to the first 
laughter invitation. It has been argued that shared laughter plays important functions at 
both discoursal and interpersonal perspectives, and that the distribution of laughter 
unveils significant information about how laughter functions at these two levels (Holt, 
2010, 2016).  
 
From the discoursal perspectives, Holt (2010) observes that shared laughter in dyadic 
conversations often precedes the introduction of a new topic; thus it can be interpreted 
as a topic termination cue. It can thus be inferred that shared laughter is an important 
discourse marker to terminate a topic or to herald a topic change during conversations 
(Vettin & Todt, 2004). From the interpersonal perspective, some scholars observe that 
shared laughter serves certain social functions, such as strengthening social alignment 
with the speaker, especially in dyadic conversations (Glenn, 2009, p. 139). In addition, 
the distribution of shared laughter can disclose the degree of intimacy among 
participants and can also reflect normative communicative requirements (Vettin & Todt, 
2004). In other words, shared laughter occurs more frequently in the context of 
increased sociality. It is more pervasive in dyadic conversations than in multi-party 
conversations, and is more frequent in talk with friends than with strangers. In short, 
shared laughter not only plays an important role in marking the shift of frame and 
cueing a speaker’s humorous intent, but also in disclosing interpersonal relations among 
participants. In this sense, shared laughter can be viewed as an indication of politeness.  
 
Clearly, then, these studies of laughter provide significant theoretical and analytical 
value in analysing conversational humour and the intricate relationship between 
humour and politeness. Such studies of laughter benefit the current study in the 
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following aspects: First, they provide theoretical support in coding laughter in 
consideration of the sequence of laughter (e.g. solo laughter or shared laughter), since 
laughter has been widely recognised as the most explicit indicator of humour in 
conversations. Second, the acoustic features and distribution of laughter evidence 
implicit social and interpersonal meanings conveyed via humour. To be more specific, 
the acoustic features of laughter can help to determine whether the speaker’s laughter 
is sincere or fake and can access the underlying meanings of the speaker’s laughter. The 
distribution of laughter (i.e. before, in the middle of, or after a humorous utterance), on 
the other hand, is beneficial in analysing whether the laughter is related to the speaker’s 
humorous intent, the speaker’s decommitment to the serious communicative meaning 
or the hearer’s appreciation of humour.  
 
Differing from laughter in natural conversations, laughter in sitcoms may demonstrate 
more complex features since it not only includes the characters’ laughter, but is also 
filled with a large amount of plotted and pre-recorded laughter (e.g. canned laughter). 
Since a character’s laughter shares common features with laughter in natural 
conversations, the following part mainly reviews canned laughter and its important role 
in TV comedies.   
 
2.1.3.2 Canned laughter 
Canned laughter, also known as a laugh track, “is a recorded laughter edited into 
comedy shows as a simulated response of live audience. It is intended to convince the 
audience what they are seeing is funnier than they might otherwise consider it to be” 
(Albert et al, 1988, p. 412) . It has two key functions in TV comedies. First, it offers the 
individual viewers a sense of watching and laughing together as part a collective 
audience, and second, it provides the viewers with the assurance that everything is just 
a joke and we can all laugh about it together (Bore, 2011).  
 
Although canned laughter has been widely applied in TV comedies, it has provoked 
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two divergent scholarly views. From the negative side, audiences are seemingly 
manipulated by canned laughter, and it may give rise to the feeling that they are being 
told when to laugh (B. Mills, 2005). From the positive side, canned laughter makes TV 
comedies more closely resemble a social experience by creating comic impetus for the 
individual viewers (Bore, 2011). Although canned laughter stirs heated debates among 
scholars for its diverse social and psychological impacts upon TV viewers, it has been 
empirically confirmed that canned laughter indeed successfully elicits more laughter 
from audiences, and episodes will generate higher ratings with the presence of canned 
laughter, compared with those which have no canned laughter at all (Platow et al., 2005). 
 
Canned laughter in TV sitcoms does therefore play an important role in marking the 
laughable scenes. Unlike laughter in natural conversations, which is not necessarily 
associated with humour (Attardo, Pickering, et al., 2013), the presence of canned 
laughter in sitcoms should always be interpreted as a signal of humour delivered by 
directors/producers to audiences (Messerli, 2016). The current study thus draws on 
canned laughter, along with the laughter and shared laughter of the characters, as 
important paralinguistic cues in identifying humour in Chinese sitcoms.  
 
2.1.3.3 Humour and laughter 
Although humour and laughter may share some common features, they are not 
inseparable (Attardo, 2012). It is for instance problematic to view laughter as the sole 
indicator of humour in conversations (Holt, 2016). Obviously, humour does not always 
elicit laughter, and laughter can be caused by various stimuli other than humour (Bell, 
2009b). This section will explicate the intricate relationship between humour and 
laughter in both natural conversations and in sitcoms, and demonstrate how humour 
can be inferred without the presence of laughter, as well as how humour might be 
supported by linguistic devices other than laughter.  
 
In earlier studies, humour and laughter were commonly viewed as an adjacent pair 
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(Norrick, 1993), i.e., humour and laughter must occur in sequence, in the same way as 
“question” and “answer”. This claim can be easily refuted, since many instances of 
humour occur without laughter. Although some scholars have repeatedly argued that a 
speaker’s laughter is an important indicator of their humorous intent, and that laughter 
is used as a proactive tool in framing the conversation as humorous (Jefferson, 1979), 
other scholars still insist that it is rather limiting to regard laughter as identifying 
humour, since laughter can occur before, during or after a humorous turn, or not at all 
(Attardo, 2012).  
 
Some researchers have proposed that the identification of humour should be conducted 
in a more comprehensive manner by considering the variations of prosodic markers (e.g. 
pitch, pauses, volume, speech rate, stress, etc.) (Archakis et al., 2010), textual cues (e.g. 
semantic incongruities) (Attardo, 1994) and responses to humour that are not limited to 
laughter alone. In addition, they also note that laughter is not the sole way to support 
humour, and various linguistic strategies (e.g. playing along with humour, echoing, 
offering sympathetic remarks to humour, or heightening the involvement) are also 
indications of humour appreciation (Hay, 2001, p. 55).  
 
Put simply, the relationship between humour and laughter should be viewed as a mutual 
constitution model rather than a simple stimulus response. The laughable or humorous 
units embodied in conversations cannot be viewed as inherent properties of a message, 
or the internal state of a social being, but as a jointly negotiated communicative 
accomplishment which is a possible outcome of the humorous sequence/interaction 
(Glenn, 2003, p. 33).  
 
Nevertheless, while there is some debate over the interconnectedness between laughter 
and humour in natural conversations, scholars who investigate humour in sitcoms find 
that laughter has special value in marking the humorous intent in sitcoms (Brock, 2016). 
In other words, the role of laughter in TV comedies, as an indicator of humour, is more 
conspicuous than that in natural conversations. Some scholars assert that laughter is the 
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most explicit cue of humour in TV comedies, since there is no significant difference 
between a humorous turn and a serious turn when considering other prosodic markers 
(e.g. volume, pitch and pauses) in film discourse (Urios-Aparisi & Wagner, 2013). 
Others contend that the presence of laughter in sitcoms, especially canned laughter, 
should always be directly associated with the director’s/producer’s humorous intent 
(Messerli, 2016, p. 82). Messerli (2016) exemplifies how humorous intent delivered 
from the two communicative levels (for more detailed discussion refer to section 2.3.2) 
is embodied in laughter. He argues that canned laughter marks humorous intent at CL1 
humour, and a character’s laughter (both the speaking character and the hearing 
character) marks humorous intent at CL2 (Messerli, 2016, p. 79). Messerli’s (2016) 
claims, however, may be partial, since a character’s laughter is also contrived by the 
director/producer/writer, and in this sense, a character’s laughter also implies CL1’s 
humour intent, not merely CL2’s. Despite this, Messerli’s (2016) study empirically 
demonstrated the special value of laughter in identifying humour in sitcoms.  
 
The reviewed study of humour and laughter in both natural conversations and in 
sitcoms constitutes a solid theoretical ground for the identification and analysis of 
humour, and the exploration of the interaction of humour and politeness in the discourse 
of the Chinese sitcom. The next section will review another important part of humour 
studies, namely humour in Chinese.  
 
2.1.4 Humour in Chinese 
Like the concept of humour in English, the concept of yōumò / huájī in 
Chinese can be traced back centuries and is also constantly evolving. The term 
yōumò ‘humour’ is a transliteration of the English word humour, and was introduced to 
China in 1923. Before yōumò was widely accepted in China, a more ancient term, 
huájī ‘funny’, was used to indicate “laughable and funny” elements in Chinese (Chey, 
2011, p. 3). This section introduces the cultural and social connotations of in yōumò 
Chinese, the different connotations between huájī and yōumò, major Chinese terms for 
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humour and influential studies of humour in Chinese. 
 
The term yōumò ‘humour’ was introduced to Chinese in 1923 by Lin Yutang, one 
of the most influential linguists, writers and translators of modern China. Lin describes 
yōumò as a philosophical concept that “reveals a mellow and detached disposition and 
conveys a certain philosophy of life and critique of life” (Qian, 2011, p. 203). More 
recently, yōumò ‘humour’ in Chinese refers to a sympathetic and reasonable 
understanding of life (Chey, 2011). The ancient indigenous term huájī, which was 
first documented in the Spring-Autumn Period (722-403 BC), is recognised as an 
equivalent of humour in Chinese before yōumò was introduced, however some scholars 
argue that the cultural and social connotations of huájī and yōumò do not completely 
overlap.   
 
It has been suggested that the major difference between huájī and yōumò lies in the fact 
that “Yōumò is a natural verbal behaviour making people smile thoughtfully, while 
huájī includes clowning, joking, funny actions/behaviour and ridiculous speech. In 
other words, huájī mainly describes actions and appearance, while yōumò describes 
speech” (Liao, 2003, p. 21). Liao (2003) defines huájī as funniness that derives from 
less profound thoughts, actions or speech, while yōumò pertains more to high-class, 
interesting and profound speech acts. Although it is widely recognised that huájī refers 
to nonverbal humour and yōumò to verbal humour, there is no definite semantic line 
between huájī and yōumò, and it is often the case that people still refer to funny verbal 
speech as huájī, and vice versa (Liao, 2003). In general yōumò, rather than huájī, is 
more widely adopted by researchers as an umbrella term for humour in their studies of 
humour in Chinese.  
 
As with the difficulties in clarifying the concepts of huájī and yōumò, humour 
researchers also face a great challenge in providing a comprehensive definition of 
yōumò in Chinese. Some recent studies have argued that Lin Yutang’s definition of 
yōumò is rather limited in depicting the full picture of yōumò in Chinese. The bright 
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side of humour, such as harmless humour or benign humour, are central to Lin’s 
philosophy of humour, but the dark side of humour, such as aggressive humour or 
disparagement humour, is not included in Lin’s definition (G.-H. Chen, 2013, p. 194). 
However, in English the concept of humour is rather comprehensive and all-
encompassing, varying in usage, purpose and definition, and ranging from enjoyment 
and ridicule to wisecracks and wisdom (Chey, 2011). In this vein, the connotation of 
yōumò in Chinese needs to be expanded to encompass all the possible interpretations 
of humour.  
 
To achieve this goal, Liao (2003) firstly gives a broader definition of yōumò, defining 
it as anything that is amusing or funny and that triggers laughter or a smile. G.-H. Chen 
(2013, p. 194) also affirms that yōumò should include “any event that triggers laughter 
or a smile”. Compared with the wealth of literature that can be found on the definitions 
of humour in English, youmo in Chinese has not been sufficiently discussed. Scholars 
have defined youmo for their own research concern without a general agreement. 
Therefore, youmo is still a largely underexplored research area, whatever its definitions, 
forms or functions.  
 
It has been posited that most forms of humour in Chinese have their approximate 
English equivalents (Davis, 2013). These include:  fánf ng ‘satire’ and wēif
ng ‘subtle satire’, xiàngshēng ‘cross-talk in dramatic form’ and èg o 
‘parody or spoofing’, or the classical terms, xuè ‘joking’, páidiào ‘joking’, 
jī ‘ridicule’, and cháo ‘derision’ (Davis, 2013). Notably, some literary forms of 
yōumò can only be found in Chinese discourse, such as d yóushī  (a game 
where friends pick up a thought or expression from each other and twist the meaning 
unexpectedly), and xiéhòuy  (a saying with only the first part of the saying 
spoken, leaving the hearer to extrapolate the second part and interpret it as a pun to 
create another word or phrase with a different meaning) (for a more detailed discussion 
refer to Chey (2011, 2016).  
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At first glance, most of the Chinese terms of humour do have English equivalents, but 
the connotations of each term in Chinese need to be carefully examined to identify 
whether there exist any nuances between the Chinese terms and their equivalents in 
English discourse (Davis, 2013). To address the terminological difficulties of humour 
in Chinese discourse, it seems vital both to develop a Chinese humour-related word-
map and to conduct a pragmatic analysis of humour in Chinese discourse (Davis, 2013). 
The current study intends to fill the existing gap with a pragmatic analysis of humour 
in Chinese, and to shed light on the conceptualisation of youmo by investigating humour 
in Chinese sitcom discourse.  
 
Previous studies of yōumò in Chinese have been mainly devoted to the research areas 
of philosophy, history or literature. Examples include: the influence of Confucian 
politics on Chinese humour (W. Xu, 2004); humour in Chinese ancient literary works 
(Qian, 2011) and in modern Chinese novels (Sohigian, 2013); and types of traditional 
humour strategies in Chinese dramas and literary works (Chey, 2011). These studies 
mainly focus on the humour that was favoured by the literati and elites of ancient China. 
This is because in ancient Chinese society only the humour of superior and educated 
elites was recorded and preserved. Humour at that time was normally used by the upper 
class for didactic purposes or by educated elites to implicitly convey criticism towards 
their privileged superiors.  
 
In recent years, due to the dramatic changes occurring in Chinese society and its 
economy, the concept of humour in Chinese has witnessed a dramatic expansion and 
new types of humour have appeared in various forms of discourse (Chey, 2011). 
Scholars therefore have begun to apply their interest to emerging research areas, such 
as humour in Chinese comic action movies or Happy-New-Year movies (Y. Xu & Xu, 
2013), or humour used by ethnic or dialect groups in China (Chey, 2016). Another 
important research thread can be found in cross-cultural studies of humour between 
China and other countries that relate to attitudes of humour. For example, the 
investigation of styles of humour used by Chinese and Canadians, and how social 
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factors such as age and gender affect their ways of using and responding to humour 
(Chan et al., 2011; G.-H. Chen & Rod, 2007), as well as the divergent views on humour 
in university teaching between Chinese students and Canadian students, and how 
humour relates to their mental outlook, creativity and personality traits (G.-H. Chen, 
2013). 
 
Although the study of humour in Chinese has gained momentum in recent years, it still 
lags far behind its Western counterpart. Yōumò is more observed in its written forms, 
while in its spoken and interactional discourse has not received due attention. Davis 
(2013) mentions the importance of studying humour in Chinese from an interactional 
perspective. The pragmatic analysis of humour in Chinese, such as its social and 
interpersonal functions, the topics and targets of humour, and the styles of humour, 
provides new insights for the exploration of the distinct features of yōumò in Chinese 
language and culture (Davis, 2013). The current study intends to fill these gaps by 
exploring the characteristics of humour in Chinese sitcom discourse, and aims to enrich 
the understanding of  yōumò ‘humour’ in the Chinese language and cultural 
background.  
 
Having introduced the studies of humour in both English and Chinese discourse, the 
following section will now move on to review the second major issue, namely 
(im)politeness studies and the interrelation of humour and (im)politeness.   
 
2.2 (Im)politeness studies 
(Im)politeness is an enduring and fruitful research field with a rich and nuanced range 
of research foci, and it has attracted much scholarly interest from both Western and 
Eastern scholars. To respond to the research demands of the current study, this section 
reviews the linguistic studies of (im)politeness by focusing on the following major 
aspects. They are (1) the notion of face, (2) politeness studies, (3) impoliteness studies, 
and (4) the interrelationship between (im)politeness and humour. Since the current 
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study explores conversational data in Chinese sitcom discourse, (5) studies of face and 
(im)politeness studies in Chinese will also be reviewed. 
 
2.2.1 Face 
Face is the core concept in the linguistic research of (im)politeness. Goffman’s (1955, 
1967) works are the pioneering studies of face, and he defines face as “the positive 
social value a person effectively claims for himself by the line others assume he has 
taken during a particular contact” (Goffman, 1967, p. 5). He conceptualises face as how 
participants continually express themselves in interpersonal communication and how 
they position themselves in the contingent flow of their social and cultural 
environments through various verbal and non-verbal acts (Goffman, 1967). Face can 
be constantly evaluated through one’s display of personal attributes, personal 
possessions, qualities, traits, social roles and goals in particular contexts. Goffman 
notes that face is the impression assumed by other participants through their immediate 
evaluations and assessments of the verbal or nonverbal actions taken by the speaker 
during interpersonal interactions, rather than a self-image that the speaker attributes to 
him/herself (Goffman, 1967). The main point of the concept of face is that “how you 
feel about your ‘self’ is dependent on how others feel about that ‘self’” (Culpeper, 2011, 
p. 25). In short, face is an individual image of self with the emotional state of others 
attached to it in contingent situations (Goffman, 1967, p. 17), and face can variously be 
maintained, lost, saved and given in interpersonal interactions (Goffman, 1955). 
 
Goffman (1955, 1967) studies inspired a series of examinations and analyses of the 
notion of face. Building on his two seminal works, Brown and Levinson (1987) 
proposed two important concepts, namely positive face and negative face (Brown & 
Levinson, 1987, p. 63). Positive and negative face, they assume, tend to be universal 
and face can be described in terms of individualistic psychological ‘face wants’ (Brown 
and Levinson,1987:66). Brown and Levinson (1987) contended that there are certain 
kinds of acts which intrinsically threaten the target’s face; these they named face-
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threatening acts (or FTAs) (Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 70). Based on the concepts of 
positive face and negative face, the authors proposed a framework of politeness to 
illustrate the series of politeness strategies used to mitigate or avoid the face threatening 
force to these two face wants during interactions (for a detailed discussion of B&L’s 
concepts of face and politeness theory see section 3.2.1.1).  
 
Brown and Levinson’s (1987) study, however, has been subsequently criticised for the 
way in which it reduces and neglects the central notion in Goffman (1955, 1967) study 
of face, and for its assumption of universal values in explaining the concept of face (Gu, 
1990; Mao, 1994). The first issue is that B&L (1987) view face as one’s own desired 
face wants that one needs to be satisfied consciously in goal-oriented interactions 
(O'Driscoll, 1996), which is distinctly different from Goffman’s conceptualisation of 
face as a self-image based on others’ evaluations or assessments of one’s speech or 
behaviours (Culpeper, 2011; Haugh, 2013a).   
 
In addition to this contested view of conceptualising face as a want or an image, a more 
heated debate has surrounded Brown and Levinson (1987) concepts of face and their 
assertion of its universal values (Chang, 2013; Haugh & Hinze, 2003; Kadar et al., 2013; 
Kadar & Pan, 2011; Mao, 1994). It has been argued that B&L’s (1987) claims 
surrounding face and negative face, which centre on self-oriented or autonomous self 
and avoid imposition from others, are problematic when applied to different cultural 
contexts, especially in East Asian cultures (Gu, 1990; Kadar & Pan, 2011; Mao, 1994; 
Okamoto, 2010). In Chinese culture, for example, individuals normally value the 
community’s evaluation and perceptions of their qualities and behaviour above having 
his/her own desires or wants to be unimpeded by others (Mao, 1994). Moreover, face 
is not merely a self-image that is attributed to individuals, rather, face can be shared 
across communities (Haugh, 2013a; Ho, 1976). As Chang (2008) observes, in the 
Taiwanese social and cultural context Chinese face, such as one’s distinguished 
achievements, can be shared by those who are the members of a close group (e.g. family 
members). Finally, the content of Chinese negative face is also different from B&L’s 
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(1987) original description of negative face (detailed discussion in section 3.2.2.). 
 
Although Brown and Levinson’s (1987) work has been critiqued for its inadequacies in 
explaining the concept of face in universal contexts, its significant theoretical value in 
the studies of face and (im)politeness should be recognised (O'Driscoll, 1996; Watts, 
2005). O'Driscoll (1996) points out that B&L’s (1987) concept of positive face, which 
derives from Goffman (1955) notion of face, implies a universal need for symbolic 
recognition in interactions, yet their concept of negative face, which largely rests on 
empirical observations of a kind of need for distance and individuation, is much more 
cross-culturally limited. To expand the applicability of B&L’s (1987) concepts of face, 
O'Driscoll (1996) introduces a new focus, namely culture-specific face, as a foreground 
concept of positive and negative face. Culture-specific face is a “foreground-conscious 
desire for a good face, the constituents of good, because they are culturally determined, 
being variable” (O'Driscoll, 1996, p. 4). He contends that culture-specific face relies on 
people’s value-judgements of others, and the contents of a good face vary in different 
social and cultural contexts, since obviously people in different cultural backgrounds 
have different values (O'Driscoll, 1996).  
 
Despite highlighting the fact that the cultural values entailed in Brown and Levinson 
(1987) face dualism are not necessarily recognised by all societies, and asserting the 
existence of culturally and socially specific elements of face, O'Driscoll (1996) 
maintains that the concepts of positive and negative face as universal traits of human 
beings are still valuable tools in cross-cultural analysis. It has also been argued that the 
universality of face operates at the conceptual level, and the specific contexts of positive 
and negative face are largely determined by value sets that accord with a number of 
social parameters in the local social and cultural backgrounds, such as power, social 
distance, dominance, status and so on (Watts, 2005).  
 
In addition to Brown and Levinson’s (1987) study, there is another important approach 
to the theorisation of face. It focuses on the conceptualisation of face within the 
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paradigms of communication and identity theories (Spencer-Oatey, 2007; Ting-Toomey, 
1994). The exploration of face, it is argued, invariably refers to the concept of self 
(Spencer-Oatey, 2007). Self is the central notion of personal identity, and involves a 
multi-faced, dynamic self-concept that people co-constitute with others during 
negotiations (Blitvich, 2013). The intricate relationship between face and identity can 
be summarised thus: Identity is situated as communication within an individual but face 
is a dynamic, relational and interpersonal phenomenon (Arundale, 2006). Furthermore, 
face is punctual while identity is enduring, and face is invested with affectivity and 
emotion while identity is not. Lastly, face has been described as an interactionally 
achieved phenomenon, whereas identity is an image that other people have when 
calling this type of person to mind (Blitvich, 2013). 
 
Face as a multi-faceted cognitive phenomenon can be socially constituted in interaction; 
the concept applies to individuals and collectives as well as to interpersonal relations 
(Spencer-Oatey, 2007). In this sense, three types of face can be distinguished: quality 
face, social identity face and relational face (Spencer-Oatey, 2005, 2007). Quality face 
refers to the fundamental desire to be positively commented on by others in terms of 
one’s personal qualities. Social identity face indicates the desire to be acknowledged or 
upheld in terms of people’s social roles. Relational face is described as the interpersonal 
relationship between the participants, and the ways in which the relationship is 
maintained or negotiated (Spencer-Oatey, 2005, p. 205; 2007, p. 647). While these 
theoretical contributions on face enrich the understanding of face against the backdrop 
of the macro-level cultural and social analysis, there are some studies that pay especial 
attention to how face is co-constituted as a relational and interpersonal construct at the 
micro-level of interactions.  
 
It has been argued that face emerges in interpersonal interactions as a joint 
accomplishment of interlocutors (Arundale, 2006; S. Chen et al., 2006). Face refers to 
“a meaning or action, or more generally an interpreting, that a participant forms about 
him/herself in verbal and visible communication” (Arundale, 2006, p. 201). In other 
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words, face involves the interlocutor’s perceptions and evaluations of communicative 
behaviour, and thus it is interactionally achieved in communication (Haugh, 2013a). 
Face is thus conceptualised as a joint achievement constructed in interactions through 
both the individual, social self and other participants’ evaluations relating to their 
relationship (Arundale, 2010).  
 
The face threat or face support force is not inherently encoded in utterances or acts 
(Arundale, 2006). Instead, the interpreting of face meaning relies on both participants’ 
interpreting of the specific utterances, along with preceding and subsequent utterances, 
and especially subsequent utterances (Arundale, 2006). Face support emerges when 
participants interactionally achieve the conventional action and face interpreting 
through the subsequent utterances, and face threat occurs when participants co-
constitute a different and non-conventional action and face interpreting through the 
subsequent utterances (Arundale, 2006). 
 
These theoretical contributions of face provide an alternative analytical perspective that 
departs from Goffman (1955) and Brown and Levinson (1987) concepts of face, and 
focuses instead on how face is understood from the viewpoint of relational and 
interactional perspectives. These two important approaches to face provide significant 
insights into analysing face in the macro-level social and cultural contexts and within 
micro-level interpersonal communication. It can be argued that these two approaches 
are not, however, completely exclusive – in fact they are complementary to each other. 
Researchers can conduct studies of face from both emic (participants’) and etic 
(analysts’) perspectives. The emic analysis of face involves identifying and describing 
the data with the aid of the relational and interactional approach of face, and an etic 
analysis of face, which aims to understand and analyse the findings, can be carried out 
using the conceptual theories, such as B&L’s (1987) concepts of positive and negative 
face (MacMartin et al., 2001).  
 
Based on the dominant studies of face, Bousfield (2008) summarises some key points 
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in the linguistic studies of face. He views face as an image individually (internally, 
cognitively, historically) held by the self but also as an interactionally (externally, 
mutually, continuously) constituted achievement negotiated between the self and others. 
Face can be constantly enhanced, threatened or damaged throughout interactional 
exchanges which might span multiple turns (Bousfield, 2008). Positive and negative 
face that involve a desire for approval and desire to be free from imposition are 
applicable to most cultural and social contexts, but with different emphases and saliency 
(Bousfield, 2008, p. 42). These key points also form the theoretical basis for the current 
study to discuss the concept of face in relation to (im)politeness in Chinese sitcom 
discourse. Having introduced the concept of face, the following section now moves on 
to review the dominant linguistic politeness theories.  
 
2.2.2 Politeness studies 
It should be acknowledged that summarising the theoretical contributions on politeness 
studies is rather difficult, since there is a large body of research and numerous 
influential forerunners from various important disciplines have contributed to this field 
(Sifianou, 2010). The current study narrows the focus and reviews the primary studies 
of politeness within the paradigm of linguistics. It recognises that Brown and 
Levinson’s (1987), Lakeoff’s (1977) and Leech’s (1983) works have laid the theoretical 
foundations for linguistic theories of politeness, and that their influential studies 
induced the vibrant development of linguistic research on politeness phenomena across 
different discourses and social and cultural contexts. Therefore, this section reviews 
these three influential studies, along with controversial views and criticisms that have 
arisen subsequently. Their significance, especially B&L’s (1987) framework in 
addressing the current research concerns, will be highlighted.  
 
These earlier works of politeness, especially Lakeoff’s (1977) and Leech’s (1983) 
studies, were largely built upon the theory of conversation (Grice, 1975) and the speech 
act theory (Searle, 1969). The theorists in this field postulated that people’s interactions 
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and communications abide by maxims, rules and conditions that reflect the workings 
of the human mind (Grice, 1975). These two theories aimed to disclose what is said and 
meant in people’s interactions by exploring the knowledge of the specific language, 
general knowledge and common human rationality with which all human beings are 
endowed. As Levinson (1980, p. 20) suggested, these theories promised “to bridge the 
gap between an abstract linguistic theory and observations of how language is actually 
used”, and thus laid a theoretical foundation for the linguistic analysis of the politeness 
phenomenon.  
 
Lakeoff’s (1977) study is viewed as the pioneering work which incorporates the 
pragmatic analysis of conversations in politeness studies. By drawing on Grice’s (1975) 
elaboration of the four conversational maxims (i.e. maxim of quality, maxim of quantity, 
maxim of relation and maxim of manner), Lakeoff (1977, p. 14) proposed three rules 
of politeness, i.e.: (1) don’t impose; (2) give options; and (3) make others feel good, be 
friendly. As explained by Lakeoff (1977, pp. 13-14), the first rule requires that the 
speaker purposely uses some linguistic devices, such as passives and impersonal 
constructions, to create a sense of distance, sincerity and formality. The second rule is 
explained as requiring that the speaker uses strategies such as hedges or markers of 
hesitation to demonstrate his/her deference, to mitigate the illocutionary force and to 
leave more options open to the addressee. The third rule refers to the requirement that 
the speaker deploys devices to make the addressee feel admired and needed, which is 
similar to the positive politeness strategies outlined in Brown and Levinson’s (1987) 
politeness theories. In a sense, the first and second rules are compatible with B&L’s 
(1987) negative politeness strategies, which are used to ensure the hearer’s freedom of 
action is not impeded and to minimise the force of imposition.  
 
It can be observed that the appropriateness and the applicability of the different rules 
of politeness are rather contingent upon the context, and they are closely related to the 
rules of conversation in a broader manner (Lakeoff, 1977). Lakeoff highlighted the 
point that the conversation rules in Grice (1975) theory, such as being clear, seem 
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incompatible with the politeness rule of being polite in most cases, especially when the 
status and power difference between a conversation’s participants appear to be salient 
(Lakeoff, 1977). To be more specific, although in some cases being clear is a 
manifestation of politeness (e.g. in an urgent situation), being polite normally impedes 
the speaker’s expression of clarity (Lakeoff, 1977). In summary, Lakeoff’s (1977) study 
depicts a general picture of the connection of linguistic forms with their social functions. 
B&L’s (1987) theory, on the other hand, gives a more comprehensive picture of the 
relationship between linguistic strategies and the enactment of politeness in 
communications, from the perspectives of speech act theory and conversational maxims.  
 
As reviewed in the previous section, the core concept of Brown and Levinson’s (1987) 
(1987) politeness theory is face. In it, they bring forward the concept of face-threatening 
acts (FTAs) to account for the politeness phenomenon in conversations. FTAs are 
defined as “acts that by their nature run contrary to the face wants of the addressee 
and/or of the speaker” (Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 65). They argue that politeness can 
be conceptualised as acts that minimise or avoid FTAs, and this can be achieved via a 
set of politeness strategies: (1) bald on record; (2) positive politeness; (3) negative 
politeness; (4) off record; and (5) don’t do the FTA. The appropriateness of these 
strategies is ranked according to the degree of face threat and the degree of face need 
of the addressee in the situated context (detailed discussion of B&L’s politeness 
strategies appears in section 3.2.2).  
 
Contrary to Lakeoff (1977) and Leech (1983) studies, who view politeness rules as 
being inherently coordinated and complementary to the Gricean maxims, Brown and 
Levinson (1987) place politeness principles in a rather different status to Gricean 
maxims, and consider politeness to be a reasonable reason for deviation from the 
rational efficiency of communication (Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 5). They suggested 
that performing a bald on record politeness strategy raises the risk of threatening both 
the speaker’s and the addressee’s face in most cases, but interlocutors can exploit some 
politeness strategies as a means of softening the face-threat (Brown & Levinson, 1987). 
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These strategies normally deviate from Gricean maxims. The most typical cases are the 
off-record politeness strategies (e.g. be vague and ambiguous), which violate the 
manner maxims. Other politeness strategies, such as positive politeness and negative 
politeness strategies (e.g. being indirect), are also formulated with more verbosity than 
by simply expressing the message, which might deviate slightly from the maxim of 
quantity and the maxim of relation (Culpeper et al., 2003).  
 
Importantly, the seriousness of face threat is not inherently embedded in an act but is 
rather contingent upon three social variables: (a) the social distance (i.e. the degree of 
familiarity shared by interlocutors); (b) the relative power (i.e. the social status and 
power gap of the speaker in relation to that of the addressee); and (c) the degree of the 
imposition (i.e. the level of face threat of the specific act in the situated social and 
cultural context). Evaluating the seriousness of an FTA is dependent on the speaker’s 
overall assessment of these three factors and on what level of politeness is required in 
certain social encounters (Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 76). In short, B&L’s (1987) 
theory is clearly focused on the creation and maintenance of social harmony and social 
cooperation (Bousfield, 2008).  
 
In addition to Lakeoff (1977), another main inheritor of the conversational maxim 
approach to politeness was Leech (1983). His Politeness Principle (PP) aimed to rescue 
and complement the Gricean Cooperative Principle (CP) in that while the CP explained 
how speakers create implicature by deviating from the rules of communication, the PP 
explicated why speakers deviate from the Gricean conversational maxims (Bousfield, 
2008). Leech (1983) justified the need for the PP as a necessary complement to the CP 
by emphasising that the PP elaborated on apparent exceptions which could not be 
handled satisfactorily solely in terms of the CP.  
 
Leech (1983) conceptualised a model of Interpersonal Rhetoric (IR) by drawing on 
Grice’s Cooperative Principle (CP) with its four maxims. Leech (1983) Politeness 
Principle (PP) outlined six maxims, i.e. tact, generosity, approbation, modesty, 
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agreement and sympathy, their central premise being “to minimise the expression of 
impolite beliefs, and to maximise the expression of polite beliefs” (Leech, 1983, p. 81). 
The former case (i.e. to minimise the expression of impolite beliefs) was named as 
positive politeness and the latter (i.e. to maximise the expression of polite beliefs) was 
termed as negative politeness. Notably, more than one maxim could be applied in a 
given utterance at the same time, but only one maxim remained primary while the 
others were positioned to support the enactment of politeness (Leech, 1983). 
 
Like Lakeoff (1977) and Brown and Levinson (1987), Leech (1983) also posited a 
number of scales, including cost-benefit, optionality, indirectness, authority and social 
distance, that are closely intertwined with the PP maxims and impact on the degree of 
politeness required in a given situation. The scale of optionality reflects Lakeoff’s (1977) 
rule of ‘give options’, and the scales of cost-benefit, authority and social distance are 
reflected in B&L’s (1987) elaboration of the three social variables: imposition, relative 
power and social distance. As Brown and Levinson (1987) contended, the more indirect 
an utterance is, the more polite it is presumed to be. This argument was also put forth 
in Leech’s (1983) study, where he viewed indirectness as the inferential process 
required by the addressee to arrive at the intended meaning of the speaker, and 
politeness was in fact largely equated with indirectness.  
 
These three important linguistic theories of politeness do share some common ground. 
Firstly, they view politeness as rational, rule-/principle-governed communications. 
They also view politeness as deeply rooted in human social activity, requiring enaction 
to maintain a smooth, harmonious relationship and to avoid conflicts (Kasper, 1990). 
Three common assumptions emerge in these theories, namely: universality, an 
emphasis on strategic conflict avoidance from linguistic perspectives and the need to 
distinguish politeness as a theoretical construct (second-order politeness) and as a lay 
concept or a folk term (first-order politeness) (Sifianou, 2010). These three common 
assumptions have laid solid theoretical foundations and largely spurred subsequent 
studies to test their applicability and significance in guiding politeness studies in 
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different social and cultural contexts.  
 
Admittedly, while these theories play essential roles in the linguistic studies of 
politeness, they have also been critiqued for their obvious shortcomings in addressing 
the complexity of politeness. The major limitation of these rationalist, universalistic 
pragmatics theories is their focus on isolated utterances rather than stretches of 
discourse produced by two or more interlocutors in specific contexts. This is why 
Brown and Levinson (1987) and Leech (1983) have noted the importance of context 
and attempt to address it by incorporating social variables (e.g. social distance, relative 
power, the weight of imposition, social distance, authority, and cost-benefit) into their 
models. However, these variables have been critiqued as static entities and insufficient 
to explain the complexity of context (Duranti & Goodwin, 1992).  
 
It should be noted that Brown and Levinson’s (1987) framework is the most widely 
used politeness theory and also the one which has received the most critical attention. 
In addition to the holding controversial views on B&L’s concepts of face (as outlined 
in section 2.2.1), some scholars also doubt the ranking of the politeness strategies, 
which are largely based on the degree of indirectness. The major criticisms can be 
summarised as follows: that these strategies address different phenomena; that they 
should be more specific; that positive politeness strategies are approach-based and 
directed to the relationship in a general sense, whereas negative politeness strategies 
are avoidance-based and are addressed to a specific act (Brown & Levinson, 1987). 
Therefore, it is argued, they cannot be ranked on a unidimensional scale (Holmes, 1995). 
Some scholars present evidence in support of a reverse ranking; they find in their 
dataset that positive politeness strategies were assessed by their informants/participants 
as being more polite than negative politeness ones (Baxter, 1984). In addition, it is 
obviously implausible to contend that being more indirect always means being more 
polite, as the factor of “efficiency” needs to be considered (Blum-Kulka, 1987). 
Although some utterances may be non-imposing, they can be ambiguous, thus exerting 
a higher processing burden on the addressee (Blum-Kulka, 1987). It can be posited that 
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indirectness is not always accepted as polite by the addressee, especially when the 
addressee is in a superior position to the speaker. Therefore, it is reasonable to postulate 
that these politeness strategies are also instantiated to achieve a different degree of 
politeness when they emerge in the Chinese conversational data.  
 
Despite the inadequacies of these theories, they are still significant and will continue to 
exert their influence on the linguistic analysis of politeness in interactions. The current 
study draws on these theories, especially Brown and Levinson’s (1987) framework, to 
account for the intricate relationship between humour and (im)politeness in Chinese 
sitcom discourse. B&L’s (1987) theory has been chosen not only because it is an 
influential politeness theory, but also because it has been verified as an important 
framework in understanding and analysing impoliteness in interactions, which is also 
an important focus of the current study. This advantage merits B&L’s work as providing 
a more appropriate framework for the current study to address the interaction of humour 
and (im)politeness in Chinese sitcoms. The following section moves to introduce 
impoliteness studies, which are largely built upon on B&L’s (1987) politeness theory.  
 
2.2.3 Impoliteness studies 
In earlier studies, impoliteness was defined as “communicative strategies designed to 
attack face, and thereby cause social conflict and disharmony” (Culpeper et al., 2003, 
p. 1546). However, this argument has acknowledged its inadequacy in explaining the 
characteristics of impoliteness, since face attack will not always incur conflict and 
disharmony and social conflict and disharmony cannot be simply equated with 
impoliteness (Culpeper, 2005). 
 
It is clear that impoliteness cannot simply be viewed as an extreme opposite of 
politeness, and the boundary between these two highly complex interactional 
phenomena is fluid (Culpeper, 2011). Compared with the large body of studies of 
politeness, the research of impoliteness and/or rudeness is a relatively new endeavour. 
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Although it has gained scholarly interest in recent years, it is still largely in its infancy. 
This section reviews impoliteness studies by introducing some key concepts, including 
impoliteness and rudeness, and the major theoretical approaches in this regard 
(Bousfield, 2008; Culpeper, 1996).  
 
There is a definitional struggle occurring within studies of impoliteness. Various 
terminologies, such as impoliteness, rudeness, aggressive language and the causing of 
offence, are applied in studies of linguistic behaviours which are recognised as socially-
negative from the viewpoint of face. It should be noted that these terms appear to be 
synonymous with definitions as they all describe the interpersonal, socially proscribed 
and contextually evaluated behaviours which incur a face threat (Locher & Bousfield, 
2008). Faced with the complexities in terminology, some scholars have endeavoured to 
tackle this issue by drawing a clear line between the definitions of impoliteness and 
rudeness based on the speaker’s intention (Terkourafi, 2008). The nuances of 
impoliteness and rudeness therefore need to be foregrounded here, since they are crucial 
in determining the nature of the speaker’s linguistic behaviour.  
 
Drawing on the descriptions of face-enhancing or face-damaging/threat-mitigating 
linguistic behaviour in politeness studies, some scholars consider rudeness to be an 
intentional face threatening/damaging act that features a non-cooperative, competitive, 
or conflictual nature in social exchanges, whereas impoliteness is viewed as an 
unintentional act (Terkourafi, 2008). However, some scholars hold a completely 
different view. They contend that impoliteness constitutes the intent to threaten/damage 
the addressee’s face (at least linguistically), whereas rudeness is an unanticipated, 
accidental or otherwise unintentional act (Bousfield, 2008; Culpeper, 1996). The 
second argument seems to generate wider agreement within broader impoliteness 
studies (Culpeper, 2011).  
 
Based on the second argument, then, impoliteness is defined as an intentional FTA that 
is performed to deliver aggression, and when at least one hearer recognises the 
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speaker’s intent to offend it constitutes a successful attempt at impoliteness; otherwise, 
it is failed impoliteness (Bousfield, 2008, p. 72). 
 
Certainly, the speaker’s intention and the hearer’s interpretation are crucial factors 
in defining impoliteness. Impoliteness is conceptualised as an intentional behaviour 
from the speaker’s perspective; it has also been emphasised that for the successful 
negotiation of impoliteness, the hearer needs to recognise and understand the 
speaker’s intention (Bousfield, 2008). Thus, questions naturally arise as to whether 
this definition can also be applied to the other variants of face-damaging behaviours, 
such as when the speaker has no intention but the addressee perceives face-damaging 
force from the speaker’s side, or the speaker has intent but the addressee does not 
receive it as face-threatening. Furthermore, problems also arise as to how to 
distinguish the scope of impoliteness and rudeness via-à-vis the speaker’s intention 
and the hearer’s interpretation.  
 
In addressing these issues, Bousfield (2008, 2010) proposed a functional approach 
to distinguish between impoliteness and rudeness where the speaker’s intention and 
the hearer’s interpretations in interactions are concerned. In an attempt to disclose 
the dynamics of impoliteness and rudeness, Bousfield enumerates 12 different cases. 
These cases are distinguished based on four factors: (1) speaker’s intention; (2) 
speaker’s awareness of possible face-damaging effects of his/her utterance(s); (3) 
hearer’s perception of the speaker’s intention; and (4) hearer’s face actually being 
damaged or not (Bousfield, 2010). These cases are listed as follows: 
 
Table 2.3  
Towards a prototype understanding of impoliteness and rudeness adapted from 











intention awareness  perception  offended 
+ + + + 1.Successful  
  impoliteness 
_ + + + 2. Rudeness 
_ _ + + 3. Accidental face  
  damage as a result of   
  rudeness 
+ + + _ 4. Failed attempts at  
  impoliteness 
_ + + _ 5. Rudeness or a failed   
attempt at impoliteness 
_ _ + _ 6. Accidental face  
   threat 
+ + _ + 7. Impolite attempt fails  
  and interpreted as  
  rudeness 
_ + _ + 8. Rudeness 
_ _ _ + 9.Incidental face 
damage 
+ + _ _ 10.Impolite attempt  
   fails 
+ _ _ _ 11. Aggression 
_ + _ _ 12. Politeness 
 
As shown in the above table, there are 12 different cases that can be distinguished 
based on the above-mentioned four factors. However, as noted, the conversational 
effects (as indicated in the final column) of these 12 distinct types are still not 
discrete categories. Bousfield (2010) explains that the boundary of impoliteness and 
rudeness is clearly hard to draw. Cases of impoliteness and rudeness are 
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interconnected within a multi-faceted structure, rather than being on two 
dimensional and polar clines. This is because the interrelationship between 
politeness, impoliteness and rudeness is nevertheless still open to much future 
research, and his model is merely a stepping stone towards a more explanatory and 
comprehensive understanding of the nuances between impoliteness and rudeness. 
 
Having introduced conceptual issues in the studies of impoliteness, theoretical 
approaches of impoliteness will now be reviewed. One of the most influential studies 
is Culpeper’s (1996) model of impoliteness. Culpeper (1996) conceives impoliteness 
as an intentionally face-threatening act and he lists five super-strategies of 
impoliteness that follow on from Brown and Levinson (1987) strategies of politeness. 
These five strategies are “(1) bald on record impoliteness, (2) positive impoliteness, 
(3) negative impoliteness, (4) sarcasm or mock politeness, and (5) withhold 
politeness” (Culpeper, 1996, p. 356) (for a detailed discussion see section 3.2.1.2).  
 
Impoliteness strategies are used to attack and damage the addressee’s face, and are 
formulated as opposite strategies to B&L’s (1987) politeness strategies, except for 
the fourth: sarcasm and mock impoliteness (Culpeper, 1996). The fourth strategy 
draws on Leech’s (1983) concept of irony, in which the FTA is performed in an 
implicit manner. To be more precise, the speaker’s remark is not overtly face-
damaging but the hearer can perceive the implicit offensive meaning and become 
offended by it (Leech, 1983).   
 
Culpeper (1996) maintains that the ranking of Brown and Levinson’s (1987) 
politeness strategies is also applicable to impoliteness strategies. That is to say, the 
greater the imposition of the act, the more face-damaging the act is likely to be 
(Culpeper, 1996). Critical views doubting the validity of the ranking of B&L’s (1987) 
politeness and their claims of the association of indirectness and politeness can also 
be applied to challenge Culpeper (1996) arguments here. To be more precise, the 
hearer’s perception of the imposition of the acts are culturally and socially-
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dependent and do vary in different communicative contexts. For example, in Chinese 
culture, requesting help and offering an invitation, which are conventionally 
perceived as imposition behaviours in English-speaking contexts, do not always 
incur a face-damaging force (Gu, 1990). Rather, they largely serve to boost the 
addressee’s face, especially when the speaker holds an obviously higher social status 
than the addressee (Gu, 1990). Therefore, it is rather risky to rank these strategies 
according to their degree of impoliteness independently and exclusive from the 
context they occur in. Although Culpeper (1996) stressed the importance of context 
in determining the degree of impoliteness in interactions, it is problematic gauging 
these strategies’ degrees of impoliteness based on their degrees of imposition.  
 
To avoid complications in classifying and ranking these strategies, Bousfield (2008) 
distinguishes two major impoliteness strategies. They are (1) on record impoliteness 
and (2) off record impoliteness (Bousfield, 2010, pp. 120-121) (for a detailed 
discussion see section 3.2.1.2). Bousfield (2010) categorisation of impoliteness 
strategies is very simple and straightforward, and largely circumvents the problem 
of explaining the nuances of different types of impoliteness strategies and justifying 
the applicability and appropriateness of these strategies in different contexts.  
 
Although impoliteness is still an emerging and underexplored research field 
compared with the fertile research field of politeness, these studies do provide 
illuminating views and a solid theoretical and analytical ground for studying 
impoliteness in interactions. As can be seen, the research of impoliteness still 
constitutes a huge gap. The current study intends to fill this gap by exploring the 
interaction of humour and (im)politeness in Chinese sitcoms with the aid of 
Culpeper (1996) and Bousfield (2008) studies of impoliteness. Considering the  
complexity of the conceptual issue outlined above, the current study tends to adopt 
the term impoliteness instead of that of rudeness, and to adapt Bousfield’s (2008) 
original definition to broaden its explanatory power in addressing the issue of 
(im)politeness in sitcom discourse (for a detailed discussion see Chapter 3).  
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2.2.4 The interdependence of humour and (im)politeness 
The significance of exploring the intricate relationship between conversational 
humour and (im)politeness has been addressed in the literature of both humour and 
(im)politeness. Norrick (1993), for example, claims that in order to understand how 
humour (e.g. jokes, pun, and teasing) can simultaneously express aggression and 
build rapport, researchers need to view humour in relation to power, solidarity and 
distance, as well as in light of the principles of politeness and cooperation. However, 
the existing studies only discuss the interrelation of humour and (im)politeness in 
passing, and no study systematically explores the interaction of humour and 
(im)politeness in different discourses and in different language backgrounds. This 
section aims to tease out the illuminating conceptual, theoretical and methodological 
contributions by focusing on the interrelation of humour and (im)politeness within 
the fruitful research fields of humour and (im)politeness.  
 
Humour has already been addressed in some earlier studies of politeness. Brown and 
Levinson (1987, p. 124) contend that conversational humour (e.g. joking) is a kind 
of politeness-orientated strategy that aims to attend to and maintain the addressee’s 
positive face need. It has also been posited that humour serves a wide range of 
positive politeness roles, such as to cushion face-threats and to communicate polite 
non-imposition or polite approval (Leech, 1983). Therefore, humour is employed 
primarily to promote social bonding and to foster solidarity, and thus it is obviously 
politeness-oriented (Brown & Levinson, 1987; Mullany, 2004).  
 
There are some researchers who doubt this view and state that humour is not always 
unequivocally polite (Haugh & Bousfield, 2012). It has been observed that humour 
conveys an inherent face-threatening force, since it serves to test the addressee’s wit 
and ability to resolve humorous incongruities (Sacks, 1974; Zajdman, 1995). 
Moreover, humour should be considered as an inherent face-threatening act since it 
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also exerts an imposition on the addressee to laugh about the subject or the content 
of humour, when he/she might not be actually interested or amused (Norrick, 1993). 
 
There are also researchers who argue that, in addition to on record politeness and 
impoliteness force conveyed via humour, humour can be expressed in modes of 
mock impoliteness (e.g. banter) or mock politeness (e.g. irony) (Haugh & Bousfield, 
2012). Others advocate a pragmatic approach to the relationship between humour 
and (im)politeness in order to view the implicature conveyed via humour (Furman, 
2013; Haugh, 2011; Haugh & Bousfield, 2012). It has also been highlighted that 
although some types of humour are explicitly provocative and aggressive (e.g. 
teasing, ribbing, making fun of someone, pulling someone’s leg and poking fun at 
others), they still play a relationship-affirming role (Boxer & Corte-Conde, 1997; 
Dynel, 2008). While these types of humour deploy an impolite means of expression, 
then, they cannot be automatically considered as impoliteness (Kotthoff, 1996). The 
impoliteness of these types of humour only remains at surface meaning, and as 
humour aims primarily to produce politeness effects it should be considered as a 
case of mock impoliteness instead of actual impoliteness (Culpeper 1996, 2005). 
There is also the case of humour expressed by way of mock politeness, such as irony 
(Dynel, 2016a; Leech, 1983). Contrary to mock impoliteness, mock politeness, as 
argued by Culpeper (1996), refers to utterances that are expressed by means of 
politeness, but which aim to produce off-record FTAs	 by delivering a negative 
evaluative implicature towards the addressee; politeness is only maintained at the 
surface level. However, research explicating the relationship between humour and 
mock politeness is rather scarce. Therefore, the following section delves into the 
illuminating research focusing on humour and mock impoliteness, which can be 
viewed as the departure point for studying humour in the context of (im)politeness. 
 
The term mock impoliteness was first mentioned in Leech’s (1983) study, which 
views mock impoliteness as a disguised and covert form of politeness. It refers to 
utterances that are obviously untrue and impolite, but uttered to convey something 
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which is true and polite (normally the opposite from the surface meaning) through 
implicature for the addressee (Leech, 1983). Culpeper (1996) refines this definition 
and argues that mock impoliteness is “impoliteness that remains on the surface, since 
it is understood that it is not intended to cause offence” (Culpeper, 1996, p. 352). 
However, the definition and statements of mock impoliteness cannot fully capture 
the characteristics of humour that are derived from mock impoliteness. They also 
demonstrate limited power in explicating the relationship between humour and mock 
impoliteness. These arguments have been critiqued according to the following three 
aspects.  
 
The first issue centres on the claim that humour strategies, such as banter (which 
relies on mock impoliteness), involve the speaker saying (or implying) something 
that is “clearly untrue” (Culpeper, 1996; Leech, 1983). Evidently, in some instances 
of banter or sarcasm, which is conventionally perceived as mock impoliteness, the 
speaker utters something that is close to their genuine feelings but expressed in an 
exaggerated manner. Therefore, these instances of banter can only be interpreted as 
non-serious based on their surface meaning, rather than being, strictly speaking, 
untrue (S. Mills, 2005). In other words, the linguistic feature of being obviously 
untrue can characterise the utterance as playful and non-serious, rather than as a 
manifestation of mock impoliteness, and mock impoliteness can also carry truthful 
information albeit in an exaggerated way.  
 
The second issue is that the conversational effect of mock impoliteness is not always 
oriented to politeness as the speaker intends it to be received (Brown & Levinson, 
1987; Haugh & Bousfield, 2012). It should be noted that although the speaker 
explicitly demonstrates their playful intent when using banter, the addressee might 
still perceive it as offensive and impolite. Therefore, the conversational effect of 
mock impoliteness is not always positive and solidarity-oriented, since the 
addressee’s interpretation and perception is rather individualised.  
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The third critical view casts doubt on the argument that this high-risk form of humour, 
albeit ostensibly impolite, only emerges in interpersonal interactions where the 
speaker and the hearer are close and intimate (Holmes, 1995; Lampert & Ervin-Tripp, 
2006). When participants are in close social proximity, the speaker can safely deploy 
this high-risk form of humour and the hearer too always tacitly recognises the 
implicit polite meaning disguised within the impolite remarks, since humour is 
invariably used towards solidarity ends (Holmes, 2000). The central problem of this 
argument is that scholars simply conflate the functions of humour that are 
instantiated as mock impoliteness in a simple category, namely solidarity-oriented.   
 
These three issues not only pertain to studies of humour and mock impoliteness, but 
humour and (im)politeness studies in general. Their key concern is that it is 
problematic to conflate the wide range of different social actions and 
effects/functions of humour within a single category of politeness, impoliteness, 
mock impoliteness or mock politeness (Dynel, 2016a). Admittedly, the existing 
definitions and theoretical contributions of politeness and impoliteness do not lend 
themselves well to describe or account for the dynamic aspects of humour and the 
intricate relationships between humour and (im)politeness in interactions (Dynel, 
2016a; Haugh & Bousfield, 2012). 
 
In addition to the studies of humour and (im)politeness in natural conversations, 
scholars acknowledge that humour and (im)politeness, especially impoliteness, is 
also an intriguing research topic when applied to some types of media discourse (e.g. 
film and sitcom discourse) (Culpeper, 2005; Dynel, 2013). The major reason is that 
conversations in film discourse abound with impoliteness, and impoliteness in film 
discourse is normally unconventionally and innovatively expressed and thus 
demonstrates a higher level of creativity and entertainment than that found in natural 
conversations (Dynel, 2015).  
 
Impoliteness in televised discourse carries excessive entertainment value for TV 
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viewers. Culpeper (2005) offers four factors that explain why TV viewers reap 
excessive amusement from impolite remarks in chat shows. These four generic 
factors are: (1) intrinsic pleasure (i.e. TV viewers can perceive entertainment from 
the mere presence of impoliteness); (2) voyeuristic pleasure (i.e. TV viewers can 
experience voyeuristic pleasure from the character’s weakness, colourful 
confrontations and quick, bruising skirmishes); (3) the audience feels superior. This 
argument is drawn from the superiority theory of humour (Hobbes, 1996 [1651]), 
which argues that people can gain self-reflexive pleasure in observing someone in a 
worse state than oneself; and (4) the audience is safe (i.e. people can experience joy 
from others’ struggles, not because other people are suffering but because they 
themselves are free from such a struggle) (Culpeper, 2005, p. 45). Culpeper’s (2005) 
arguments provide a theoretical ground in explaining why TV viewers can 
experience intense amusement from impoliteness in sitcom discourse.  
 
Although some initial achievements have been made, a more systematic theoretical 
and analytical approach to decode the interaction between humour and 
(im)politeness in film discourse is required (Dynel, 2016a). Drawing on existing 
(im)politeness theories, Dynel (2016a) brings forward an analytical model in 
understanding humour and (im)politeness from the viewpoints of the speaker’s 
intention and the hearer’s interpretation. The speaker’s intention and the hearer’s 
evaluation are proposed as a basis for the theoretical description of conversational 
humour against the backdrop of an (im)politeness framework (Dynel, 2016a). The 
justification for this is as follows: On the one hand, the speaker’s intention (i.e. 
intentionally conveyed meaning) has been recognised as significant in studies of 
both humour and (im)politeness. It is argued that the (non)humorous and (im)polite 
import of an utterance must invariably be evaluated from the perspective of the 
speaker’s intention to determine if there is a mismatch between the surface meaning 
and the implicit meaning (Attardo, 2012; Dynel, 2016a; Haugh, 2014). Although the 
speaker’s intention has been recognised for its interpretative difficulties and 
complexities, scholars have identified some essential linguistic and paralinguistic 
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cues that are important in inferring the speaker’s intention (Dynel, 2016a; Haugh, 
2013b). The hearer’s interpretation, on the other hand, is crucial in evaluating the 
ultimate conversational effect of both humour and (im)politeness (Bell, 2015). As 
noted by Dynel (2016a), an (im)polite utterance will unexpectedly invite diverging 
evaluations on the part of the various hearers, depending on their roles in the 
interaction. These divergent responses are considered as important clues in analysing 
the dynamic and interpersonal aspects of humour and (im)politeness within 
characters’ conversations. Based on the speaker’s intention and the hearer’s 
interpretation, Dynel (2016a, pp. 121-122) proposed a set of criteria to identify what 
is a humorous but potentially face-threatening utterance and what is a humorous but 
non face-threatening utterance (for a detailed discussion see section 3.3). These 
illuminating studies provide an important conceptual and analytical foundation in 
analysing the interaction of humour and (im)politeness in sitcom discourse.  
 
2.2.5 Studies of Chinese face and (im)politeness  
This section reviews the concept of Chinese face and studies of politeness and 
impoliteness in Chinese. Chinese face and (im)politeness constitutes an intriguing and 
complex topic; research on Chinese ‘face’ can be dated back to as early as 1944 (Hu, 
1944), and since that time the concept has been constantly researched for its distinct 
cultural and social-specific aspects (Haugh & Hinze, 2003; Mao, 1994; Shaojun, 2000). 
In a similar way to face, Chinese politeness has also attracted wide scholarly interest 
(Gu, 1990; Kadar & Pan, 2011; Pan, 2000; Pan & Kadar, 2011). These studies 
acknowledge that studies of Chinese-specific face and (im)politeness strategies are 
beneficial in understanding the (im)politeness phenomena reflected in modern Chinese 
discourse, and how the consideration of face and (im)politeness affects language usage 
in Chinese-speaking contexts.  
 
The concept of Chinese face is distinctly different from Brown and Levinson’s (1987) 
notion of face (Mao, 1994). For instance, Chinese face is largely related to one’s 
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prestige, respect or reputation as achieved, ascribed or given throughout achievements, 
success and osentation in life (Hu, 1944, p. 45), whereas B&L’s (1987) concept of face 
emphasises the individual rather than communal aspect of face (for a detailed 
discussion see section 3.2.2). In addition, the content of Chinese face is also different 
from that of B&L’s (1987) face (Mao, 1994). Some scholars claim that while the 
Chinese concept of face does bear some resemblance to B&L’s concept of positive face, 
their concept of negative face (i.e. an individual’s need to be free of external impositions) 
(Brown & Levinson, 1987) is not specifically reflected in the Chinese concept of face 
(Mao, 1994) (for a detailed discussion see section 3.2.2). 
 
The concept of Chinese politeness also differs to the concept of politeness in Western 
discourse. Confucius advanced the concept of  l  ‘politeness’ in Chinese, defining 
it as “the denigration of the self and the elevation of the other” (Books of Rites, Q l , 
part I as cited by Kadar and Pan (2011, p. 129). The concept of l , Chinese politeness, 
constitutes the central premise in understanding the discursive linguistic behaviours of 
politeness. 
 
Studies of Chinese politeness can be traced back to the Han dynasty (206 BC – 220 
AD), but the traditional and historical approach to Chinese politeness has been critiqued 
for its salient inadequacies. As noted by Kadar and Pan (2011, pp. 126-127), these 
inadequacies can be summarised as follows. First, earlier studies conceptualised 
politeness strategies in Chinese contexts as moral maxims that were deeply rooted in 
ancient Chinese traditions and rules, and these maxims did not focus on linguistic 
politeness per se, but rather on the norms of linguistic etiquette. Second, these 
arguments seemingly lack any empirical evidence and support, and cannot fully depict 
politeness behaviours in contemporary Chinese discourse. 
 
A systematic study of Chinese politeness behaviour did not emerge until Gu (1990) 
pioneering work, which discusses Chinese-specific politeness phenomena and 
highlights the importance of self-denigration and addressee-elevation in understanding 
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Chinese politeness. It found that self-denigration and other-elevation play a crucial role 
in construing the discursive behaviour of modesty in the Chinese communication of 
politeness, which is largely divergent from the Western sense of modesty (Gu, 1990). 
Self-denigration and other-elevation in communication is practiced through a 
“symbolic underestimation of the entities belonging to the speaker and their dependants 
and the overestimation of the entities belonging to the interlocutor and their dependants” 
(Kadar & Pan, 2011, p. 138).  
 
There are four basic elements underlying Chinese politeness, namely respectfulness, 
modesty, attitudinal warmth and refinement (Gu, 1990). Gu (1990, p. 239) elaborates 
on the four elements: (1) respectfulness indicates an individual’s positive evaluations 
or appreciation of others regarding their qualities, social status and so on; (2) modesty 
can be roughly defined as an individual’s self-denigration speech or behaviour that 
elevates the status of others; (3) attitudinal warmth refers to demonstrations of kindness, 
consideration and hospitality to others; (4) refinement is explained as an individual’s 
behaviour that abides by certain social norms or rules and which is tacitly 
acknowledged by the community. In addition, Gu (1990) outlines two general 
principles of Chinese politeness, the principle of sincerity and the principle of balance. 
The first principle highlights the point that polite behaviour must be enacted sincerely, 
and this sincerity must be reflected in both the speaker’s words and behaviour. In other 
words, the sincerity of a speaker’s polite remarks needs to correspond to his/her 
behaviour. The second principle implicates the reciprocal nature of politeness 
exchanges in Chinese contexts. Thus, when the speaker deploys a politeness strategy 
(e.g. to show their sincerity and respectfulness), it is plausible for him/her to expect 
other participants to respond in a polite way. Gu argues that these four elements do not 
need to co-occur, as the occurrence of one of them will usually be perceived as 
politeness (Gu, 1990). 
 
Although Gu’s (1990) study makes a great contribution to the investigation of Chinese 
politeness, the wider scholarly effort in this regard is still insufficient. It is highly 
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important to develop a systematic and dynamic approach in analysing Chinese 
politeness that can be applicable to studies of Chinese politeness in various 
communicative contexts. Such a systematic approach would focus on the diversity of 
politeness behaviours and the potential appropriateness and acceptability of seemingly 
abnormal behaviour in local communicative contexts, rather than a static summary of 
the uniform rules of polite behaviour in Chinese discourse (Kadar & Pan, 2011). 
 
Based on the concepts of Chinese face and politeness, Pan and Kadar (2011) elaborate 
on politeness practices in contemporary Chinese discourse. Chinese politeness 
strategies, they observe, can be manifested either on the lexical or discoursal level and 
these strategies serve both to elevate others interlocutors and to show deference towards 
them (Pan & Kadar, 2011) (for a detailed discussion see section 3.2.2). Pan and Kadar 
(2011) study elaborates on politeness practices in contemporary Chinese discourse and 
in doing so highlights some distinct features of Chinese politeness. To be more specific, 
Chinese face and politeness are usually most active and prominent in those interactions 
where the interlocutors are related in some way by power, solidarity or other factors 
(e.g. social status, family background and so on) (Kadar & Pan, 2011). 
 
Compared with the vibrant research area of Chinese face and Chinese politeness, 
impoliteness in Chinese is still a considerably underexplored topic within the literature, 
even though some studies have touched on aggression, rudeness and other impoliteness-
related topics (Kadar et al., 2013; Pan & Kadar, 2011). The existing studies only explore 
certain impoliteness phenomena in Chinese conversational data. For example, Kadar et 
al. (2013) focus on the terms of address/reference used by Mainland Chinese and 
Taiwanese when they perceive national face threats in online discussion boards. Their 
study observes that Taiwanese are more likely to apply addressing terms that are 
explicitly aggressive, such as  zhīnà-zhū ‘Shina-pig’ and  dírén ‘enemy’. 
By contrast, Mainland Chinese prefer to use ostensibly polite forms of reference, such 
as  tóngbāomén ‘compatriots’ or xiōngdìji mèi ‘brothers and 
sisters’, to implicitly convey their aggression. The difference is explained in terms of 
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the divergent views of national identity upheld by Taiwanese and Mainland Chinese 
respectively (Kadar et al., 2013). Elsewhere, Wang and Taylor (2019) explore the non-
canonical mock polite expressions used in online forums that convey impoliteness 
implicature in Chinese, such as  hēhe (an approximation of laughter). The 
onomatopoeic word meaning laughter in Chinese, hēhe, has gradually acquired an array 
of new meanings. In earlier studies (K. Wang, 2012), hehe was conventionally regarded 
as a marker of politeness in modern Chinese discourse, such as expressing agreement 
in a friendly manner. However, hēhe has gained new meaning in Chinese online 
discourse. It is now frequently used as a mock politeness strategy to convey sarcasm or 
to implicitly convey a metapragmatic comment (normally a negative one) about another 
person’s impolite remarks or behaviour (Wang & Taylor, 2019). Although these studies 
only explore certain aspects of impoliteness phenomena in Chinese discourse, they are 
nevertheless illuminating for further explorations of Chinese impoliteness.  
 
In a word, the studies of Chinese face and Chinese (im)politeness still lag far behind 
their Western counterparts, and there remain many untapped research areas, especially 
on Chinese impoliteness. Moreover, as some scholars (Dynel, 2016a) acknowledge, the 
interaction of humour and (im)politeness in sitcom discourse is also a rewarding and 
underexplored topic. The current study aims to contribute to filling this nearly blank 
research area by exploring the interaction of humour and (im)politeness in Chinese 
sitcom discourse. The following section introduces the last major issue, namely 
linguistic studies of sitcom discourse.  
 
2.3 Sitcoms: the discourse of fictional conversations 
This section introduces previous linguistic research around language in film discourse 
with special attention paid to studies of sitcoms. It comprises three major sections: the 
definitions of sitcoms; participation framework and humorous intent in sitcoms; and 
lastly, the essential features of Chinese sitcoms. 
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2.3.1 Definitions  
The current study draws on Dynel’s (2011c) application of the term ‘film discourse’ to 
depict fictional characters’ communication in situation comedies (henceforth, sitcoms), 
since sitcom is a specific genre of film discourse. Dynel (2011a, 2011b, 2013) also 
applies this term in discussing the characteristics of language used in sitcom discourse 
and has verified its applicability. Film discourse is conceptualised as “fictional, non-
authentic, scripted conversations held by fictional characters and happens to be 
captured under such epithets as ‘scripted’, ‘constructed’, or ‘prefabricated’ dialogues or 
polylogues” (Dynel, 2011c, p. 43). It has already been mentioned that the linguistic 
research of film discourse is scarce, and this is especially the case with studies that 
specifically focus on sitcom discourse.   
 
Linguistic scholars posit that the research of language in sitcom discourse promises to 
be rewarding. This is not only because language in sitcom discourse contains great 
entertainment value, but, more importantly, because it reflects and further shapes 
people’s daily interactional patterns by promoting the belief that the interaction among 
characters is plausible, thereby evoking the illusion of real life interaction (Dynel, 
2011c). Audiences are able to share the same values with TV series characters or project 
their own moral and cultural judgements onto characters’ words or behaviour 
(Bednarek, 2010, p. 8). Language in sitcom discourse can be treated as a significant and 
convenient resource for linguists to explore the intricate relationships between humour 
and (im)politeness in interactions.   
 
It has been argued that the paucity of sitcom research can be partly attributed to the fact 
that sitcom is a women-targeted genre and thus is considered inferior (Brunsdon et al, 
1997, as cited by Bubel, 2006, p. 4). However, over the past twenty years or so, and 
owing to increasing scholarly interest in feminine discourse, insightful linguistic 
research of sitcoms has enriched the field.   
 
Sitcom is defined as a form of preforming arts deliberately created to arouse laughter 
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from audiences (Zillmann, 2000), but which demonstrates some distinct features that 
differentiate it from other genres of TV comedies. Firstly, it is tightly packed with verbal 
humour and heavily supported by visual humour (Z. Xu, 2014, p. 24). Secondly, the 
time of each episode usually lasts from 20 to 40 minutes, which is shorter than a normal 
TV series episode, but it is more intensively scattered with humorous lines. Thirdly, it 
has fixed main characters, regular settings and separate storylines in each episode 
(Mansfield, 2008). Sitcoms usually concentrate on the familiar daily scenes of certain 
groups of people, such as the family-based sitcom (e.g. Modern Family, Raising Hope), 
the occupation-centred sitcom (e.g. House) or community-oriented sitcoms (e.g. 
Friends, Broke Sisters). Lastly, characters’ performances are usually accompanied by 
canned laughter, which is a technique deliberately deployed by film crews to cue 
audiences to understand that the scenes are laughable (Albert et al, 1988, p. 412). These 
distinct features of sitcoms afford linguistic scholars an ideal source for studying 
humour in film discourses.  
 
The few existing linguistic studies of humour in sitcoms cover several essential topics, 
such as linguistic features and humour mechanisms. For example, Quaglio (2009), with 
the aid of corpus-based methods, conducted a comparative study of the linguistic 
features of the conversations in the sitcom Friends against those found in natural 
conversations. He states that the linguistic features found in natural conversations 
largely correlate with those in fictional conversations, but with some trivial and yet 
distinct differences. For instance, fictional conversations contain more “emotional 
language” (Quaglio, 2009, p. 153), which is crucial for the characters to portray their 
identities and also for the audience to infer the interpersonal relations among characters 
(Bednarek, 2010). Dynel (2013) posits that film discourses are imbued with conflictive 
words and scenes that not only appeal to the audience, but which also help to portray 
characters’ identities. In short, language in fictional discourses is more concerned with 
emotional expressiveness, not only of laughter and happiness, but also of other 
emotions, such as anger, hatred, sadness and so on.  
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Regarding humour mechanism studies, Kozic (2012) conducted a detailed study that 
explicates how humour is produced from multiple linguistic levels. In it, he argues that 
the play frame in sitcoms can be instantiated from three levels, namely play with forms 
(e.g. repetition, multi-part list and marked lexis), play with meaning (e.g. metaphor, 
semantic relation and false antonymy), and play with use (i.e. playing with the rules of 
communication) (Kozic, 2012). Although the studies of humour in film discourses are 
significantly fewer than those of natural conversations, scholars do not observe any 
distinct differences regarding humour mechanisms in film discourses.  
 
Having outlined current trends in sitcom studies, the next section will review the major 
theoretical achievements in this field. Among the few existing strands, participation 
framework and humorous intent in sitcoms are the most fruitful and widely-discussed.   
 
2.3.2 Participation framework and humorous intent in sitcoms 
Given that conversational settings in sitcom discourse are distinctively different from 
that in natural conversations, it is necessary to develop a participation framework in 
sitcom discourse to explicate the two communicative levels involved in delivering and 
receiving information (Brock, 2015; Dynel, 2011e). This section revisits the key 
concepts of the participation framework. Additionally, since the discussion of humour 
cannot be isolated from the concept of humorous intent, the two levels of humorous 
intent in sitcom discourse are also introduced. This section seeks to clarify the two 
levels of humorous intent that are delivered from the two communicative levels, and 
the categorisation of humour based on the different layers of humorous intent.  
 
It has been recognised that the roles of the participation framework can be roughly 
categorised as either ratified participants and unratified participants (Brock, 2015; 
Dynel, 2011a, 2013; Goffman, 1981). Previous studies have stated that ratified 
participants include speakers and hearers/recipients/listeners who possess a ratified 
social place in the talk. By contrast, unratified participants refer to those who are not 
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official participants but who are still able to follow the conversation closely. Unratified 
participants can include eavesdroppers, overhearers and bystanders. Eavesdropper 
refers to someone who purposely accesses the talk of official participants, overhearer 
indicates a person who comes into the scene unintentionally and may or may not be 
perceived by the official participants, and bystander is used to describe participants who 
are not ratified participants but whose access to the conversation is perceivable to the 
ratified participants (Dynel, 2011e, p. 1629; Goffman, 1981, p. 131).  
 
Various forms of communicative events are arranged and presented to achieve certain 
social or interpersonal aims; these include TV talks, church sermons and political 
speeches, which are staged in certain settings (i.e. monologues, dialogues or multi-party 
conversations) and which have specific purposes, such as recreation, congregation or 
binding (Goffman, 1981). Different forms of conversations may demonstrate distinct 
features, and there is a need to develop participation frameworks in different discourses 
(Goffman, 1981, p. 131). This idea has prompted substantial scholarly interest, and a 
few linguistic scholars (Brock, 2015; Bubel, 2008; Dynel, 2011a) have contributed 
significant works in exploring the participation framework in film discourses, and in 
sitcoms in particular.  
 
The participation framework in sitcom explains that interactions operate at two 
communicative levels, namely, “the communicative level between film crews and 
audiences” (communicative level one) and “the communicative level among characters” 
(communicative level two) (Brock, 2015; Dynel, 2011a, 2011e) (for a detailed 
discussion see section 3.1). The audience is recognised as ratified participants with 
unratified status in the two-layered interactions (Dynel, 2011a). Specifically, characters 
in sitcoms do not intend to communicate any meaning to the audience, and therefore 
the audience has the status of eavesdroppers. However, at the same time, audiences are 
also participants who have access to the meaning of the characters’ utterances and thus 
they might make references to the characters’ intention, even though they are not the 
recipient whom the speaking character intends to address.  
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With regard to the speaker’s intention, Dynel (2006b) has noted that, as there are two 
layers of communicative organisations, so do two layers of intention need to be 
distinguished, namely the film crew’s intention to communicate meaning to the 
audience, and the speaking character’s intention to communicate meaning to hearing 
characters (Dynel, 2016b) (detailed discussion of intention in section 2.1.3.2.3). The 




Figure 2.2 Humorous intent in sitcom discourse adapted from Brock (2016, p. 64) 
As shown in Figure 2.2, interactions among characters are intentionally contrived by 
film crews. The underlying goal for the film crew is to induce their audiences to become 
completely absorbed in the communication among characters and to infer meanings 
from characters’ utterances, as well as from a string of information arising from their 
actions, and be temporarily unaware of the film crew’s input (Dynel, 2016b). At the 
same time, the audience should subscribe to the belief that interactions in sitcoms are 
constructed by characters rather than being fabricated or fictional. Thus, they will 
tacitly hold characters accountable for the utterances they produce and the intended 
meaning they communicate to one another. The context, consistent development of 
characters and relevant background knowledge allow audiences to draw inferences with 
respect to the characters’ intended meanings communicated on the screen. Although 
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these do not always lead to a clear and unequivocal interpretation, the characters’ 
intentions as established by film crews must be made accessible to TV viewers (Dynel, 
2011e).  
 
Some scholars have explicated the ways of identifying humorous intent in sitcoms. 
Messerli (2016) contends that laughter in sitcoms – both characters’ laughter and 
canned laughter – should be conventionally associated with the film crew’s humorous 
intent. He distinguishes between communicative level one (henceforth CL1) humour 
and communicative level two (henceforth CL2) humour by coding laughter from the 
two communicative levels. CL1 humour is marked solely by canned laughter without 
any marked intent among characters, while CL2 humour refers to characters who are 
intended to be amusing and this intention is explicitly marked by laughter from either 
speakers or hearers (Messerli, 2016, p. 79). In this vein, laughter not only cues the 
presence of humour, but also indicates the speaker’s humorous intent. Notably, although 
laughter, especially canned laughter, is an important signal of the film crew’s humorous 
intent, when audiences experience humour in sitcoms, they should tacitly hold 
characters accountable for their utterances, meaning and pragmatic effects (Dynel, 
2016b).  
 
Given the two levels of humorous intent, Dynel (2016b) categorises humour in sitcoms 
into four major types. They are contrived intended humour, contrived involuntary 
humour, contrived unintended humour and contrived non-intended humour. Although 
the taxonomy of humour has been extensively reviewed in section 2.1.2.1, Dynel’s 
(2016b) study cannot simply be ignored due to its significant analytical value to the 
categorisation of humour in sitcom discourse.  
 
Contrived intentional humour is a prototypical form of humour in which a character 
produces an utterance with the intent to amuse and the wish to elicit a humorous 
response from other characters (Dynel, 2016b). Contrived involuntary humour 
encompasses “intentional and unintentional utterances that carry humorous potential 
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which is unwittingly fostered by fictional speaker, who may realize its presence only 
with the benefit of hindsight” (e.g. social gaffes, slips of tongues and utterances 
indicative of the speaker’s stupidity) (Dynel, 2016b, p. 74). Contrived unintended 
humour refers to utterances that are produced by characters with intended meaning but 
unintentional humorous potential (Dynel, 2016b). The content normally unveils the 
speaker’s misfortunes which the speaker does not find amusing or does not intend to be 
interpreted as such, but it carries vicarious pleasure to other characters. Contrived non-
intended humour refers to when a speaker has no intent to amuse and neither does the 
hearer recognise humour, but humour is perceived by overhearers (Dynel, 2016b, pp. 
71-76). In brief, intended produced utterances may lead to different interpretations of 
the speaker’s meaning and/or exert different interpersonal effects (Dynel, 2016b).  
 
There is a sense in which Dynel’s (2016b) terms of unintended humour and non-
intended humour overlap with each other. Each depicts a situation where the speaking 
character utters something with no humorous intent. The nuance between these two 
terms lies in the different communicative effects of the same situation. To be more 
specific, when humour is successfully deciphered by a hearing character, it is 
unintended humour, and when humour fails to be decoded by a hearing character, but 
it is recognised by overhearers, it is non-intended humour. Considering the difficulties 
in drawing the boundary, the current study uses unintended humour as an umbrella term. 
Drawing on Attardo’s (2012) study, unintended humour includes all cases where the 
speaking character says something with which he/she does not intend to amuse anyone 
but which nevertheless has all the prerequisite semantic/pragmatic conditions for 
humour, and thus humour can be perceived by hearers and/or overhearers of the sitcom 
conversations. 
 
The participation framework and humorous intent in sitcom discourse are of great 
theoretical value to the current study, especially for the identification and classification 
of sitcom discourse. Furthermore, the distinctive communicative features of film 
discourses privilege the studies of humour in sitcom discourse, since a character’s 
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intended communicative meaning is presumed as more readily accessible to TV 
viewers and researchers than that which occurs in natural conversations. The following 
section introduces the studies of Chinese sitcoms. 
 
2.3.3 Chinese sitcoms 
This section briefly introduces the history of Chinese sitcoms and the distinctive 
linguistic features of the humour mechanisms in Chinese sitcoms.  
 
Although sitcom in China is an imported TV genre, some scholars have identified its 
own distinctive features. Chen (2005, p. 10) suggests that Chinese sitcoms comprise “a 
TV performing art that includes indoor drama, xiàngshēng ‘cross talk’,  
xiáop n ‘comic sketches’ and stage plays. It combines TV series with comedies”.4 F. 
Chen (2005) also affirms that the incorporation of xiàngshēng and xiáop n 
characterises the most distinct feature of Chinese sitcoms. 
 
Xiàngshēng is a form of traditional Chinese folk art. The original meaning of 
xiàngshēng refers to a form of humour used in staged comic performance by mimicking 
other people’s words or behaviour to amuse viewers (Chey, 2014). Now, xiàngshēng 
has evolved from simple imitation into a language and performance art. The witty 
language and vivid performances of the actors constitute the essence of xiàngshēng 
(Chey, 2014). Whilst xiáop n has its origins at the beginning of the 1980s, it is viewed 
as an important form of staged comedy in contemporary China. In a more narrow sense, 
it refers to speech and performance art. Xiáop n is filled with a large amount of short, 
witty and sarcastic comments on contemporary national or international issues, “living 
languages” spoken by ordinary people, and trendy “buzzwords” used in the cyber 
community (Xie, 2005). Contrary to xiàngshēng, where performers are usually dressed 
in traditional grey or dark-blue robes and there is minimal action, xiáop n performers 
rely heavily on their costumes and actions to highlight the personality of the character 
																																																								
4 The original Chinese definition is “ ě éě ě
ě ě ”, and this definition is translated by the author.  
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they portray (Contemporary Chinese Dictionary, 2012, p. 1434). These two humour 
techniques derive from traditional and contemporary staged comic performance and 
they exert great influence on the humour used in Chinese sitcoms.  
 
Previous studies of Chinese sitcoms have mainly been conducted from two angles. 
Comparative studies investigate the differences between American sitcoms and 
Chinese sitcoms (Miao, 2004; Z. Xu, 2014), while other studies look at the development 
of Chinese sitcoms from historical perspectives (H. Yang, 2015). Since the former, 
comparative strand is not closely connected to the current study, the following part 
briefly reviews the latter, the history of Chinese sitcoms, by highlighting their distinct 
linguistic features.  
 
There are four stages in the development of Chinese sitcoms, namely incubation stage, 
initial stage, exploration stage and new development stage5 (Lü, 2008; R. Wang, 2012). 
The incubation stage and initial stage lasted from 1990 to 1994. During this period, 
Chinese sitcom developed in an era that was largely dominated and shaped by Ying Da, 
a TV director who introduced the new TV genre of sitcom to Chinese audiences and 
gained great success by incorporating xiàngshēng and xiáop n into Chinese sitcoms 
(Lü, 2008). Since the data source of the current study, Ipartment, was greatly impacted 
by the following stage of exploration, and then produced at the stage of new 
development, the last two stages are now discussed in detail.  
 
The period of exploration began in 1995 and lasted until 2000, during which the 
development of Chinese sitcom was filled with setbacks and difficulties (R. Wang, 
2012). Sitcom as an imported product was faced with challenges of localising and did 
not flourish until it was successfully integrated with the local language, culture and 
values (Cao, 2007, p. 11). The pioneer of Chinese sitcoms, Ying Da, was the first to 
localise sitcom in China. Since China is a multi-ethnic country, Ying Da recognised the 
																																																								
5 The original words are “ ” (Lü, 2008, p. 47), and these terms are translated 
by the author. 	
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importance of dialect in localising the language of sitcoms. He produced the first dialect 
sitcom, ǎ  ‘The House of 72 Tenants’,6 in 1997, to great success. This 
was a creative and bold trial, and since then, dialect sitcoms have boomed in China. 
The most representative two strands are ě ‘Shanghainese sitcoms’, such as
 ‘Uncles’ (5 seasons, 1000 episodes), and ě ‘Cantonese sitcoms’, such 
as  ‘Daughter-in-law’ (2 seasons, 480 episodes). The stage of 
exploration finalised the process of adaptation and localisation and heralded a new 
round of development (Cao, 2007).  
 
From 2000 to now, Chinese sitcom has been moving into a further stage of development 
under the influence of new media and social platforms. The wide application of 
wúlítóu ‘nonsense humour’ and èg o ‘spoofing/cyber parody’ mark the most 
distinct features of humour in Chinese sitcoms during this stage (R. Wang, 2012). 
Wúlítóu derives from colloquial language in Cantonese, and originally referred to the 
language used by people from a lower social status to express their dissatisfaction with 
life. Now, it is more widely used as a humour technique in film discourse, as a form of 
humour that features acute but malevolent self-entertaining wit or sarcastic remarks 
(Song, 2013, p. 26).  
 
The term èg o (spoofing/cyber parody) in Chinese is a buzzword that refers to online 
parody. The literal meaning of èg o is “evil doing” or “malicious manipulation” (Rea, 
2013). Èg o culture largely derives from an “appropriation, reuse and manipulation of 
the classic cultural texts”, and the  shānzaì b n “knock-off edition” of political 
works and film works are popular trends in èg o culture (Rea, 2013, p. 159). There are 
two main elements in èg o, namely hidden criticism and incongruity. Hidden criticism 
refers to when èg o creators normally position themselves at a “low” position in order 
to resist the “high” cultural authority and symbols (Rea, 2013) (for a more detailed 
																																																								




discussion of  shānzaì ‘knock-off/copycat’ see (Rea, 2013). By producing quality 
low-cost videos, which are the opposite of the more mainstream high-quality 
production films, television series and advertisements, èg o creators aim at producing 
a risible aesthetic bottom-up product that contains implicit criticism about the high-end 
culture and dominant values and which will appeal to and amuse a younger 
demographic (Rea, 2013, p. 153). However, the major function of èg o is pure 
entertainment, and the role of delivering hidden criticism of social issues is downplayed 
(Y. Tang, 2015).  
 
Moreover, as Guan (2014) indicates, at the stage of new development Chinese sitcoms 
underwent a tremendous change. They began to transform from  zhòng jiào 
yú lè ‘didactic purpose is more important than entertainment’ to  zhòng lè 
yú jiào ‘entertainment is more valued than didactic purpose’ (H. Wu, 2013, p. 27). The 
stage of new development implies that the Confucian etiquette of humour, in which 
humour needs to be restrained and used only for didactic purposes (W. Xu, 2014), 
gradually diminished its impact on the wider production and appreciation of humour.  
 
In summary, Chinese sitcoms developed their own characteristics and this new form 
became more prominent than it had been previously. In the process of localisation, the 
successful integration of humour techniques with traditional wisdom in the Chinese 
language, such as xiàngshēng ‘cross talk’ and xiáop n ‘comic sketches’ 
and dialects, and with the emerging cyber cultures such as èg o ‘spoofing’ and 
wúlítóu ‘nonsense humour’, came to characterise distinct features of Chinese 
sitcoms. However, linguistic research into Chinese sitcoms still lags far behind the rapid 
development of the form. Future research into Chinese sitcoms promises to be 
especially rewarding as it reflects ongoing changes in culture, economy and society. 





Based on the studies reviewed in this chapter, it has been clearly shown that there are 
still huge research gaps in the research fields of humour, (im)politeness and the 
interaction of humour and (im)politeness. Most of the previous studies in these three 
areas have been conducted into English-language natural conversations, and the study 
of humour, (im)politeness, and the interaction of humour and (im)politeness in sitcom 
discourse is rather scarce. The current study therefore intends to fill these gaps and 
contribute to these three research fields in the following ways:  
 
Firstly, the current study contributes to humour studies by exploring the characteristics 
of conversational humour in sitcom discourse. Issues which have not been properly 
tackled in previous studies, such as definitions of humour, aggressive humour and non-
aggressive humour in sitcom discourse, and the methodology of humour in sitcom 
discourse, are addressed in the current study.  
 
Secondly, the current study intends to contribute to the studies of (im)politeness in 
Chinese discourse. Existing studies still have so many untouched fields that need to 
be further explored. Compared with the in-depth and rich research on face and 
(im)politeness in English discourse, studies of face and (im)politeness in Chinese 
conversational data still lag far behind. Although some studies of Chinese face and 
Chinese politeness can be found (Gu, 1990; Mao, 1994; Pan, 2000), the research 
focusing on Chinese impoliteness in conversations is rather scarce. Therefore, the 
current study intends to fill this gap by exploring how humour produces politeness 
and impoliteness effects in Chinese sitcom discourse.  
 
Thirdly, the current study aims to open up a new discussion on the interdependence 
of humour and (im)politeness in Chinese sitcom discourse. As has been noted, an 
investigation of the interaction between humour and (im)politeness promises to be 
rewarding (Culpeper, 2005). However, scholars have only explored the interaction 
of humour and impoliteness, and studies which investigate the relationship between 
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humour and politeness in sitcom discourse are practically non-existent. The 
interaction between humour and impoliteness in sitcom discourse appears especially 
fascinating, since impoliteness can be viewed as a source of humour in its own right, 
and indeed, aggressive humour enjoys a significant place in sitcom discourse (Dynel, 
2016a). However, virtually no studies attend to the interaction between humour and 
politeness in sitcom discourse, or how politeness contributes to the production of 
humour in sitcom discourse. The current study aims to expand the scope of the study 
of humour and (im)politeness by focusing on how both politeness and impoliteness 
interact with humour in Chinese sitcom discourse. Having located the research niche, 
the theoretical framework and methodologies adopted in the current study will be 



















Chapter 3 Theoretical frameworks 
Chapter 3 establishes a combined theoretical framework to guide the research of 
conversational humour in Chinese sitcoms (as presented in Figure 3.1). The combined 
theoretical framework is designed to satisfy the research need in exploring aggressive 
and non-aggressive humour in sitcom discourse. To be more specific, the object of this 
study is humour in sitcom discourse, therefore, this thesis needs a model of the 
participation framework for sitcoms in order to understand the distinct conversational 
settings in sitcom discourse. Given that (im)politeness is exploited as a major source of 
humour in media entertainment discourse (Culpeper, 2005; Dynel, 2013), this study 
aims to explore the characteristics of aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour in 
Chinese sitcom discourse. Therefore, this thesis requires politeness and impoliteness 
theories to identify and analyse aggressive and non-aggressive humour, and a theory of 
humour to decode the semantic and pragmatic contents of humour in conversations. To 
satisfy these research needs, a theoretical framework has been built to combine: (1) a 
background model of participation framework for sitcoms that explicates the 
conversational settings in sitcom discourse; (2) a theory of humour that outlines the 
major analytical components of conversational humour in sitcom discourse; and (3) a 
theory of (im)politeness to understand, interpret and define the nature of aggressive and 
non-aggressive humour in sitcom discourse. The combined theoretical framework that 
results is illustrated in Figure 3.1.  
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Figure 3.1 A combined theoretical framework  
 
With this theoretical framework in place, this chapter is organised with detailed 
elaboration on how each theory is combined and applied for the analysis. Section 3.1 
provide an overview of participation framework for sitcoms (Brock, 2015) and of the 
concept of recipient design in sitcoms (Dynel, 2011a). The two communicative levels 
and the participation roles in sitcom discourse will be elaborated upon. Next, Attardo’s 
(1994) General Theory of Verbal Humour (GTVH) will be introduced in section 3.2. 
Its applicability and significance in addressing humour mechanisms, interpersonal 
functions and the sequential-organisation of aggressive humour and non-aggressive 
humour in the discourse of sitcom will be explicated. Section 3.3 then gives a detailed 
account of politeness theory and the notion of face (Brown & Levinson, 1987; Goffman, 
1967) and impoliteness theory (Bousfield, 2008; Culpeper, 2005, 2011). In this section, 
a brief discussion of the concept of Chinese face and (im)politeness (Gu, 1990; Hu, 
1944; Pan, 2000) will also be presented. Section 3.4 will discuss the interdependence 
of humour and (im)politeness (Dynel, 2016a; Zajdman, 1995) in the discourse of 
sitcoms. Lastly, section 3.5 will present a summary of the chapter.  
	
3.1 Participation framework for sitcoms  
The current study adapts Brock’s (2015) participation framework for sitcoms and 
Dynel’s (2011a) concept of recipient design to explain the two conversational levels 
and participation roles involved in the fictional discourse of sitcoms. These two 
frameworks are chosen since they set out to depict the conversational settings 
specifically in sitcom discourse, and they are combined to address their inadequacies 
in encompassing all the participation roles involved in sitcom interactions alone.  
 
Brock (2015, 2016) distinguishes the two communicative levels in sitcoms as being the 
communicative level between the collective sender (i.e. writers, directors, actors, etc.) 
and TV viewers, and the communicative level among characters. The first 
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communicative level is the real communication between the TV viewer and the 
collective sender. The term collective sender refers to everyone involved in the 
production of the sitcom, including scriptwriters, director, actors, camera crew, make-
up artists and so on. This level is labelled as Communicative Level 1 (CL1). The second 
communicative level contains scripted conversations among fictitious characters. This 
level is labelled as Communicative Level 2 (CL2). Brock visualises the participation 
framework in sitcoms as follows: 
 
Figure 3.2 Participation framework in sitcoms (Brock, 2015, p. 34) 
	
As illustrated by Figure 3.2, Brock (2015) explains the participation framework in 
sitcoms as including participants from both the production and the reception sides. The 
level of communication between the collective sender and TV viewers is the 
superordinate communicative level, and the level of communication among characters 
is the subordinate communicative level. The collective sender at CL1 manipulates the 
interactions among characters at CL2 with the central aim to entertain the TV viewer at 
CL1. The collective sender constructs scripted dialogues to mirror the conversational 
norms of spontaneous daily interactions, and the TV viewers expect the same 
communicative effects occurring in natural conversations to appear in sitcom discourse. 
 
Considering the two communicative levels, two tiers of humorous intent can also be 
identified, namely the collective sender’s intent to amuse the TV viewers at CL1 and 
the speaking characters’ intent to amuse the hearing characters at CL2 (Brock, 2016). 
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At CL1, the collective sender should always be held accountable for their salient intent 
to entertain the TV viewers, while the TV viewers, on the other hand, should prepare 
themselves in for a “regular humour communication” (Brock, 2015, p. 34) and 
consciously expect humour from the interactions at CL2 with the aid of the available 
multiple resources provided by the collective sender (e.g. visual techniques, contextual 
information, voiceover, etc.). Notably, there is also the case of meta-humour, “where 
the non-fulfilment of a humour expectation eventually produces humour” (Brock, 2015, 
p. 34). That is to say, the TV viewers can perceive humour from characters’ interactions, 
regardless of whether the collective sender’s humorous intent exists or not. These 
situations also pertain to CL2. To be more specific, the speaking character might or 
might not have an intent to amuse the hearing character/s at CL2, while the hearing 
character/s, by contrast, also have their own interpretations of the speaking character’s 
performance in terms of whether it is humorous or not. It is worth mentioning that 
humorous intent always exists in the communication at CL1, either from the collective 
sender or from the TV viewers, or both. The TV viewers normally intend to interpret 
characters’ communications as humorous when they know they are watching a sitcom. 
However, at CL2, characters are not always held accountable for a humorous intent 
when humour emerges in their interactions. There are often cases where characters are 
engaging in serious communication at CL2 with no humorous intent from either the 
speaker or the hearer, but humorous intent can be attributed to the participants at CL1 
(i.e. the collective sender and the TV viewers).  
 
Based on the concepts of the two levels of communication and the two tiers of 
humorous intent, the current study proposes a classification of humour in sitcom 
discourse. Theoretically speaking, humour in sitcoms can emerge in either or both of 
the two layers of communication. To be more specific, there could be three situations: 
humour at CL1 only (the level of communication between the collective sender and TV 
viewers); humour at CL2 only (the level of communication among characters); and 
humour at both CL1 and CL2. In a situation of Humour at CL1 only, only TV viewers 
at CL1 can perceive the presence of humour and no humour is appreciated by either the 
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speaker or the hearer/s (i.e. target and third parties) at CL2. Contrastingly, Humour at 
both CL1 and CL2 refers to the cases in which both TV viewers at CL1 and the target 
character/s and/or other hearers at CL2 perceive the speaker’s humour. Lastly, Humour 
at CL2 only could be a situation in which humour is negotiated among characters at the 
communicative level of CL2 and there is no humorous intent attributed to the collective 
sender nor is there humour perception by TV viewers at CL1. This type of humour, 
however, is not observed in this dataset (details refer to section 4.3.2).  
 
The current study applies Brock’s (2015) participation framework for the following 
reasons. Firstly, Brock’s (2015) study of participation framework has been developed 
specifically for sitcom discourse. Most earlier studies discussing participation 
framework were based on natural conversation (e.g. Goffman, 1981) or film discourse 
(Bubel, 2008; Dynel, 2011e), but Brock’s (2015) study was developed to explicate 
communications in sitcoms, and is beneficial in understanding the nature of humour in 
the discourse of sitcom. Secondly, Brock’s (2015) study explains the role of TV viewers 
in sitcom discourse in a more unequivocal manner, while the earlier studies displayed 
controversial views on the position of the TV viewers in the participation framework in 
film discourse. To be more precise, there is a common agreement regarding the TV 
viewers’ role at CL1, that is, they are the main ratified recipients at CL1, since the whole 
sitcom is created and contrived for TV viewers. However, their positions and roles at 
CL2 are widely debated. For example, Bubel (2008) categorises TV viewers as 
overhearers at CL2. She contends that TV viewers are an unratified participant at CL2, 
who receive certain information from characters’ conversations without actively 
participating in characters’ interactions. The TV viewer’s role is therefore no different 
from the role of overhearers who overhear dialogues in daily interactions. However, 
Dynel (2011a) argues that TV viewers should be recognised for their ratified status and 
should not simply be positioned as overhearers, even though they are not actively 
involved in the characters’ interactions at CL2. TV viewers are ratified participants in 
film discourse who are engaged in understanding and appreciating the communication 
among characters at CL2 with the aid of the various visual and verbal techniques 
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deployed by the collective sender (Dynel, 2011e). Obviously, Dynel’s (2011b) 
argument runs counter to the folk understanding of overhearer and also that of speaker, 
that is, an overhearer is not a person to whom the speaker (i.e. character) intends to 
convey information; and a speaker is “responsible for making themselves understood 
by other participants, but not to the overhearers” (Schober & Clark, 1989, p. 212). In 
this sense, TV viewers cannot simply be categorised as overhearers at CL2 since the 
characters’ interactions need to be made available to TV viewers at CL1. Despite these 
significant insights, Dynel’s (2011a) statement asserting the ratified status of TV 
viewers at CL2 is not completely unproblematic, since the status of TV viewers relates 
to a situation where they are indeed invisible and thus unratified from the viewpoint of 
the characters on the screen.  For these reasons, Bubel’s (2008) and Dynel’s (2011a, 
2011b) views on the position of TV viewers are not suitable for the current study. 
 
Considering the difficulties in clarifying the status of TV viewers at CL2, Brock (2015) 
gives a more flexible explanation of the role of TV viewers in sitcom discourse. Brock 
(2015) argues that TV viewers in sitcoms are privileged with a double reception role, 
namely to be involved in the fictional world (CL2) without giving up their position in 
the real world (CL1). The collective sender exploits a position for TV viewers at CL2 
with the aim of suspending their disbelief of the fictional interactions and to fully 
enthral the TV viewers with the interactions among characters (Brock, 2015). As 
indicated by Figure 3.2, TV viewers are positioned as projected overhearers (O) at CL2 
(Brock, 2015, p. 34). Brock also reconciles the divergent views of TV viewers (i.e. 
overhearer or ratified participant) by arguing that TV viewers at CL2 enjoy a fictitious 
participation role in upholding fiction and that this allows space for empathy to arise. 
In addition, he argues that TV viewers are offered various roles and a different status at 
CL2, but only one role at any one time (Brock, 2015). Although in most cases TV 
viewers listen to scripted conversations without participating in characters’ interactions, 
they are occasionally positioned in a ratified status in which they can actively 
participate in characters’ interactions. The collective sender intentionally plots scenes 
representing characters’ inner monologues and takes advantage of cinematic techniques 
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(e.g. point-of-view shots)7 to create a fictional role of the TV viewer to interact with 
characters at CL2. Brock’s (2015) explanation of the multiple roles of TV viewers at 
CL2 and the monologue scenes that indicate TV viewers’ involvement at CL2 is 
important for the current study in analysing the humour in Ipartment. There are two or 
three monologue scenes in each episode of Ipartment. In these scenes, characters stand 
in front of a blank background and talk as if they were interacting with the TV viewers 
in front of them, representing their inner activities at CL2. Here is a screenshot of one 
monologue in Ipartment (Example 5.2, S01E04).  
 
 
                      Screenshot 3.1 Xiaoxian’s inner monologue 
These monologue scenes are important in inferring characters’ intended meanings when 
using humour and their genuine reactions to humour, especially to aggressive humour, 
in Ipartment. As will be shown in Chapter 5, Example 5.2, the speaker uses aggressive 
humour, which is followed by the hearer’s laughter. At first glance, the hearer’s laughter 
should be interpreted as an indication of humour appreciation. However, by viewing 
the subsequent monologue scene (Screenshot 3.1), in which the hearer directly 
expresses his anger and annoyance over the speaker’s humour, it can be inferred that 
the hearer’s laughter in the previous turn was fake and he in fact got offended. These 
monologue scenes provide important information about the hearer’s genuine reaction 
and how humour impacts the interpersonal relationships among characters.   
																																																								
7 Point-of-view shots indicates scenes that are filmed from characters’ perspectives, and it shows what 
a character is looking at (represented through the camera), and the TV viewers can comprehend events 
contemporaneously to the character (Brock, 2015, p. 36).  
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Brock’s (2015) framework gives a detailed account of the participation roles on the two 
communicative levels. However, this framework does not include the role of the 
metarecipient in the communication of sitcoms, which is viewed as essential in 
understanding sitcom humour (Dynel, 2011a, 2011e). In this vein, the current study 
incorporates Dynel’s (2011a) concept of metarecipient into Brock’s (2015) 
Participation Framework of Sitcom.  
 
The metarecipient is a special type of recipient. It refers to “informed viewers who 
watch film/series/serial from a privileged position, analysing film discourse 
consciously, making more insightful observation about the meanings conveyed and 
methods employed to achieve this end” (Dynel, 2011a, p. 315). Humour researchers are 
assigned the role of metarecipient. In other words, they perceive humour that arises in 
sitcom discourse and analyse the humour mechanisms and certain communicative 
effects negotiated through characters’ interactions. Thus, a metarecipient is different 
from ordinary recipients who only watch sitcoms for the purpose of entertainment. 
Dynel visualises the role of metarecipient in the two communicative levels as shown in 
Figure 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.3 Participants in a film interaction (Dynel, 2011e, p. 1634) 
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As displayed in Figure 3.3, the metarecipient is separated from ordinary recipients. It 
is assumed that the metarecipient is in a higher and better informed position to observe 
characters’ interactions. Dynel (2011e) argues that humour scholars adopting the role 
of metarecipient should conduct an analysis of the use of language in film discourse 
consciously from different angles (e.g. cognitive, semantic or pragmatic). The analysis 
should be based on a reasonable interpretation of characters’ communicative meanings, 
not solely on imagination, and should fully capture the workings of certain language 
phenomena in film discourse (e.g. conversational humour). In addition, Dynel (2011a) 
observes that the privileged and ratified status of metarecipient facilitates the 
understanding of different types of humour in sitcom discourse, especially the distinct 
type of humour (i.e. Humour at CL1 only) that is carefully planned by the collective 
sender for the sake of sitcom viewers only. It is noted that although the metarecipient 
(i.e. analyst) enjoys a privileged role in decoding the meanings conveyed in characters’ 
interactions, his/her interpretations, which are based on significant inferential works in 
the communicative contexts, may remain subjective (Dynel, 2016a).  
 
The participation framework in sitcoms is beneficial for the current study in that it 
explicates the nature of communications within the sitcom genre (i.e. two different 
communicative levels), which is distinctly different from that in natural conversations 
(i.e. only one level of communication). In light of this, any identification and analysis 
of humour and interpretation of the intended meanings delivered via humour in sitcoms 
should consider the two different communicative levels. The concept of metarecipient, 
on the other hand, is important for the current study in that it acknowledges the superior 
and informed position of humour researchers in analysing humour in sitcom 
interactions, which is different from the position of ordinary viewers who watch 
sitcoms only for entertainment. Finally, this study acknowledges that humour 
researchers’ interpretations of humour can to some degree be subjective.  
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3.2 General Theory of Verbal Humour 
After identifying the limited explanatory power of the incongruity theory (as outlined 
in Chapter 2), Attardo (1994) then developed the General Theory of Verbal humour 
(henceforth, GTVH) to expand the scope of incongruity theory. GTVH has since 
become one of the most influential expansions of incongruity theory. The significant 
theoretical value of Attardo’s (1994, 2001) GTVH has been widely tested and 
recognised by humour scholars across different genres and discourses, such as in natural 
conversations (Archakis & Tsakona, 2005), in sitcoms (Attardo, 2001) and in comic 
cartoons (Tsakona, 2009). Moreover, its applicability has been tested in language 
discourses other than English, such as Greek (Archakis & Tsakona, 2005; Tsakona, 
2013). Therefore, the current study integrates Attardo’s (2001) GTVH into its combined 
theoretical framework to investigate conversational humour of Chinese sitcoms.  
 
The GTVH covers the semantic and pragmatic aspects of humour and is essentially a 
theory of humour competence (Attardo, 1997). Humour competence enables the 
speaker to recognise humour, just as a native speaker can easily identify a grammatical 
utterance without necessarily being able to explain why it is grammatically 
correct/incorrect (Attardo, 2008b). It is a component of an individual's linguistic 
competence that a judgement can be made in terms of the funniness of those texts. 
Attardo (1994) proposes six Knowledge Resources (KRs) in the GTVH, which can be 
used to analyse the semantic and pragmatic content of joke texts and to evaluate the 
speaker’s humour competence. These six KRs are summarised below.   
 
(1) Script opposition, which is the necessary requirement and the most important KR 
of a humorous text, indicates that “a humorous text is fully or partially compatible with 
two different and opposed scripts” (Raskin, 1985, p. 80).  
(2) Logical mechanism presents the distorted and playful logic that serves to resolve 
script opposition.  
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(3) Situation refers to the objects, participants, activities, places, and so on that are 
presented in the humorous texts.  
(4) Target involves the persons, groups or institutions that are ridiculed by humour.  
(5) Narrative strategy refers to the text organisation of the humorous text (narrative, 
question and answer, riddle, one-liner and so on).  
(6) Language indicates the exact wording of the humorous text (summarised from 
Attardo, 2001, pp.22-28). 
 
Attardo’s	(1994) GTVH is built on Raskin’s (1985) notion of script opposition (SO), 
further developing it by incorporating five new Knowledge Resources. It should be 
noted that these six knowledge resources are numbered according to their hierarchical 
organisation – a KR with a lower number is considered more important and determines 
the KRs following it (Attardo, 1994). Determination is also explained in terms that the 
KRs at the higher level (i.e. SO and LM) are presumed to limit or reduce the options 
available for the instantiation of the KRs that follow (i.e. TA, NS and LA) (Attardo, 
1994, p. 227).  
 
Script opposition is a necessary condition for humour to occur. The concept of script 
indicates the vast complexes of “information, which is typical, such as well-established 
routines and common ways to do things and to go about activities” (Attardo, 1994, p. 
200). Script opposition indicates: “a potential joke text is humorous if it is compatible 
with (at least) two scripts and these two scripts are antonymous (i.e. opposite) at least 
for the scope of the text” (Attardo, 2008b, p. 1204). That is to say, the prerequisite for 
a joke text to be humorous is the compatibility of two incongruous scripts. Attardo 
(2017) mentions that humour does not necessarily arise from a simple opposition and/or 
a simple overlap of two scripts, except for a con-current of these two conditions. Script 
opposition, in brief, involves the application of a logical negation to the set of scripts 
invoked via the salient information of the joke text (Attardo, 1997). 
 
In earlier studies, Raskin (1985) categorised script opposition into three abstract 
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categories, namely good and bad, normal and abnormal, and actual and non-actual. The 
text-specific script oppositions in local contexts can be subscribed to one of the three 
categories of abstract script opposition at a higher level. In addition, Attardo (2017) 
states that each humorous text is presumed to instantiate one of the abstract script 
oppositions through a concrete text-specific opposition, and one of the two text-specific 
scripts is explicitly stated by the text, while the other can be easily retrieved or inferred 
from the text. There may be some intermediate scripts that bridge the distance between 
the text-specific script opposition and the three abstract script oppositions identified by 
Raskin (1985). For example, Di (2000) introduces two script oppositions at the 
intermediate level (i.e. sex and no sex, and excrement and non-excrement) to link the 
analysis of script opposition occurring in specific texts and the three abstract categories 
of script opposition. The explanation and classification of script opposition enables 
analysis of the mechanism of conversation humour in Chinese sitcoms by decoding its 
text-specific local script oppositions and the abstract script opposition at a higher level.   
 
Logic mechanism (LM) corresponds to the resolution stage of the incongruity-
resolution models (Suls, 1972). Essentially, it is a means that is deployed to resolve the 
humorous incongruity of the SO (Attardo, 2008a). Logic mechanisms can range from 
simple juxtaposition and analogy to a more complex reasoning process, such as garden-
path phenomena, figure-ground reversals, faulty reasoning and chiasmus (Attardo & 
Raskin, 1991). Attardo et al. (2002) have collated a list of all known LMs:  
 
Table 3.1  
A list of all LMs (Attardo et al., 2002, p.18) 
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The LMs that resolve the humorous incongruity in joke texts are listed in Table 3.1, 
however, this is not intended as an exhaustive list of all LMs, and some of them in fact 
operate on a similar mechanism (Attardo et al., 2002); for example, vacuous reversal, 
chiasmus and figure-ground reversals involve reversals and role exchanges that are 
applied at different levels. Considering the overlapping and complexity involved in 
putting all the LMs at one level, Attardo et al. (2002) propose a taxonomy of LMs that 
involves role reversals, exchanges and spatial relationships (e.g. juxtaposition), which 
correspond with chiasmic LMs. The taxonomy of some LMs is displayed as follows. 
	
Figure 3.4 A taxonomy of some LMs (Attardo et al., 2002, p. 18) 
	
As shown in Figure 3.4, the taxonomy includes two major mechanisms, namely 
reversals and direct spatial relationships, and detailed strategies (e.g. role exchange, 
sequence, proportion, etc.) to produce script oppositions. In addition to this taxonomy 
of LMs, Attardo et al. (2002) propose another way to categorise LMs based on the 
concepts of correct reasoning and faulty reasoning, alongside meta-humour. They state 
that correct reasoning refers to a playful way to conduct the reasoning process (e.g. 
analogy and parallelism). Faulty reasoning, on the other hand, indicates an obvious, 
incorrect way to conduct the reasoning process, such as false analogy, ignoring the 
obvious and so on. Meta-humour refers to humour that derives from the expectation of 
the hearer that he/she is about to hear/read a joke before their expectations fall flat. The 
taxonomy of LMs that includes	forms of LMs in which the expectations of the hearer 
are manipulated directly (i.e. meta-humour), and forms of LMs including correct 
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reasoning and faulty reasoning, is demonstrated as follows.  
 
	
 Figure 3.5 The taxonomy of some LMs (Attardo et al., 2002, p. 19) 
Attardo et al.’s (2002) elaboration of LM provides a tool for analysing the LMs that 
serve to resolve the humorous aspects of script oppositions arising from different 
humour strategies in Chinese sitcoms. 
	
Situation (SI) refers to the background information of the joke that is evoked by the 
script of the joke text. SI is not funny by itself but it serves to facilitate the 
hearer/readers’ understanding of the joke. Situation includes all available information 
arising from the joke text and turns it into a text world representation (Attardo, 2001). 
For example, if a joke begins with ‘someone walking into a bar’, all information 
connected to the bar scripts are activated (e.g. ordering drinks, the presence of 
bartenders and so on). Notably, situation does not account for the contextual factors of 
humour, since GTVH is essentially a theory of humour competence and context should 
be considered as a part of humour performance (Attardo, 1994).  
 
Target (TA) refers to the butt of jokes; it can be persons (the speaker, the present 
participant or the absent participant), groups, events or objects. Archakis and Tsakona 
(2005, p. 61) have found that, by analysing the target of humour, humour researchers 
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can access the social meanings conveyed and the interactional functions of 
conversational humour in daily interactions.  
 
Narrative strategy (NS), in the original formulation of the GTVH, refers to the 
composition of the joke text regarding the distribution of its humorous elements and 
the placement of humour in conversations. NS relates to whether a joke is present as 
question and answer pattern (e.g. riddle), one-liner, poem and so on, or whether it 
includes a three-part sequence (i.e. introduction, telling and reaction) (Attardo, 2017). 
As noted by Attardo (1994), the original explanatory scope of NS only accounts for the 
short and simple written text of jokes, and cannot fully accommodate the analysis of 
conversational data. With increasing applications of the GTVH to the analysis of 
conversational humour, the subject matter covered by NS has also been expanded and 
enriched. Attardo (2001) widens its scope by introducing the concepts of jab line and 
punch line. Semantically speaking, both jab line and punch line involve a script 
opposition. However, they are distinct in two aspects. Firstly, the distribution is 
different. Punch lines often present at the end of the text, while jab lines can occur 
anywhere. Secondly, their functions are different. Jab lines do not disrupt the 
interpretation of the text, whereas punch lines usually force a reinterpretation of the 
existing understanding of the joke text (Attardo, 2008b). It has been argued that the 
presence of jab lines and punch lines can be relied on to distinguish between different 
joke texts. For example, the defining difference between joke and anecdote is the 
presence/absence of a punch line at the end of the humorous text (Oring, 1989). 
Moreover, narratives in conversations can be presented as a single turn or be co-
constructed in multiple turns in conversations (Attardo, 2008a). The expanded content 
of NS is considered as having significant value for the analysis of the sequential-
organisation of conversational humour (Glenn	&	Holt,	2017). Since the data of the 
current study is largely conversation-based, the analysis of NS (i.e. the conversational 
sequences of humour) warrants a prominent position in the data analysis chapter.  
 
Language (LA) refers to the lexical, syntactic, phonological and other choices at the 
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linguistic level that instantiate the other five knowledge resources. It also contains the 
statistical information about the frequency of occurrence of units and clusters of units 
at each linguistic level (i.e. phonemes, morphemes, phrases and so on), which allows 
the hearer to recognise the highly marked nature of repetition of certain linguistic units 
in a humorous text (Attardo, 2017). 
 
As a departure point from Attardo’s (1994) GTVH, two new knowledge resources are 
proposed; they are Meta-knowledge resource (Meta) (Canestrari, 2010) and the 
knowledge resource of Context (CO) (Tsakona, 2013). Meta-knowledge resource 
presents at the meta-communicative level and refers to humorous intention expressed 
by signals as well as the recognition of the humorous intent indicated by clues 
(Canestrari, 2010, p. 339). In short, Meta refers to the speaker’s intention of being 
humorous and to the hearer’s recognition of such an intention (Canestrari, 2010). Meta 
includes verbal (i.e. linguistic expressions, such as ‘I will tell you a joke’), non-verbal 
(i.e. gestures, facial expressions and so on) and para-verbal expressions (i.e. tone, pitch, 
volume and so on) to indicate speakers’ intention and hearers’ recognition.  
 
Context (CO) refers “to the sociocultural context of the humorous text and includes two 
different but interrelated kinds of information” (Tsakona, 2013, p. 42), which can be 
divided into (1) sociocultural presuppositions and (2) metapragmatic stereotypes. CO 
contains the sociocultural presuppositions of the production and interpretation of script 
oppositions, logical mechanisms and targets, as well as speakers’ assumptions and 
stances on whether a specific text can be considered by hearers as humorous or not in 
different communicative contexts. In brief, sociocultural presuppositions in CO are 
directly related to the content of the humorous text, while the metapragmatic 
stereotypes in CO apply to what can be made fun of in a certain context (Tsakona, 2013). 
Therefore, CO should be given precedence among all the other knowledge resources.  
 
It has been argued that the two new KRs have expanded the scope of GTVH from 
Attardo’s (1994) original aim to the discussion of humour competence in written 
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discourse to the analysis of humour performance (i.e. the speaker’s performance and 
hearer’s understanding of a joke) in conversations (Tsakona, 2013). Certainly, Meta and 
CO are important parameters in analysing humour in natural conversations (Canestrari, 
2010; Tsakona, 2013). However, as two new KRs, the applicability and the analytical 
value of Meta and CO for the analysis of conversational humour in sitcoms need to be 
tested further.   
 
This is especially true for the knowledge resource of Meta, whose analytical value for 
the analysis of humour in sitcoms appears less significant than that in natural 
conversations. The current study will take the analysis of Meta into account, but it is 
not positioned as equally important as other KRs (e.g. TA, NS and SO) in analysing the 
semantic and pragmatic content of conversational humour in sitcoms. According to 
Canestrari (2010), Meta is applied to analyse the cases of humour that are produced 
with speakers’ humorous intent and which are received by hearers with a recognition 
of the humorous intent. By contrast, humour in the characters’ interactions is largely 
contrived by the collective sender to amuse TV viewers, and characters often produce 
humorous utterances without the intent to amuse any participants at the characters’ 
communicative level (CL2). Humour in sitcoms mostly arises without the speaker’s 
humorous intent or the hearer’s recognition at CL2. Instances where the speaker has an 
intent to amuse and the hearer recognises and appreciates the speaker’s humour at CL2 
only account for a rather small proportion of humour in sitcoms (i.e. less than 5%; see 
figure 5.1). Additionally, as Canestrari (2010) points out, script opposition and logical 
mechanism can be interpreted as verbal clues to a speaker’s humorous intent. In this 
sense, Meta partly merges and overlaps with SO and LM, and might further complicate 
the analysis of the knowledge resources. Therefore, the analysis of Meta is not 
foregrounded for its insignificant role in decoding humour in sitcoms.   
 
Regarding the analysis of CO, while the current study considers it an important facet, 
it will not engage in a specific analysis of CO but rather merge the analysis of CO into 
the analysis of LA, TA, SO, LM, SI and NS. As proposed by Tsakona (2013), CO should 
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be placed as an overarching KR in the hierarchy of all the KRs, since the information 
included in CO serves to facilitate an understanding of the information in the other KRs. 
Therefore, the analysis of the other six KRs are inherently part of the analysis of CO. 
Additionally, CO provides a macro-level analysis of humour performance of both the 
speaker and the hearer from the viewpoint of cultural and social backgrounds. Although 
the social and cultural analysis of humour in Chinese sitcom discourse is not the major 
focus of the current study, the current study considers CO as essential in analysing the 
nature of humour as a cultural and social-specific phenomenon in Chinese 
conversational contexts, and in explaining the cultural and social aspects of humour in 
Chinese sitcom discourse. In this sense, CO is a Knowledge Resource that cannot be 
completely isolated from the analysis of other KRs, and the analysis of CO has already 
been closely merged with the analysis of the other six KRs. In short, this study adopts 
Attardo’s (1994, 2001) GTVH (i.e. the original six KRs), along with the two new KRs 
to analyse conversational humour in Chinese sitcoms.  
 
The GTVH enables humour researchers to analyse short joke texts or longer humorous 
narratives in different genres and discourses in terms of the six knowledge resources. 
Attardo points out that not all six knowledge resources are neccesarily co-concurrent 
within one humorous text, and some knowledge resources (e.g. target) are also optional 
in some cases (Attardo, 2017). The GTVH is a significant heuristic analytical tool to 
assess the semantic and pragmatic content of not only joke texts but also conversational 
humour. Although humour can be instantiated in different forms (e.g. narrative texts or 
conversational humour), the method applied to the analysis of the different humour 
texts is the same (Ortega, 2013a). Semantically speaking, the narrative joke texts and 
conversational humour are composed with identical knowledge resources; the only 
difference lies in the textual position and pragmatic function of some knowledge 
resources (e.g. narrative strategy and target) (Attardo, 2008a). In this sense, the GTVH 
has the same significant theoretical and analytical utility to the analysis of humour in 
conversational data. However, to adapt the GTVH to the analysis of conversational 
humour, the KRs are analysed in this study with different emphases. Some KRs, such 
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as the TA and NS, are verified for their importance in analysing conversational humour 
and the humour performance. The former is important in regard to how humour serves 
different interpersonal functions within interactions (Archakis & Tsakona, 2005) and 
the latter is essential in identifying the sequential organisation of humour in 
conversation (Glenn	&	Holt,	2017), which are exactly the two major research concerns 
of the current study.  
 
The current study adopts Attardo’s (1994) GTVH as the descriptive theory to analyse 
the semantic content and pragmatic functions of conversation in the discourse of 
Chinese sitcoms. The relevance of the linguistic theory of humour lies in its theoretical 
value in decoding what textual elements in characters’ interactions trigger humorous 
effect for hearers at two communicative levels (i.e. hearing characters and TV viewers). 
After introducing the linguistic theory of humour, the following section moves to 
elaborate upon the (im)politeness theories which are deployed to identify and analyse 
aggressive and non-aggressive humour in the discourse of Chinese sitcoms. 
 
3.2 (Im)politeness theory 
Politeness and impoliteness as cross-cultural phenomena have attracted great research 
interest in both English (Bousfield, 2008; Brown & Levinson, 1987; Goffman, 1967; 
Haugh, 2010b, 2013a) and Chinese discourse (Chang, 2013; Gu, 1990; Haugh & Hinze, 
2003; Hu, 1944; Mao, 1994; Pan, 2000; Pan & Kadar, 2011). The current study applies 
(im)politeness theories as parts of the theoretical framework to define and analyse 
aggressive and non-aggressive humour in the discourse of Chinese sitcoms.  
 
Brown and Levinson’s (1987) politeness theory is chosen because it depicts the 
relationship between linguistic strategies and the enactment of politeness in 
communication from the perspective of pragmatics, and it is widely applied in 
pragmatic studies of (im)politeness (Bousfield, 2008; Culpeper, 2011). B & L’s 
politeness theory concentrates on notions of face and the mitigation of face threat. They 
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view politeness as strategies to avoid threatening others’ face, and regard impoliteness 
as the broad opposite of politeness, in other words, a non-observance of politeness or 
an aberrant linguistic behaviour that needs to be avoided in the paradigm of politeness 
(Brown & Levinson, 1987; Leech, 1983). More recently, other scholars have offered 
competing claims, such as that impoliteness, while closely related to politeness, is not 
simply its opposite and therefore needs to be analysed in its own right (Culpeper, 2011). 
Based on politeness theory, Culpeper (1996, 2011) and Bousfield (2008) propose their 
own frameworks of impoliteness. They view impoliteness as intentionally malicious, 
conflictive verbal acts in communication which are enacted to threaten or damage 
another’s face (Brown & Levinson, 1987; Culpeper, 2011; Leech, 1983). 
 
Since the concept of face is central to politeness (Brown & Levinson, 1987) and 
impoliteness (Culpeper, 2005, 2011), this section discusses face in (im)politeness 
theories. The discussion consists of two parts. The first part focuses on the concept of 
face within (im)politeness theories and the strategies used to convey (im)politeness in 
interactions (Bousfield, 2008; Brown & Levinson, 1987; Culpeper, 2011). These 
(im)politeness theories have been recognised for their universal value in explaining 
(im)politeness in different cultural and language backgrounds, even though they are 
based on the English data. Considering that the current study analyses face and 
(im)politeness in Chinese conversational data, notions of face and (im)politeness in 
Chinese also need to be considered. Therefore, the second part explicates the concepts 
of face and (im)politeness in Chinese discourse, as well as the linguistic manifestations 
of politeness in Chinese discourse (Mao, 1994; Pan & Kadar, 2011). It is worth noting 
that the study of impoliteness in Chinese is still a considerably underexplored issue in 
the literature, compared with the studies of politeness in Chinese (Kadar et al., 2013). 
	
3.2.1 Face in (im)politeness theories 
Central to politeness and impoliteness theories is the notion of face (Bousfield, 2008; 
Brown & Levinson, 1987). The notion of face is firstly defined as “the positive social 
value a person effectively claims for himself by the line others assume he has taken 
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during a particular contact. Face is an image is that of self delineated in terms of 
approved social attributes” (Goffman, 1967, p. 5). This is one of the most widely 
accepted definitions of face in politeness research. Here, face involves elements such 
as public image, reputation, prestige and self-esteem that are attributed to individuals 
by society. It has also been argued that face can be saved, enhanced or 
threatened/damaged (e.g. being embarrassed or being humiliated) (Bousfield, 2008; 
Brown & Levinson, 1987; Goffman, 1967). Politeness involves situations where a 
speaker’s face is attended to, saved or even enhanced in interactions, whereas 
impoliteness arises in situations where the speaker’s face is threatened or damaged. 
Among the existing approaches to politeness and impoliteness, the face management 
view of politeness is the most extensively discussed and widely applied, as well as the 
most critiqued (Bousfield, 2008). The current study applies the politeness theory 
proposed by Brown and Levinson (1987) and the impoliteness theories of Bousfield 
(2008) and Culpeper (2011) in conceptualising and defining aggressive and non-
aggressive humour in Chinese sitcoms. The following section introduces the face 
management view of politeness and impoliteness.  
 
3.2.1.1 Politeness: the face management view  
Face is portrayed as an individual construction of public self-image or personal 
possession, created by the speaking participant him/herself and assessed or evaluated 
by others during an interaction (Arundale, 2006). Brown and Levinson (1987) view 
face as a public self-image towards which individual members of a given community 
orient themselves. Face consists of positive face and negative face. These are two 
related components of desires or face-wants that individuals attribute to one another 
(Brown & Levinson, 1987). Positive face is defined as “the want of every member that 
his wants to be desirable to at least some others… in particular, it includes the desire to 
be ratified, understood, approved of, liked or admired” (1987, p. 62).  Brown and 
Levinson’s definition of positive face appears to be similar to some degree to Goffman	
(1967) notion of face. It was Goffman (1967, p. 5) who first introduced the notion of 
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face into Western academic discourse, and he defines face as the positive social value 
or image a person effectively claims for himself through verbal and nonverbal acts in 
social interactions. Face is attributed to the speaker via his/her expression of ideas and 
through his/her evaluation of the situation, other participants or him/herself. In this 
sense, Brown and Levinson’s (1987) face is built on Goffman’s (1967) concept of face, 
while they further expand their scope by integrating a new component, namely negative 
face. The term negative face refers to “the want of every ‘competent adult member’ that 
his [sic] actions be unimpeded by others” (1987, p. 62). 
 
A person’s face can be saved, maintained, given, and lost (Goffman, 1967). It can also 
be attacked or threatened in interpersonal interactions. Some verbal or non-verbal acts 
intrinsically threaten the face of the participants involved in an interaction. These acts 
are termed ‘face-threatening acts’ (FTAs) (Brown & Levinson, 1987). They may 
threaten a hearer’s positive and/or negative face and at the same time threaten the 
speaker’s positive and/or negative face. FTAs damaging one’s positive face involve 
those that violate the speaker’s or the hearer’s wish to be admired or to be positively 
evaluated. Acts damaging the speaker’s positive face include apology, self-humiliation, 
confession and so on, while those damaging the hearer’s positive face range from 
expressions of insult/disagreement and belittlement to inappropriate terms. Moreover, 
FTAs also serve to damage the speaker’s or the hearer’s negative face by impeding or 
constraining his/her freedom of actions. Acts that threaten the speaker’s negative face 
consist of expressing thanks, acceptance of thanks or apology, acceptance of an offer 
and so on. On the other hand, the FTAs attacking the hearer’s negative face include 
compliment, request and suggestions, etc. (Brown & Levinson, 1987). 
 
When FTAs are inevitable in communication, various linguistic strategies of politeness 
can be adopted by the speaker to minimise or eliminate the force of such FTAs, with 
the aim of attending to other interlocutors’ face in interpersonal interactions (Brown & 
Levinson, 1987). Brown and Levinson suggest five politeness strategies including bald 
on record politeness, positive politeness, negative politeness, off-record and don't 
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perform the FTA. The rankings of the strategies in terms of the estimation of the risk of 
face loss are displayed in the following figure. 
	
	
Figure 3.6 Five strategies for doing FTAs (Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 60)	
	
As illustrated in Figure 3.6, the first – as well as the strongest – strategy is bald on 
record, which refers to situations where an FTA is performed in the most direct and 
clear way without redressive actions (Brown & Levinson, 1987, pp.102-129). This 
strategy is usually observed when there is little face threat to the addressee and when 
the speaker has great power. FTAs performed with redressive actions include positive 
politeness and negative politeness. Positive politeness strategies are often used to attend 
to and satisfy the addressee’s positive face wants ranging from the fulfilment of others’ 
face wants to a claim of common ground (Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 102). Negative 
politeness strategies are normally deployed to attend to the addressee’s negative face 
wants and they directly mitigate and soften the imposition that the FTA represents; these 
range from apologies to conventional indirectness (Brown & Levinson, 1987, p. 129). 
Among the five politeness strategies, negative impoliteness strategies are rated as more 
polite than positive impoliteness strategies (Brown & Levinson, 1987). Off-record 
strategy, the fourth strategy in Figure 3.6, refers to cases in which the FTA is performed 
through the deployment of an indirect illocutionary act that has more than one possible 
interpretation and allows the speaker to withdraw or deny the potential face-threatening 
force inherent in the utterance. Don't do the FTA refers to situations where the speaker 
does not perform the face-threatening acts in the interest of social and interpersonal 
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harmony as these acts are viewed as huge face threats to the addressee. Brown and 
Levinson (1987) confirm that the more an act threatens or damages the addressee’s face, 
the more chances for a speaker to use a higher numbered strategy, which thus plays a 
more effective role in minimising the FTAs. 
 
Brown and Levinson’s (1987) concepts of face and FTAs, alongside the five strategies 
in the model of politeness, provide a general picture of the linguistic practices of 
politeness in interactions. Building upon B&L’s (1987) findings, two important 
impoliteness theories are proposed (Bousfield, 2008; Culpeper, 1996). The linguistic 
strategies used to intentionally threaten or damage the addresses’ face want are also 
demonstrated in these two theories.  
 
3.2.1.2 Impoliteness: the face management view  
As parts of its theoretical framework, the current study applies Bousfield (2008) and 
Culpeper’s (2011) theoretical framework of impoliteness; their definition of 
impoliteness, their discussion of aggression and intention within the scope of 
impoliteness and, lastly, their elaboration strategies of impoliteness constitute the focus 
of this section.  
 
Culpeper (2005) contends that the occurrence of impoliteness in interactions requires 
“(1) the speaker communicates face-attack intentionally, or (2) the hearer perceives 
and/or constructs behaviours as intentionally face-attacking, or a combination of (1) 
and (2)” (Culpeper, 2005, p. 38). In this study, Culpeper (2005) borrows Tracy & 
Tracy’s term, face attack, which refers to “communicative acts perceived by members 
of a social community (and often intended by speakers) to be purposefully offensive” 
(Tracy & Tracy, 1998, p. 227), as an important component of impoliteness.  
 
Alternatively, Bousfield (2008) defines impoliteness as an intentional threat to face. It 
normally serves “the communication of intentionally gratuitous and conflictive verbal 
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face-threatening acts (FTAs) which are purposefully delivered: 
 
  1. Unmitigated, in contexts where mitigation is required, and/or, 
  2. With deliberate aggression, that is, with the face threat exacerbated, 
‘boosted’, or maximised in some way to heighten the face damage inflicted” 
(Bousfield, 2008, p. 72).  
 
The notion of aggression is key in Bousfield’s (2008) definition of impoliteness, as it 
is the most essential parameter of such phenomena as confliction, confrontation or 
provocation, all of which underscore impoliteness (Bousfield, 2008, p. 75). Aggression 
is an overt manifestation of the intent to harm someone in some way (Bousfield, 2008, 
p. 77). Verbal aggression refers to a verbal act which delivers intentional hurt or a threat 
to hurt others (Hyden, 1995). Verbal aggression is viewed as the denominator of 
impolite linguistic behaviours.  
 
As can be seen, both Culpeper (2005) and Bousfield (2008) highlight the concept of 
intention as important in understanding aggression and impoliteness. Although 
researchers have no access to the internal state of the speaker and ability to reconstruct 
their actual intention, the speaker’s plausible intention within the linguistic exchange 
can be inferred from the linguistic features of communication, such as context, the 
activity type one is engaged in, the power, rights and obligation of the interlocutors, 
and so on (Bousfield, 2008; Culpeper et al., 2003).  
 
There are three types of actions that can cause a threat to face based on the speaker’s 
intention (Bousfield, 2008, p. 67; Goffman, 1967, p. 14). Bousfield (2008) identifies 
these as intentional threats to face, incidental threats to face and accidental threats to 
face. Drawing on Goffman (1967, p. 14) argument, intentional threats to face are 
defined as the cases in which the speaker conducts a face-threatening act with the 
intention of causing open insult (Bousfield, 2008, p. 67). A successful attempt at 
impoliteness normally presents as an intentional face threat, wherein the speaker 
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performs an intentional face threatening act to a hearer and the hearer recognises the 
speaker’s intention and is offended by the speaker’s utterances. When the hearer fails 
to recognise the speaker’s intention, it is a failed attempt of impoliteness (Bousfield, 
2008, p. 72).  
 
Incidental threats to face occur as an unplanned behaviour, wherein the speaker 
performs the face-threatening act without intention of causing open insult, even though 
the speaker might be aware of the potential offensive consequence (Bousfield, 2008, p. 
73). Accidental face threats to face appear when speakers innocently perform an 
unintentional and unwitting offence towards hearers (Bousfield, 2008, p. 73). In other 
words, if a speaker does not intend face-damage to the hearer, but the hearer still 
perceives face-threatening force from the speaker’s speech, these could be either 
incidental or accidental face threats to face. Bousfield (2008) suggests that occurrences 
of accidental face-damage, in which the speaker has no intention of threatening the 
hearer’s face but the hearer receives the speaker’s utterance as intentionally impolite 
nonetheless, and those of incidental face-damage, where the speaker has no intention 
of threatening the hearer’s face and the hearer receives the speaker’s utterances as 
unintentionally impolite, should not be categorised as “sincere” and “genuine” 
impoliteness, which is caused by intentional face threat. In a nutshell, Bousfield (2008) 
conceptualises impoliteness as intentional threat to face where the speaker intends and 
the hearer perceives face-threat in dyadic interaction.  
 
Notably, although Bousfield (2008) mainly focuses on situations of intentional face 
attack, the discussion of impoliteness cannot be completely separated from occurrences 
of incidental face threats or accidental face threats in interactions, especially in multi-
party conversations, where divergent interpretations of the speaker’s intended meaning 
will be presented from different hearers in conversations.  
 
In conjunction with the framework of politeness, Culpeper (1996, 2005) summarises 
five super-strategies of impoliteness that are designed to attack face rather than 
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maintain or enhance face. These are: bald on record impoliteness, positive impoliteness, 
negative impoliteness, sarcasm or mock impoliteness and withhold politeness.  
 
“(1) Bald on record impoliteness: the FTA is performed in a direct, clear, 
unambiguous and concise way in circumstances where face is not irrelevant or 
minimized. 
(2) Positive impoliteness: the use of strategies designed to damage the addressee’s  
positive face wants, e.g., ignore the other…, call the other names. 
(3) Negative impoliteness: the use of strategies designed to damage the addressee’s  
negative face wants, e.g., frighten, condescend, scorn… put the other’ s indebtedness  
on record. 
(4) Sarcasm or mock politeness: the FTA is performed with the use of politeness 
strategies that are obviously insincere, and thus remain surface realisations. 
(5) Withhold politeness: the absence of politeness work where it would be 
expected. For example, failing to thank somebody for a present may be taken as 
deliberate impoliteness.” (Culpeper, 1996, as summarised by Culpeper, 2005, 41-
42). 
 
Culpeper (1996) argues that these strategies are originally produced in a parallel 
structure with Brown and Levinson’s (1987) politeness framework, excluding 
sarcasm or mock politeness, which is not a clear counterpart of off-record politeness. 
Rather, it is a meta strategy to doing impoliteness through the use of politeness 
strategies (Culpeper, 1996). However, Culpeper (2005) observes that there are also 
acts of impoliteness which involve indirectness and insincerity and are not genuine 
attempts to avoid causing offense. he therefore adds a new category, namely off-
record impoliteness, to the model of impoliteness (Culpeper, 2005). Culpeper 
defines off-record impoliteness as when “the FTA is performed by means of an 
implicature but in such a way that one attributable intention clearly outweighs any 
others” (Culpeper, 2005, p. 44). Bousfield (2008) has restructured Culpeper’s (2005) 
strategies into a simplified version by identifying two overarching tactics, namely 
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on-record impoliteness and off-record impoliteness. He defines these two tactics as 
follows:  
 
1. On record impoliteness 
The intentional use of strategies to overtly: (1) attack the face of the addressee; (2) 
construct the face of the addressee in a non-harmonious or outrightly conflictive way; 
(3) reject the expected face wants, needs, or rights of the addressee. The attack is 
normally conducted in a direct and clear way in the given context.  
 
2. Off record impoliteness 
The use of strategies where the face-threatening or face-damaging force to the 
addressee is conveyed in an implicit way (e.g. implicature) and the implicit face-
threatening meaning can be cancelled or revoked. Nonetheless, the speaker’s intent 
to do FTA can be inferred in given contexts. There are two ways to do off-record 
impoliteness, which are to use sarcasm and to withhold impoliteness (as explained 
in strategies 4 and 5 in Culpeper’s (1996) model) (Bousfield, 2008, p. 95).  
 
The restructured model of impoliteness divides impoliteness strategies into on 
record and off record. This adapted model gives a clearer picture of how utterances 
serve to convey impoliteness in interactions. In addition, it has been recognised that 
more indirect forms of impoliteness are more offensive (Culpeper, 2005). As 
highlighted in the definitions and strategies of impoliteness, the marked and 
prototypical impoliteness behaviour highlights the speaker’s intention of causing 
offence. However, as discussed earlier, the current study aims to investigate both 
unintentional and incidental FTAs, along with intentional FTAs. To ascertain 
whether Bousfield’s (2008) and Culpeper’s (2011) models of impoliteness are 
applicable to analysing unintentional and incidental face threat, the current study 
draws on Archer’s (2008, p. 188) argument that, when impoliteness is understood as 
a sub-category of verbal aggression, Bousfield’s (2008) and Culpeper’s (2011) 
strategies still hold value in that they account for not only intentional face threat but 
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also incidental and accidental face threat. 
 
In addition to the model of impoliteness, Culpeper (2011) also proposes numerous 
major conventionalised impoliteness formulae in English discourse. These 
impoliteness expressions include insult (i.e. personalised negative vocative, 
personalised negative assertions, personalised negative references and personalised 
third-person negative references), pointed criticism/complaints, unpalatable 
questions and/or presuppositions, condescension, message enforcers (e.g. listen 
here), dismissals (e.g. go away), silencer (e.g. shut up), threats and negative 
expressions (e.g. curses) (Culpeper, 2011, pp. 135-136).  
 
Culpeper notes that impoliteness expressions vary according to their degree of 
offensiveness. He applies the concept message intensity to explicate the degree of 
offensiveness. Message intensity involves an attitudinal intensity, and is closely 
connected to the speaker’s attitudes towards the topics/targets (Culpeper, 2011, p. 
139). There are linguistic and paralinguistic ways to achieve message intensity in 
impolite utterances. By using words with strong negative meanings (e.g. cunt, 
motherfucker, and so on) or intensifying modifiers (e.g. you are shit), the speaker 
largely increases the offensiveness of his/her utterances. In addition, prosodic 
devices (e.g. rising pitch, falling pitch and so on) can also be deployed to reinforce 
attitude and exacerbate the offensiveness of impolite utterances. Culpeper (2011) 
suggests that a more intensively expressed formula is generally interpreted as more 
offensive to the addressee. He further notes that aggressive practices are rather 
context-dependent. Therefore, the local communicated contexts need to be 
considered when determining the degree of offensiveness or aggression, alongside 
the parameters of message intensity (i.e. negative words, intensifying modifiers and 
prosodic devices) of the impolite expressions.  
 
The notion of face and the models of (im)politeness are useful tools for this study. 
They provide a theoretical and analytical foundation for analysing how humour is 
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deployed as a linguistic device to achieve either politeness or impoliteness in 
interactions. However, despite Brown and Levinson (1987) claim that their model 
of politeness and concept of face have universal value in addressing politeness in 
different language and cultural backgrounds, this claim has been widely critiqued by 
scholars, especially when exploring face and (im)politeness in east Asian contexts. 
It has been argued that face is a culture-specific concept and as such is subject to 
divergent cultural understandings (Gu, 1990; Haugh & Hinze, 2003; Hu, 1944; 
Kadar et al., 2013; Okamoto, 2010; Pan, 2000), and that studies of face and 
politeness theory in English discourse cannot be effectively applied to analysing 
Chinese face (Gu, 1990). With this consideration, the following section introduces 
the notion of face and (im)politeness in Chinese discourse.  
 
3.2.2 Chinese face and (im)politeness  
This section discusses the notion of Chinese face and politeness strategies in Chinese. 
It is argued that Chinese-specific face and politeness strategies are beneficial in defining 
the linguistic practices of (im)politeness in Chinese-speaking contexts and in 
understanding (im)politeness as a cultural and social-specific phenomenon.   
 
Face used as both a folk and academic term can be traced back to the Chinese concept 
of  miànz , or  mièn-tzǔ8 in Hu’s (1944) terminology. The earliest record of 
miàn was found in oracle bone script during the Shang Dynasty (16th-11th centuries 
B.C.), and it was originally referred to as the ‘front of the head’ (Chang, 2013). It was 
first adapted to mean ‘surface’ and ‘appearance’, and then later expanded to a figurative 
sense of ‘reputation’ or ‘good name’ around the fourth century BC (Hu, 1944, p. 46). 
The syllable z , which is then attached to miàn, is meaningless, and the word miànz  
had developed different connotations. 
																																																								
8  Both Mianzi and mien-tz  are the romanised spelling of . While the first follows the 
romanisation system for Mandarin Chinese, the second follows the romanisation system for Cantonese. 
The current study uses Mian zi, which is a more widely used romanisation system in China. It also 




The general concept of Chinese face is represented by two specific meanings conveyed 
via miànz  and liǎn in Chinese. On the one hand, miànz  is related to 
prestige or reputation, which is either achieved through getting on in life (Hu, 1944, p. 
45) or ascribed, given or even imagined by other members of one’s own community  
(Ho, 1976, pp. 869-870). On the other hand, liǎn refers to “the respect of the group for 
a man with a good moral reputation”; it embodies “the confidence of society in the 
integrity of ego’s moral character”, and it is “both a social sanction for enforcing moral 
standards and an internalized sanction” (Hu, 1944, p. 45). 
 
The notion of Chinese face is distinctly different from Brown and Levinson’s (1987) 
notion of face (Mao, 1994). Their face theory emphasises the individual rather than the 
communal aspect of face, and it views face as a public self-image.	Chinese face does 
not put self in the foreground to the same extent that Brown and Levinson’s (1987) 
theory does. Instead, Chinese face echoes the Confucian tradition that “an individual is 
presumed to seek the respect of the group or the community, but not to satisfy the desire 
for freedom” (Mao, 1994, p. 460). Therefore, it endorses a public collective image that 
individuals can claim for themselves or have ascribed to them by others when they are 
interacting with others within a community. It is intimately related to the views, 
judgement and perception of the community on the individual’s qualities and behaviour 
(Mao, 1994). In short, Chinese face does not emphasise the realisation of individual 
‘wants’ or ‘desires’ but rather the harmony of an individual’s conduct with the views 
and judgement of the community. 
 
In addition, the content of Chinese face is distinct from Brown and Levinson’s (1987) 
conception of negative face (Mao, 1994). Brown and Levinson (1987, p. 61) describe 
negative face as “the basic claim to territories, personal preserves, rights to non-
distraction – i.e. to freedom of action and freedom from imposition”. The acts that are 
viewed as threatening negative face in English, including offering, inviting and 
promising are however not considered as threatening negative face in Chinese (Gu, 
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1990). On the contrary, these acts demonstrate the speaker’s genuine sincerity and 
respect towards the addressee (Gu, 1990). Chinese negative face is threatened when 
one cannot deliver what he/she has promised, or when his/her behaviour is likely to 
undermine his/her image, fame or reputation (Gu, 1990, p. 242). Some scholars have 
claimed that the Chinese concept of face (i.e. miànz ) does not contain the constituent 
of negative face (Mao, 1994). Chinese face emphasises the individual’s desire to secure 
public acknowledgement of one’s prestige or reputation, and the individual’s aspiration 
to seek the respect of the community, and so it focuses on the desire to be liked or 
approved of by others rather than a desire for freedom (Mao, 1994). In addition, 
Chinese face is a positively reciprocal exchange (Mao, 1994). By giving face to others, 
one can also reinforce one’s own face because such behaviour is positively viewed 
within the community of Chinese (Chang, 2013). In this sense, understanding the 
connotations of Chinese face is important for understanding politeness and 
impoliteness in Chinese.  
 
The Chinese concept of politeness, i.e.  l  ‘politeness’, was first advanced by 
Confucius, who defined it as “the denigration of the self and the elevation of the other” 
(Books of Rites, Qūlǐ, part I as cited by Kadar and Pan (2011, p. 129). Self-denigration 
and other-elevation play crucial roles in construing the discursive behaviour of modesty 
in the Chinese communication of politeness, which is largely divergent from the 
Western sense of modesty (Gu, 1990). Self-denigration and other-elevation in 
communication are practiced through a “symbolic underestimation of the entities 
belonging to the speaker and their dependants and the overestimation of the entities 
belonging to the interlocutor and their dependants” (Kadar & Pan, 2011, p. 138). The 
concept of li, Chinese politeness, constitutes the central premise in understanding the 
discursive linguistic behaviours of politeness. 
 
Drawing from the concepts of Chinese face and politeness, Pan and Kadar (2011) 
elaborate on politeness practices in contemporary Chinese discourse that are different 
from politeness practices in English discourse. They observe that Chinese politeness 
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strategies can be manifested either at the lexical or the discoursal level and these 
strategies serve to elevate others and to show the speaker’s deference towards other 
interlocutors (Pan & Kadar, 2011). The lexical manifestation of politeness includes 
terms of address (e.g.  tóngzhì ‘comrade’), titles for professions (e.g.  
zhǔrèn ‘chef’,  jīnglǐ ‘manager’), honorific terms of address (e.g.  
xiānshēng ‘mister’ and  xiáojiě ‘miss’), and familial terms of address (e.g.  
dàgē lit. ‘big brother’ and  dàjiě lit. ‘big sister’; these two expressions are used 
to address males and females who are similar in age and social status) (Pan & Kadar, 
2011, pp. 78-83). There are also additional tools used in the practice of Chinese 
politeness, such as particles, turn-taking and small talk (Pan & Kadar, 2011, pp. 90-97). 
The final particles  ā,  yā,  aiyā, can be used as politeness hedges to 
mitigate the illocutionary force of a direct request (Pan & Kadar, 2011). On the other 
hand, it can be observed that the speaking turns correlated with the rank and social 
status of the interlocutors. In other words, interlocutors are expected to observe the 
unspoken rule of who speaks in different situations (e.g. workplace, family or friends’ 
gatherings). “Turn-taking in the Chinese context is a subtle way to signal power 
hierarchy	and is one of the tacit ways to show deference to a person in a higher position” 
(Pan & Kadar, 2011, p. 94). The participants often take turns to speak in accordance 
with their social rank (Pan & Kadar, 2011). Lastly, the employment of small talk is also 
a way to fulfil Chinese politeness practice (Pan & Kadar, 2011, p. 95). Small talk refers 
to a short conversation that involves topics that are not directly relevant to the speaker’s 
intended actions (Pan & Kadar, 2011). The phatic expressions, such as  nǐ 
chīle mā? ‘have you eaten?’ and  n  qù nǎ er? ‘where have you been?’, 
originally functioned as ‘small talk’ and gradually became ritualised and routine in 
Chinese social interactions. At the discoursal level, Chinese politeness practice includes 
indirect refusal (e.g. giving an irrelevant answer to a question), apology (e.g. taking 
redressive actions) and request (e.g. expressing in an imperative structure). Pan and 
Kadar’s (2011) study elaborates on the politeness practices in contemporary Chinese 
discourse that are viewed as significantly divergent from politeness practices in English 
discourse. The discussion provides this study with a solid theoretical ground and 
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analytical tool to categorise humour as aggressive humour (i.e. an impolite form of 
humour) or as non-aggressive humour (i.e. not an impolite and/or even a polite form of 
humour) in Chinese-speaking contexts. 
 
In summary, theories of (im)politeness and the concept of face in both English and 
Chinese discourse are important for the current study in that they provide solid 
theoretical grounds to understand, conceptualise and interpret (im)politeness in Chinese 
sitcoms. As has been pointed out in previous studies, humour and (im)politeness are 
intricately intertwined, and the interdependence of these two research fields is highly 
relevant for the current study to capture the essence of (im)polite forms of humour (e.g. 
aggressive and non-aggressive) in sitcom discourse. In this vein, the following section 
will discuss the interdependence of humour and (im)politeness.  
 
3.3 The interdependence of humour and (im)politeness 
Studies exploring the relationship between humour and (im)polilteness have 
proliferated in recent years. It is recognised that different forms of conversational 
humour play various roles in interactions ranging from face-saving, face-boosting and 
rapport – thereby functioning as positive politeness strategies (Brown & Levinson, 
1987, p. 124) – to face-threats and conflicts, which are indicative of impoliteness 
(Dynel, 2016a). In addition, impoliteness is viewed as a major source of humour in its 
own right, especially in media entertainment discourse (Culpeper, 2005; Dynel, 2013). 
This section introduces Dynel’s (2016a) analytical framework of humour and 
(im)politeness, which includes the conceptualisation of conversational humour within 
the scope of (im)politeness, and how humour is deployed as a discursive linguistic 
strategy to manifest politeness and impoliteness in interactions.  
 
The current study applies Dynel’s (2016a) framework for the reason that the existing 
(im)politeness framework or facework is not fully operative in the case of 
conversational humour and that these frameworks need to be adapted to accommodate 
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the research of conversational humour (Dynel, 2016a; Zajdman, 1995). Dynel’s (2016a) 
framework is designed to study humour within the paradigm of (im)politeness.  
 
Dynel’s (2016a) study itself borrows from Zajdman’s (1995) elaboration of humorous 
FTAs. Dynel and Zajdman suggest that the production and reception ends are two 
important facets in understanding the workings of humour via-à-vis (im)politeness 
(Dynel, 2013, 2016a; Zajdman, 1995). Zajdman (1995) proposes four criteria for 
analysing humorous FTAs. These are: the speaker’s intention (intent to offend or not); 
the speaker’s expectations (the target is insulted/amused); the hearer’s interpretation 
(taking/not taking offence); and the hearer’s reactions (insulted/amused). However, 
Zajdman’s (1995) study has been critiqued by Dynel (2016a) for two major reasons. 
The first is that the four criteria as listed above are overlapping and redundant in a sense. 
They can be simplified down into  two criteria, which are speaker’s production (i.e. 
intend to offend/not intend to offend) and hearer’s reception (i.e. get insulted/amused). 
The second is that the hearer’s reception of humour cannot simply be classified as being 
either insulted or amused. To be more specific, if the hearer does not get offended by 
the speaker’s humour, it does not necessarily indicate that he/she will always be amused 
by the speaker’s humour. Building upon on Zajdman’s (1995) study, Dynel (2016a) 
proposes her own criteria in conceptualising conversational humour within the 
framework of (im)politeness on the strength of the speaker’s intentionally 
communicated message and the hearer’s response to it. She outlines four binary criteria, 
each to identify a type of conversational humour respectively, and there are two types: 
(1) potentially humorous but face-threatening utterances and (2) potentially humorous 
but not face-threatening utterances. 
 
The four criteria that are used to identify the first type of humour are summarised as: 
“the speaker’s intent to threaten the hearer’s face; the speaker’s awareness of possible 
face-damaging effects of his/her utterance; the hearer’s perception of the speaker’s 
intent; and the hearer’s actual taking offence” Dynel (2016a, p. 121). The four binary 
criteria that are adopted to identify the second type of humour are explained as “the 
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speaker’s intent to observe the hearer’s face via humour; the speaker’s awareness of 
possible humorous effects of his/her utterance; the hearer’s perception of the speaker’s 
intent to convey humour; and the hearer’s actual amusement” (Dynel, 2016a, p. 122).  
 
It is worth noting that Dynel’s (2016a) criteria are not completely unproblematic. 
Regarding the criteria used to identify potentially humorous and face-threatening 
utterances, there are two major problems. Firstly, Dynel (2016a) has enumerated the 
ways to identify aggressiveness encoded in humour, but does not explicate how humour 
arises from the aggressive remarks. In other words, these criteria cannot be used to 
differentiate aggressive humour from verbal aggression that is not amusing at all. 
Secondly, Dynel (2016a) does not specify who the term “the hearer” refers to, and 
whether the hearer includes both the target and other participants in conversations or 
not. This is especially important to understand how aggression and humour co-exist in 
one utterance and to whom aggression is targeted and to whom humour is directed. 
Moreover, Dynel’s (2016a) criteria only account for intentional face-threatening or 
intentional face-boosting utterances, and cannot be applicable to those cases of humour 
which arise from unintentional face-threatening or unintentional face-boosting speech 
or behaviour. Therefore, Dynel’s (2016a) criteria will be adapted when they are used to 
identify aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour in sitcom discourse.  
 
In addition, Dynel (2016a) herself points out that this approach is not completely 
unproblematic when put in practice, especially in decoding the speaker’s intention. The 
difficulty of accessing the speaker’s communicative intention has been repeatedly 
mentioned in both humour and (im)politeness studies (Bousfield, 2008; Haugh, 2013b). 
When it comes to the study of humorous FTAs it becomes even more complicated, since 
the speaker’s intent to amuse and/or insult can sometimes be intertwined in one 
utterance and thus may incur an interpretative problem for the hearer and researchers 
(Dynel, 2016a). Occasionally, the distinction between “only joking” and “genuine 
insult” (i.e. a truthful face-threatening message) relating to speakers’ intended meanings 
cannot be unequivocally decoded by the recipients (i.e. hearers and researchers) 
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(Zajdman, 1995). Furthermore, the speaker can revoke the sincerity and truthfulness of 
their face-threatening content regardless of what their original intent was. Hearers’ 
evaluations are not always clearly displayed in interactions and may remain largely tacit 
(Sinkeviciute, 2013, p. 279). Thus, the co-existence of the two levels of intent (i.e. 
intent to amuse and intent to insult) and the ambiguities of hearers’ reactions complicate 
the task of inferring the speaker’s intended meaning.  
 
Despite the difficulties of inferring speaker intention, Dynel (2016a) acknowledges that 
a character’s intention in film discourse is more readily accessible than that in natural 
conversations. She contends that, compared with in real-life conversations, characters’ 
interactions in film discourse are a more ideal resource for linguistic analysis. This is 
because characters’ interactions are largely constructed for the sake of the TV viewer’s 
understanding, and therefore the researcher’s understanding as well. In this case, 
characters’ communicative intentions need to be made accessible for TV viewers to 
infer the characters’ intended meaning and how their interactions impact their 
interpersonal relationships within the film discourse (Dynel, 2016b). In short, although 
the speaker’s intention and the hearer’s evaluation can never be captured with full 
certainty, they can be largely reconstructed in film discourse, given sufficient contextual 
information (Dynel, 2016a).  
 
While Dynel’s (2016a) study is undeniably illuminating in expounding the 
interrelationship between humour and (im)politeness, it is not completely 
unproblematic. Therefore, Dynel’s (2016a) framework will be adapted to fit the needs 
of the current study. The adapted criteria in identifying and analysing aggressive 
humour and non-aggressive humour will be explicated in Chapter 4.  
	
3.4 Summary  
The main aim of this chapter has been to establish a combined theoretical framework 
to explore humour in the Chinese sitcom Ipartment. The combined theoretical 
framework is constituted of three major theoretical components, namely participation 
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framework in sitcoms, the General Theory of Verbal Humour and (im)politeness 
theories. Although these theories are developed based on English conversational data, 
they can be adapted and combined to analyse conversational humour in Chinese sitcom 
discourse. 
 
Brock’s (2015) participation framework in sitcoms was adapted as the background 
theory to explicate the two communicative levels and participation roles in the 
discourse of sitcom. Understanding the two communicative levels in sitcoms is 
essential for the identification and categorisation of humour in sitcom discourse. 
Attardo’s (1994) GTVH was applied as a theoretical and analytical framework to 
decode the linguistic characteristics of conversational humour in sitcoms. Within this 
framework, the six knowledge resources (i.e. SO, LM, SI, TA, NS, LA) were used to 
analyse the semantic and pragmatic mechanisms of conversational humour. Since 
aggressive humour is a common feature of sitcom discourse, the current study draws 
on (im)politeness theories to conceptualise aggressive humour and non-aggressive 
humour in sitcom discourses. In addition, (im)politeness theories were applied in an 
analysis of the interpersonal effects of aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour 
in sitcoms by investigating how humour serves to maintain, enhance or attack an 
addressee’s face.  
 
Finally, it should be noted that Dynel’s (2016a) criteria of humour and (im)politeness 
explain the relationship between humour and (im)politeness, and therefore these criteria 
are adapted and applied in the identification of aggressive and non-aggressive humour 








Chapter 4 Methodology 
The current study addresses humour in the discourse of Chinese sitcoms by deploying 
both qualitative and quantitative approaches. Based on the literature review in Chapter 
2 and the theoretical framework presented in Chapter 3, this chapter proposes three 
research questions and describes the research methodology that has been adopted to 
address these questions.  
 
This chapter is organised as follows: First, the research questions of the current study 
are introduced in section 4.1. Section 4.2 then demonstrates the corpus compiled for 
this study collected from the Chinese sitcom Ipartment. After a brief review of the 
research methodology adopted in previous studies, section 4.3 elaborates on the three-
stage analytical framework of humour in the scripted conversations of Ipartment as 
proposed earlier in this study. The three stages are identification, classification and 
interpretation of humour. This chapter then concludes with a demonstration of the 
proposed framework; this will be presented in section 4.4, the chapter summary. 
 
4.1 Research questions 
Two research questions are put forward to achieve the aims of the study. They centre 
on the interaction between humour and (im)politeness in sitcom discourse, including 1) 
the characteristics of aggressive humour with/without humorous intent, and 2) the 
characteristics of non-aggressive humour with/without humorous intent. The research 
questions are formulated as follows: 
 
Overarching research question: 
What is the interaction between humour and (im)politeness in contemporary Chinese 
sitcom discourse? 
 
The interaction between humour and (im)politeness in Chinese sitcom discourse is 
presented as the ultimate research question of this study, and there are furthermore two 
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case-study specific research questions which are outlined as follows: 
 
Research question 1:  
What are the characteristics of aggressive humour in the Chinese sitcom Ipartment? 
(1) What are the characteristics of aggressive humour without humorous intent?  
(2) What are the characteristics of aggressive humour with humorous intent? 
 
Research question 2: 
What are the characteristics of non-aggressive humour in the Chinese sitcom Ipartment? 
(1) What are the characteristics of non-aggressive humour without humorous intent?  
(2) What are the characteristics of non-aggressive humour with humorous intent? 
 
These research questions aim to decode three essential aspects of the linguistic 
characteristics of aggressive and non-aggressive humour in sitcom discourse. They are 
1) the humour mechanisms of aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour, 2) the 
impoliteness and politeness effects of aggressive and non-aggressive humour on 
characters’ interactions, and 3) the interpersonal functions of aggressive and non-
aggressive humour in characters’ interactions. Few studies can be found exploring the 
interaction of humour and (im)politeness in English discourse, either in natural 
conversations or in film discourse, and there is a dearth of research focusing on 
conversational humour in the Chinese-speaking context and its interaction with 
(im)politeness in sitcom discourse. In addition, given the paucity of studies exploring 
the linguistic characteristics of non-aggressive humour in both natural and fictional 
conversations, this study finds these three research questions are of great significance 
in advancing the linguistic studies of humour and (im)politeness in sitcom discourse. 
The following sections explains the detailed analytical methods and statistic techniques 




The data for the current study were collected from the first season of the Chinese sitcom 
Ipartment ( ). There were four reasons for choosing Ipartment. Firstly, it has 
enjoyed great popularity in China since it was first released in 2009 (J. Chen, 2013; H. 
Wu, 2013), and it is regarded as one of the best sitcoms in contemporary China (J. Chen, 
2013). It was reported that the first season of Ipartment provoked heated discussion on 
the internet and views on the major Chinese youth culture-based websites, such as 
Bilibili and ACfun, reached more than 10 million people (X. Wu, 2016). Secondly, 
Ipartment is considered a milestone in the history of Chinese sitcoms for some of the 
bold changes it generated. For example, it created a dedicated website (tv.ipart.cn) on 
which internet users could make contributions to the development of the storyline in 
upcoming episodes. Thirdly, the prevalence of creative and aggressive humour is 
viewed as a key characteristic of the language of Ipartment (Wu, 2013). Compared to 
other Chinese sitcoms, the language in Ipartment is distinct for its incorporation of 
cyber language and online parody, which are markedly aggressive yet innovative (Wu, 
2013). Fourthly, the social and cultural impact of Ipartment on young Chinese people 
at the time was no less than that of the American sitcom Friends on American youth 
culture (Q. Tang, 2014). Although Ipartment has been critiqued as a “knock-off edition” 
of Friends, due to their highly similar storylines, characters and settings,9  it still 
became a hit among young Chinese TV viewers. Ipartment’s successful localisation and 
its creative use of cyber language facilitated its success. It has been claimed that the 
Chinese government intended to introduce the popular sitcom Friends to Chinese 
audience in 2004, but finally decided not to do so, having considered that a large amount 
of humour in Friends was about sex, which is viewed as a taboo topic in Chinese and 
which might have been unacceptable to most Chinese TV viewers at that time (H. Wu, 
2013). Instead, and bearing in mind the potential success of a youth and culture-oriented 
sitcom, a localised product, Ipartment, came into being. The localisation of Ipartment 
																																																								




can be explicated on two levels. On one hand, it borrows the core values of Friends, 
namely love and friendship, that can also provoke sympathy from Chinese TV viewers. 
On the other hand, Ipartment does not completely abandon sex jokes, but rather 
localises them (i.e. expresses them implicitly and obscurely), in a way that accords with 
a preferred style of humour in Chinese. In addition, Ipartment borrows largely from 
cyber humour and re-creates a great amount of classic online spoof and parody texts – 
which are rather endemic to cyber culture – to pander to young viewers’ tastes.  
 
There are four seasons of Ipartment in total, broadcast from 2009 to 2014; the current 
study uses the first season as its data source. It was reported that the first season of 
Ipartment provoked heated discussion on the Internet and, when it was firstly 
broadcasted on Jiangxi TV. Ipartment became the most popular TV series of the time, 
even though it had not received sufficient media coverage (Luo, 2009). In addition, 
some reporters even regarded Ipartment an underrated TV series, saying “
ě” “a first-class TV series is being broadcast on a second-class TV 
channel” (Luo, 2009). Moreover, the first season of Ipartment was awarded as one of 
the top three most popular TV series in 2009 (Luo, 2009).  
 
Ipartment tells the funny and romantic stories of seven main characters, namely: Yifei 
(female), Xiaoxian (male), Ziqiao (male), Meijia (female), Wanyu (female), Zhanbo 
(male) and Guangu (male). These seven characters are in their late 20s and have 
different professions. They live on the same floor but share different rooms in Ipartment. 
Yifei is a university lecturer, Xiaoxian is a radio host. Wanyu is a successor of an 
international banking corporation and Zhanbo is an IT engineer. Ziqiao has no 
permanent job but dreams of becoming an actor. Guangu is a cartoonist and Meijia is 
her assistant. The relationship among these seven main characters are briefly 
demonstrated in the following Figure 4.1  
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Figure 4.1 The relationship among seven main characters in Ipartment 
	
The conversations among these seven main characters and the talk between main 
characters and other guest characters constitutes the corpus. The corpus consists of 
transcripts of 20 episodes of the first season of Ipartment, containing 9412 
conversational turns and . A conversational turn here means solo talk, beginning from 
when one interlocutor starts to talk and ending when another interlocutor/s start/s to 
talk (Edelsky, 1993). Each episode lasts 45 minutes on average and was manually 
transcribed in an Excel spreadsheet, an example of which is displayed in Figure 4.2. 
 
The corpus consists of transcripts of 20 episodes of the first season of Ipartment, 
containing 9412 conversational turns. A conversational turn here means solo talk, 
beginning from when one interlocutor starts to talk and ending when another 
interlocutor/s start/s to talk (Edelsky, 1993). Each episode lasts 45 minutes on average 
and was manually transcribed in an Excel spreadsheet, an example of which is 




Figure 4.2 Ipartment episode transcription 
As shown in the screenshot above, the transcript of each episode contains verbal 
conversational turns, verbal utterances, canned laughter and characters’ laughter, with 
the position of canned laughter highlighted as red and characters’ laughter, which has 
been verbalised/transcribed as either  hehe or  haha, highlighted in blue 
text.  
 
4.3 An analytical framework of humour in the discourse of sitcom 
The current study explores humour in the scripted conversations of the Chinese sitcom 
Ipartment. Therefore, this section foregrounds an analytical framework of 
conversational humour in sitcoms. As reviewed in Chapter 2, there are numerous 
studies investigating humour in natural conversations from different angles, such as 
linguistic patterns, humour mechanisms, social and interpersonal functions and the 
sequential organisation of humour. However, these studies of humour in either natural 
conversations or in the discourse of sitcoms seldom explicate their research methods or 
simply mention them in passing. Given the dearth of scholarly interest in developing a 
systematic methodology of humour in sitcoms, the current study proposes an analytical 
framework of sitcom humour. It also aims to contribute to this underexplored area.  
 
The few existing studies that outline the methodology of humour in natural 
conversations observe that there are two major procedures in the analysis of 
conversational humour. These procedures are identification and classification (Attardo, 
2012; Hay, 1995; Lampert & Ervin-Tripp, 2006; Norrick, 2003). Identification 
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explicates the detailed ways of identifying humour in conversations, such as with 
Attardo (2012) triangulation method (detailed discussion in section 2.3.1). 
Classification includes the ways of coding and categorising humour from different 
angles, such as linguistic patterns (Norrick, 2003) and interpersonal effects (Lampert & 
Ervin-Tripp, 2006). These two essential procedures are important for the current study 
to identify conversational humour and to classify humour as either aggressive or non-
aggressive based on the linguistic manifestations and interpersonal effects of the 
humour. However, these two procedures cannot fully satisfy the research demands of 
this study, and there is also the need to bring forward a third step to enable the analysis 
of interpersonal functions and the sequential organisation of humour in sitcom 
discourse. Therefore, the current study proposes a three-stage model of conversational 
humour in sitcoms. The stages are identification, classification and interpretation. The 
three-stage model is presented in Table 4.1 below. 
 
Table 4.1  
An analytical model of humour in sitcoms 
Stages    Aim of each stage 
Humour identification • To identify the presence of humour and determine 
whether there is script opposition/humorous incongruity 
in each instance of humour 
• To identify the units of conversational humour 
Humour classification • To classify conversational humour at the two 
communicative levels 
• To classify conversational humour into aggressive or non-
aggressive using the criteria adapted from Dynel (2016a) 
Humour interpretation  • To analyse the semantic and pragmatic aspects of humour 
by using Attardo’s (1994) six Knowledge Resources 
• To explore the production and reception of humour at CL2 
       1)  To identify and analyse the speaker’s intention 
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       2)  To analyse the hearer’s response  
• To analyse the interpersonal functions of humour by 
drawing on Hay’s (2000) framework of the general 
functions of humour 
• To analyse the social and cultural aspects of humour in 
Chinese sitcom discourse 
 
As shown in Table 4.1, the identification of humour is the first stage in analysing 
humour in sitcoms. This stage consists of two steps. The first step is to identify humour 
in the conversations among characters by drawing on explicit paralinguistic clues (e.g. 
laughter) and linguistic clues (e.g. script opposition). The second step is to identify the 
units of conversational humour. Units of conversational humour are identified by 
considering various factors, such as the distribution of canned laughter, the topic and 
the theme of humour, and the pragmatic orientation of humour. The pragmatic 
orientation of humour includes the content and style of humorous turns. By drawing on 
Holmes’s (2006a) study, the pragmatic orientation of humour is visualised in the 
following figure:  
 
Figure 4.3 The pragmatic orientation of humour (Holmes, 2006a, p. 117) 
 
As in Figure 4.3, the pragmatic orientation includes propositional orientation and 
stylistic orientation. Propositional orientation indicates the semantic content of humour 
(Holmes, 2006a). The content of the speaker’s humour can support or contradict the 
proposition of a previous speaker. Therefore, the propositional orientation of humour 
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can be supportive or contestive of previous conversational/humorous turns (Holmes, 
2006a). Stylistic orientation refers to the style of humour. It indicates the variety of 
ways that the speaker uses to link his/her humorous contributions to the contributions 
of previous speakers, and can be a collaborative style (e.g. overlapping turns or 
repetitions) or non-collaborative style (e.g. disruptive interruptions) (Holmes, 2006a). 
When a character’s conversational turn is cohesive with the preceding turn regarding 
their pragmatic orientation – either the propositional or stylistic one – it is considered 
as a single conversational unit.  
 
The second stage is the classification of humour. Drawing on studies of (im)politeness, 
humour is classified in terms of its face-threatening force. Aggressive and non-
aggressive humour are distinguished based on whether the humour conveys a face-
threatening act and offends the target or the hearer or not. To be more specific, 
aggressive humour refers to the cases where the speaker uses humour to threaten or 
damage the target’s face and the target also gets offended. By contrast, non-aggressive 
humour occurs in situations where the speaker does not intend to threaten or damage 
the hearer’s face but to observe and maintain it. 
 
The third stage is the interpretation of humour. This stage involves four major steps. 
The first step is to analyse the semantic and pragmatic aspects of humour used by 
characters at CL2 with the aid of eight Knowledge Resources, including the original 
six, namely Script Opposition, Logic Mechanism, Target, Narrative Strategy, Language, 
and Situation in Attardo’s (1994, 2017) GTVH, and two new ones, namely Context 
(Tsakona, 2013) and Meta Knowledge Resource (Canestrari, 2010). The second step is 
to analyse the production and reception of humour at CL2. This step constitutes two 
parts. The first part is to identify the speaker’s intention in producing humour. In other 
words, the speaker uses humour either with or without humorous intent. The second 
part is to observe the hearer’s response to the speaker’s humour. The hearer’s response 
is analysed to determine whether humour presents at CL2 or not, when it is perceived 
at CL1. When humour occurs at CL2, it is a successful or a failed attempt.  
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The third step is to explore the interpersonal functions of humour. By using Hay’s (2000) 
model of the general functions of humour, humour is evaluated according to its 
solidarity-based functions, power-based functions, or psychological functions in 
characters’ interactions. 
 
The fourth step is to conduct a social and cultural analysis of humour in Chinese sitcom 
discourse. The importance of analysing the social and cultural aspects of humour in the 
Chinese sitcom Ipartment, and its significance in pushing ahead studies of humour in 
Chinese discourse is as follows: Firstly, Ipartment, as one of the most representative 
sitcoms in China, is distinctly different from other representative Chinese sitcoms (e.g. 
 I Love My Family). Ipartment is the first Chinese sitcom that centres on 
friendship, youth and cyber culture, while other influential Chinese sitcoms are mostly 
family-oriented. The cultural and social analysis of humour in Ipartment thus reflects 
some of the key features of humour used by young Chinese people. Secondly, previous 
studies of humour in Chinese have focused on written Chinese jokes. There is a dearth 
of studies investigating conversational humour in Chinese discourse. Therefore, the 
cultural and social analysis of conversational humour in Ipartment is essential in 
decoding the characteristics of humour in Chinese spoken contexts.  
 
4.3.1 Identification 
The stage of identification includes two steps: 1) to identify the possible instances of 
humour, and to determine whether each is an instance of humour by examining if there 
is a script opposition in the humorous text; and 2) to identify the units of conversational 
humour.  
 
The identification starts with an attempt to define humour in sitcoms. Mullany (2004) 
defines conversational humour as follows:  
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“Humour refers to instances where participant(s) signal amusement to one 
another, based on the analyst’s assessment of paralinguistic, prosodic and 
discoursal clues. These instances can be classified as either successful or 
unsuccessful according to addressee’s reactions. Humour can be a result of 
either intentional or unintentional humorous behaviours from participants” 
(Mullany, 2004, p. 21). 
 
Mullany’s (2004) definition of humour relies upon the roles of the speaker’s intention 
and addressee’s reaction in identifying humour in natural conversation. This definition, 
however, cannot fully capture the essence of humour in the discourse of sitcoms where 
two communicative levels are involved. Drawing on Mullany’s (2004) definition, the 
current study proposes the following working definition of humour in sitcom discourse:  
  
Humour in sitcom discourse refers to the instances where the collective sender 
intends to amuse TV viewers at CL1 through the utterances produced by speaking 
characters at CL2, based on the insertion of canned laughter. These instances of 
humour may be a result of either intentional or unintentional humorous behaviours 
from the speaking character at CL2. The speaking character’s intention can be 
reconstructed based on the analyst’s assessment of paralinguistic, prosodic and 
discoursal clues. These instances of humour at CL1 can be classified as either 
successful or unsuccessful, with no humour at CL2 according to hearing characters 
(including the target and other participants’ reactions at CL2). 
 
As mentioned in the above definition of conversational humour, there are two important 
points in defining humour in sitcoms. Firstly, the central premise of humour in sitcom 
discourse is that humour needs to be defined by taking account of the two 
communicative levels, namely the communicative level between the collective sender 
and the TV viewers (CL1), and the communicative level among characters (CL2). 
Secondly, the speaking character’s humorous intent is crucial in classifying the different 
situations of humour in sitcoms. Although the speaker’s humorous intent has been 
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recognised as an important element in studies of humour in natural conversations, a 
speaker’s humorous intent in sitcom discourse also needs to be carefully considered. 
There are two layers of speaker’s humorous intent involved in sitcoms, the film crew’s 
humorous intent at CL1 and the speaking character’s humorous intent at CL2. The film 
crew’s intent at CL1 is always present, but this is not necessarily the case with the 
speaking character’s humorous intent at CL2. Decoding the speaker’s humorous intent 
at CL2 as well as at CL1 is important in understanding humour in sitcom discourse. 
 
Based on this definition, there are two stages in identifying humour in sitcoms, and they 
are: 1) a careful viewing of the sitcom with the aim of detecting and coding laughter. 
Utterances tagged with laughter are grouped into ‘humour candidates’; and 2) a close 
examination of each tagged utterance in the context of its occurrence. If an utterance 
and its follow-up utterance contain a script opposition, this utterance would be 
identified as an instance of humour. Details of these two steps are given below.  
 
The first stage involves two steps. The first step is to code laughter. There are numerous 
influential humour studies which adopt laughter as the most important and relevant 
indicator of humour in conversations among studies of humour either in natural 
conversations or in sitcom discourses. As mentioned in Chapter 3, there are two 
communication levels in sitcoms, including CL1 and CL2. Therefore, different types of 
laughter contributed by participants from two communicative levels (e.g. film crews, 
audiences, speaking characters, hearing characters) need to be distinguished. Laughter 
occurring at CL1 is termed as canned laughter; it refers to a recording of audience 
laughter that is purposely embedded by the collective sender in the interactions of 
characters, and is usually presented when something funny has been said or done 
(Platow et al., 2005). Canned laughter normally indicates TV viewers’ appreciation of 
humour at CL1. At CL2, characters (either the speaker or the hearer) can contribute 
laughter to conversations.  
 
Four major types of laughter can be identified and these are summarised as follows:  
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a) Solo laughter of characters (SOL)  
  SOL refers to the presence of the laughter of a single character only; 
b) Shared laughter of characters (SHL) 
  SHL refers to the shared laughter of two or more than two characters; 
c) Canned laughter (CAL) 
  CAL refers to the presence of canned laughter only; 
d) Shared laughter of characters and fictional audiences (SCAL) 
  SCAL refers to the co-presence of both canned laughter and laughter of one or more  
  than one character. 
 
The presence of any one of the four types of laughter in conversations is identified as a 
potential ‘humour candidate’. As outlined in Chapter 2, canned laughter always marks 
the presence of humour at CL1 (Messerli, 2016) but the characters’ laughter does not 
always indicate the presence of humour at CL2 (Holt, 2016). Therefore, after 
identifying the potential ‘humour candidates’ through laughter, the second step is to 
analyse the script opposition of the potentially humorous lines in the local 
communicative context to determine whether these potential ‘humour candidates’ are 
in fact humour or not. One example of the analysis of the script opposition is given 
below.   
 
Example 4.1  
An example of the script opposition analysis in a unit of conversational humour 
A unit of conversational humour (S01E05) Scripts Meanings 
S: (1) I  
     People cannot hang themselves on a tree 
Survival Multiple solutions 
  (2) I í  
They need to kill themselves a few times on  
different trees nearby. 
Death Multiple failed attempts 
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As displayed in Example 4.1, a humorous utterance normally contains two compatible 
and opposed scripts. In Chinese, (1) I  ‘People cannot hang 
themselves on a tree’ is a proverb that implies that if one encounters a thorny problem, 
he/she needs to find different solutions. Therefore, the first part of this utterance triggers 
a script of survival and solutions. Here, however, this proverb is followed by the 
utterance (2) I í . The literal meaning of this utterance is 
that ‘they need to kill themselves a few times on other different trees nearby’. The 
further implication here is that if you encounter an unsolvable problem you are doomed 
to fail after several attempts. Therefore, this follow-up utterance invokes a script of 
death and multiple failed attempts. This is obviously incongruous with the scripts (i.e. 
survival and multiple solutions) that are triggered by the original proverb. The two 
incongruous scripts are a necessary condition for humour to occur. Therefore, if a 
potential humorous line contains two opposed scripts, then it is determined as an 
instance of humour. Although linguistic cues play an especially important role in 
identifying humour at CL2, the role of paralinguistic cues, apart from laughter, cannot 
be neglected. Section 4.3.3.1 discusses in detail how paralinguistic cues, along with 
context, are accessed for identification purposes.  
 
The second step is to identify the units of conversational humour. Various factors, such 
as the distribution of canned laughter, topic continuity and the pragmatic orientation of 
the conversational turns, along with communicative contexts, are considered in the 
identification of the units of conversational humour. Before the author moves to 
detailed discussion, the basic concepts applied, including turns, units and topics, are 
introduced in this section. The concept of conversational turn stems from 
Conversational Analysis and is a term to indicate how conversations are ordered. Turn 
refers to how people in a conversational take turns in speaking (Sacks et al., 1974). The 
current study defines a unit of conversational humour as a conversational structure 
including initiation, performance and response of humour. The topic is one of the main 
factors that determine the boundary between the unit of conversational humour and 
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non-humorous conversations. Topic, in a general sense, refers to the “aboutness” as to 
what a portion of the interaction is about (Porhiel, 2005, as cited by Riou (2015)). 
 
It should be noted that the length of a unit of conversational humour varies. The shortest 
unit of conversational humour is presented as an adjacency pair, which consists of the 
speaker’s humorous utterance and the hearer’s subsequent verbal or nonverbal response 
(Glenn, 2003). In addition, topic continuity is considered to determine the boundaries 
of an adjacency pair. In other words, if a new topic is introduced in the hearer’s response, 
the utterances produced after the introduction of the new topic would not be included 
in this adjacency pair, even though they are completed in one turn. The example 5.9 in 
Chapter 5 is one manifestation of the shortest unit of conversational humour. 
 
Example 4.2   
An example of the shortest unit of conversational humour 
Context: Xiaoxian is talking to his boss Lisa, who is now visiting Xiaoxian in his 
apartment.  
A unit of conversational humour Identification criterion  
1.
IP (laughter) ]  
               (canned laughter)
        Ok, right! I have a joke to share with you. There 
        was a monkey…. [It turns out to be an IP card] 
                         (canned laughter) 




Lisa:  ( ) I  
       
(Silence) there will be an evaluation for all the host  
candidates next week, and all the bosses of our  
station will be judges. 
 
  Response  
  Topic change 
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As shown in Example 4.2, the identification of the unit of conversational humour relies 
on the occurrence of canned laughter and/or character’s laughter and the identification 
of the topic continuity. Laughter/canned laughter marks the presence of the speaker’s 
humour. When a speaker’s humour is produced in a way that initiates a new topic, it 
becomes the beginning of the unit of conversational humour. It may also be the case 
that the speaker’s humour is positioned as the initiation of the conversation, and there 
is no need to consider the preceding turn, as shown in the above example. Then, a topic 
change emerges in the hearer’s response turn, so it marks the end of the unit of 
conversational humour.  
 
There are also cases in which humour is co-constructed across several consecutive turns. 
In addition to laughter, topic continuity and pragmatic orientation of conversations (i.e. 
characters contribute to their turns to achieve a shared communicative goal, such as to 
insult or to amuse) are also considered as determining the beginning and the end of the 
units of conversational humour that span several communicative turns. In terms of topic 
continuity, when the preceding turns and the subsequent turns of humour are 
constructed in a way that elaborates the same topic, they would be considered a single 
unit of conversational humour. The following example is a longer unit of conversational 
humour, and it encompasses the humorous turns that are engaged in one conversational 
topic.   
 
Example 4.3  
An example of a longer unit of conversational humour 
Context: Meijia and Ziqiao are arguing about who should pay more of their rent. 
The unit of conversational humour  Identification criterion 
1. 
   I will tell everyone that you bully me, mistreat  
Background information  
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   me and shirk away from the responsibilities of a 
   man. 
2. [
         Hey, shrew, are you trying to extort me? 
Topic: Shrew 
3.  
         "Shrew” as in who? 
Topic continuity  
4. [ [ ]  
    (canned laughter) 
    [Shrew is yelling at you.] 




The presence of humour 
5. [ ]  
         (canned laughter) 
   [I’m glad you know that’s who (shrew) you are.] 




The presence of humour 
6. [ ? 
         Ha Ha, I am gonna hit you! 
Response of humour 
 
As demonstrated in Example 4.3, this unit of conversational humour is determined by 
the topic of ‘shrew’. Since the preceding turn (line 1) contains essential information in 
understanding the topic of humour (i.e. shrew), it is selected as the beginning of this 
unit. Then, lines 2-5 enjoy topic continuity, and humour occurs in lines 4 and line 5. 
Line 6 is also included in this unit since it involves the hearer’s response to humour.  
 
There are also cases of longer units of conversational humour where the beginning and 
the end of the unit of conversational humour are determined by the pragmatic 
orientation of conversational turns. There are two different situations here. Firstly, the 
conversational turns are grouped in one unit where they are oriented to the same 
conversational goal, such as to insult, to compliment or to tell a joke, and they also 
elaborate on the same topic. Secondly, the conversational turns are oriented to the same 
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conversational goal, but they are not engaged in the same topic. The example 5.7 in 
Chapter 5 is an instance of a longer unit of conversational humour. Here, the pragmatic 
orientation of these humorous turns	is to extend the joke-telling sequence and these 
humorous turns share the same conversational topic.   
 
Example 4.4 
A unit of conversational humour 
Context: Ziqiao, Meijia, Yifei and Zhanbo jointly tease Ziqiao  
A unit of conversational humour Identification criterion 
1. [ …. I  
           
    …I believe Prince Charming will eventually ride  
    on a white horse, and gold will always glitter.  
Topic: Prince charming  
rides on a white horse 
2.  [ ]  
         (canned laughter) 
        The one who rides on a white horse isn’t always 
        Prince Charming, [and he could be Monk Tang]. 
                       (canned laughter) 
Topic continuity, and an 
initiation of a joking 
sequence  
3. ǔ: P I …  
        (canned laughter) 
        These two lines are cliché. I’ve got some new ones  
        from the Internet… (canned laughter). 
Joint joking  
4. …(canned laughter) 
         I also got a new one, too.… (canned laughter) 
Joint joking 
5. …(canned laughter) 
        I’ve got one too, I’ve got one …(canned laughter) 
Joint joking 
6.  Shared laughter Response  
    
As demonstrated in Example 4.4, this unit of conversational humour is identified by the 
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pragmatic orientation of the conversational turns. These conversational turns are 
oriented to perform a shared communicative goal, namely to tell a joke. This unit starts 
with turn 1 and it enjoys topic continuity with the subsequent turns of joke-telling. Lines 
2-5 are then grouped in one unit, since they are presented as joint joking sequences. 
Finally, this unit of conversational humour ends at line 6 as it involves the hearers’ 
responses to humour. The following example demonstrates a second situation in which 
the conversational turns are oriented to the same conversational goal, but are not 
engaged with, or some of them are not involved in the same topic. 
 
Example 4.5  
An example of a longer unit of conversational humour 
Context: Meijia urges Ziqiao to keep his promise, otherwise she will reveal Ziqiao’s 
secret to their friends. 
A unit of conversational humour Identification criterion 
1. ì
        Wait, don’t go back on the promise that you’ve  
        made to me. 
Topic: promise 
 
2. [ P” P”
        Two years, I pay your share of the rent for two  
        years. 
Topic continuity: promise, offer 
3 ”
        Three years, not a day less! 
Topic: offer 
Pragmatic orientation: haggling 
4. [ ”   
        Three years is too much! 
Topic: offer 
Pragmatic orientation: haggling  
5. )
                          (canned laughter) 
        Then, I’ll tell her, [that I am having your baby.] 
                       (canned laughter). 
Topic change: pregnancy  
Pragmatic orientation: haggling 
 
6 [ ?P”ǐ  Topic change: offer 
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        You! Two and a half years. Pragmatic orientation: haggling 
7. )
               (canned laughter) 
        Wow, [and it’s twins]. 
             (canned laughter) 
Topic change: pregnancy 
Pragmatic orientation:  
Haggling 
8. [ P”  
         Two years and eight months. 
Topic change: offer 
Pragmatic orientation: haggling 
9.
Wow, it’s triplets. The number goes up very   
quickly. 
Topic change: pregnancy 
Pragmatic orientation: haggling 
10. [:  
         Three years then. You are really good at  
         kicking someone when he is down. 
Topic change: final words 
Pragmatic orientation: haggling 
 
As demonstrated in Example 4.5, this unit of conversational humour is also identified 
by the pragmatic orientation of the conversational turns but, as opposed to the example 
discussed above, where turns are constructed in a sharing topic. In this example, not all 
turns share a same topic. To be more specific, this unit starts with turn 1, and line 2 to 
4 enjoy topic continuity (i.e. promise and offer) with line 1. However, as shown in lines 
5 to 10, these conversational turns are not engaged with the same topic, and the topics 
alternate from pregnancy to offer. However, they are still grouped in one unit of 
conversational humour, since they are oriented to perform a shared communicative goal 
(i.e. haggling). This unit of conversational humour ends at line 10 since it marks the 
final resolution of their haggling.  
 
After introducing the identification of humour and the identification of the units of 
conversational humour, the following section will discuss the second stage of the 




Implementing the second stage of the model of humour involves two steps: (1) to 
classify conversational humour in sitcoms in terms of the two communicative levels; 
(2) to classify conversational humour in sitcoms in terms of the degree of aggression 
(i.e. aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour) (Hempelmann, 2017; Miczo et al., 
2009).  
 
4.3.2.1 Classifying humour based on the two communicative levels 
The first step is to classify humour based on the two communicative levels (the 
communicative level between the collective sender and TV viewers, and the 
communicative level among characters). The two communicative levels indicate an 
intrinsic nature of humour in sitcoms that differentiates it from that in natural 
conversations. Theoretically speaking, humour in sitcoms could emerge at either or 
both of the two layers of communication, that is to say, there could be three situations: 
humour at CL1 only; humour at CL2 only; and humour at both CL1 and CL2. It has 
been pointed out that humour in sitcoms is intentionally contrived by the collective 
sender, and when humour arises in interactions, the collective sender should always be 
held accountable for a humorous intent (Messerli, 2016). In other words, when humour 
is identified in a sitcom, it always marks the presence of humour at CL1. For this reason, 
it is difficult to imagine a case of humour at CL2 only, in which, while humour is 
negotiated among characters at the communicative level of CL2, there is no humorous 
intent that can be attributed to the collective sender nor any perception of humour by 
TV viewers at CL1.  
 
When humour amuses TV viewers at CL1, four different situations can be distinguished 
at CL2. They are (1) successful intended humour at CL2, (2) failed intended humour at 
CL2, (3) unintended humour at CL2, and (4) no humour at CL2 (detailed discussion of 
the four types of humour see section 4.3.3.1). The following figure illustrates these four 
types of humour. Successful intended humour and unintended humour are grouped as 
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humour at both CL1 and CL2, and they are displayed as Scenario 1; the other two types 
of humour are demonstrated as Scenario 2 and 3 respectively.  
 
Scenario 1                  Scenario 2           Scenario 3 
 
Figure 4.4 The types of humour in the discourse of sitcoms 
	
The first scenario illustrated in Figure 4.4 is when humour is realised at both the levels 
of CL1 (where TV viewers are enjoying humour) and CL2 (the hearing character/s are 
also amused). The second scenario is when the speaking character intends but fails to 
amuse the hearing character at CL2. Humour is delivered to and amuses TV viewers at 
CL1 only. The third scenario is when humour can be perceived by TV viewers at CL1 
only, and there is an absence of the speaker’s humorous intent and the hearer’s humour 
appreciation at CL2, and thus no humour occurs at CL2. The second and third scenarios 
demonstrate cases where humour is delivered to and successfully amuses TV viewers 
at CL1 only, and the hearing characters at CL2 either cannot perceive or are not amused 
by humour. For the sake of this discussion, the first scenario will henceforth be referred 
to as Humour at both CL1 and CL2, and the last two scenarios as Humour at CL1 only. 
The current study determines whether humour occurs at CL1 only or occurs at both 
CL1 and CL2 based on the hearer’s appreciation of humour at CL2. Therefore, the 
response features of humour at CL2 are to be considered in distinguishing between 
these two types of humour. 
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Response features of humour indicate the ways that the hearer interprets the speaker’s 
humour. This is important in determining whether humour is successfully delivered to 
the hearer at CL2 or not, and what interpersonal effects are achieved via humour at CL2. 
As discussed in section 2.1.3.2.2, there are four stages (i.e. recognition, understanding, 
appreciation and agreement) of conversational humour on the reception side, and 
hearers’ appreciation entails their recognition and understanding (Hay, 2001). When 
hearers’ appreciation is missing, it can be a result of failed humour or no humour. It 
might also be the case that hearers indicate their appreciation but show their 
disagreement of humour, and this case is categorised as failed humour (Ortega, 2013b). 
Given this, humour is identified as Humour at both CL1 and CL2, when the character’s 
response clearly shows his/her appreciation and agreement of humour at CL2. When 
characters’ responses indicate their lack of recognition, lack of understanding or lack 
of agreement of humour, it is categorised as Humour at CL1 only. The response features 
of humour and failed humour identified in previous studies are summarised in the table 
below.  
 
Table 4.2  
Response features of humour and no/failed humour 
Response features of humour 
(Haugh, 2014; Hay, 2001) 
Response features of failed humour 
(Bell, 2015) 
1. Paralinguistic clues 
a. Laughter  
b. Facial and bodily cues (e.g. smiling  
  face) 
c. Prosodic cues (e.g. smiling voice,  
  laughing voice particles, rising pitch)  
1. Paralinguistic clues 
a. The absence of laughter/smiling  
b. Facial and bodily cues (e.g. frustrated or  
  confused, indifferent, or annoyed looks,   
  eye-rolling, leaving immediately,  
   physical attack and so on) 
 c. Prosodic cues (e.g. silence, confused 
   or indifferent voice particles and so  
   on) 
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2.  Linguistic clues 
  a. Explicit positive evaluations/comments 
b. (Partial) repetition 
c. Echoing or elaborating the topic  
d. Playing along with humour  
2. Linguistic clues 
  a. Explicit negative evaluations/comments 
b. Topic change 
c. Directives 
d. Criticisms 
e. Ignoring  
f. Asking for explanation 
g. Misunderstanding 
 
As shown in Table 4.2, the response features of humour and no/failed humour at CL2 
at CL2 contain both paralinguistic and linguistic clues. Examining the paralinguistic 
clues, laughter is viewed as the most relevant and explicit paralinguistic clue that 
indicates the hearer’s appreciation of humour or his/her disagreement with humour. 
When laughter exists, the four stages of humour are accomplished. By contrast, when 
laughter is absent it implies the hearer’s lack of recognition, lack of understanding or 
disagreement with humour. In addition to laughter, facial and bodily cues and prosodic 
cues are also important in determining whether humour occurs at CL2 or not. Obviously, 
when humour successfully amuses hearers at CL2, their facial expressions or bodily 
movements can show their enjoyment of humour (e.g. laughing or smiling face). 
Conversely, when the hearer fails to understand or disagrees with the speaker’s humour, 
their facial expressions are also indicative of their disagreement (i.e. annoyed facial 
expressions) or lack of understanding (e.g. confused looks). Prosodic cues also 
demonstrate the hearers’ appreciation or disagreement. For example, when hearers 
respond to the speaker’s humour with a smiling voice or rising pitch, they perceive and 
appreciate speakers’ humour. However, if hearers respond in a confused or indifferent 
tone of voice, it indicates that they fail to understand or are not entertained by the 
speakers’ humour.  
 
The linguistic clues that indicate hearers’ appreciation of or agreement with speakers’ 
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humour include explicit positive comments, (partial) repetition of the humorous remark 
and a continuation of the playful frame or the topic established by the previous speaker 
(Hay, 2001). The linguistic clues that are indicative of no humour and failed humour, 
which can be caused by either a lack of hearers’ recognition, lack of understanding, lack 
of appreciation or lack of agreement, include explicit negative comments, topic change, 
directives, criticisms, ignoring, asking for explanation and misunderstanding (Bell, 
2015). In short, when the hearer explicitly or implicitly conveys his/her puzzlement, 
indifference, disagreement or intense annoyance towards the speaker’s humour at CL2, 
it is considered as failed humour or no humour at CL2. The response features of humour 
at CL2 are important criteria in classifying Humour at CL1 and Humour at both CL1 
and CL2.  
 
4.3.2.2 Classifying aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour 
The second step is to classify aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour. The 
current study classify humorous but face-threatening utterances (i.e. aggressive humour) 
and humorous but not face-threatening utterances (i.e. non-aggressive humour) based 
on the working definitions of aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour and on 
the criteria that are adapted from Dynel’s (2016a) study.  
 
As outlined in section 2.1.3.1, the existing definitions of aggressive humour have been 
primarily developed in natural conversational contexts, which have limited explanatory 
power in addressing aggressive humour in sitcoms. These definitions cannot therefore 
fully capture the essence of aggressive humour in the discourse of sitcoms where two 
communicative levels are involved, and they do not take into account the distinct case 
arising in sitcom discourse where aggressive humour emerges when the speaker has no 
intent to amuse. Dynel (2013) has proposed a term, disaffiliative humour, to depict the 
type of aggressive humour that conveys genuine aggression and cannot be perceived as 
humorous by either the speaker or hearer in film discourse. This term however is not 
all-encompassing, and does not include all the possible forms of aggressive humour in 
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sitcom discourse. Therefore, the current study proposes a new working definition of 
aggressive humour in sitcoms, as follows: 
 
Aggressive humour occurs in a situation where humour arises from a speaker’s 
aggressive remarks that amuse a third party, but which convey an explicit or 
implicit FTA to the target and which are viewed as impolite or even rude by the 
target. In such a situation, even if the speaker has a humorous intent, it is 
impossible to see the target’s appreciation of humour but instead a response 
indicating that he/she is offended by the speaker’s utterance. Meanwhile, a third 
party at CL2 and TV viewers at CL1 may perceive the speaker’s humorous 
intent and enjoy the humorous effects. 
 
As reviewed in Chapter 2, aggressive humour in sitcoms is said to feature inherent 
ambiguity, and it also contains two kinds of aggression, namely genuine aggression and 
playful aggression (Dynel, 2013; Gruner, 1978; Martin, 2007). Although the boundary 
of genuine and playful aggression is blurred and fluid (Kotthoff, 1996), the current 
study seeks to clarify the nuances of genuine and playful aggression that are encoded 
in aggressive humour in sitcom discourse. The speaker’s intention and the hearer’s 
reception are equally important in determining whether aggression is genuine or playful 
in sitcom discourse.  
 
Genuine aggression encompasses two different situations in sitcom discourse. First, the 
speaker aims to threaten or damage the target’s face with no intent to amuse, and 
typically, the hearer (i.e. target and other participants at CL2) cannot be amused by 
these highly face-damaging remarks. Second, the speaker has a two-fold intention in 
uttering the face-damaging remarks, namely an intent to amuse someone and an intent 
to insult, and these remarks both offend the target and fail to amuse anyone at CL2. 
When aggressive humour conveys playful aggression, it indicates that the speaker’s 
belittlement and disparagement is delivered with a salient intent to amuse someone (e.g. 
the target or a third party) in interactions, and he/she wishes hearers to interpret it in a 
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playful way by giving them explicit cues, through which at least one hearer appreciates 
the speaker’s aggressive remarks as humorous. It will be considered as a case of playful 
aggression when there is at least one participant at CL2 who appreciates the speaker’s 
playful aggressive remarks as humorous, even though the target is still offended and 
interprets these remarks as an intentional or unintentional face threat (FTA) at the same 
time. The major criterion in determining if aggressive humour is genuine aggression or 
playful aggression is whether aggressive humour is interactionally perceived as playful 
or not by both the speaker and the hearer in conversation (Haugh & Bousfield, 2012). 
If both the speaking character and (at least one) hearing character/s recognise the 
playful nature of the aggressive remark, it is an instance of playful aggression; 
otherwise, it is a case of genuine aggression.  
 
Compared with the rich studies of aggressive humour, the study of non-aggressive 
humour is scarce in general and includes some controversial views. As outlined in 
Chapter 2, some scholars, such as Gruner (2000), doubt the existence of non-aggressive 
humour and take the view that much humour involves aggression. The current study 
does not aim to refute or invalidate Gruner (2000)’s position, but rather to discuss the 
concept of non-aggression from interactional perspectives and to clarify how to 
understand non- aggression as a communicative effect of humour in conversations.  
 
Previous studies have defined non-aggressive humour as humour relying upon the 
speaker’s non-aggressive and harmless remarks, and as humour which normally exerts 
positive interpersonal effects in interactions (Strain, 2014). As with aggressive humour, 
current definitions of non-aggressive humour cannot give a full picture of the situations 
played out in the discourse of sitcoms. Therefore, the current study also proposes a 
working definition of non-aggressive humour in sitcoms, which is presented as follows:  
 
Non-aggressive humour occurs in a situation where humour arises from a 
speaker’s non-aggressive remarks that do not convey any intentional FTA to the 
hearer or even serve to maintain or boost the hearer’s face, and the hearer is not 
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offended by the speaker’s humour either. Humour can be produced as intended 
or unintended humour from the speaker’s side, and the humorous effect can be 
perceived by the hearer and/or other participant/s at CL2 and TV viewers at CL1.  
 
As can be seen, this definition encompasses cases of both intended humour and 
unintended humour. Previous studies have explored non-aggressive humour by 
focusing on situations where the speaker has a humorous intent (Dynel, 2008; Miczo et 
al., 2009; Strain, 2014), and few studies attend to the situations where non-aggressive 
humour is produced without the speaker’s humorous intent. The current study intends 
to fill this gap by including unintended non-aggressive humour where the speaker has 
no humorous intent as a part of the focus. The key features of aggressive humour and 
non-aggressive humour in sitcom discourse, taking account of both the speaker and the 
hearer’s sides, are summarised as follows:  
 
Table 4.3  
The key features of aggressive and non-aggressive humour in sitcom discourse 
Type of humour The speaking character The hearing character 
Aggressive humour  Threatening the hearer’s face 





Not threatening the hearer’s face or 
even maintaining or enhancing the 
hearer’s face 
Not taking offence/amusement 
 
It is worth mentioning that aggression involved in aggressive humour can be a result of 
any one of the three types of face threat acts, namely intentional, incidental and 
accidental face threats, which have been discussed in section 3.2.1.2. In other words, as 
shown in Table 4.3, when aggressive humour emerges in characters’ interactions, it can 
be the case that the speaking character’s utterances – intentionally or unintentionally – 
convey a face-threatening force to the hearing character; at least one hearing character 
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gets offended by the speaker’s utterances and thus withholds his/her appreciation, even 
though he/she might recognise that the speaker’s utterances are only unintentionally 
impolite. This situation also pertains to non-aggressive humour. The speaking 
character’s humour – intentionally or unintentionally – maintains or saves the hearing 
character’s face, and no hearing character perceives any face threats from the speaker’s 
humorous remarks, and they indicate their appreciation when they are being amused. It 
has been argued that the act of telling a joke is itself a linguistic manifestation of 
politeness by attending to the hearer’s face (Brown & Levinson, 1987). Therefore, when 
the speaking character tells jokes, it implies that he/she has an intent to observe the 
hearer’s face, and humour is thus produced as non-aggressive in nature. Although non-
aggressive humour serves to attend to and save the hearing character’s face, it by no 
means indicates that humour will always successfully amuse the hearing characters. It 
is also possible that the hearing character will neither be offended nor amused by the 
speaker’s non-aggressive remarks.  
 
According to Hale’s (2018, p. 51), hearers can determine whether an act of humour is 
aggressive or non-aggressive based on their own perception. To be more specific, 
hearers can receive the act of humour as non-aggressive when the humour is benign to 
them personally, even if the humour attacks an absent third party (Hale, 2018). The 
current study relies on whether humour is interactionally achieved as aggressive or non-
aggressive by both the speaker and the hearers, including both the target and other 
participants at CL2, as the key criterion in gauging whether humour is aggressive or 
non-aggressive. 
 
In light of this, Dynel’s (2016a) criteria are not comprehensive enough to encompass 
all cases of aggressive and non-aggressive humour in sitcom discourse, since these 
criteria only explicate those cases of aggressive humour or non-aggressive humour in 
which the speaker intends to carry out the face-threatening or face-boosting act, but 
they neglect those cases of humour where aggressive and non-aggressive meanings are 
conveyed unintentionally. Therefore, Dynel’s (2016a) criteria need to be adapted by 
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adding some more preconditions in which they can be used to identify aggressive 
humour in sitcom. I have highlighted the words added, and the adapted criteria are 
outlined as in Table 4.4. 
 
Table 4.4  
Criteria in classifying aggressive and non-aggressive humour adapted from Dynel 
(2016a) 
 Aggressive Humour Non-aggressive Humour 
Criterion 1 The speaker intentionally or 
unintentionally threatens or 
damages the target’s face via 
humour 
The speaker intentionally or 
unintentionally observes or maintains 
the hearer’s face via humour  
Criterion 2 The speaker’s awareness of 
possible face-damaging effects of 
his/her utterance 
The speaker’s awareness of possible 
humorous effects of his/her utterance 
Criterion 3 The target’s perception of the face-
threatening act 
The hearer’s perception of the 
speaker’s humour 
Criterion 4 The target’s actual taking offence 
and other hearer’s appreciation of 
humour 
The hearer’s recognition of humour 
and/or actual amusement 
 
As shown in Table 4.4, there are four criteria in identifying aggressive humour and 
another four criteria in identifying non-aggressive humour. These criteria take both the 
speaker’s production and the hearer’s reception ends into account. Aggressive humour 
occurs when the speaker conveys an intentional or unintentional face threat to the target 
through humour, and he/she is aware of the possible face-threatening force of his/her 
humour, while the target also perceives and gets offended by the aggression contained 
in the speaker’s humour and then explicitly expresses his/her disagreement with 
humour. Non-aggressive humour occurs when the speaker does not aim to threaten the 
hearer’s face and his/her utterances intentionally or unintentionally observe or boost 
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the hearer’s face via humour, the speaker might be aware of the potential humorous 
effects of his utterances, while the hearer also perceives the speaker’s utterance as 
humorous and then demonstrates their recognition and/or amusement.  
 
Two points need to be emphasised concerning the criteria of non-aggressive humour. 
Firstly, the speaker’s act of telling a joke is per se viewed as face-observing behaviour, 
since to amuse others (e.g. telling jokes) is a confirmed discursive linguistic practice of 
politeness (Brown & Levinson, 1987). Secondly, non-aggressive humour does not 
always successfully amuse the hearer/s at CL2, even if the hearer/s at CL2 does not 
perceive any aggression from the humour at all and the speaker’s intent to amuse is 
evident.  
 
As acknowledged, it might be difficult to access the speaker’s intent. Drawing on the 
extensive studies of conversational humour, the current study evaluates the speaker’s 
intent (i.e. intent to threaten face or intent to observe face) from three dimensions, 
namely the paralinguistic clues, linguistic clues and the situated context (see the 
detailed discussion in section 4.3.3). Example 4.6 displays a typical example of 
aggressive humour in Ipartment. By drawing on the paralinguistic and linguistic clues, 
one can see that the speaker intentionally uses humour to damage the target’s face, and 
the hearer also takes offence from the speaker’s humour. 
 
Example 4.6 
An example of aggressive humour 
Context: Ziqiao and Meijia, pretending to be a couple, are fighting in a bar 
Humorous lines CL1 CL2 
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[ [ I
“ 。                                                                                             
]  
Ziqiao: Chen Meijia, [you are the most flat-                             
                  (canned laughter) 
chested woman I have ever seen. You are 
not even an airport , you are actually a                                                                                                                 







Intentional face threat 
1) Paralinguistic clue 
(as shown in the screenshot) 
Angry face and raging bodily  
movements 
2) Linguistic clue 
  Explicit abusive remark   
 
? ! 
Meijia: You! Bastard!  
  Hearer’s taking offence  
1) Paralinguistic clue 
(as shown in the screenshots) 
Angry and shocked facial 
expressions 
2) Linguistic clue 
  Swearword 
 
Here are the screenshots: 
 
Screenshot 4.1 Ziqiao’s delivery of humour Screenshot 4.2 Meijia’s response 
	
As illustrated in Example 4.6, aggressive humour emerges when the speaker 
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intentionally threatens the target’s face via humour, and he/she is in full awareness of 
the face-threatening force of his or her remarks. There are various paralinguistic and 
linguistic clues that are indicative of the speaker’s intent to threaten the target’s face. 
The paralinguistic clues include facial expressions and bodily cues. As shown in the 
Screenshot 4.1, the speaker, Ziqiao, conveys humour with an angry face and 
exaggerated body gestures, which are salient evidence in arguing that he intends to 
threaten Meijia’s face. In addition, the linguistic clue (i.e. a truly explicit abusive 
remark) reinforces the point that Ziqiao can be held accountable for the negative 
consequence of the insult, since he chooses to perform the FTA in an overt and 
unmitigated manner. Regarding the hearer’s reception, her facial expressions and verbal 
response provide good evidence that the hearer perceives the aggression and takes 
offence. In the second screenshot, the target’s facial expression clearly shows her 
astonishment and anger towards the speaker’s humour. She then replies with a 
swearword (i.e. bastard), which indicates that she is offended by the humour. This 
example illustrates how aggressive humour is identified using the four criteria 
mentioned above.   
4.3.3 Interpretation  
Implementing the third stage of the model of humour in sitcoms involves four steps: 1) 
the analysis of the semantic and pragmatic aspects of conversational humour by 
drawing on Attardo’s (1994) GTVH and its important extensions; 2) the analysis of the 
production and reception of conversational humour at CL2; 3) the analysis of the 
interpersonal functions of conversational humour in its context of occurrence by 
drawing on Hay’s (2000) study; and 4) the social and cultural analysis of humour in 
Chinese sitcom discourse. The analytical units and aims of the third stage are 
summarised in the following table. 
 
Table 4.5  
The interpretation of humour in sitcoms 
Interpretation of humour Analytical units  Research aims 
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The semantic and 
pragmatic aspects of 
humour 
• Script opposition 
• Logic mechanism 
• Language 





1) To explore the 
semantic and pragmatic 
features of aggressive and 
non-aggressive humour in 
sitcom discourse  
The production and 
reception of humour at 
CL2 
• The speaker’s intention 
• The hearer’s response 
2) To explore the 
speaker’s intention when 
humour arises in 
characters’ interactions, 
and the communicative 
effects of humour at CL2 
(i.e. successful humour, 
failed humour or no 
humour)  
Functions of humour • Solidarity-based functions 
• Power-based functions 
• Psychological functions 
3) To explore the 
interpersonal functions of 
aggressive and  
non-aggressive humour in 
sitcom discourse 
The social and cultural 
aspects of humour  
• The social and cultural 
contexts in using and 
understanding humour  
4) To investigate the 
linguistic features of 
humour used by young 
Chinese people, and the 
characteristics of humour 





As illustrated in Table 4.5, there are four analytical levels, namely, the semantic and 
pragmatic aspects of humour, the production and reception of humour at CL2, the 
functions of humour and the social and cultural aspects of humour. The six Knowledge 
Resources in Attardo’s (1994) GTVH and two new extensions (Canestrari, 2010; 
Tsakona, 2013) are used to analyse the semantic and pragmatic contents of aggressive 
and non-aggressive humour in Ipartment. By drawing on Hay’s (2000) analytical 
framework, the current study explores the interpersonal functions of aggressive and 
non-aggressive humour in sitcom discourse. The social and cultural analysis of humour 
in Chinese sitcom discourse examines how social and cultural factors impact the use 
and understanding of humour in Chinese sitcoms. The following part expounds in detail 
the analytical units of these two steps.   
 
4.3.3.1 The semantic and pragmatic analysis of conversational humour 
The first research aim of the third stage of the interpretation of humour is to analyse the 
semantic and pragmatic aspects of conversational humour in Chinese sitcom discourse. 
The current study investigates each instance of conversational humour identified in 
Ipartment in terms of its six Knowledge Resources (KRs henceforth). The six KRs are 
(1) Script opposition (SO), (2) Logical mechanism (LM), (3) Situation (SI), (4) Target 
(TA), (5) Narrative strategy (NS), and (6) Language, which refers to the exact wording 
of the humorous text (Attardo, 2001, pp. 1-28).  
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the original first six KRs are put forward to analyse the 
written joke texts, and two new KRs, Meta and CO, are put forward to expand the 
GTVH to the analysis of humour in conversations. Meta focuses on the meta-
communicative level (i.e. the signal and the recognition of the humorous intent) 
(Canestrari, 2010, p. 339), whereas CO focuses on the sociocultural context of humour 
(Tsakona, 2013, p. 42) (detailed discussion in Chapter 3). As explained in Chapter 3, 
some KRs (e.g. LA, NS and SI) are not viewed as essential in analysing conversational 
humour, while others, such as TA, Meta and CO, are considered as significant. SO is 
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important to the analysis of both written joke texts and conversational humour. 
Therefore, these eight KRs are analysed with different emphases. 
	
The sequential organisation of joke-telling is the major content of NS (Attardo, 1994). 
It aims to analyse how canned and conversational jokes are interwoven in conversations. 
The current study adapts Attardo’s (1994) sequential organisation of joke-telling to fit 
the analysis of conversational humour in sitcoms. The adapted version is summarised 
as follows:  
 
Table 4.6  
Sequential organisation of humour-telling adapted from Attardo (1994, p. 301)  
Conversational joke Speaker Hearer 
Preface Pretext, joke situation  N/A 
Telling Text performance Interrupt 
Reaction Signal end, incite laughter Laughter, silence, evaluative 
comment, other joke 
  
As displayed in Table 4.6, the adapted tripartite steps in the sequential-organisation of 
humour-telling consist of preface, telling and reaction. It should be noted that Attardo 
(1994, p. 301) refers to these three parts as introduction, text and reaction, terms which 
can be used interchangeably with Sack’s (1974), i.e., preface, telling and response. The 
current study employs Sack’s (1974) terminology, which is more widely used. The 
adapted sequential organisation of humour-telling, which is later subsumed as a part of 
the Narrative Strategy in the GTVH, is analysed to disclose the conversational 
sequences of humour.  
 
The relevance of exploring the semantic and pragmatic aspects of humour for the 
current study is its potential in explaining the humour mechanism, comparing and 
identifying the distinct textual features of aggressive humour and non-aggressive 
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humour in Chinese sitcom discourse, and analysing the distinctive linguistic features of 
humour in Chinese-speaking contexts. 
 
4.3.3.1 The production and reception of conversational humour at CL2 
This step involves an analysis of the production and reception of conversational 
humour in characters’ interactions (CL2). By focusing on speaker’s intention and 
hearer’s responses, the current study explores the communicative effects of humour 
at CL2, while humour successfully amuses TV viewers at CL1.  
 
Based on the speaker’s intention (i.e. with or without humorous intent), there are 
two types of humour in sitcom discourse, intended humour and unintended humour. 
The current study employs Dynel’s (2016b) definition of intended humour in sitcom 
discourse, which refers to a prototypical form of humour in which the speaking 
character produces an utterance with the intent to amuse and to elicit a humorous 
response from other characters at CL2. Unintended humour, on the other hand, is 
adapted from Dynel’s (2016b) study, in which the original definition seems too 
narrow and cannot fully accommodate the analysis of unintended humour in the 
current study; it refers to the speaking character uttering something with no intent to 
amuse, yet his/her unintentional humorous utterances amuse hearers and/or 
overhearers at CL2 as well as TV viewers at CL1.  
 
Humour in sitcoms derives from the speaking character’s intentional or 
unintentional humorous utterances. In other words, when humour arises from a 
character’s utterances, the speaking character may or may not be held accountable 
for a humorous intent. Humour can be produced as either intended humour or 
unintended humour. There are four situations of humour based on the speaker’s 
intent and the hearer’s reception across the two communicative levels in sitcom 
discourse. The current study draws on and adapts Chovanec’s (2016) categorisation 
to illustrate these four situations at CL2, which is presented as follows:  
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Table 4.7  
Humorous intent (HI), humorous effect (HE) and subcategories of humour adapted 
from Chovanec (2016) 
Subcategories of humour at 
CL2 
Production side 
at CL2 (HI) 
Reception side 
at CL2 (HE) 
CL1 
(HE) 
1. Intended humour  
  (Successful humour) 
+ + + 
2. Unintended humour 
  (Successful humour) 
- + + 
3. Intended humour 
  (Failed humour)  
+ - + 
4. No humour - - + 
 
As demonstrated in Table 4.7, there are four subcategories of humour based on the 
speaker’s humorous intent and hearer’s reception of humour at the two 
communicative levels (i.e. CL1 and CL2). The central premise of these four 
subcategories of humour is that the humorous effect is also delivered to TV viewers 
at CL1, regardless of the speaker’s intention at CL2. At CL2, there are two 
subcategories of humour can be identified based on the speaker’s humorous intent.  
They are intended humour, subcategories (1) and (3), and unintended humour, 
subcategory (2). Intended humour refers to cases where the speaker has an intent to 
amuse hearers at CL2, whereas unintended humour depicts cases where the speaker 
has no intent to amuse any hearers, but at least one hearer at CL2 derives a humorous 
effect from the speaker’s utterance nonetheless. In addition, two subcategories of 
humour can be distinguished based on hearers’ responses; these are successful 
humour and failed humour. Successful humour (1), (2) indicate cases in which the 
hearer understands and appreciates the speaker’s utterances as humorous, even 
though the speaker’s humorous intent might be absent. Failed humour (3) refers to 
the failure of the delivery of humour, which could be caused by either a lack of 
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recognition, lack of understanding or lack of appreciation from the hearer’s side 
(Bell, 2015). The last case, no humour (4), indicates that the speaker utters 
something with no humorous intent and nor does the hearer perceive any humorous 
effect from his/her utterances.  
 
To analyse the speaker’s humorous intent and the hearer’s responses, the current 
study investigates the communicative references available to interlocutors that are 
deployed to infer the speaker’s humorous intent (Dynel, 2016b; Haugh, 2013b). The 
following section introduces the criteria for identifying the speaker’s intent and ways 
to analyse the hearer’s response, as introduced earlier in section 4.3.2.  
 
The design feature of humour is adopted as the criteria in identifying the speaker’s 
humorous intent (i.e. intended humour or unintended humour). Drawing from previous 
studies, a speaker’s humorous intent can be evaluated from the situated context and the 
design features of humour. The design features of humour that are relied on to infer 
whether a speaker is delivering humour with/without a salient humorous intent are 
derived from various studies (Attardo, Pickering, et al., 2013; Attardo, Wagner, et al., 
2013; Bateson, 1953; Dynel, 2011b, 2017; Haugh, 2014) and are summarised in Table 
4.13 below. Haugh (2014) provides a set of criteria for jocular mockery that are used to 
identify the speaker’s humorous intent; the current study re-formulates his summary of 
the design features of humour with humorous intent. On the other hand, the design 
features of unintended humour, which are displayed on the right-hand column, are also 
generated by drawing from previous studies. These two sets of design features clearly 
show the differences between the two types of humour.  
 
Table 4.8  
Design features of humour with/without a humorous intent 
Design feature of intended humour Design feature of unintended humour 
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1. Paralinguistic clues 
a. Laughter (e.g. initiation laughter, turn  
  final laughter particle, and interpolated  
  laughter particle of the speaker) 
b. Facial and bodily cues (e.g. smiling,  
  exaggerated facial expressions, iconic  
  display, such as winks, lifting eyebrows  
  and so on) 
c. Prosodic cues (e.g. smile voice, vowel  
  or fricative lengthening, sing-song  
   pitch, stressed intonation, compression  
   of pitch range, such as deadpan  
   delivery, and so on.) 
1. Paralinguistic clues 
a. The absence of laughter/smiling  
b. Facial and bodily cues (e.g. blank face,   
squinting or rolling eyes, pointing at  
others, and facial expressions that  
indicate the speaker’s serious stance)  
c. Prosodic cues (e.g. neutral tone and  
  serious tone of voice) 
 
 
2. Linguistic clues 
a. exaggeration and untruthfulness (e.g.  
 overstatement, and extreme case  
  formulation) 
b. Incongruities  
c. Formulaic expressions and mode  
  shifting markers (e.g. I was joking)  
 
 
2. Linguistic clues 
   a. Truthfulness, sincerity and assertation  
(e.g. the speaker says what he/she  
believes to be true) 
   b. Incongruities (i.e. incongruities are  
not intended for amusement or  
 incongruities are produced  
  subconsciously) 
c. Formulaic expressions that indicate  
  there is no mode-shifting (e.g. I am not  
  joking) 
 
As can be seen in Table 4.8, a speaker’s humorous or non-humorous intent can be 
inferred via paralinguistic and linguistic clues. Paralinguistic clues include laughter, 
facial and bodily cues, and prosodic cues. Laughter indicates that when the speaker 
performs humour by inserting laughter at the initiation, the middle or the completion of 
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his/her turn, he/she cues the hearer that his/her utterances are intended as playful. 
Conversely, if the speaker has no intent to amuse, then his/her utterance will not be 
accompanied by any laughter. Facial and bodily cues indicate that when a speaker utters 
humour with extraordinary facial expressions (e.g. winking) or body movements (e.g. 
nodding), his/her intent to amuse becomes obvious. On the other hand, if the speaker’s 
facial and bodily cues clearly demonstrate that they are speaking in a serious way, then 
humorous intent cannot be attributed to the speaker. Prosodic markers of intended 
humour refer to when the speaker utters humour with marked prosodic features (e.g. 
sing-song pitch or smiling voice), and these prosodic features are indicative of speaker’s 
playful intent. When a speaker has no intent to amuse the hearer but rather to convey 
information in a serious way, he/she normally utters these lines in a neutral tone or 
without any marked fluctuation in pitch range. If these remarks are face-threatening or 
even face-damaging, the speaker usually delivers them in an assertive and indifferent 
tone to emphasise their intent to insult rather than to amuse.  
 
In addition, there are also linguistic clues that are indicative of the speaker’s humorous 
intent. Three linguistic cues are particularly important in determining whether the 
speaker produces humour with the intent to amuse. They are: exaggeration and 
untruthfulness; incongruity; and formulaic expression and mode shifting markers. 
Exaggeration and untruthfulness indicate that the speaker deploys linguistic strategies, 
such as overstatement, understatement, hyperbole and using extreme case formulation 
(e.g. very, always, every and so on) to imply that his/her utterances are obviously untrue, 
insincere and non-serious. For example, Ziqiao’s utterance “my depression goes back 
to when I was eight” in Example 5.5 is an instance of exaggeration and untruthfulness, 
since people would not get depression at such a young age. Incongruity indicates that 
the speaker composes the humorous utterances with salient incongruous elements that 
can be easily decoded by the hearer. Formulaic expressions and topic shift markers refer 
to expressions or phrases that index a shift of communication mode. For example, 
formulaic expressions may be used to preface humour (e.g. “I once heard a joke”), 
while other expressions that mark a shift back to a serious talk (e.g. “okay, no joking 
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anymore”) (Haugh, 2014, pp. 79-81) . Using Example 5.4 in this thesis as an illustration, 
Xiaoxian’s utterance “I have a joke for you” is a formulaic expression to announce the 
presence of humour in his subsequent utterances.  
 
On the other hand, there are three linguistic clues that indicate that humour is delivered 
without humorous intent from the speaker. They are (1) truthfulness, sincerity and 
assertation, (2) incongruities and (3) formulaic expressions that indicate there is no 
mode-shifting. Truthfulness, sincerity and assertation refer to cases where the speaker 
says something that he/she believes to be true. The speaker’s remarks are enclosed in a 
serious communicative frame, and they aim to conduct a serious action and achieve a 
serious purpose (Dynel, 2017). In this mode, the speaker should not be understood as 
having any humorous intent. Obviously, unintended humour as a form of humour also 
contains incongruous elements. However, these incongruities are produced to insult the 
target and are not intended for amusement, at least not for hearers at CL2. To be more 
precise, when the speaker at CL2 disparages and denigrates the target in a provocative 
and witty way, other participants at CL2 or TV viewers at CL1 can perceive humour 
from the speaker’s witty and biting remarks. However, these incongruities are created 
by the speaker to reinforce the serious intended meaning (e.g. disparagement) upon the 
target (as shown in example 5.3 in Chapter 5), even though it may carry humorous 
potential to third parties at CL2 or TV viewers at CL1. It may also be the case that the 
speaker creates incongruities subconsciously (as shown in example 5.6 in Chapter 5). 
These situations often occur when there is an apparent knowledge gap, social and 
cultural background differences between the speaker and the hearer, when the speaker 
is not proficient enough in the language he/she is now using, or because of the speaker’s 
misunderstanding/mishearing. The first case refers to when the speaker, without fully 
understanding the connotations of certain words, phrases or expressions in their social 
and cultural background, uses them in a way that mismatches with the hearer’s 
expectations of the conventional usage of the word, phrase or expression. The second 
case occurs when the speaker (normally a non-native speaker) misuses an expression 
or misinterprets the meaning of another speaker’s expressions due to his/her inadequate 
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language proficiency. The last situation is when the speaker misunderstands another 
speaker’s intended meaning or mishears another speaker’s expressions. These 
situations give rise to unintended incongruity. The last two situations are verified in the 
current study. Formulaic expressions that indicate no mode-shifting is present in 
conversations include expressions such as “I am not joking”, “seriously” and so on. 
Such expressions clearly demonstrate the speaker has no humorous intent.   
 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the design and response features of genuinely aggressive 
humour are, since it is a distinct type of humour in sitcom discourse, largely different 
from those of other forms of humour. This is because genuine aggressive humour 
produces no humorous effect upon hearers but rather is a manifestation of impoliteness 
and open aggression at CL2. From the production side, the speaker normally aims to 
cause offence to the target. From the reception side, the hearer (i.e. the target and other 
participants) normally takes offence at the speaker’s aggressive remarks and cannot 
perceive humour from the speaker’s remark at all (Dynel, 2016a). Therefore, the criteria 
for determining whether the speaker has any intent to insult and whether the hearer is 
offended or not need to be clarified. By drawing on studies of the design features of 
aggressive humour that conveys genuine aggression (Attardo et al., 2003; Bell, 2009a; 
Dynel, 2013; Ferguson & Ford, 2008), and studies of impoliteness and taking offence 
(Culpeper, 2010; Haugh, 2015), the current study summarises the design features and 
response features of genuine aggressive humour in both its paralinguistic and linguistic 
aspects.  
 
Table 4.9  
Design features and response features of genuine aggressive humour 
Design feature Response feature  
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1. Paralinguistic clues 
a. Facial and bodily cues (e.g. blank face,   
  squinting or eye-rolling, pointing at  
  others, and facial expressions that imply  
  the speaker’s loathing, hate and dislike)  
b. Prosodic cues (stressed syllables, bossy  
  or indifferent tone of voice, or speaking  
  loudly)  
1. Paralinguistic clues 
    a. Facial and bodily cues (e.g. anger,  
 displeasure, sad voice particles,  
 annoyed looks, eye-rolling, leaving    
 immediately, physical attack and so  
 on) 
b. Prosodic cues (e.g. silence or speaking  
   loudly) 
2. Linguistic clues (Culpeper, 2010) 
   a. Insult 
(e.g. personalised negative vocative,  
personalised assentation, personalised  
negative references) 
b. Pointed criticism/complaints 
c. Challenging questions/presuppositions 
d. Condescension 




i. Negative expressive  
2. Linguistic clues (Haugh, 2015) 
   a. Metapragmatic comment (e.g. I get   
     offended) 
   b. Criticism and complaints 
   c. Implicated negative assessment 
    
 
As displayed in Table 4.9, the paralinguistic clues of design features include facial and 
bodily cues, and prosodic cues. When the speaker performs humour with explicit facial 
or bodily cues that are overtly offensive (e.g. pointing at others, eye-rolling and so on), 
he/she intends genuine aggression. Prosodic cues also serve to indicate genuine 
aggression. When the speaker utters humour with stressed syllables in negative remarks 
or delivers humour in an assertive or indifferent tone of voice, his/her intention to 
disparage the target is more salient. 
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In addition to the paralinguistic clues, various linguistic clues may also be indicative of 
a speaker’s intended meaning of genuine aggression. The linguistic clues include insult, 
such as the personalised negative vocative (e.g. you bastard), personalised assentation 
(e.g. you are so stupid), personalised negative references (e.g. your stinky mouth), and 
personalised third-party references (e.g. she is dumb), pointed criticism/complaints, 
challenging questions or presuppositions (e.g. what’s wrong now?), condescension (e.g. 
that’s childish), message enforcers (e.g. listen), dismissals (e.g. go away), silencers (e.g. 
be quiet), threat (e.g. I am gonna smash your face in), and negative expressive (e.g. 
curses, ill-wishes) (Culpeper, 2010, pp. 3242-3243). In summary, if the speaker’s 
humour comprises a linguistic manifestation of FTAs, such as disparagement or 
denigration that overtly threaten or damage the target’s face or entail a rejection of the 
target’s face need, the speaker’s aim to insult becomes more obvious.  
 
Response features of genuine aggressive humour clearly show that the target is 
offended by the speaker’s aggressive humour. These features include paralinguistic and 
linguistic clues. The paralinguistic clues include facial and bodily cues and prosodic 
cues. Facial and bodily cues reveal the negative emotional response of the target, such 
as anger, hurt, annoyance and displeasure. Prosodic cues are for example when the 
target responds in an extraordinarily loud voice or with a marked silence. These 
paralinguistic clues show that the target is offended.  
 
Linguistic clues include the target’s metapragmatic comment, criticism and complaints, 
and implicated negative assessment. Regarding the first clue (i.e. metapragmatic 
comment), this refers to cases in which the target directly expresses that he/she is 
offended by the speaker’s humour via his/her responses. When the target overtly 
criticises or complains about the speaker, he/she is taking offence towards the speaker’s 
aggressive remarks. There is also the case where the target implicitly expresses their 
bad feeling towards the speaker’s humour through implicated negative assessment (e.g. 
sarcastic response), which is the third clue (Haugh, 2015). These linguistic clues 
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demonstrate that the target is taking offence at the speaker’s genuine aggressive humour. 
However, as mentioned by Haugh (2015), the linguistic clues indicating the target is 
offended are rather context-dependant, and the linguistic clues of the target registering 
and sanctioning the speaker’s offence include, but are not limited to, these three 
strategies.  
 
It is worth mentioning that the design feature and response feature of both playful and 
genuine aggressive humour are summarised based on a wealth of studies of 
conversational humour and (im)politeness in natural conversations (Haugh, 2011; 2014; 
2015; Haugh & Bousfiled, 2012; Culpeper, 2011; Sinkevicute; 2019; Norrick, 2003; 
2009; Attardo, 2003). The analytical and universal value of these features have been 
constantly tested and confirmed, even though they might demonstrate distinct 
characteristics in different languages and discourse. The application of design features 
and responses features in determining the speaker’s intention and hearer’s perception 
of humour in Chinese sitcom discourse is elaborated in Chapter 5. The transcriptions 
of the characters’ conversations provide linguistic clues and the screenshots 
demonstrate the paralinguistic clues. It is worth noting that characters’ linguistic 
performances in producing and receiving humour at CL2 is the focus, and their 
paralinguistic behaviours are considered as complementary information in evaluating 
their intention and perception.  
 
4.3.3.3 The interpersonal functions of conversational humour 
The second major research aim of the current study is to explore the interpersonal 
functions of aggressive and non-aggressive humour among characters. The current 
study discusses the functions of humour in sitcoms with the aid of Hay’s (2000) model, 
in which three major functions, namely solidarity-based functions, power-based 
functions and psychological-based functions, are included. Hay’s (2000) model is 
illustrated as follows:  
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Figure 4.5 The general functions of humour (Hay, 2000) 
	
Figure 4.5 illustrates the three major functions of humour and the strategies adopted to 
fulfil these functions in Hay’s (1995) study. The solidarity-based functions of humour 
refer to humour that is used to enhance group solidarity among speakers (Hay, 1995, p. 
99). To be more specific, humour can be used to share common knowledge among 
speakers, to highlight similarities or capitalise on shared experience, to clarify and 
maintain boundaries, and to tease the speaker (e.g. self-deprecating humour). The 
power-based functions of humour refer to humour that is used to foster conflicts, to 
control the target’s behaviour, to challenge and to set boundaries with the target, and to 
tease or disparage the target. The psychological functions of humour describe humour 
that is used to defend or to protect oneself (e.g. to avoid revealing personal information) 
or to cope with general (e.g. sickness or death) or situational issues (e.g. embarrassment) 
(Hay, 1995, pp. 100-110). This model is applied here to the analysis of the functions of 
humour in sitcoms. The rationality of exploring the functions of humour in sitcoms lies 
in its importance in revealing what the different communicative goals of characters in 
using aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour are, and how aggressive and non-
aggressive humour play roles in character’s interactions that are different from those in 
natural conversations.  
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4.3.3.4 The social and cultural analysis of conversational humour 
The last step in the interpretation of conversational humour in Chinese sitcom discourse 
is to analyse the social and cultural aspects of conversational humour in Chinese 
sitcoms. This step involves a macro-level analysis of conversational humour against the 
backdrop of Chinese social and cultural backgrounds. The analysis is conducted from 
the historical, social and cultural perspectives to observe the linguistic characteristics 
of the conversational humour and their evolution in Chinese sitcom discourse, or, in a 
broader sense, in Chinese conversational contexts. Since sitcoms can be partly viewed 
as an epitome of people’s daily life (Gray, 2005), humour used by characters in a 
fictional world can reflect common features of humour used by certain groups of people 
in the real world. Moreover, by exploring how humour evolves in relation to its 
manifestations, strategies and functions in sitcom discourse, we can see how Chinese 
people’s use and perceptions of humour are changing vis-à-vis social, cultural and 
ideological developments.  
 
4.2.4 Summary 
Drawing from influential studies of humour, an analytical model of conversational 
humour is proposed to address conversational humour in sitcom discourse, and includes 
three major stages, namely identification, classification and interpretation. 
 
  Identification: explicates the identification process of the instances of conversational 
humour and the units of conversational humour in sitcom discourse. Paralinguistic 
clues, such as laughter of characters and canned laughter, and the linguistic clues, such 
as script opposition and the context, are considered in identifying instances of humour. 
The units of conversational humour are identified based on several criteria. To be more 
precise, whether the conversational turns are formed as an adjacency pair, whether there 




  Classification: demonstrates specific ways to classify the instances of humour as 
aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour. Two sets of criteria are proposed 
respectively to classify humorous but face-threatening humour (i.e. aggressive humour), 
and humorous but not face-threatening humour (i.e. non-aggressive humour).  
 
  Interpretation: the interpretation of humour expounds the detailed analytical steps to 
reach conversational humour and concerns its humour mechanisms, production and 
reception sides and interpersonal functions, along with the social and cultural aspects 
of humour in Chinese sitcom discourse. Humour is viewed from different perspectives 
to fully decode the linguistic characteristics of aggressive and non-aggressive humour 
in sitcom discourse.   
 
The current study develops an analytical model of conversational humour in sitcom 
discourse to analyse the major concern, namely the interaction of humour and 
(im)politeness in Chinese sitcoms. However, this analytical model is designed to be 
applicable in the future study to the analysis of conversational humour in various 
televised discourse, where two communicative levels are involved, not only in sitcoms. 
Moreover, this model can be illuminating for the future analysis of the various issues 
related to conversational humour in sitcom discourse, beyond the discussion of humour 
and (im)politeness. In addition to the analytical model of conversational humour, the 
current study uses some basic statistics methods to compare and analyse the differences 
between aggressive and non-aggressive humour. The following section introduces the 
statistical methods adopted in this study.  
 
4.4 Statistical methods 
The current study takes advantage of some basic statistical techniques to support the 
quantitative analysis of aggressive and non-aggressive humour in Chinese sitcom 
discourse. IBM SSPS statistics version 25 is used to conduct nonparametric statistical 
tests such as Chi-square Goodness of Fit. Chi-square Goodness of Fit is used to assess 
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“whether observed group or category membership frequencies differ from hypothesised 
or expected membership frequencies” (Allen et al., 2014, p. 240). When it is applied to 
analysing the occurrence of the different types of aggressive humour and non-
aggressive humour, it can measure whether a certain type of humour occurs 
significantly more than other types of humour or not. If a certain linguistic pattern or 
type of humour occupies a significant portion of a character’s total humorous turns, it 
explicitly demonstrates the linguistic features of humour in Chinese sitcom discourse. 
In addition, these recurrent linguistic features of humour could be interpreted as implicit 
clues to infer how humour is used to impact the characters’ interrelations. Since the 
current study is not based on a statistical analysis of humour, the author does not intend 
to delve into the mathematical process or complicated statistical analysis. Instead, the 
study aims to explain how these preliminary statistical results unveil significant 
information to infer the relationship between humour and (im)politeness, and what the 
linguistic features of humour in Chinese sitcom discourse based on the statistically 
significant results are.  
 
4.5 Summary 
This chapter presented the data and the analytical model used to address the intricate 
interaction between humour and (im)politeness in Chinese sitcom discourse. The 
methodology was constituted of two major parts. Firstly, the data source (i.e. the first 
season of Ipartment) of the current study, and the significance in analysing Ipartment. 
Secondly, a new analytical framework of conversational humour in sitcom discourse is 
proposed. Considering the dearth of a systematic methodology of humour in sitcom 
discourses, it is very important for the current study to develop an analytical model of 
conversational humour in sitcom discourse. By drawing on influential humour studies 
in natural conversation and the participation framework in sitcoms, three essential steps 
were formulated: identification, classification and interpretation. This new analytical 
model aims to provide a systematic way to identify and analyse conversational humour 
from linguistic perspectives.  
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To satisfy the quantitative research demands, such as to compare and analyse the 
differences of aggressive and non-aggressive humour, some basic statistic techniques, 
such as Chi-square Test of Goodness of Fit, were introduced. These give solid statistic 
support in discussing the frequencies, the proportions and the statistical significance of 
the differences between aggressive and non-aggressive humour. An in-depth data 
analysis based on this methodology will be presented in Chapter 5 to follow, and the 
value of the proposed analytical model is tested with concrete examples in the chapter 






















Chapter 5 Findings and discussions 
This chapter delves into a linguistic analysis of humour in the Chinese sitcom Ipartment, 
with the aim of exploring the interaction between humour and (im)politeness in Chinese 
sitcom discourse. The central premise under which the analysis is conducted is that 
conversations held by characters in televised discourses are contrived to resemble 
realistic language use, creating the illusion for TV viewers that they are listening to 
real-life conversations (Dynel, 2011d). In this sense, linguistic approaches to humour 
in natural conversations can also be applicable to the analysis of humour in sitcoms.  
 
To fully decode the interaction between humour and (im)politeness in the scripted 
conversations in Ipartment, this chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.1 introduces 
the categorisation of aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour in the discourse of 
sitcom by taking account of the two layers of communication, namely the 
communicative level between the collective sender and TV viewers (CL1) and the 
communicative level among characters (CL2). Definitions of the seven subtypes of 
aggressive and non-aggressive humour will be discussed in detail in Sections 5.2 and 
5.3 respectively. The subtypes of aggressive and non-aggressive humour are 
approached by analysing the semantic and pragmatic aspects of humour, the 
communicative effect of humour at CL2 from both the production and the reception 
sides, interpersonal functions, and the social and cultural aspects of humour.  
 
The semantic and pragmatic aspects of humour are analysed in terms of the six 
Knowledge Resources in Attardo’s (1994) GTVH. The exploration of the 
communicative effect of humour at CL2 includes the analysis of the speaker’s intention 
(i.e. with or without humorous intent) and the hearer’s response to the speaker’s 
humorous remarks. The examination of the functions concentrates on how humour 
serves the solidarity-based functions, power-based functions or psychological functions 
at the two communicative levels. Following the detailed discussions of sections 5.2 and 
5.3, closing remarks and a summary of the main points of this chapter will be presented 
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in section 5.4. The combined theoretical framework developed in Chapter 3 and the 
methodology proposed in Chapter 4 will be applied in the data analysis. 
 
5.1 Types of humour in Ipartment  
This section discusses the types of aggressive and non-aggressive humour identified in 
Ipartment. As outlined in Chapter 4, humour is classified based on speaker’s intent and 
hearer’s responses at the two communicative levels. When humour occurs in sitcom, 
the collective sender should always be held accountable for humorous intent. Therefore, 
the communicative effect of humour at CL1 is always regarded as intended humour. It 
should be recognised that cases of unintended humour at CL1 might possibly exist, 
where the collective sender has no intent to amuse (i.e. no canned laughter is inserted), 
but TV viewers nevertheless perceive humour from characters’ interactions. However, 
these cases of unintended humour go beyond the scope of the current study, and 
therefore are not considered in the current thesis.  
 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, when humour emerges at CL1, three situations 
can be identified based on the speaking character’s humorous intent at CL2. They are: 
(1) no humour; (2) intended humour, including successful humour and failed humour; 
and (3) unintended humour. Notably, intended humour at CL2 can be further classified 
as either successful humour or failed humour depending on the character’s responses at 
CL2. In conjunction with the taxonomy of aggressive and non-aggressive humour and 
drawing on Chovanec (2016)’s categorisation, there should be eight subcategories of 
humour, which are presented in Table 5.1 below. 
 
Table 5.1  




As indicated in Table 5.1, there are eight types of humour in sitcom discourse. The 
current study verifies 7 types of humour in the dataset, with the exception of category 
4. Unintended aggressive humour describes situations where the speaker has no 
apparent intent to amuse but clearly has an intent to insult the target. While his/her 
aggressive remarks successfully offend the target, there are also other participants at 
CL2 who are being amused by these aggressive remarks. However, no unintended 
aggressive humour can be observed in Ipartment. Therefore, this type of humour will 
not be elaborated on in this section; however, it is worthy of exploration in future studies, 
since it may constitute a characteristic of Chinese sitcom discourse.  
 
Table 5.1 shows that the humorous effect of aggressive humour can only be perceived 
by other participants, that is, either the overhearers at CL2 or TV viewers at CL1. The 
target of humour at CL2, on the other hand, does not appreciate the speaker’s face-
threatening/damaging remarks as humorous. When aggressive humour successfully 
amuses TV viewers at CL1, the communicative effect of aggressive humour at CL2 can 
be either an instance of no humour, of failed humour or of successful humour for 
participants at CL2 other than the target. No humour at CL2 depicts situations where 
the speaker utters impolite remarks with no humorous intent and neither do these 
remarks produce any humorous effect from the viewpoint of the hearers (including the 
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target and other participants). Failed humour at CL2 refers to cases where the speaker 
has an intent to amuse via his/her aggressive remarks but the hearers at CL2 are not 
amused. The third case depicts situations where the speaker has an intent to amuse via 
aggressive humour and successfully amuses other participants at CL2, but not the target 
at CL2. The first two cases are Humour at CL1 only, and the last case is Humour at 
both CL1 and CL2. 
 
Non-aggressive humour, on the other hand, also occurs as forms of Humour at CL1 
only (subcategories 5 and 6) and Humour at both CL1 and CL2 (subcategories 7 and 
8). When non-aggressive humour delivers humorous effect to CL1, it can be a result of 
either no humour, failed humour, successful humour or unintended humour. Similarly, 
when non-aggressive humour is presented as Humour at CL1 only, it is an instance of 
either no humour or failed humour at CL2. When it becomes Humour at both CL1 and 
CL2, it can be an instance of either successful humour or unintended humour at CL2. 
Successful humour at CL2 under the category of non-aggressive humour refers to cases 
where any hearers (either the target or other participants) at CL2 perceive humour from 
the speaker’s non-aggressive remarks. This is different from cases of successful humour 
under the category of aggressive humour where other participants, rather than the target, 
can perceive humour at CL2. The last case, unintended humour at CL2, depicts a 
situation in which the speaker has no humorous intent, but hearers at CL2 perceive 
humour from the speaker’s non-aggressive remarks regardless. The following sections 
concentrate on expounding these seven subcategories of aggressive and non-aggressive 
humour, and each subcategory of humour is discussed with more than one instance of 
humour collected from Ipartment. 
 
Following the identification process outlined in Chapter 4, a total of 2861 lines of 
aggressive and non-aggressive humour were observed in the dataset. The detailed 




Figure 5.1 The amount of aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour in Ipartment 
 
As Figure 5.1 shows, there are 1526 lines of aggressive humour, of which 1439 lines 
are Humour at CL1 only (shown in blue). Only 87 lines of aggressive humour are 
presented as Humour at both CL1 and CL2 (shown in orange). Of the 1335 lines of 
non-aggressive humour, 1214 are Humour at CL1 only (shown in blue) and 121 are 
Humour at both CL1 and CL2 (shown in orange). A chi-square test was used to assess 
whether the total amount of aggressive humour is more than that of non-aggressive 
humour, and the amounts of Humour at CL1 only (shown in blue) are more than the 
amounts of Humour at both CL1 and CL2 (shown in orange). The chi-square test results 
were statistically significant, the former one is χ² (2, N = 2861) = 27.33, p < .0001, and 
the latter one is χ² (2, N = 2861) = 28740.5, p < .0001, indicating that aggressive humour 
is significantly more frequent than non-aggressive humour, and Humour at CL1 only is 
significantly more than Humour at both CL1 and CL2. A chi-square test for goodness 
of fit (with α = .05) was used to assess whether aggressive humour that produces 
humour at CL1 only is more frequent than other three types of humour in the dataset. 
The chi-square test result was statistically significant, χ² (4, N = 2861) = 2125.69, p 
< .0001, indicating that aggressive humour that produces Humour at CL1 only can be 






Aggressive humour Non-aggressive humour




These quantitative results reveal some key features of humour in Ipartment. Firstly, that 
aggressive humour is the major type of humour in Ipartment. This finding supports the 
point that language in Ipartment features an aggressive nature, and Ipartment conforms 
to the general trend towards ‘confrontainment’, which refers to entertainment effects 
deriving from the an overt and dramatic performance of verbal aggression and 
impoliteness (Lorenzo-Dus et al., 2013; Sinkeviciute, 2019) in TV discourse. The 
collective sender intentionally contrives more aggressive humour to induce the TV 
viewers to experience more intense amusement and pleasure from the provocative and 
conflicting remarks between characters. Secondly, the main recipients of a speaking 
character’s humorous utterances are TV viewers at CL1, rather than the target 
character/s at CL2, especially in the cases of aggressive humour. In other words, in most 
cases, humour in Ipartment is delivered to entertain the TV viewers at CL1 rather than 
the characters at CL2. Thirdly, the hearing character/s (i.e. the target and other 
participants) at CL2 is/are less likely to appreciate or show their agreement of 
aggressive humour. This is because aggressive humour is riskier, more face-threatening 
and offensive than non-aggressive humour and thus it stands a greater chance of failing 
to amuse the target character/s at CL2.  
 
The following section introduces the subtypes of aggressive humour as a form of 
Humour at CL1 only, and Humour at both CL1 and CL2.  
 
5.2 Aggressive humour in Ipartment 
As mentioned earlier in Chapter 4, there are two kinds of aggression, namely genuine 
aggression and playful aggression (Dynel, 2013; Gruner, 1978; Martin, 2007), which 
are conveyed via aggressive humour. From the reception side at CL2 in sitcom 
discourse, genuine aggression normally offends and fails to amuse any hearers at CL2. 
From the production side, there are two variants of genuine aggression, and they are (1) 
the speaker has no humorous intent but intends to insult, and (2) the speaker has a two-
fold intent, namely an intent to amuse other hearers and an intent to insult the target at 
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CL2. Drawing on Haugh and Bousfield (2012) and Norrick and Spitz’s (2008) studies, 
two different cases need to be distinguished within the second variant of genuine 
aggression, namely when the speaker has a two-fold intent.  
 
The first is when the speaker accompanies his/her aggressive remark with explicit 
verbal or nonverbal cues of humour and the speaker’s intent to amuse is salient, but the 
hearer at CL2 still receives it as genuine aggression. The second is when the speaker 
has a salient intent to insult and successfully offends the target. However, due to various 
reasons (e.g. interpersonal constraints, relieving embarrassment and so on), the speaker 
then deploys repair strategies such as formulaic expressions (e.g. I was joking) or 
laughter that are indicative of his/her non-serious intent, in order to mitigate the face-
threatening force of his/her aggressive remarks to the target and to preserve his/her own 
positive face. Notably, although genuine aggression is normally purposely deployed to 
damage the target’s face, these aggressive remarks are usually full of wit and creativity, 
which has humorous potential for other hearers at the two communicative levels.  
 
On the other hand, playful aggression refers to cases where the speaker has an intent to 
amuse and the hearers at CL2 also perceive humour from the aggressive remarks. The 
major criterion to distinguish between genuine aggression and playful aggression is 
whether aggressive humour is interactionally received as playful by either/both the 
speaker and hearers at CL2 (Dynel, 2008; Haugh & Bousfield, 2012). To be more 
specific, if at least one hearer at CL2 – either the target or other participant – recognises 
the speaker’s humorous intent and perceives the speaker’s aggressive remarks as 
humorous, it is a case of playful aggression; otherwise, it is a case of genuine aggression.  
 
The types of aggressive humour based on the communicative effects at the two 
communicative levels are displayed in the following table.  
 
Table 5.2  
Types of aggressive humour in Ipartment 
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Types of aggressive humour Humorous 
intent (HI) 
at CL2  
Humorous effect (HE) at CL2  
Target Other hearers 
Humour at CL1 only 1. No humour 
  (genuine aggression) 
- - - 
2. Failed humour  
  (genuine aggression) 
+ - - 
Humour at both CL1 
and CL2 
3.Successful humour 
  (playful aggression) 
+ - + 
 
As indicated in Table 5.2, when humour is delivered to CL1 only, it is a case of genuine 
aggression at CL2. When the speaker at CL2 has no humorous intent and no humorous 
effect is perceived by any hearers at CL2, it is a case of no humour and a subtype of 
genuine aggression. When the speaker has an intent to amuse but fails to amuse any 
hearer at CL2, it is a case of a failed attempt of aggressive humour and a subtype of 
genuine aggression. When the speaker has an intent to amuse and also successfully 
amuses at least one other participant at CL2, it is a case of a successful attempt at playful 
aggression, even though the target is offended by the speaker’s humour. It can be 
posited that the humorous effects of aggressive humour in sitcom discourse can never 
be perceived by the target at CL2, even in cases where the speaker has indicated his/her 
humorous intent (as in the second and third situations). This is distinctly different from 
that found in natural conversations. When the speaker has explicitly expressed his/her 
playful intent in using aggressive humour, the hearers, including the target, normally 
interpret it in a jocular and non-serious manner (Haugh & Bousfield, 2012; Hay, 1994). 
Among the total 1526 lines of aggressive humour, the specific amounts of the three 
subtypes of aggressive humour are illustrated in the following figure.  
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Figure 5.2 The amount of aggressive humour (total 1526 lines) 
	
As Figure 5.2 shows, there are 775 lines of aggressive humour which are produced and 
received as genuine aggression and thus become ‘no humour’ between the speaker and 
the hearer at CL2 (shown in green). There are 664 lines of aggressive humour which 
are produced with humorous intent by the speaker but are accepted as ‘failed humour’ 
by the hearer at CL2, which thus become cases of genuine aggression at CL2 (shown 
in blue), and 87 lines of playful aggressive humour that becomes ‘successful humour’ 
amusing other participants (not the target) at CL2 (shown in yellow). A chi-square test 
was used to assess whether the total amount of humour that delivers genuine aggression 
at CL2 is greater than that of playful aggression. The chi-square test was statistically 
significant, the result being χ² (2, N = 1526) = 21010.4, p < .0001, indicating that 
aggressive humour that is received as genuine aggression is significantly more frequent 
than that received as playful aggression. In addition, a chi-square test for goodness of 
fit (with α = .05) was used to assess whether the amount of the type of genuine 
aggression (no humour) at CL2 is higher than the other two types of aggressive humour 
in the dataset. The chi-square test was also statistically significant, χ² (3, N = 1526) = 
535.11, p < .0001, indicating that genuine aggression (no humour) at CL2 could be 
observed with a significantly higher frequency than the other two subtypes of 
aggressive humour in sitcom discourse. The result indicates that when aggressive 
humour occurs in sitcom discourse it normally produces a humorous effect to CL1 only, 










Genuine aggression (no humour) Genuine aggression (failed humour) Playful aggression (successful humour)
Genuine aggression (no humour) Genuine aggression (failed humour)
Playful aggression (successful humour)
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hearer’s perspectives at CL2. When aggressive humour produces a humorous effect at 
CL2, it is normally presented as playful aggression at CL2, and only the other 
participants, apart from the target at CL2, have the chance to perceive the humour. The 
following sections analyse the three types of aggressive humour in Ipartment relating 
to its semantic and pragmatics aspects, the communicative effects of humour at CL2, 
the interpersonal functions and the social and cultural aspects of humour.   
 
5.2.1 Humour at CL1 only: genuine aggression and no humour at CL2 
Aggressive humour that produces humour at CL1 only refers to situations where the 
speaker’s aggressive remarks can only be perceived as humorous by the TV viewers at 
CL1. Genuine aggressive humour that is produced and received as no humour at CL2 
depicts cases in which the speaker utters aggressive remarks to threaten or damage the 
target’s face without any intent to amuse, and the target normally gets offended and 
takes offence at the speaker’s aggressive remarks. However, the speaker’s abrasive but 
creative and witty remarks, and their superiority over the target of humour often amuse 
TV viewers at CL1 (Dynel, 2013, p. 135), whose appreciation of humour is indicated 
by canned laughter. While amusing the TV viewers at CL1, genuinely aggressive 
humour normally produces no humorous effect and incurs a negative interpersonal 
effect among characters at CL2. The following discussion concentrates on how 
characters’ impoliteness acts are exploited as a source of humour to amuse TV viewers 
at CL1 in the Chinese sitcom Ipartment. 
 
The current study observes that this type of humour is normally expressed in 
conventional impoliteness expressions, such as insults, complaints, criticisms, threats 
and negative expressives, to deliver genuine aggression to the target characters at CL2. 
The speaker normally aims to denigrate and foster conflict with the target, and has no 
intent to amuse any participants at CL2. However, his/her disparaging and witty 
remarks simultaneously amuse TV viewers at CL1. Genuine aggressive humour is a 
distinct and major type of humour in sitcom discourse that scriptwriters purposely 
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deploy to entertain TV viewers at the expense of the fictional characters (Dynel, 2013). 
The speaker usually conveys a FTA in an explicit and overt manner towards the target 
by using on-record impoliteness strategies, such as the put-down or witty retort. There 
are also cases when speakers use off-record impoliteness strategies like mock politeness 
(i.e. sarcasm and irony) to purposely disguise the face-threatening force via ostensibly 
harmless or benign remarks. Their genuine intended meaning, which is normally a 
negated and converse meaning of the surface meaning, can be inferred via various 
contextual paralinguistic and linguistic clues.  
 
The analysis of genuine aggressive humour consists of four parts. Firstly, it involves a 
semantic and pragmatic analysis of humour by using the six KRs in GTVH with the 
aim of observing how humour arises from the interactions at CL2 and amuses TV 
viewers at CL1. Secondly, the conversational effects of humour at CL2 are examined 
by analysing the speaker’s intention (e.g. with or without a humorous intent) and the 
hearer’s response at CL2. Thirdly, the interpersonal functions of humour are discussed. 
Lastly, the social and cultural aspects of humour are analysed. These four aspects are 
explored in order to see how humour is intertwined with impoliteness in characters’ 
conversations and how the speaker’s genuinely aggressive remarks offend the targets 
at CL2, while simultaneously amusing the TV viewers at CL1. The following is an 
example of aggressive humour in Ipartment that delivers a humorous effect to CL1 only, 
and where the communicative effect of humour at CL2 is genuine aggression rather 
than humour from both the speaker’s and the hearer’s perspectives. The following is a 
typical example of aggressive humour in Ipartment that delivers a humorous effect to 
CL1 only, and where the communicative effect of humour at CL2 is genuine aggression 
rather than humour from both the speaker’s and the hearer’s perspectives. The columns 
on the right side of the transcription specify the divergent communicative effect of 
humour at CL1 and CL2. The column of CL2 is also a demonstration of how Dynel’s 





Context: Meijia and Ziqiao do not want to pretend to be a couple in front of their friends 
anymore, and so they are performing an intense quarrel in the presence of their shared 
friends in a bar. At the beginning, their quarrel is faked. However, the remarks become 
increasingly abusive and their emotions more and more intense, so that the pretend 
quarrel finally develops into a genuine one. The following conversation is extracted 
from the end part of their quarrel, where their verbal argument escalates into a physical 
fight. 
 
A unit of conversational humour CL1 CL2 
398.  [  
 
 
398. Meijia: Lü Ziqiao, you are the most lame, despicable, and  
           shameless man I have ever seen. Seeing you makes  
           me believe in gene mutation, and the mutation is  
           only for the worse. 
 On record 
Impoliteness 
(insult) 
399. [  I “  
           [ 。                                                                                   
           (canned laughter) 
           ]  
399. Ziqiao: Chen Meijia, you are the most flat-chested woman  
           I have ever seen. [You are not even an airport, you  
                         (canned laughter) 
           are actually a basin that collects water when it  











400. ?  
           ]  ü  





told me to study hard, so I wouldn’t run into  
someone like you! 
401: [ ? 
401: Ziqiao: Your mother’s high hopes have flopped! 
  
402: [ ]?  
(canned laughter) 
( [ ) 
402: Meijia: [Your mother’s high hopes have flopped], who are 
           (canned laughter)   
you swearing at?]   
           (Slapping Ziqiao’s face) 
Humour On record 
impoliteness 










This example demonstrates several typical instances of genuine aggressive humour that 
cover the key features of aggressive humour that presented as humour at CL1 only and 
genuine aggression at CL2. The local communicative context indicates that, with 
growing anger towards each other, the conversation between the two characters, Meijia 
and Ziqiao, is full of on record impoliteness expressions, such as in lines 398, 399, 400, 
402 and 403. Some impoliteness remarks (i.e. lines 399 & 402) constitute aggressive 
humour that delivers humour to CL1 only. These witty and creative uses of aggressive 
expressions successfully amuse TV viewers at CL1, conveying intrinsic pleasure to and 
enthralling TV viewers at CL1, who are being positioned in a safe place and are free 
(as observers) from this intense argument. However, these remarks are at the same time 
produced and received as impoliteness at CL2, and are used by the two characters to 
convey genuine aggression, to denigrate and to insult one other. 
 
The first instance of aggressive humour occurs in line 399. When Meijia overtly insults 
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Ziqiao as trash, and overstates that Ziqiao is a man whose genes have been mutated 
‘from bad to worse’, Ziqiao replies with another insult in a parallel sentence structure 
but conveys a more intense face-threatening force. As he says in line 399: 
 
I “ 。
Chen Meijia, you are the most flat-chested woman I have ever seen. You are not 
even an airport, you are actually a basin that collects water when it rains.  
 
Ziqiao overtly insults Meijia about her body shape, and exaggeratedly depicts her as 
the most flat-chested woman in the world. Then, he intensifies the aggression with the 
aid of abrasive and exaggerated but creative expressions such as  p ndì ‘basin’ 
and  ‘collects water when it rains’.  
 
These creative figurative impoliteness expressions give rise to humour at CL1. Ziqiao 
uses several metaphoric words in line 399, such as  feījī chǎng ‘airport’,  
péndì ‘basin’, and  xiàyǔ haí huì jīshuǐ ‘collects water when it rains’ to 
disparage Meijia for her small breasts. In Chinese, the word  feījī chǎng 
‘airport’ is a commonly used expression to describe women with small breasts. Here, 
Ziqiao says that Meijia is even worse than an  ‘airport’, but is more properly a 
 ‘basin’ that  ‘collects water when it rains’. These 
figurative expressions are used in an unusual way, since it is very rare to use  
‘basin’ to describe a woman’s body shape. The creative usage of these expressions 
triggers a script opposition, that is, normal versus abnormal. To be more specific, in 
Chinese, the usual way to describe a flat-chested woman is “  píngxiōng ‘flat-
chested’ and unusual ways are  feījī chǎng ‘airport’ →  péndì ‘basin’ →
 jīshuǐ ‘collects water’. The degree of creativity and the unexpectedness of these 
three words are progressively increased. The creative and unconventional expressions 
give rise to a sense of incongruity to TV viewers and amuse them at CL1.  
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The second instance of aggressive humour emerges in line 402. In line 401, Ziqiao 
mocks Meijia, saying that she fails to live up to her mother’s expectations by saying 
“ ” ‘Your mother’s high hopes have flopped’. The phrase 
nǐ mā de (Lit. ‘of your mother’) in this line is ambiguous in Chinese and is 
compatible with two incongruous scripts. One of the scripts rests on the literal meaning 
of ‘your mother’s’ indicating one’s mother’s possession, and the other script is invoked 
by the cursing meaning of the phrase, which is similar to, but may be slightly softer 
than, the English insult “you mother fucker”. Given that Meijia had said earlier ‘my 
mother told me to study hard’ (line 400), the literal meaning of Ziqiao’s turn (i.e. ‘your 
mother’s high hopes have flopped’) is a more salient script. However, Meijia purposely 
chooses to apply the less salient script (i.e. the cursing meaning of the phrase) when 
processing Ziqiao’s line in this context. Feeling severely insulted, Meijia then recasts 
Ziqiao’s insult by saying ‘YOUR MOTHER’s high hopes have flopped. Who are you 
swearing at?’ in line 402. Meijia’s intended distortion of Ziqiao’s meaning gives rise to 
script opposition and produces humour for TV viewers at CL1. The semantic and 
pragmatic analysis of these two instances of aggressive humour in terms of the six KRs 
is summarised as follows:  
 
Table 5.3  
Using six KRs to analyse genuine aggressive humour  
Knowledge resources 
(KRs) 
Line 399  Line 402 
Script opposition  
(SO) 
Woman’s chest as flat as an airport/ 
Woman’s chest as flat as a basin 
that collects water 
Your mother’s/ You mother 
fucker 
Logic mechanism  
(LM) 
Analogy, escalated exaggeration Referential ambiguity  
Situation (SI) A man and a woman are having an 
altercation in a bar 
Same as left 
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Target (TA) Meijia, flat-chested woman Ziqiao 




1.Preface: no preface  
2.Telling: putdown 
3. Reaction: swearword  
1. Preface: no preface 
2. Telling: witty retort 
3. Reaction: criticism 
 
As shown in Table 5.3, based on the semantic and pragmatic analysis of the two 
instances of aggressive humour (line 399 and line 402), it is clear that these two overtly 
aggressive remarks contain explicit incongruities (as shown in SO, LM, LA and NS) 
that can be perceived as humorous by TV viewers at CL1.  
 
While humour successfully amuses TV viewers at CL1, the characters at CL2, Meijia 
and Ziqiao, cannot perceive any humour from these aggressive remarks. These 
humorous lines convey an overt face-threatening force to the target and these two 
characters deploy aggressive language to attack each other. At CL2, the speaker uses 
an impoliteness strategy to overtly damage the target’s positive face. Although these 
impoliteness expressions are creative and witty and carry humorous potential to other 
hearing characters and TV viewers at CL1, the creative use of language is not always 
indicative of the speaker’s humorous intent. In this context, the speaker’s intent to insult 
the target, Meijia, is obvious. By using a putdown, Ziqiao explicitly insults Meijia for 
her body shape. He uses the personalised negative expressions I
“ ‘you are the most flat-chested woman I have ever seen…’, and he inserts 
modifiers, such as I shìjiè shàng ‘in this world’, and  zu. ‘the most’, in a 
stressed tone to reinforce the message’s intensity and degree of aggression. These 
negative expressions directly threaten Meijia’s positive face need (i.e. to be positively 
viewed). Meijia then replies with a personalised negative vocative, ‘You! Bastard!’, as 
a means of expressing offence at Ziqiao’s impoliteness acts.  
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In what follows (line 401), Ziqiao makes a comment in response to Meijia’s statement. 
By viewing the paralinguistic clue, it can be inferred that Ziqiao’s comment is not an 
intentional FTA. The paralinguistic clues demonstrate that the expression  
‘your mother’s’ is expressed in a plain tone and with no stressed voice. Moreover, the 
linguistic clue shows that Ziqiao uses a final particle  ba at the end of his utterance. 
According to è Xīn Huá Zì Diǎn ‘The Dictionary of Modern Chinese’ 
(Dictionary, 2011, p. 22), when  ba is used at the end of a statement or imperative, 
the speaker aims to soften the tone and to convey a stance of uncertainty. It is clear that 
the sentence final particle in Mandarin Chinese will subtly change the readings of the 
utterances’ surface meaning (Erlewine, 2017); however, considering that sentence final 
particle embodies a huge and complex research field, this study does not explore it in 
depth, but considers the sentence final particle, along with the contexts and the 
speaker’s nonverbal behaviours, as complementary information in decoding the 
speaker’s intended meanings. In addition, by considering the information in the 
preceding turn (line 400) and the conversational maxims (i.e. maxim of relevance), 
Ziqiao’s subsequent turn presumably conveys relevant and cohesive information on 
Meijia’s turn (i.e. Meijia’s mother’s high hopes). By examining these clues, it can be 
inferred that Ziqiao’s intended meaning is the literal meaning (i.e. your mother’s high 
hopes) rather than the cursing meaning, and this meaning conveys no intentional FTA 
force towards the target Meijia, but is rather a neutral statement. However, Meijia 
purposely interprets the expression as an intentional FTA by activating its implied 
negative meaning (i.e. you mother fucker) even though she might recognise Ziqiao’s 
genuine intention. By doing so, Meijia is therefore justified in taking offence and 
sanctioning Ziqiao’s offensive cursing behaviour (i.e. you mother fucker). Meijia 
deploys both verbal and nonverbal means to indicate offence. The verbal means she 
uses are a negative expressive ‘Your mother’s high hopes have flopped’ with a stressed 
tone in ‘Your mother’s’ to activate the cursing function of this expression, and then her 
asking of a challenging question (i.e. ‘who are you swearing at’?). While the cursing 
phrase (i.e. your mother’s) damages Ziqiao’s positive face, the challenging question 
damages Ziqiao’s negative face. The nonverbal means is slapping Ziqiao’s face, which 
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is extremely offensive behaviour. Ziqiao then replies with several challenging remarks, 
‘How dare you slap me! Are you crazy!’, to express his extreme anger and taking 
offence.   
 
From these linguistic clues, it is clear that Ziqiao and Meijia’s interaction is filled with 
impoliteness acts, and their intent to deliver genuine aggression is salient. In addition 
to these linguistic clues, the paralinguistic clues are also indicative of their intent to 
deliver genuine aggression. Considering that the transcription above can only display 
some prominent paralinguistic clues, such as a stressed tone (in bold), the current study 
provides screen shots as demonstrations of paralinguistic clues (e.g. bodily movements, 
facial expressions, and gestures) of the characters’ performances and the perception of 
humour. When the characters’ genuine communicative intentions cannot be fully and 
precisely captured from the researcher’s point of view, screenshots become available 
and are the most direct resource to interpret the characters’ underlying meanings in 
communication, due to the fact that the collective sender needs to make the characters’ 
communicative meanings accessible for audiences to fully understand the plot and 
interpersonal relations among characters (Dynel, 2011a). The analysis of paralinguistic 
clues in screenshots are based on Haugh’s (2014) framework of design feature and 
response feature of humour. Here are the screen shots of Example 5.1: 
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Screenshot 5.1 Ziqiao’s delivery of aggressive remarks Screenshot 5.2 Meijia’s  
response                                                              
	
These two screenshots clearly show Ziqiao’s (screenshot 5.1) and Meijia’s (screenshot 
5.2) facial expressions and body movements. Ziqiao utters the putdown remarks with 
exaggerated body movements, such as raising up his hands and clenching his fists. In 
addition, he utters these remarks with an extreme, exaggerated and angry face. It is clear 
that Ziqiao intends to insult the target Meijia. On the other hand, Meijia’s facial 
expressions (i.e. astonishment and anger) also indicate that she is offended and irritated 
(Haugh, 2015) by Ziqiao’s remarks. Based on the paralinguistic and linguistic clues 
discussed above, it becomes clear that the two characters at CL2 have forgotten that 
they were only pretending to fight in front of their friends, and that it is nearly 
impossible for them to perceive humour in this conversation.  
 
Aggressive humour plays different interpersonal functions at the two communicative 
levels respectively. Obviously, the function of aggressive humour at CL1 is simply 
solidarity-oriented. The collective sender aims to exploit the aggressive and creative 
remarks to entertain the TV viewers at CL2. At CL2, the functions of these genuine 
aggressive remarks are largely power-based. To be more specific, the aggressive 
remarks serve to foster conflict, to achieve a dominant role in the conversation, to gain 
an upper hand in the fight and to defend the speaker’s face (both their positive and 
negative face). In this context, in order to convince their mutual friends that they are 
engaging in a genuine fight, Meijia initiates a new round of more intensified argument. 
By insulting the target Ziqiao, she aims to foster and intensify the conflict. As a means 
of gaining the upper hand in the fight and to preserve his positive face, Ziqiao 
counterattacks Meijia’s insult with a more aggressive insult (line 399), overtly 
denigrating Meijia’s body shape. Being offended by Ziqiao’s aggressive remarks in line 
399, Meijia utters a curse to indicate she is sanctioning Ziqiao’s utterances as an offence 
and then taking offence through open insult to defend her own face.  
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5.2.2 Humour at CL1 only: genuine aggression and failed humour at CL2  
The second major type of aggressive humour refers to cases where the speaker has a 
humorous intent in using aggressive humour but fails to amuse any hearers (including 
the target and other participants) and where the humorous effect can only be perceived 
by TV viewers at CL1. At the same time, the speaker’s aggressive remarks intentionally 
or unintentionally threaten the target’s face at CL2. 
 
Notably, although the speaker clearly signals his/her humorous intent, his/her intent to 
insult is not completely absent. Considering the production side, the speaker normally 
uses aggressive humour with a two-fold intent, namely an intent to amuse other hearers 
and an intent to insult the target. The speaker usually accompanies his/her aggressive 
humour with explicit paralinguistic (i.e. laughter, phonetic practices, facial expressions 
and bodily movements) and/or linguistic clues (i.e. exaggeration, incongruity, 
formulaic expressions and topic shift markers) of humour (Haugh, 2014), and induces 
the hearer to process it in a playful manner. From the speaker’s perspective, this type 
of aggressive humour demonstrates a ‘playful’ nature, which is distinctly different from 
the cases of genuine aggressive humour discussed in section 5.2.1, in which the speaker 
has no humorous intent to amuse any participants at CL2. From the reception side, the 
target and other participants at CL2 do not appreciate it as humorous, and the target 
normally is offended and interprets these remarks as genuine aggression. In these cases, 
hearers usually withhold their appreciation of humour, and the target chooses to take 
offence towards the speaker’s aggressive speech or behaviours despite the fact that 
he/she might recognise the speaker’s non-serious intent. Since the ‘playful nature’ of 
aggressive humour is not jointly achieved by both the speaker and the hearer at CL2, it 
is a case of genuine aggression and an instance of failed humour at CL2. 
 
It has been recognised that such a case of aggressive humour is especially tricky and 
needs to be addressed with extra attention (Dynel, 2008), since the speaker’s intent to 
insult usually co-exists with their intent to amuse. In these situations, the speaker 
normally delivers on-record impoliteness remarks, but their aggressive remarks are 
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delivered in an ambiguous manner. In some cases, the speaker’s intent to insult appears 
to be more salient, and normally occurs in situations where the speaker’s indication of 
non-serious intent largely serves as a mitigating strategy to alleviate the face-
threatening force of aggressive remarks and to preserve his/her own positive face (i.e. 
to prevent being viewed as too harsh or mean by the target). Admittedly, when 
aggressive humour is delivered with a two-fold intent from the speaker’s side, it is hard 
to determine what the speaker’s genuine intent is (i.e. to amuse or insult). Therefore, an 
overall assessment of the design features of humour (detailed discussion refer to section 
4.3.3.1) and the communicative contexts is required.  
 
Based on a close examination of the dataset, it can be determined that this type of 
humour normally occurs in dyadic interactions. The speaker diminishes, insults or 
denigrates the hearer in a playful way, and he /she usually provides explicit cues (e.g. 
laughter) to induce the hearer to process his/her remarks in a non-serious manner, but 
the target, on the other hand, may still become offended and demonstrate his/her 
disagreement or annoyance with the speaker’s on-record impoliteness remarks. This 
type of genuine aggression normally occurs in cases where an apparent power gap 
exists between the two participants, and aggressive humour is largely used as a 
repressive discourse strategy by the speaker who has greater power than the target to 
convey implicit coercion and to minimally disguise their oppressive intent (Holmes, 
2000). 
 
The analysis of failed aggressive humour also begins with a semantic and pragmatic 
analysis of humour using the six KRs in GTVH. It will then be followed by an analysis 
of the conversational effects of humour at CL2, and explore why the speaker’s playful 
intent fails to be recognised and how his/her aggressive remarks offend the target at 
CL2. After that, the interpersonal functions of humour at the two communicative levels 
will be discussed. Lastly, the social and cultural aspects of humour will be addressed. 
The following is an example of aggressive humour in Ipartment, where the speaker uses 
aggressive humour with a two-fold intent and the hearer fails to appreciate it as 
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humorous and it thus becomes an instance of failed humour at CL2.   
 
Example 5.2  
Context: Xiaoxian invites Lisa to come to his apartment, intending to ask her if he is 
qualified to be a TV program host.  
 
A unit of conversational humour CL1 CL2 
249.   。
249. Xiaoxian: You’ve read my resume. I graduated from Jiaotong 
University with double Masters’ degrees in  
Philosophy and History. 
  
250. Lisa: [ ē ] 
           (canned laughter) 
250. Lisa: [Then why did you host such a lame program before?] 




251. :     





252. Lisa:  (Laughter)  
252. Lisa:  (Laughter) I was joking, you didn’t take it personally,  





253.   (Laughter) !      
é : [  
          ? 
253. Xiaoxian: (Laughter) of course not, no, absolutely not!   











254. Lisa:    
           《   
            
254. Lisa:  Smiling You are an experienced host with your  
         own distinct style and a good control of the topics  
         for conversation. Also, you don’t get nervous at   
         all. I think you will be a good TV host.           
         (S01E04) 
  
 
In this extract, when Xiaoxian is introducing his education background to Lisa in a 
serious manner, Lisa replies with an on-record impoliteness remark, which serves to 
demonstrate her superiority as Xiaoxian’s boss and to convey implicit coercion. Based 
on the design feature of humour, it shows that the speaker has indicated her playful 
intent through both paralinguistic (e.g. smiling face) and linguistic clues (e.g. I was 
joking). However, by viewing the response feature, we can see that the target, Xiaoxian, 
does not appreciate it as humorous and humour falls flat at CL2, therefore becoming an 
instance of Humour at CL1 only.  
 
Humour arises from Lisa’s unexpected insult and criticism after Xiaoxian introduces 
his education background. Obviously, by highlighting that he graduated from a top-
ranked university in China and has two Masters degrees, Xiaoxian intends to impress 
Lisa and to receive some positive comments from her. It is reasonable for both Xiaoxian 
and TV viewers to expect Lisa to deliver a compliment or at least some positive 
comments about Xiaoxian’s distinguished education background. However, Lisa does 
not comment on Xiaoxian’s education background and starts to insult Xiaoxian instead, 
saying ē  ‘Then why did you host such a 
lame program before?’. Lisa uses  nàme ‘such a’ to reinforce the aggression of 
the insult. Incongruities arise from Lisa’s unexpected change of topic (i.e. from 
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education background to radio program), and unexpected criticisms of Xiaoxian’s 
working performance. The logic mechanism of these humorous incongruities is that the 
logic link in Lisa’s remark is partly missing. At first impression, Lisa’s reply is 
irrelevant to Xiaoxian’s statement. Upon closer examination, it can be determined that 
Lisa replies in a way that is related to Xiaoxian’s introduction, but which is missing a 
linking sentence, such as ‘I know you are well-educated, then why did you host such a 
lame program before?’. The missing logic link creates a sense of absurdity and surprise 
for the TV viewers at CL1. The semantic and pragmatic analysis of playful aggressive 
humour in terms of the six KRs is summarised as follows:  
 
Table 5.4  
Using six KRs to analyse playful aggressive humuor  
Knowledge resources (KRs) Line 250 
Script opposition (SO) Having good education background can become a good 
host/ Having good education background can become a bad 
host 
Logic mechanism (LM) Logic link is partly missing 
Situation (SI) A male subordinate discusses his job application with his 
female boss in his apartment 
Target (TA) Xiaoxian 
Language (LA) A challenging question 
Narrative strategy (NS) 1. Preface: no preface  
2. Telling: criticism, insult 
3. Reaction: self-defence 
4. Repair: disclaim of non-serious intent 
5. Reaction: pretend appreciation/malicious wishes 
 
As in Table 5.4, based on the semantic and pragmatic analysis of playful aggressive 
humour (line 250), the ostensible aggressive humour conveys humorous incongruities 
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(as shown in SO and LM). Notably, the three-part structure of the Narrative Strategy 
(NS) in this example demonstrates some new features. To be more specific, the humour-
telling sequences are completed by the speaker and the target in five steps rather than 
three steps. The first two steps are that the speaker performs the telling of an insult 
without a preface. Then, the part of reaction is completed, which indicates that the target 
recognises the speaker’s intent to insult and is offended by her aggressive remarks. In 
what follows, the speaker continues with repair strategies (i.e. laughter and verbal cues, 
‘I was joking’) to indicate her non-serious intent. The last step shows the target’s 
response after the speaker’s sequence of repair. Attardo (1994) observes that the joke-
telling sequence normally consists of three sequential parts. However, the current study 
has found that sequential structures of conversational humour are much more flexible 
and complicated. In the above example the sequence of humour is constituted of five 
parts. The speaker can adopt a repair strategy to signal her playful intent and to revoke 
her serious intent, thereby inducing the target to reinterpret his/her previous remarks as 
having been delivered in a playful stance, after the steps of telling and reaction. 
 
Although a humorous effect is successfully delivered to TV viewers at CL1, the 
communicative effect of aggressive humour at CL2 is a failed one, and the failure is 
caused by lack of agreement. From the speaker’s side, Lisa uses aggressive humour 
with a two-fold intention. She uses an on-record impoliteness expression (i.e. pointed 
criticism) to criticise the target’s bad working performance (line 250), and her intent to 
insult appears to be salient. Subsequently, she indicates her non-serious intent in 
uttering these remarks as a means to mitigate or revoke the face-threatening force of 
the aggressive remark toward the target Xiaoxian and to preserve her positive face. Her 
playful intent can be inferred via the design features of humour. By recognising the 
linguistic clue in line 252, it can be inferred that Lisa’s humorous intent is evident since 
she says ,  ‘I was joking, and you didn’t take it personally, 
right?’. In addition, Lisa’s subsequent turn in line 254 supports the point that Lisa’s 
indication of her non-serious intent plays the role of mitigating device. In line 254, by 
saying ‘you are an experienced host…, will be a good TV host”, Lisa confides to 
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Xiaoxian that he is a competent host and has some positive qualities, such as 
‘confidence and a good control of the program’. This statement implies that Lisa intends 
to mitigate the FTA force of her previous criticism, and aims to preserve her positive 
face as a generally kind boss by complimenting and expressing her admiration for the 
good qualities and working performance of Xiaoxian.  
 
By exploring Xiaoxian’s response, however, it is clear that he is not amused and is in 
fact offended by Lisa’s playful aggression. In line 251, humour fails due to lack of 
recognition. Xiaoxian fails to recognise Lisa’s humorous intent and perceives a face-
threatening force from Lisa’s aggressive remark. Thus, he replies with a justification to 
defend his own positive face. When Lisa clearly expresses her non-serious intent in 
uttering the playful aggressive humour, humour still fails due to a lack of agreement 
from Xiaoxian’s perspective. Although Xiaoxian replies with laughter, indicating that 
he is not offended (line 253), it can be easily inferred that his appreciation is false. By 
viewing the prosodic clues, we can see that Xiaoxian stresses the phrase  
‘absolutely not!’, which reinforces the ironic tone of this remark and implies that he is 
offended by Lisa’s criticism; this induces the TV viewers to adopt the opposite meaning 
of his remark. Moreover, the subsequent monologue scene also provides explicit 
linguistic clues, as Xiaoxian says: [
 ‘If Ziqiao’s earthworm biscuits were here, I would definitely give some to her’. This 
statement implies that Xiaoxian is indeed offended by Lisa’s remark, and his 
disagreement and annoyance towards her is unveiled through his malicious wish to feed 
Lisa with biscuits made from earthworms.  
 
It is worth mentioning that the malicious wish, as a form of impolite response to humour 
that conveys overt face-threatening force to the speaker, has not been mentioned in 
previous studies. A few studies can be found that explore the responses of failed humour 
in natural conversations (Bell, 2015; Bell & Attardo, 2010), yet the malicious wish has 
not been analysed in natural conversations. As in the above example, this form of 
impolite response is normally not expressed to the speaker directly and instantly. 
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Instead, the target usually responds to the speaker’s aggressive remarks in a monologue 
scene or in the absence of the speaker, and instead communicates his anger and hatred 
to a third party (i.e. the TV viewers). Theoretically speaking, this situation also occurs 
in natural conversations, where the target who is being offended cannot confide their 
genuine response to aggression explicitly, but can only express it through an inner 
monologue, due to the speaker’s superior social status or the apparent power gap 
between them. However, the fact that this form of response has not been captured by 
the studies of failed humour in natural conversations is largely due to this type of 
response being nearly inaccessible or unable to be instantly perceived by any other 
participants in the interaction, except for the hearer him/herself. Given this, the 
response of failed humour in sitcom discourse might demonstrate some distinct features 
from the perspectives of TV viewers and researchers as the meta-recipients in sitcom 
discourse. This topic is worth exploring in future studies.  
 
Returning to the discussion of the communicative effect of aggressive humour at CL2, 
in addition to the linguistic clues mentioned above, the paralinguistic clues (i.e. facial 
expressions and body movements) are also indicative of the speaker’s playful intent 
and the target’s disagreement with the speaker’s humour. The paralinguistic clues that 
cannot be demonstrated in transcription are shown in the following screenshots:
 




Screenshot 5.5 Lisa’s indication of humorous intent Screenshot 5.6 Xiaoxian’s inner 
monologue 
 
These four screenshots clearly show Lisa’s (on the left, screenshots 5.3 and 5.5) and 
Xiaoxian’s (on the right, screenshots 5.4 and 6) facial expressions and body movements 
in uttering and responding to aggressive humour. Screenshot 5.3 shows Lisa uttering 
the criticism with a smiling face, which indicates her two-fold intent (i.e. intent to 
amuse and intent to insult) (Haugh, 2014). Failing to recognise Lisa’s genuine intention, 
Xiaoxian (screenshot 5.4) shows an embarrassed face with a faint fake smile and 
wronged expression in his eyes. It implies that he disagrees with and is offended by 
Lisa’s criticism but cannot refute her for fear of Lisa’s superior status. Noticing 
Xiaoxian is embarrassed and offended by her remarks, Lisa (screenshot 5.5) deploys a 
repair strategy and says ‘I was joking’, which is accompanied by her laughter and 
salient smiling face. Although Xiaoxian responds to Lisa’s words with laughter (as 
shown in line 253), the monologue scene (screenshot 5.6), in which he is standing with 
his hands crossed and grinding his teeth with anger, clearly shows that he was offended 
and irritated by Lisa’s words (Haugh, 2015). Based on paralinguistic clues and the 
linguistic clues discussed above, it is evident that the playful nature of aggressive 
humour has failed to be recognised by the hearer at CL2, and so becomes an instance 
of genuine aggressive humour at CL2. 
 
In this example, the functions of Lisa’s genuine aggressive humour are manifold, 
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including psychological, power-based and solidarity-oriented functions. Lisa chooses 
to talk with Xiaoxian about his job application in his apartment rather than in their 
workplace because she does not wish it to become an official job interview. Therefore, 
when Xiaoxian talks about his resume in a serious voice, Lisa intends to alleviate 
Xiaoxian’s tension and lighten the mood by using humour, which is one psychological 
function of humour. At the same time, as Xiaoxian’s boss, Lisa uses aggressive humour 
to disparage his weak work performance as a means of displaying her power and 
superiority, which is obviously power-based. Noticing that Xiaoxian has become 
offended and frustrated after hearing her aggressive remarks, Lisa promptly signals her 
non-serious stance. By doing so, Lisa aims to use humour to satisfy a binding demand, 
namely both power and solidarity-oriented demands. At one hand, Lisa wishes to 
display her power and superiority as a boss, and on the other hand, she hopes to attend 
to Xiaoxian’s face need after noticing her aggressive remarks might offend him.  
 
The following section discusses playful aggressive humour in Ipartment, which is 
successful humour at CL2 and which thus becomes cases of Humour at both CL1 and 
CL2. 
 
5.2.3 Humour at both CL1 and CL2: playful aggression 
When the speaker has a humorous intent in using aggressive humour and successfully 
amuses at least one participant at CL2, be it the target or other participants, it is 
considered a case of playful aggressive humour, and therefore becomes a form of 
Humour at both CL1 and CL2. It has been observed that playful aggressive humour in 
Ipartment normally occurs in multi-party conversations. The hearer/s being amused is 
usually a third party other than the target. The target, on the other hand, is often offended 
by the speaker’s humour and indicates his/her disagreement, even though he/she might 
have recognised the speaker’s playful intent.  
 
In contrast to genuine aggressive humour, playful aggressive humour is normally used 
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to achieve a bonding interpersonal effect rather than a biting one towards the target 
and/or other participants at CL2.  By exploring the dataset, the current study observes 
that playful aggressive humour largely rests on the linguistic manifestations of mock 
impoliteness (e.g. teasing, banter, jocular mockery and jocular abuse). The speaker 
usually conveys an ostensibly disparaging remark towards the target with the aim of 
amusing someone else in the conversation. These aggressive remarks are framed as 
playful or affable, and by casting them as such the speaker puts moral pressure on the 
target to treat them as playful and non-serious (Haugh, 2010b, 2014). This normally 
occurs in situations where the target’s speech or behaviour is exaggerated and 
extravagant, and those in which the target’s appearance, mental ability, character, 
behaviour, beliefs and/or social relations are inferior to that of other members of the 
group (Haugh & Bousfield, 2012).  
 
Previous studies have identified two major functions of playful aggressive humour in 
natural conversations. Firstly, it serves to reinforce solidarity among close friends 
(Boxer & Corte-Conde, 1997) and new acquaintances (Haugh & Bousfield, 2012). 
Secondly, it can be deployed to amuse participants other than the target by exploiting 
the target’s pain to derive pleasure from it (Culpeper, 2011). Admittedly, in some cases, 
the speaker also has a two-fold intent in using playful aggressive humour, namely an 
intent to inflict pain on the target and an intent to amuse other participants. Compared 
to the cases of genuine aggression discussed in the previous section, the speaker’s intent 
to amuse is more salient and the degree of aggression encoded in the playful aggressive 
humour is lower.  
 
The following is an example of playful aggressive humour in a multi-party conversation 
in Ipartment, where the target is offended but the other participants are amused by the 
aggressive remarks. In addition to the four above-mentioned aspects, the analysis of 
playful aggressive humour will pay attention to how the ‘playful’ nature of aggressive 




Context: Zhanbo (male) is dating Wanyu (female) in the living room, while Yifei and 
Xiaoxian are instructing and manipulating Zhanbo’s speech and behaviour via the 
phone from another room. After the date, the four characters are sitting and chatting in 
the living room. Wanyu starts to doubt why Yifei knows everything about Zhanbo and 
their dating, and then Yifei explains as follows: 
 
A unit of conversational humour CL1 CL2 
562.    
562. Wanyu:  How did you know?  
  
563.    (Laughter) ǔ ē [ P 
                                     (canned laughter) 
ē  
]                                                                           
563. Yifei:   (Laughter) Zhanbo and I used to be conjoined  
           twin babies, and [our brains were connected  
              (canned laughter) 
until we turned two years old. There is a  
telepathy between us.] 
Humour Humour 
564. :  (Laughter) ū   
                                     (canned laughter) 
           [ ǔ(Laughter).]                                                                     
564. Xiaoxian: ((Laughter) (Leaning towards Yifei) So I guess  
when the doctor operated with his lancet, [he  
                       (canned laughter) 
must have given all of the brains to Zhanbo  








565. ǔ    <Laughter> 




566.    




The above is a multiparty conversation involving four characters: Yifei, Zhanbo, 
Xiaoxian and Wanyu. When being doubted about the suspicious behaviours (i.e. 
overhearing Wanyu and Zhanbo’s conversations) by Wanyu (line 15), Yifei, who did 
indeed overhear their conversation, initiates a humorous conversational mode to 
tactfully change topic and to relieve the embarrassment of being queried.  
 
There are two instances of humour in this example (i.e. lines 563 and 564), the second 
of which is an example of playful aggressive humour. In line 563, Yifei initiates the 
humorous conversation and her playful intent is indicated by her laughter. She says: 
ǔ ē P ē  
‘Zhanbo and I used to be conjoined twin babies, and our brains were connected until 
we turned two years old. There is a telepathy between us’. Humorous incongruities can 
be easily inferred via the salient opposed scripts in her clearly untrue and fantastical 
remark. Yifei’s utterances activate a script of conjoined babies, who are delivered by 
one mother and are born on the same date. This script clearly clashes with the 
background information that Yifei and Zhanbo are sister and brother in a reconstituted 
family with no blood ties, and Yifei is at least two years older than Zhanbo. Obviously, 
TV viewers at CL1 have access to this knowledge script, such as official descriptions 
of the characters’ relationships and the previous episodes broadcast. In addition, other 
participants at CL2, Zhanbo (Yifei’s brother) and Xiaoxian (who is not only Yifei’s 
roommate but also her close friend) can also easily experience the incongruity 
contained in Yifei’s humour; Wanyu, who is a newcomer to Ipartment, is the exception. 
When Yifei’s humour triggers a script that is obviously opposed to the script that has 
been stored in both the TV viewers’ at CL1 and other characters’ minds at CL2, humour 
emerges at both CL1 and CL2. 
 
Recognising Yifei’s intent to amuse, Xiaoxian builds on Yifei’s humour by contributing 
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playful aggressive humour. In response to Yifei’s untrue and fantastical remarks, 
Xiaoxian says ū , ǔ ‘So I guess 
when the doctor was doing the separation surgery, he must have given all of the brains 
to Zhanbo’. Xiaoxian’s playful aggressive humour is composed of two groups of 
opposed scripts. The first script opposition is triggered by the first part of Xiaoxian’s 
aggressive remarks, namely ū  ‘when the doctor operated with 
his lancet’. This line entails an implicature that Yifei and Zhanbo indeed used to be 
conjoined twins, which opposes the background knowledge script (i.e. they are sister 
and brother with no blood ties). These opposed scripts induce other participants at CL2 
and TV viewers at CL1 to process Xiaoxian’s remarks as humorous. The second script 
opposition is triggered by the second part of the aggressive remarks, 
ǔ ‘given all of the brains to Zhanbo’. Humorous effects emerge from both the surface 
meaning and the implied meaning of the punch line. Considering the surface meaning, 
other participants and TV viewers can easily acknowledge that Xiaoxian’s sentence 
presents an absurd incongruity with the real situation. As normal human beings, Yifei 
and Zhanbo must have a complete brain respectively. Considering the implied meaning, 
Xiaoxian uses brain size to imply degree of intelligence, and by saying ‘given all of the 
brains to Zhanbo’, he implicitly disparages Yifei by implying that she is much more 
dim-witted than her intelligent brother, Zhanbo. These two pairs of script opposition of 
real and unreal (i.e. Yifei and Zhanbo have no blood ties, and Yifei and Zhanbo were 
conjoined twins) in Xiaoxian’s aggressive remarks give rise to humour and successfully 
amuse TV viewers at CL1. The semantic and pragmatic analyses of playful aggressive 
humour in terms of the six KRs are summarised as follows:  
 
Table 5.5  
Using six KRs to analyse playful aggressive humuor  
Knowledge resources (KRs) Line 564 
Script opposition (SO) 1. Yifei and Zhanbo were not conjoined babies/ Yifei and 
Zhanbo were conjoined babies 
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2. Yifei and Zhanbo never had separation surgery/ Yifei and  
Zhanbo had separation surgery 
Logic mechanism (LM) Reasoning from false premise 
Situation (SI) Two males and two females are chatting in a living room 
Target (TA) Yifei 
Language (LA) Separation surgery, gave all the brains to Zhanbo 
Narrative strategy (NS) 1. Preface: laughter 
2. Telling: teasing 
3. Reaction: pointed criticism 
 
In Table 5.5, a semantic and pragmatic analysis of playful aggressive humour (line 
564)reveals that this aggressive remark contains salient humorous incongruities (as 
shown in SO and LM). The LM of humour is reasoning from a false premise, which 
refers to Xiaoxian’s aggressive remark as an implausible inference from Yifei’s obvious 
untrue statement. Obviously, the target of this aggressive remark is Yifei, and the 
humour is used to amuse the other participants in the conversation. SO, LM, LA and 
NS provide salient paralinguistic and linguistic clues of humour which can be easily 
interpreted as humorous by hearers at CL2 and TV viewers at CL1. 
 
The communicative effect of humour at CL2 is that they are two instances of successful 
humour, since they amuse some participants (i.e. Xiaoxian and Zhanbo), but not the 
target, Yifei, who is being offended. The speaker’s humorous intent is clearly indicated 
by both paralinguistic and linguistic clues. In line 563, Yifei initiates the humorous 
frame with laughter, which is a paralinguistic clue of her humorous intent. In addition, 
her obviously untrue remarks are linguistic clues of her playful intent. Although these 
remarks are not intended to convey a face-threatening force to any participants, they 
implicitly damage the hearer Wanyu’s positive face, since these utterances are intended 
to deceive Wanyu. Having not noticed that Yifei is lying, Wanyu will not be offended 
or perceive any humorous incongruity from these remarks. At the same time, Xiaoxian, 
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a close friend of Yifei, easily perceives the incongruities of Yifei’s remark, and then 
plays along with Yifei’s humour. In this sense, Yifei’s humour is successful but is not 
aggressive, since it is not perceived as face-threatening by any participants at CL2. On 
the other hand, Xiaoxian’s joint humour obviously entails playful aggression.  
 
Examining the prosodic clues, Xiaoxian initiates his playful aggressive humour with 
laughter and concludes his turn with another laugh to signal his playful and non-serious 
stance. In addition to this laughter, the salient humorous incongruities (as shown in 
Table 5.5) are also indicative of Xiaoxian’s humorous intent. Despite the fact that 
Xiaoxian does not intend to attack Yifei’s face, his remarks do threaten Yifei’s positive 
face. By examining the responses of characters at CL2, it can be seen that Xiaoxian’s 
playful aggressive humour successfully amuses Zhanbo (as indicated by his laughter in 
line 565), but offends the target Yifei. Yifei shows her disagreement and slight 
annoyance with Xiaoxian’s humour, and then criticises it by saying ‘are you asking for 
a beating?’ (line 566). The paralinguistic clues (i.e. facial expressions and bodily 
movements) of the communicative effects of aggressive humour at CL2 can be easily 
attained from the following screenshots:  
 
 
Screenshot 5.7 Xiaoxian’s delivery of aggressive remarks Screenshot 5.8 Zhanbo and 
Yifei’s response  
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Screenshot 5.7 clearly shows Xiaoxian’s laughing face and his exaggerated bodily 
movement (i.e. raising hand) when uttering the aggressive remarks, clues that are 
indicative of his humorous intent. On the other hand, screenshot 5.8 shows Zhanbo and 
Yifei’s facial expressions after hearing Xiaoxian’s humour. It shows that while Zhanbo 
is laughing, Yifei is looking at Xianxian with an angry expression in her eyes. 
Screenshot 5.8 indicates that while Xiaoxian’s humour amuses Zhanbo, it fails to amuse 
and even offends the target Yifei. 
 
The interpersonal functions of Xiaoxian’s playful aggressive humour at CL2 are two-
fold; they are solidarity-based and power-based functions. The solidarity-based 
function is the primary function of humour in this example, and includes enhancing 
bonding and sharing common knowledge with other participants. The aim to enhance 
bonding can be viewed from Xiaoxian’s co-construction of the humorous sequence 
initiated by Yifei. The continuation of the humorous frame is an indication of enhanced 
bonding (Hay, 2001). In addition, Xiaoxian’s mockery indicates that he is familiar with 
Yifei’s and Zhanbo’s family background (i.e. Yifei and Zhanbo are not blood sister and 
brother) and their divergent degrees of cleverness (i.e. Zhanbo is much smarter than 
Yifei). Humour serves to capitalise on the background information, which is obviously 
solidarity-based. The speaker’s aim to demonstrate the closeness and intimacy between 
Zhanbo and the target Yifei can also be inferred from the paralinguistic clue of humour. 
Furthermore, these three characters are standing in a line and are physically close to 
each other, while the other participant, Wanyu, is standing opposite to the other three 
and at a comparative distance. When Xiaoxian disrupts their talk with humour, he leans 
his body towards Yifei and Zhanbo to show their closeness. Clearly, the speaker’s 
physical distance from the other speakers indicates the degree of intimacy between 
them. Obviously, the shortening of physical distance is an indication of closeness 
(Dynel, 2011b).In addition, Yifei responds by turning her face towards Xiaoxian and 
murmuring to him ‘are you seeking trouble here?’ to prevent him from revealing more 
information to their new roommate, Wanyu.  
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On the other hand, Xiaoxian’s playful aggression also serves to perform a power-based 
function, such as to challenge Yifei’s superior status in the conversation. Obviously, 
Xiaoxian’s playful aggressive remark threatens Yifei’s positive face. In addition, Yifei’s 
serious response in line 566 verifies that Xiaoxian’s mocking remark indeed challenges 
the credibility of her words, and gently provokes her.   
 
5.2.4 Summary 
This section presents a summary of the characteristics of aggressive humour identified 
in Ipartment. Based on an in-depth analysis of the semantic and pragmatic elements of 
humorous texts, the communicative effects of humour at CL2, the interpersonal 
functions of humour and the social and cultural aspects of humour, the current study 
observes some key features of aggressive humour in Chinese sitcom discourse.    
 
This study has determined that there are three types of aggressive humour in Ipartment. 
They are: (1) Humour at CL1 only and no humour at CL2; (2) Humour at CL1 only and 
failed humour at CL2, and; (3) Humour at both CL1 and CL2, and successful humour 
to some participants, other than the target, at CL2. The first two cases refer to aggressive 
humour which conveys genuine aggression at CL2, and the last case describes a 
situation in which aggressive humour is produced and received as playful aggression at 
CL2. The current study observed that the amount of genuine aggressive humour is 
significantly more than that of playful aggressive humour in Ipartment. It is worth 
noting, furthermore, that the current study elaborates on the nature of the second case 
of genuine aggression, i.e. the failed attempts of playful aggressive humour, as it has 
not been properly addressed in previous studies.  
 
The prevalence of genuine aggressive humour constitutes the most distinct feature of 
aggressive humour in sitcom discourse, compared with those observed in natural 
conversations. The studies investigating genuine aggressive humour in natural 
conversations can hardly be found in the literature of humour. Therefore, a close 




A speaker’s aggressive remarks usually contain salient incongruities that can be easily 
deciphered by TV viewers at CL1, even though the speaker has no intent to produce 
humour or his/her intent to insult appears to be more salient than his/her intent to amuse. 
The incongruities and opposed scripts triggered by characters’ abusive remarks bring 
humorous pleasure to TV viewers at CL1. In addition, as Dynel (2013) argues, when 
TV viewers start to watch a sitcom they are well aware of the collective sender’s 
humorous intent and thus subconsciously assume entertainment value from characters’ 
actions. Therefore, TV viewers at CL1 are more likely to appreciate aggression in the 
speaking character’s humour as playful, and to become intrigued and entertained by the 
speaker’s wit and triumph over the inferior targets. This finding also reinforces 
Lorenzo-Dus et al.’s (2013) point that there is a general trend of ‘confrontainment’ in 
sitcom discourse.  
 
While humour successfully amuses TV viewers at CL1, the communicative effect of 
humour at CL2 is genuine aggression. It has been found that genuinely aggressive 
humour normally occurs in dyadic interactions. The speaker deploys the impoliteness 
expressions, such as insult, criticism and negative evaluations, to threaten or attack the 
target’s face, and the target also perceives face-threatening force from, and is offended 
by, the speaker’s remarks. There is no chance for either the speaker or the hearer at CL2 
to perceive humour from their interactions.  
 
Notably, there is also the case that genuinely aggressive humour is framed by the 
speaker in a playful manner, but the hearer perceives it as genuine aggression. In these 
cases, the speaker is held accountable for a two-fold intent (i.e. an intent to amuse and 
an intent to insult), since he/she usually accompanies his/her on-record impoliteness 
expressions with explicit markers of humour. These linguistic and paralinguistic cues 
of humour, which are usually presented before or after the aggressive remarks, serve to 
mitigate the face-threatening force of the aggressive remarks. However, the playful 
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nature of humour often fails to be recognised by the hearer, and therefore it becomes 
an instance of failed humour and genuine aggression at CL2. The failure is largely 
caused by a lack of recognition of the speaker’s humorous intent and/or a lack of 
agreement with the speaker’s (ostensible) impoliteness remarks. This is distinct from 
what has been observed in natural conversations, in which aggressive humour is framed 
as playful by the speaker, seldom offends the target and normally serves to demonstrate 
intimacy and enhance bonding. 
 
Genuine aggressive humour that is produced with no humorous intent from the speaker 
normally serves power-based functions at CL2. In most cases, the speaker utters the on-
record impoliteness remarks to foster conflict, to set up a boundary with the target, to 
assert and maintain status and to display superiority. Humour normally emerges at the 
point where the face-threatening force of the speaker’s aggressive statements and 
comments occur, and when the speaker’s negative disposition towards the target 
reaches its climax. Regarding genuinely aggressive humour that is produced with a two-
fold intention from the speaker’s side, humour usually aims to satisfy a binding demand, 
namely to disparage, to display power and superiority and, simultaneously, to maintain 
the bond and to share sympathy with the hearers. However, when humour fails to be 
appreciated by the hearers at CL2, the solidarity-oriented goals of aggressive humour 
also fail to be accomplished. Despite how aggressive the humorous remarks are, 
aggressive humour that is purposely contrived by the collective sender still plays a role 
in enhancing its bonding with the TV viewers at CL1 by bringing them a sense of 
amusement and superiority at the cost of the characters at CL2. In addition, the failure 
of humour at CL2 serves to enhance the humorous effect for the TV viewers at CL1 
and brings them voyeuristic pleasure, in which the TV viewers are entertained by 
watching the confrontations and skirmishes among characters. 
 
Regarding aggressive humour that is interactionally achieved as playful aggression at 
CL2, such a case of humour normally occurs as successful humour at CL2 and therefore 
is a form of Humour at both CL1 and CL2, the current study observes that this type of 
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aggressive humour in sitcom discourse demonstrate its own distinct feature, while also 
share similarities, compared with those observed in natural conversations (Haugh, 
2014,2015). 
 
The similarities are that playful aggressive humour usually normally contains salient 
humorous incongruities that can be easily deciphered by TV viewers at CL1 and the 
target at CL2. T. In addition, the speaker normally accompanies his/her face-threatening 
remarks with explicit paralinguistic (i.e. laughter) or linguistic cues (i.e. I was joking) 
(Haugh, 2014) to induce the target to process the remarks in a playful manner.  The 
difference is that in most cases, while the speaker’s playful intent has been recognised 
and his/her humour has been appreciated by other participants, the target at CL2 is not 
amused and is offended, and chooses to withhold their appreciation and take offence, 
even though he/she recognised the speaker’s playful intent and acknowledges it might 
be an unintentional face-threatening act. This is because the speaker’s humour is used 
in an inappropriate way (e.g. to disrupt the conversation) in the context, or discloses 
incorrect information or comments about the target. In this vein, the recipient of playful 
aggressive humour at CL2 is normally a third party other than the target. The target, by 
contrast, normally shows their disagreement towards the speaker’s humour as a means 
of preserving his/her own face, and this is the most distinct difference. 
 
At CL2, playful aggressive humour largely serves solidarity-oriented functions, namely 
to maintain the in-group bond and to share sympathy with the hearer. However, when 
playful aggressive humour is exploited to amuse other participants at the cost of the 
target, it rather serves power-based functions, such as to clarify the boundary between 
the two and to display superiority over the target. Additionally, it may also be the case 
that the speaker uses playful aggressive humour to disparage him- or herself. In these 
cases, humour has certain psychological functions. By wittily disparaging his/her own 
weaknesses, the speaker aims to deflect possible upcoming criticism from other 
participants. Having discussed the three major types of aggressive humour observed in 
Ipartment, the following section will introduce the types of non-aggressive humour.  
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5.3 Non-aggressive humour in Ipartment 
Non-aggressive humour can also be classified as (1) no humour, (2) intended humour, 
including both successful and failed humour, and (3) unintended humour, based on the 
speaker’s intent and the hearer’s response observed in the dataset. These types of 
humour are illustrated in the following table.  
 
Table 5.6  
Humourous intent (HI) and humorous effect (HE) of non-aggressive humour in 
Ipartment 
Types of non-aggressive humour The production 
side at CL2 (HI) 
The reception side 
 at CL2 (HE) 
Humour at CL1 only 1. No humour - - 
2. Intended humour 
  (Failed humour) 
+ - 
Humour at both CL1 and 
CL2 
 
3. Intended humour    
  (Successful humour) 
+ + 
4. Unintended humour - + 
 
As indicated in Table 5.6, when non-aggressive humour occurs as a form of Humour at 
CL1 only there are two situations of humour, namely failed humour and no humour. 
When humour occurs at both CL1 and CL2, it can be either an instance of unintended 
humour or successful humour. As opposed to in aggressive humour, non-aggressive 
humour is not always directed at the present participants as the target of humour. In 
some cases, the target of non-aggressive humour can be absent participants, objects, 
animals (as indicated in example 5.4), fictional figures, events and so on. Therefore, the 
reception side of non-aggressive humour is not specified as being the target and other 
hearers (as displayed in Table 5.2), but generally as hearers at CL2. No humour refers 
to situations where the speaker utters some non-aggressive remark without the intent to 
amuse anyone at CL2, and neither do hearers at CL2 perceive any humour, since the 
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humorous effect is only received at CL1. As a form of intended humour, failed humour 
refers to situations where the speaker has an intent to amuse the hearer at CL2, but the 
hearer fails to recognise, understand or appreciate the intent as humorous, and humour 
only amuses TV viewers at CL1. As another variant of intended humour, successful 
humour refers to scenarios where both hearers at CL2 and TV viewers at CL2 are 
amused by the speaker’s intended humour. Unintended humour includes cases where 
the speaker has no intent to amuse anyone in conversation but at least one participant 
at CL2, alongside with the TV viewers at CL1, perceives humour from the speaker’s 
non-aggressive remarks. Here is the quantitative result of these four types of non-
aggressive humour observed in Ipartment.  
 
 
Figure 5.3 The amount of non-aggressive humour (Total 1335 lines) 
As shown in Figure 5.3, there are 684 instances of non-aggressive humour which are 
failed humour at CL2 and which become Humour at CL1 only, and 530 lines of non-
aggressive humour, which is Humour at CL1 only with no humorous effect at CL2 on 
both the production and reception sides. On the other hand, 53 lines of non-aggressive 
humour are realised as successful humour at CL2 and these become instances of 
humour at both CL1 and CL2. There are 68 lines of unintended non-aggressive humour 
at CL2 and these are categorised as Humour at both CL1 and CL2. A chi-square test 
(with α = .05) was used to determine whether the amount of Humour at CL1 only (total 











Humour at CL1 only Humour at both CL1 and CL2
Failed humour No humour Unintended humour Successful humour 
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square test is statistically significant, χ² (2, N = 1335) = 9873.13, p < .0001, indicating 
that Humour at CL1 only is significantly greater than Humour at both CL1 and CL2. In 
addition, a chi-square for goodness of fit (with α = .05) was used to assess whether the 
amount of the failed humour at CL2 was more than other three types. The chi-square 
test is statistically significant, χ² (4, N = 1335) = 930.74, p < .0001, indicating that 
failed humour at CL2 can be observed as much more frequent than the other three types 
of non-aggressive humour.  
 
This result discloses two key points on humour in sitcom that are distinctly different 
from those in natural conversations. Firstly, the occurrence of failed humour is 
significantly higher than that of successful humour in sitcoms and it is distinctly 
different to that in natural conversations. It has been observed that the occurrence of 
failed humour is rather insignificant compared with humour in natural conversations 
(Bell, 2015). In sitcom discourse, the speaker usually uses non-aggressive humour with 
a humorous intent, but for various reasons, humour fails to amuse hearers at CL2. This 
finding partly reflects Brock’s (2016) argument that failed humour among characters is 
a major source of humour in sitcoms. Secondly, when humour emerges at both CL1 and 
CL2, the amount of unintended humour is greater than that of intended humour (i.e. 
successful humour), and it is also different from what has been observed in natural 
conversations. As Attardo (2012) argues, unintended humour is not as pervasive as 
intended humour in natural conversations, since the speaker usually delivers humour 
intentionally to achieve a certain communicative goal (e.g. amusement). Based on these 
findings, it can be posited that the speaking character does not always aim for 
amusement via humour but for a serious communicative meaning in characters’ 
interactions. In this sense, the speaking character’s implied meaning needs to be 
carefully assessed to determine how his/her unintended humour impacts upon 
interpersonal relations at CL2. 
 
The following part delves into the four types of non-aggressive humour from the 
perspectives of the semantic and pragmatic contents of humour, the communicative 
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effects of humour at CL2, the interpersonal functions and the social and cultural 
analyses of humour in Ipartment. 
 
5.3.1 Humour at CL1 only: failed humour at CL2 
In most cases, non-aggressive humour in Ipartment presents as Humour at CL1 only 
and becomes an instance of failed humour at CL2. It refers to a situation where the 
speaker has an intent to amuse the hearer, but the hearer does not recognise, understand 
or appreciate the speaker’s remarks as humorous. It has been observed that in most 
cases failure is caused by hearers’ lack of agreement and lack of appreciation. Although 
these humorous remarks largely serve to attend to the face need of the hearer, the hearer 
still refuses to indicate his/her appreciation due to the monotonous, platitudinous or 
inappropriate content, or the inappropriateness of the speaker’s attempt at humour. Here 
is an example of non-aggressive humour that becomes an instance of failed humour at 
CL2 with humorous effect only delivered to CL1.  
 
Example 5.4  
Context: Lisa, Xiaoxian’s boss, is visiting his apartment and is going to discuss with 
him his application to be a TV program host. As this is the first time that he has invited 
his boss to his apartment, Xiaoxian tells Lisa a joke as an ice breaker.   
 
The unit of conversational humour CL1  CL2 





334. Xiaoxian: Oh! I have a joke for you. There was this monkey,  
and one day, it saw a card hanging on a tree. So it  
climbed up to grab the card. When the monkey  
Humour Humour 




reached the card, suddenly it was struck by  
lightning. The monkey said in a sullen face, [“It’s  
an IP card, that’s what it is!” (laugh) ] 
             (canned laughter) 
335. Lisa:     (Silence and cool face) I  
 
 
335. Lisa:     (Silence and cool face) There will be a test for all  
the candidate hosts next week. All the bosses of our  







In this example, Xiaoxian intends to tell Lisa a canned joke to amuse her and to alleviate 
the awkwardness of their first private meeting. However, Xiaoxian’s joke only amuses 
the TV viewers at CL1, and becomes an instance of failed humour at CL2.  
 
Humorous incongruities can be easily identified in the following joke text: 
ē ü I I ü
 !  ! ( ! ‘There was this monkey, 
and one day, it saw a card hanging on a tree. So it climbed up to grab the card. When 
the monkey reached the card, suddenly it was struck by lightning. (1) The monkey 
said in a sullen face, “(2) it's an IP card, that’s what it is!” 
 
There are two pairs of script oppositions in this joke text. The first pair of script 
oppositions is triggered by the first part of the punch line, (1)  ‘the 
monkey said in a sullen face’. This remark contains the script, ‘a monkey can talk with 
emotion’, which is opposed to the scripts that are stored in hearers’ and TV viewers’ 
minds that ‘a money cannot talk with emotion’. The script opposition of actual and 
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unreal produces a humorous effect. The second pair of script oppositions derives from 
the second part of the punchline, (2) IP ?‘it’s an IP card, that’s what it 
is’. The punning word IP  ‘IP card’ is compatible with two incongruous scripts. The 
salient script is IP, an abbreviation from Internet Protocol10, and is usually used to refer 
to a public phone card. The implicit script is  aípī, a homophone of IP in Chinese, 
which means ‘struck by lightning’. The presence of the second part of the punchline ‘it 
is an IP card’, and the incongruous element ‘IP’ in the punchline induces the TV viewers 
to reinterpret the previous remark (bolded), ‘it was struck by lightning’ and to resort to 
the less salient script  ‘struck by lightning’ of the word ‘IP’. After resolving these 
incongruities, the humorous interpretation of the punch line is that “a monkey grabs a 
card called ‘struck by lightning’, and that’s why it was struck by lightning at the very 
moment it reached the card”. These two groups of script oppositions give rise to humour 
and successfully amuse TV viewers at CL1. The semantic and pragmatic analysis of 
non-aggressive humour in terms of the six KRs are summarised as follows:  
 
Table 5.7  
Using six KRs to analyse non-aggressive humour as failed humour at CL2 
Knowledge resources (KRs) Line 355 
Script opposition (SO) 1. Monkeys can talk with emotion/ Monkeys cannot talk with  
emotion 
2. IP card/ a pī card 
Logic mechanism (LM) Puns 
Situation (SI) A female superordinate and a male subordinate are having an 
informal interview at the male’s apartment 
Target (TA) Monkey, IP card 
Language (LA) Canned joke 
																																																								
10 IP card (2019) is abbreviated from Internet Protocol Card, which refers to phone cards that are normally used to 




Narrative strategy (NS) 1. Preface: laughter 
2. Telling: canned joke 
3. Reaction: silence, topic change 
 
Table 5.7 shows, based on the semantic and pragmatic analysis of non-aggressive 
humour (line 355), that this non-aggressive joke text contains salient humorous 
incongruities (as in SO and LM). By analysing TA, it can be found that, unlike the 
examples of aggressive humour discussed in previous sections whose targets are 
normally present characters, the targets of non-aggressive humour are usually animals, 
objects, events, fictional figures or absent characters. Although non-aggressive humour 
delivers no intentional face-threatening force to hearers at CL2, it might nevertheless 
involve aggression towards the absent target. As shown in the example above, the 
monkey and IP card become the butt of the joke. This focus reflects some social and 
cultural aspects of humour in Chinese. The monkey, for instance, is deeply rooted in 
traditional Chinese folklore culture, and is a symbol of happiness, power and 
intelligence in Chinese (Qin, 2008). There are a large number of Chinese artefacts, 
literary works and traditional operas built on the image of the monkey (Qin, 2008). For 
example, the main character  Sūn Wǔkōng ‘Monkey King’ in the one of the 
four great classical literary works in Chinese, , Journey to the West11, is a 
anthropomorphised figure of a monkey. The monkey can also function as an important 
source of humour in Chinese language and culture. The other butt of humour is the IP 
card. Although an IP card might not be an inclusive social and cultural phenomenon in 
China, the prevalence of the IP card in China between 2000 and 2008 represents an 
indispensable knowledge script to resolve the humorous incongruity in this joke. It can 
be posited that the analysis of TA provides important clues for understanding humorous 
																																																								
11  Xīyóu Ji ‘Journey to the West’ (2019) is a Chinese novel published in the 16th century during the 
Ming dynasty and was written by Wú Chéng’en. It is one of the Four Great Classical Novels of Chinese literature, 
and the other three are S2n Gu  Y n Y. ‘Romance of the Three Kingdoms’, Shu  H  
Zhu n ‘Water Margin’, and 》 H ng L u M,ng ‘Dream of the Red Chamber’. In Wikipedia. Retrieved 




incongruity in different cultural and social backgrounds. Based on the analysis of SI 
and LA, it is clear that by using a canned joke, the male subordinate’s intent is to amuse. 
However, NS shows that the female boss does not appreciate the speaker’s humour nor 
his attempt to tell a joke. 
 
The communicative effect of non-aggressive humour at CL2 is that it falls flat and 
becomes an instance of failed humour. From the production side, it is clear that the 
speaker has a salient humorous intent. He signals his humorous intent with an explicit 
linguistic clue, i.e. by saying  ‘I have a joke to share with 
you’. In addition, when he finishes telling the joke, he inserts laughter as a 
paralinguistic indication of his intent to amuse. Here, Xiaoxian uses humour as a 
politeness strategy to express his warmth and friendliness towards his boss, Lisa, who 
has come over for the first time. It serves to attend to the face needs of Lisa. However, 
by viewing her response features, we can see that Lisa is not amused by Xiaoxian’s 
joke, and does not appreciate his behaviour as appropriate and polite. She remains silent 
for a few seconds, then takes the floor and changes the topic (i.e. the test for the 
candidate host which will be held the following week) to navigate the conversation 
back to a serious communication mode. These nonverbal and verbal responses indicate 
that the humour fails to amuse the hearer, Lisa, at CL2. The following screenshots are 
also clear evidence of the communicative effect of humour at CL2.  
 
 
Screenshot 5.9 Xiaoxian’s delivery of humour Screenshot 5.10 Lisa’s response  
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As displayed in these screenshots, Xiaoxian’s intent to amuse and Lisa’s disagreement 
with Xiaoxian’s joke are obvious. Xiaoxian utters the joke in a laughing face 
(screenshot 5.9), which is indicative of his humorous intent (Haugh, 2014; Dynel, 
2016a). After hearing Xiaoxian’s joke, however, Lisa remains silent with a dead-pan 
expression but also slight annoyance in her eyes (screenshot 5.10). These paralinguistic 
clues support the argument that non-aggressive humour fails at CL2.  
 
In this example, non-aggressive humour at CL1 and CL2 both serve to perform 
solidarity-based functions. Obviously, at CL1, humour serves to amuse the TV viewers. 
At CL2, Xiaoxian deploys non-aggressive humour to entertain his boss Lisa and to 
build solidarity with her. As it is the first time he has invited his boss to his apartment, 
Xiaoxian wants to make a good impression on Lisa and ensure a greater chance of 
having his job application approved. Here, humour is used as a politeness strategy to 
reinforce solidarity and to close the distance with the hearer.  
 
5.3.2 Humour at CL1 only: no humour at CL2 
Non-aggressive humour that produces humour at CL1 only refers to situations where 
the speaker’s non-aggressive remarks only amuse TV viewers at CL1. When non-
aggressive humour occurs as no humour at CL2, the non-aggressive remark is produced 
with no humorous intent from the production side and carries no humour to the hearer 
at CL2 either. The speaker utters the non-aggressive remark, which has no intent to 
threaten the hearer’s face, in order to convey a serious communicative meaning other 
than amusement; the hearer, on the other hand, also processes the non-aggressive 
remark in a sincere and serious way.  
 
The current study observes that although these non-aggressive remarks usually contain 
explicit humorous incongruities that can be easily perceived as humorous by TV 
viewers at CL1, the hearer at CL2 is not amused by the non-aggressive remarks for the 
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following reasons. Firstly, the hearers at CL2 cannot, due to insufficient contextual or 
background information, decipher the humorous incongruity as the TV viewers at CL1 
do. This includes cases where TV viewers can easily perceive humorous incongruities 
because the speaking characters’ utterances or behaviour clash with or subvert TV 
viewers’ ordinary mental patterns or knowledge schemas, and these knowledge scripts 
are not always shared by the hearing characters in sitcom discourse (as shown in 
example 5.5). Secondly, the hearers at CL2 recognise the humorous incongruities in the 
speaker’s remarks but refuse to indicate their appreciation due to the inappropriateness 
of the humour appreciation, such as a boss’s slip of the tongue or mispronunciation in 
formal meetings.  
 
The following discussion concentrates on how characters’ non-aggressive expressions 
can be exploited as a source of humour to amuse TV viewers at CL1, but cannot be 
perceived as humorous by hearers at CL2 in the Chinese sitcom Ipartment. Here is an 
example of non-aggressive humour that produces humour to CL1 only with no 
humorous effect perceived at CL2.  
 
Example 5.5 
Context: Yifei and Xiaoxian have brought Ziqiao to receive treatment for depression 
without knowing his depression is only feigned; Ziqiao is now chatting with the 
psychotherapist in the clinic.  
 
A unit of conversational humour CL1 CL2 
322. ū  
ǐ”
322. Doctor:  When did you start to feel depressed? One week, one  
            month or half a year ago? 
  






                                (canned laughter) 
] [
               (canned laughter) 
]
323. Ziqiao:  My depression goes back to [when I was eight].   
                                  (canned laughter) 
Back then, the sky was still blue and the water was  
still clear. Chickens and ducks were free of bird flu  
and pork was safe to eat. [People would take selfies  
                    (canned laughter) 
with their clothes on], and borrowers had to repay  
their loans. They were the days when [mothers-in- 
                           (canned laughter) 
law didn’t marry their daughters off for your real    
estate, and new mothers would know who the  
fathers of their babies were].          
Statements 
(Not FTA)  
324.ū   (Silence and annoying face) 
324.Doctor:  (Silence and annoying face)      (S01E03) 
 Silence 
 
In this example, when the psychotherapist asks Ziqaio about his depression, Ziqiao 
replies with some discursive and obviously untrue remarks. At first impression, these 
remarks are incongruous and irrelevant to the doctor’s questions. However, based on 
the background information that Ziqiao’s depression is feigned and his character is slick 
and untruthful, it can be posited that Ziqiao is uttering these words with a serious 
communicative goal, namely to convince the doctor that he is truly suffering from 
depression, rather than to amuse the doctor.  
 
Humorous incongruities can be easily identified in Ziqiao’s non-aggressive remarks. 
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There are four pairs of script oppositions contained in his remarks, and all four pairs of 
script oppositions are subsumed under the general category of actual and non-actual. 
The first pair of script oppositions is triggered by Ziqiao’s utterance 
 ‘my depression goes back to when I was eight’, when the doctor asks 
Ziqiao when he first experienced depression. Ziqiao’s remark activates the script that 
‘an eight-year-old kid can get depression’, which subverts hearers’ and TV viewers’ 
ordinary mental pattern that people are not likely to develop depression at such a young 
age. These incongruous scripts give rise to a feeling of absurdity and amuse the TV 
viewers at CL1. 
 
The second group of script oppositions is activated by the remark 
 ‘people would take selfies with their clothes on’. This remark evokes an non-
actual script that ‘people will not take selfies with their clothes on nowadays’, and this 
script is incongruous with the ordinary mental pattern and the consensus that people 
should be properly dressed when taking photos with others. The third group of script 
oppositions is embedded in the remark  
‘mothers-in-law didn’t marry their daughters off for your real estate’. This remark 
implicates that ‘nowadays, mothers-in-law always demand their sons-in-law buy real 
estate for their daughters’. Admittedly, in Chinese society these days, more and more 
females and their families view whether a male can afford a new house or not as an 
important factor in determining whether he is a suitable husband, but this script conveys 
an exaggerated fact since the majority still cannot represent the whole group of Chinese 
females. The last pair of script oppositions is contained in the remark 
 ‘new mothers would know who the fathers of their babies were’. The script 
contained in this remark is that ‘nowadays, new mothers are not always sure who their 
baby’s father is’. This script is obviously incongruous and clashes with the TV viewers’ 
ordinary mental pattern that ‘to know who is the father of a new-born is not a difficult 
thing’.  
 
When incongruities arise in these remarks, they induce the TV viewers to seek a 
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resolution. Based on the knowledge scripts stored in TV viewers’ minds, the 
incongruous scripts in Ziqiao’s remarks demonstrate evident connections to the social 
and moral issues prominent at that time (2008-2009) in Chinese society. They therefore 
induce the TV viewers to resort to the knowledge scripts of the widely-discussed social 
issues, such as  yànzhào mén ‘the photo scandal of celebrities,’12 and hotly-
debated moral issues such as whether mothers-in-law should ask for a new house from 
their son-in-law, or marital infidelity. When these social concerns are expressed via the 
characters in the fictional world, it surprises the TV viewers and evokes sympathetic 
feelings in them. At the same time, the hearers at CL2 might not share the same 
knowledge scripts with the TV viewers and cannot perceive humour from the speaker’s 
remarks. Therefore, humour is only delivered to TV viewers at CL1. The semantic and 
pragmatic analysis of non-aggressive humour in terms of the six KRs is summarised as 
follows:  
 
Table 5.8  
Using six KRs to analyse non-aggressive humour as no humour at CL2 
Knowledge resources (KRs) Line 323 
Script opposition (SO) 1. A person can get depression at the age of eight / a person  
cannot get depression at the age of eight 
2. People are always naked when taking selfies/ people are 
not always naked when taking selfies 
3. Mother-in-law always demands a new house from son-in-
law / mother-in-law does not always demand a new house 
from son-in-law 
4. The father of a newborn is not always clear/ The father of 
																																																								
12	  (2019) yànzhào mén ‘Edison Chen photo scandal’ occurred at the beginning of 2008. It describes an 
incident in which many private sex photos of a famous Hong Kong actor, Edison Chen, and other actresses were 
released on an online forum without the permission of the persons concerned. The incident stirred wide discussion 





a newborn is always clear 
Logic mechanism (LM) Exaggeration 
Situation (SI) A psychotherapist and a patient are chatting in a clinic 
Target (TA) Social and moral issues 
Language (LA) Parallel exaggerated statement 
Narrative strategy (NS) 1. Preface: no preface 
2. Telling: overstatement 
3. Reaction: silence 
 
Table 5.8, based on the semantic and pragmatic analysis of non-aggressive humour, 
shows that this non-aggressive remark contains salient humorous incongruities (as 
shown in SO and LM). The LM of humour is exaggeration. Humour arises from 
Xiaoxian’s non-aggressive and exaggerated description of social concerns that are 
predominant in the real world. Although there is no aggression communicated between 
the two characters, his remarks reveal the implicit criticism of the scriptwriters towards 
the target, namely the social and moral issues. The TA of humour indicates the 
characteristics of humour in Chinese sitcom discourse. To be more specific, the 
characters’ implicit criticism or disparagement of widely-discussed issues in the real 
world is exploited as an important resource of humour in sitcom discourse. This form 
of humour can not only amuse but also arouse sympathy from TV viewers by building 
rapport with them and expressing their concerns through characters’ speeches. However, 
the knowledge scripts that are required to resolve the humorous incongruities and 
implicit criticism are only accessible to TV viewers at CL1; hearers at CL2 can hardly 
perceive any humour from the speaker’s remarks at all.  
 
The communicative effect of humour at CL2 is no humour. From the production side, 
the speaker has no intent to amuse anyone at CL2. By regarding the contextual 
information, it is clear that Ziqiao does not want to be caught in a lie and aims to 
convince the doctor that he indeed has depression. Therefore, his intent to communicate 
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serious and sincere information is more salient. In addition, the paralinguistic clue (i.e. 
serious tone of voice) ands the absence of preface are also indicative of Ziqiao’s intent 
to speak in a serious manner. Obviously, Ziqiao’s remarks are not intended to threaten 
the doctor’s face; instead, his remarks are conveyed to attend to the face need of the 
doctor (i.e. the want to be answered). In addition, by perceiving the surface meaning, it 
is clear that these remarks convey no face-threatening force towards the hearer. These 
remarks are then followed by the doctor’s silence. As Bell (2015) mentions, silence can 
be an indication of the hearer’s disagreement with the speaker’s humour. In this sense, 
humour appreciation is absent from the reception side at CL2. Obviously, silence is an 
indication of disagreement with humour, but it is hard to determine if the silence also 
indicates that the hearer is offended in this scene, even though the hearer might feel 
offended upon realising that Ziqiao has lied to him. At this moment, however, there is 
no clear indication that the hearer is offended. Therefore, it should be considered as a 
case of non-aggressive humour, since there is no humorous effect produced or received 
at CL2. The following screenshots also reinforce this point.  
 
 
Screenshot 5.11 Ziqiao’s delivery of non-aggressive remarks Screenshot 5.12 Doctor’s 
response 
	
As these screenshots show, Ziqiao (screenshot 5.11) utters these remarks with a slightly 
sad face, lying on the couch and looking at the ceiling with gloom in his eyes. His 
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posture and facial expression seem to indicate his sadness and seriousness in uttering 
these remarks. On the other hand, the doctor’s (screenshot 5.12) facial expression (i.e. 
eye-closing and turning down the corners of the mouth) clearly shows his disagreement 
and slight annoyance with Ziqiao’s nonsensical remarks. These screenshots clearly 
demonstrate that there is no humour produced or perceived at CL2. 
 
The interpersonal functions of non-aggressive humour based on the two communicative 
levels are two-fold. At CL1, humour is primarily solidarity-based. Obviously, the 
collective sender uses humour to amuse the TV viewers, to share sympathy and to 
enhance bonding with them. By expressing common concern about real world social 
and moral issues through characters’ talk, the collective sender aims to promote a 
sympathetic response in the TV viewer. In addition, the collective sender intends to 
reinforce the in-group bond with TV viewers by implicitly delivering criticism of these 
negative social and moral phenomena. At CL2, these non-aggressive remarks largely 
serve a psychological function, namely to deal with the contextual issue; here, to defend 
against the doctor’s query.   
 
5.3.3. Humour at both CL1 and CL2: unintended humour 
When non-aggressive humour occurs as Humour at both CL1 and CL2, it can be a result 
of unintended humour at CL2. This refers to cases where the speaker has no intent to 
amuse anyone, but at least one hearer at CL2 appreciates the speaker’s remark as 
humorous. It encompasses two situations, and they are: (1) the hearer recognises that 
the speaker has no intent to amuse but still demonstrates his/her appreciation; and (2) 
the hearer mistakenly recognises the speaker’s humorous intent, which is absent from 
the conversation, and then demonstrates his/her appreciation. The current study 
observes that the second case is more pervasive in Ipartment. The following is an 
example of non-aggressive humour in Ipartment, which is categorised as unintended 




Context: This is the first time that Guangu meets Xiaoxue, who later becomes his 
girlfriend. As a Japanese person visiting China for only a few months, Guangu’s 
Chinese is not proficient enough to fully understand the cultural connotations of some 
expressions in Chinese, and thus a misunderstanding occurs in their conversation.   
 
A unit of conversational humour CL1 CL2 
476. à    ! 
476. Guangu:   I think you are pretty! 
 Positive  
politeness  
strategy 
477.     
477. Xiaoxue:  Where, where. (You overpraised me) 
  
478. à    [   
                   (canned laughter) 
 ],  
 ü  
478. Guangu: Where? [I think your hair, eyes, eyebrows,  
                    (canned laughter) 
             mouth, nose and ears are all pretty.] Although I  
can’t see your eyebrows very clearly, I can  






479.    (Laughter)  




In this example, when Guangu compliments Xiaoxue by saying ‘I think you are pretty’, 
Xiaoxue responds with a self-effacing remark  nálǐ, nálǐ ‘where, where’ 
(You overpraised me).13 Humour arises from Guangu’s misinterpretation of Xiaoxue’s 
																																																								
13	 The expression  nálǐ has several meanings in different contexts. It is usually used in questions and means 
‘where’. It can also be used in statements to indicate the speaker’s negation towards another’s opinion or statement 
(Hanyu Dictionary, p. 1129). When the speaker repeats the word by saying  nálǐ, nálǐ, this 
expression, as usually conventionally interpreted, is a self-effacing strategy in responding to another’s compliment 
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ambiguous remark. The surface meaning of Xiaoxue’s remark is ‘where or which part 
(of my appearance) do you think is pretty?’. However, in Chinese, nálǐ, 
nálǐ is more commonly used as a self-effacing response when being complimented by 
a new acquaintance during a first meeting, and it is usually used to imply ‘you 
overpraise me, and I don’t deserve such a compliment’. Obviously, the salient script of 
the expression ,  nálǐ, nálǐ in this context is the implicit meaning, namely 
‘you overpraised me’, rather than its surface meaning, ‘where or which part do you 
think is pretty’. However, as a non-native Chinese speaker, Guangu misinterprets 
,  nálǐ, nálǐ by resorting to its surface meaning, namely ‘where or which part 
do you think is pretty’ and responds 
 ‘I think your hair, eyes, eyebrows, mouth, nose and ears are all pretty’. 
Guangu’s misunderstanding activates the less salient script of the expression ,
 nálǐ, nálǐ, and gives rise to humorous incongruity. The semantic and pragmatic 
analysis of non-aggressive humour in terms of the six KRs is summarised as follows:  
 
Table 5.9  
Using six KRs to analyse non-aggressive humuor as unintended humour at CL2 
Knowledge resources (KRs) Line 478 
Script opposition (SO) The surface meaning of nálǐ, nálǐ / the implicit meaning of 
nálǐ, nálǐ 
Logic mechanism (LM) Misunderstanding 
Situation (SI) A male and a female, who meet for the first time, are talking 
in a living room.  
Target (TA) Xiaoxue 
Language (LA) Question and answer 
Narrative strategy (NS) 1. Preface: no preface 
2. Telling: compliment  
3. Reaction: laughter and positive comments  
																																																								




Table 5.9, based on the semantic and pragmatic analysis of non-aggressive humour, 
shows that Guangu’s non-aggressive remark contains salient humorous incongruities 
(as in SO and LM). The expression,  nálǐ, nálǐ in Chinese contains two 
compatible scripts, namely the surface meaning and its cultural connotation. Humour 
derives from Guangu’s misunderstanding of Xiaoxue’s intended meaning in using this 
expression. The misunderstanding is caused by his limited language level and 
knowledge level in recognising the cultural connotations of the Chinese expression 
,  nálǐ, nálǐ. The incongruous script activated in Guangu’s remark (line 478) 
subverts both the hearer Xiaoxue’s and the TV viewers at CL1’s expectations and gives 
rise to humour at two communicative levels.  
 
The communicative effect of non-aggressive humour at CL2 is that humour is produced 
and received as an instance of unintended humour at CL2. Regarding the production 
side, the speaker Guangu utters this non-aggressive remark without any intent to amuse; 
instead, his remark is delivered as a positive politeness strategy to compliment the 
hearer Xiaoxue’s appearance. By taking into account the context and background 
information, it can be inferred that Guangu does not deliberately misinterpret Xiaoxue’s 
remark with a view to amusement. Rather, humour arises from the unintentionally 
humorous behaviour of the speaker. In what follows, Xiaoxue responds to Guangu’s 
compliment with laughter and a positive comment on Gunagu’s behaviour by saying 
 ‘you are funny’. Based on Xiaoxue’s response, it can be posited that 
she appreciates Guangu’s remark as humorous due to a false recognition of Guangu’s 
humorous intent. Although humour is unintentionally produced, these non-aggressive 
remarks serve to boost the hearer’s positive face and successfully close the distance and 
reinforce the solidarity between these two new acquaintances. Politeness and humorous 
effect are therefore intertwined in Guangu’s remarks. The following screenshots also 




Screenshot 5.13 Guangu’s delivery of non-aggressive remarks Screenshot 5.14 
Xiaoxue’s response 
	
Due to the angle of the camera, Guangu’s facial expressions cannot be fully captured 
in screenshot 5.13, when he looks at Xiaoxue. However, Guangu’s misunderstanding 
of Xiaoxue’s utterances can be largely inferred through his tone of voice and his 
subsequent behaviours. To be more specific, he repeats Xiaoxian’s expression  
nálǐ in a puzzled tone of voice and then has a careful look at her face before giving his 
answer to Xiaoxue’s question (i.e. the surface meaning, where or which part do you 
think is pretty?). These paralinguistic clues reinforce the argument that Guangu indeed 
misunderstands Xiaoxue’s intended meaning and indicates that Guangu intends to 
respond to Xiaoxue’s query in a sincere manner rather than by amusing her. Xiaoxue’s 
facial expression (screenshot 5.14) (i.e. laughing face and eye contact with Guangu) 
clearly shows that she is amused by Guangu’s remarks. She appreciates Guangu’s 
remarks as humorous and positively comments on his attempt at humour. These 
screenshots clearly show that unintended humour emerges at CL2. 
 
The interpersonal function of non-aggressive humour is solidarity-based at both CL1 
and CL2. At CL1, humour still serves to enhance bonding with TV viewers. At CL2, 
although misunderstanding occurs as unintended humour, it does play a role in 
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reinforcing solidarity and closing distance with the hearer. As it is the first time they 
have met, Guangu’s compliments to Xiaoxue being perceived as unintended humour 
largely eliminates the embarrassment of the situation and successfully leaves a good 
impression with the hearer, as her positive comments on Guangua’s behaviour indicate. 
Although the humour is unintentionally produced, Guangu’s non-aggressive remark 
serves to boost the hearer’s positive face, and thus plays a positive role in enhancing 
the bond between them.  
 
5.3.4 Humour at both CL1 and CL2: Successful humour 
When non-aggressive humour occurs as Humour at both CL1 and CL2, it can be a result 
of successful humour at CL2. This refers to cases where the speaker has a humorous 
intent to amuse hearers at CL2, and at least one hearer at CL2 also recognises the 
speaker’s intent and appreciates his/her humour by contributing linguistic or 
paralinguistic humour support strategies. As mentioned earlier, humour can be 
supported by laughter or other linguistic strategies, such as explicit positive 
evaluations/comment, (partial) repetition, echoing or elaborating the topic and playing 
along with humour (Hay, 2001). The current study observes that linguistic humour 
support strategies, especially the last two (i.e. echo or elaborate the topic and play along 
with humour) are more pervasive in Ipartment. Here is an example of non-aggressive 
humour in Ipartment, which is categorised as successful humour at CL2, and the 
speaker’s humour is supported by hearers’ humour.  
 
Example 5.7 
Context: Ziqiao is sharing with Yifei, Zhanbo and Meijia the story that he was found 
by a talent scout on the street. Yifei doubts the credibility of the whole story and she 
thinks that the so-called talent scout must be a fraud, whereas Ziqiao insists that the 
talent scout is real and he is going to be a movie star soon.  
 
A unit of conversational humour  CL1  CL2 
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127. [   
           I  
            
127. Ziqiao:  I have a proper manager now. She is going to plan  
my way to stardom. I believe Prince Charming will  
eventually ride in on a white horse, and gold will  
always glitter.  
  
128.  [ ]                                                           
                                  (canned laughter) 
128.Yifei:   The one who is riding in on a white horse is not  
           always Prince Charming, [he could be Monk Tang  
                    (canned laughter) 




129. ǔ  P I , [  
                                      (canned laughter) 
                       ]  
129. Zhanbo: These two lines are cliché. I got some new ones from  
           the Internet. [The one who burns joss sticks isn’t  
                     (canned laughter)  




joking as a 
politeness 
strategy) 
130. , [ ā  
                      (canned laughter) 
           ] 
130. Yifei:  I also got new ones. [The one who has tattoos isn’t  
                           (canned laughter) 




joking as a 
politeness 
strategy) 
131. , [  
                         (canned laughter) 





131. Meijia: I’ve got one too, I’ve got one. [The one who can fly  
                                   (canned laughter) 
          up in the sky isn’t necessarily a bird, he could be Li  
          Ning (laughter)].      
joking as a 
politeness 
strategy) 
132.   <Shared laughter> 




In this conversation, Ziqiao is rather confident that he is on his way to stardom and says 
I  ‘I believe Prince Charming 
will eventually ride in on a white horse, and gold will always glitter’. Then, Yifei 
initiates a humorous communication mode by elaborating on Ziqaio’s remark, saying, 
 ‘The one who is riding in on a white horse 
is not always Prince Charming, he could be Monk Tang’. Humour derives from Yifei’s 
witty and creative use of popular cyber expressions, which is highly relevant to Ziqiao’s 
remark. The cyber languages quoted by Yifei in line 128 echoes the knowledge script 
contained in Ziqiao’s remark that ‘the one who is always riding in on a white horse is 
Prince Charming’, and introduces a new script that ‘Monk Tang is also the one who is 
always riding in on a white horse’. The new script clashes with the script in Ziqiao’s 
remark (i.e. Prince Charming is the one who is always riding a white horse). The 
background information that helps resolve the humorous incongruity is that in one of 
the four great Chinese classical novels, Journey to the West, Monk Tang (a monk in the 
Tang Dynasty, also commonly called Xuanzang), the main character, is always riding 
in on a white horse on his journey to west, and this classic image is deeply ingrained in 
viewers’ minds. Therefore, Yifei’s quotation produces a script opposition between 
‘Prince charming is riding in on a white horse’ and ‘Monk Tang is riding in on a white 
horse’, and successfully amuses both the hearers at CL2 and the TV viewers at CL1.  
 
As a means to support Yifei’s humour, Zhanbo quotes another humorous text that is 
widely transmitted in the cyber community, saying, ‘the one who burns joss sticks isn’t 
necessarily a monk, it could be a panda’. Zhanbo’s quotation perfectly matches the 
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sentence structure of Yifei’s quotation. Humour rests on the two incongruous scripts in 
this remark that ‘a monk burns joss sticks’ and ‘a panda burns joss sticks’. The 
background knowledge is that, at that time, there was an internet worm virus called 
 ‘panda burns joss sticks’, which was highly contagious, extremely malicious 
and successfully set off a national panic among netizens in China at the beginning of 
2007. With this background information in mind, therefore, the hearer can decipher the 
script opposition (i.e. ‘monk burns joss sticks’ and ‘panda burns joss sticks’) and 
perceive humour from Zhanbo’s quotation.  
 
To extend the humorous sequence, Yifei contributes another new humorous text, ā
 ‘The one who has tattoos isn’t necessarily a 
gangster, he could be Yue Fei. The background cultural knowledge to resolve the 
humorous incongruity in this quotation comes from a well-known folk story about a 
General, Yue Fei, in the Southern Song dynasty. It is said that when Yue Fei was young, 
he wished to join the army and to defend his country, but he was also worried about his 
elderly mother. To encourage Yue Fei, his mother tattooed four Chinese characters 
 jīng zhōng bào guó ‘serve the country loyally’ on his back and then sent him 
to the army. After activating the script of this well-known folk story, hearers and TV 
viewers can resolve the humorous incongruities (i.e. the one who has a tattoo could also 
be Yue Fei, a heroic figure) in Yifei’s quotation (line 130).  
 
In what follows, the other participant, Meijia, also joins the humorous sequence by 
contributing another new quotation ! ‘The 
one who can fly up in the sky isn’t necessarily a bird, he could be Li Ning!’. The 
background knowledge required to decode the humorous incongruity is that at the 
opening ceremony of the 2008 Olympic Games held in Beijing, Li Ning, the first 
Chinese inductee into the International Gymnastics Hall of Fame, ignited the cauldron 
after being hoisted high into the air with cables and miming running around the rim of 
the stadium. Bearing this information in mind, the hearer and TV viewers can perceive 
humour from the two opposed scripts (i.e. a bird can fly up in the sky and Li Ning can 
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fly up in the sky) in the quotation (line 131). The semantic and pragmatic analysis of 
non-aggressive humour in terms of the six KRs is summarised as follows:  
 
Table 5.10  
Using six KRs to analyse non-aggressive humuor as successful humour at CL2 
Knowledge 
resources (KRs) 




is always riding 
in on a white 
horse/ Monk 
Tang is always 
riding in on a 
white horse 
Monks burn joss 
sticks/ Pandas 
burn joss sticks 
Gangsters have 
tattoos/ Yue Fei 
has tattoos 
A bird can fly 
up in the sky/ 
Li Ning can 






Situation (SI) Two males and two females are chatting at the living room  










Language (LA) Parallel sentences, quotations 
Narrative strategy 
(NS) 
1. Preface: no preface 
2. Telling: cyber humorous texts  
3. Reaction: joint humour, laughter 
 
As shown in Table 5.10, based on the semantic and pragmatic analysis of non-
aggressive humour, the non-aggressive remarks (i.e. line 129 to 131) of the three 
characters (i.e. Yifei, Zhanbo and Meijia) contain salient humorous incongruities (as 
shown in SO and LM). Humorous effect arises from the three characters’ witty use of 
cyber language and its successful integration with the context. The TA of humour in 
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this example reveals some social and cultural aspects of humour in Chinese sitcom 
discourse. The targets in line 128, namely Prince Charming and Monk Tang, represent 
two important figures in Western and Chinese cultures respectively. To be more specific, 
Prince Charming is a well-known figure in Western fairy tales, and is a borrowed image 
in Chinese culture. He is an embodiment of romance and love. By contrast, Monk Tang, 
also a famous figure in Chinese historical and literary works, is depicted as leading a 
life of self-denial and mortification. The image of Monk Tang is distinctly different 
from the image of Prince Charming, and when these two figures appear in an analogy 
it gives rise to incongruity. Similarly, when monks (i.e. people) and pandas (i.e. 
animals), gangsters (i.e. villains) and Yue Fei (i.e. heroes), birds (i.e. animals) and Li 
Ning (i.e. people), appear in the same analogy respectively, it is abnormal and 
incongruous. To resolve the incongruities of these humorous lines, hearers need to 
resort to the knowledge scripts of the cultural information (i.e. Monk Tang, Yue Fei) 
and important social events (i.e. Panda burns joss sticks and Li Ning at the opening of 
the Beijing Olympic Games) that have occurred in recent years. As demonstrated in NS 
(i.e. reaction), the hearers at CL2 successfully decipher the incongruous scripts and 
perceive humour.   
 
Therefore, the communicative effect of humour at CL2 is successful humour. From the 
production side, the speakers, Yifei, Zhanbo and Meijia deliver the humorous 
quotations with salient intentions to amuse. The explicit incongruities contained in their 
quotations and their laughter (line 131) are clear evidence of their humorous intent. 
Yifei, who initiates the humorous frame, uses humour to amuse the other participants 
in what is clearly politeness-oriented behaviour. Still, Yifei’s humour conveys jocular 
disagreement with Ziqiao’s remark (i.e. the one who rides on a white horse is always 
Prince Charming). Obviously, her humour does not mean to threaten Ziqiao’s face, and 
Ziqiao, conversely, does not perceive any face-threatening force from Yifei’s remark. 
Therefore, it is an instance of non-aggressive humour. Observing the response features 
of humour, the other two characters then contribute more humour to support Yifei’s 
humour. By noting the sentence structure and pragmatic orientation of the humorous 
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texts that are contributed by Zhanbo and Meijia, we can see that these humorous texts 
are highly structurally and pragmatically cohesive to the previous humorous turn and 
are introduced to extend the humorous sequence established by Yifei. In this sense, 
Zhanbo and Meijia’s joint humour is also an act of politeness in nature and is an evident 
linguistic clue of their appreciation and support for Yifei’s humour. Lastly, these three 
characters contribute shared laughter, which indicates that humour is successfully 
communicated at CL2. The following screenshots are also indicative that the 
communicative effects of non-aggressive humour at CL2 constitute an instance of 
successful humour.  
 
    
Screenshot 5.15 Yifei’s delivery of humour   Screenshot 5.16 Zhanbo’s joint humour 
 
 




Screenshot 5.15 above shows Yifei’s smiling face when uttering these humorous lines, 
clearly implying her intent to amuse. Screenshot 5.16 shows Zhanbo’s exaggerated 
facial expressions (i.e. pretending to cry while the corners of his mouth betray a smile), 
and these are also paralinguistic clues of his humorous intent. Screenshot 5.17 shows 
Meijia’s laughing face and joyful gesture (i.e. raising up a hand to imitate flying and 
these provide further evidence of her humorous intent in uttering these lines. Lastly, 
screenshot 5.18 shows that these four characters are laughing together, and reinforces 
the point that humour successfully amuses hearers, Meijia, Ziqiao, Zhanbo and Yifei 
and becomes an instance of successful humour.  
 
The interpersonal functions of non-aggressive humour in this example are primarily 
solidarity-oriented at both of the two communicative levels. At CL1, humour serves to 
amuse the TV viewers. At CL2, Yifei initiates the humour sequence to convey jocular 
disagreement with Ziqiao’s remark and also aims to amuse and arouse sympathy from 
the other participants, Meijia and Zhanbo. Therefore, humour serves a role of 
reinforcing solidarity and enhancing in-group bonding with the other two characters, 
Meijia and Zhanbo. The joint humour contributed by Zhanbo and Meijia largely serves 
to share sympathy, to demonstrate their agreement and to reinforce the in-group bond 
between Yifei, Zhanbo and Meijia. As has been argued, co-constructed humour serves 
to facilitate intimacy among interlocutors and solidarity among interlocutors is also 
gradually enhanced through their joint achievement of humour (Holmes, 2006b). 
 
5.3.5 Summary 
Regarding the major characteristics of non-aggressive humour, the current study 
observes that there are two major types of non-aggressive humour in Ipartment, namely 
Humour at CL1 only and Humour at both CL1 and CL2. When non-aggressive humour 
becomes Humour at CL1 only, it can be the result of failed humour or no humour at 
CL2. In most cases, the speaker deploys non-aggressive humour with a salient intent to 
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amuse the hearer, however, it still fails to amuse the hearer at CL2 due to the 
inappropriateness of the humour in the situated context. There is also the case that while 
non-aggressive humour amuses TV viewers at CL2, it is delivered without humorous 
intent from the speaker’s side and no humour is perceived by the hearer either. Based 
on an in-depth analysis of non-aggressive humour as a form of Humour at CL1 only, 
some key features can be summarised as follows.  
 
The most distinctive feature of the humour mechanisms of non-aggressive intentional 
humour at CL1 only is that the speaker produces a humorous effect by depicting 
imaginary and funny events or scenarios, retelling his/her own funny stories, narrating 
canned jokes and wittily retelling classic artworks (i.e. movie or literary works). Here, 
humour conveys no aggression to the hearer at all, and is largely used as a politeness 
strategy to attend to the hearer’s face and to enhance solidarity. Owing to the non-
aggressive nature of the humour, the speaker normally delivers it with a salient clue 
indicating his/her intent to amuse. The speaker accompanies his/her humour with 
explicit paralinguistic (e.g. smiling face) or linguistic clues (e.g. here is a joke and I 
was joking) to signal their intent. In addition, the salient incongruities in humorous texts 
are indicative of their humorous intent. However, these humour strategies normally 
require a high level of social and cultural engagement on the part of the hearer to decode 
the humour. The hearer must join in with the sequence, be devoted to resolving the 
punch line of jokes, listen carefully to catch the funny part of the personal story, and 
recall the classic masterpieces so as to fully understand its humorous reproduction. In 
this sense, when these humour strategies are deployed in a way that interrupts serious 
talk, the risk they will be received as inappropriate is higher, since they require the 
hearer to divert more focus towards resolving the humorous incongruities. Therefore, 
these humour strategies stand a greater chance of failing at CL2 while humour can only 
be received by TV viewers at CL1, as they are already immersed in a humorous 
communication mode.  
 
Non-aggressive humour normally serves solidarity-based functions at CL2. When non-
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aggressive humour is presented as intentional humour, the speaker’s central aims are to 
enhance their bond with and to arouse sympathy from the hearer. When non-aggressive 
humour is presented as unintentional humour, the speaker normally aims to fulfil a 
serious communicative goal (e.g. to cope with contextual problems) other than 
amusement.  
 
When non-aggressive humour occurs as a form of Humour at both CL1 and CL2, it is 
different from the cases of non-aggressive humour that occur as Humour at CL1 only, 
where the speaker delivers non-aggressive humour with a salient intent to amuse the 
hearer. Non-aggressive humour that amuses hearers at CL2 and TV viewers at CL1 
often occurs when the speaker has no intent to amuse. In other words, the hearer at CL2 
recognises and appreciates the speaker’s humour under false recognition of the 
speaker’s humorous intent, or the hearer recognises that the speaker has no intent to 
amuse but still indicates his/her appreciation of the speaker’s humour. Apart from the 
cases where the speaker’s humorous intent is absent, it can also be the case that the 
speaker has an intent to amuse and the hearer appreciates it as humorous and deploys 
strategies to support the speaker’s humour. This has been observed as a prototypical 
and major form of humour in natural conversations (Attardo, 2012), but in sitcom 
discourse this situation does not appear to be significant. Based on an in-depth analysis, 
the key features of non-aggressive humour that produce humour at both CL1 and CL2 
can be summarised as follows: 
 
The most distinctive feature of the humour mechanisms of non-aggressive humour as a 
form of Humour at both CL1 and CL2 is that the humour occurs in situations where the 
speaker’s utterances are delivered with a serious communicative meaning other than 
humour, but the hearer perceives humour from the unintentional humorous remarks. 
Humour largely rests on the speaker’s mispronunciation, misunderstanding, social gaffe 
and slip of the tongue. Notably, although these minor and amusing conversational faults 
might disrupt the flow of conversation, their disruptive nature does not appear to be 
prominent in the local communicative context, and therefore it has the chance of being 
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perceived as humorous by the hearer. The current study observes that non-aggressive 
humour which amuses hearers at both communicative levels normally contains a short 
punch line with a salient humorous incongruity that can be easily detected by hearers 
and does not require a high level of engagement to resolve the script opposition, as do 
the other types of non-aggressive humour discussed in the previous section. Therefore, 
these humour strategies can be easily appreciated as humorous by both the hearers at 
CL2 and TV viewers at CL1. 
 
As the other form of non-aggressive humour (i.e. Humour at CL1 only), non-aggressive 
humour discussed in this section also primarily plays solidarity-oriented roles at CL2. 
Although in most cases non-aggressive humour is intentionally produced by the speaker, 
the presence of humour does serve to close the distance, eliminate estrangement and 
facilitate solidarity among the characters. When non-aggressive humour is presented as 
intentional humour, the speaker’s central aims are to enhance the in-group bond, to 
share sympathy and to display intimacy with other participants in the conversation.  
 
In a nutshell, based on the discussion of aggressive humour and non-aggressive humour 
in Ipartment, it is possible to identify some key features of humour in sitcom that are 
distinctly different from that in natural conversations. Firstly, the occurrence of 
aggressive humour is far more prevalent than that of non-aggressive humour in sitcom 
discourse. This might be slightly different from what has been observed in natural 
conversations. Although there is no ready evidence to verify that non-aggressive 
humour is more frequently used than aggressive humour in natural conversations, 
previous studies have consistently asserted that aggressive humour is a risky form of 
humour which is highly sensitive to various social factors, such as degree of intimacy, 
social distance, power, gender and so on (Coates, 2007; Lampert & Ervin-Tripp, 2006; 
Schnurr & Chan, 2011). Therefore, to guarantee aggressive humour will achieve its 
intended communicative goals, the speaker needs to take these social factors into 
account. Thus, it is reasonable to presume that aggressive humour can only be used in 
certain social encounters (e.g. friends’ talk) and by some participants (e.g. the one who 
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has a greater power). It is not as cost-efficient as non-aggressive humour and therefore 
is not as pervasive as non-aggressive humour in real interactions.  
 
Secondly, in sitcom discourse, humour and especially aggressive humour is largely 
produced with no humorous intent from the speaker’s side, and nor does the hearer 
perceive any humour from the interaction. In natural conversations, however, humour 
mostly arises in situations where the speaker has an intent to amuse and the hearer also 
perceives the humour as humorous, be it aggressive humour or non-aggressive humour. 
Thirdly, the occurrence of failed humour is far more prevalent than successful humour 
in sitcom discourse, and this result is different from Bell (2015)’s finding that failed 
humour only occupies a rather small portion in natural conversations. Despite these 
divergences, there is one common feature vis-à-vis responses to failed humour in both 
natural conversations and sitcom discourse. To be more specific, when hearers adopt 
an impoliteness strategy to respond to the speaker’s failed humour, he/she is more prone 
to attack the hearer than to defend him/herself. It can be explained in terms that the 
hearer perceives the speaker’s joke-telling as inappropriate and the speaker’s 
inappropriate behaviour needs to be censured, and therefore the speaker’s attempt at 
humour is viewed as an attackable offense by the other interlocutors (Bell, 2009, p. 
156).  
 
Last but not least, the high discrepancy between the amounts of Humour at CL1 only 
and Humour at both CL1 and CL2 reflects the essential nature of humour in sitcom 
discourse – that is, that characters’ interactions are ultimately exploited to amuse TV 
viewers at CL1. The major source of humour for TV viewers at CL1 lies in characters’ 
non-humorous interactions rather than their humorous interactions. It is supportive to 
the point that aggressive humour is especially prominent in sitcom discourse. 
Aggression is not only communicated between the ratified characters on screen, but 
also implicitly negotiated between CL1 and CL2. The collective sender exploits the 
non-humorous or even hurtful events, interactions and activities among characters at 
CL2 (e.g. conflicts, fights, embarrassing interactions, social gaffes, miscommunication 
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and so on) to amuse TV viewers at CL1. By intentionally highlighting characters’ 
inferior and dim-witted aspects, the collective sender directs aggression towards 
characters at CL2 and invites TV viewers to laugh at the characters’ weaknesses and 
foolishness, as a means to provoke sympathy in and enhance the alignment between 
TV viewers and collective sender at CL1.  
 
5.3.6 Discussion 
In addition to summarising the characteristics of aggressive and non-aggressive humour 
observed in Chinese sitcom discourse, the current study also discussed the 
characteristics of impoliteness as a source of humour and responses to impoliteness in 
Chinese sitcom discourse in relation to those observed in English sitcom discourse, as 
well as the specific characteristics of Chinese impoliteness. Moreover, this study also 
tapped into the intricate relations between humour and impoliteness by investigating 
why some impoliteness expressions carry humorous potential while others do not.  
 
In an earlier study of humour and impoliteness in English sitcom discourse, Dynel 
(2015) observed three major different forms of impoliteness that might have the 
potential to produce humour. Based on Dynel’s (2015, p. 165) descriptions, the first 
form of impoliteness encompasses cases in which the speaker has legitimate power to 
use conventionalised impoliteness expressions in situations where marked and salient 
face-threatening acts do not appear to be face-threatening (e.g. the superior’s use of 
imperative mood or negative evaluations towards subordinates). This form of 
impoliteness normally emerges in situations where there is an apparent power gap 
between the speaker and the hearer, which allows for the display of legitimate power 
by the speaker, and it cannot be called prototypical impoliteness as the speaker’s 
impolite acts can be largely neutralised by his/her legitimate power (Dynel, 2015, p. 
166). The second form of  impoliteness is also named as “reasonable hostility” and 
“situation-appropriate face-attack” in situated contexts, and it involves the legitimate 
occurrence of behaviour that would be conventionally related with impoliteness in 
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discourse contexts such as a workplace, court and so on (Dynel, 2015, p. 168). The last 
form of impoliteness refers to situations where the speaker uses unmitigated verbal 
aggression towards the target, who also enjoys a close relationship with the speaker (e.g. 
friends and family members), and the speaker believes that their verbal aggression 
would not cause offence and incur any negative effects towards the target (Dynel, 2015, 
p. 173). However, Dynel (2015) notes, although most of these cases of impoliteness can 
be legitimated or neutralised by the legitimate power or the norms of communication 
in the situated contexts, there are still some cases of highly salient verbal aggression 
that cannot be fully justified and therefore become impolite and inappropriate from the 
reception end.  
 
The current study observes that in Ipartment most impoliteness arises from the last case, 
that is, legitimated impoliteness in close relationships. However, as can be inferred from 
the quantitative results displayed in Figure 5.2 in section 5.2, most of the characters’ 
impolite acts are not justified by their close relationships, and the target normally gets 
offended by the speaker’s aggressive humour. Furthermore, there are also some cases 
of impoliteness observed in Ipartment that can be legitimated by power, which is 
exactly the first form of impoliteness depicted by Dynel (2015), and these impoliteness 
conversations normally occur between the boss, Lisa, and her subordinate, Xiaoxian. 
In addition to these two forms of impoliteness, the current study observes that a small 
portion of humour in Ipartment derives from marked impoliteness utterances. It 
includes cases in which the participants use explicit verbal aggression towards the target, 
whom the speaker is not familiar with or with whom there is no apparent power gap 
These marked impoliteness behaviours cannot be legitimated by power, institutional 
context or interpersonal relationships, and they do not fit into any categories listed by 
Dynel (2015). Here is an example from Ipartment: 
 
Example 5.8: 
Context: Xiaohua has a secret crush on his neighbour, Wanyu, and now he decides to 
confide this to Wanyu, who has perhaps never even noticed him before. Now, Xiaohua 
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is talking with Wanyu in the bar of their apartment.  
 
A unit of conversational humour CL1 CL2 
7.  ”  
         My hearts sweet. 
7.Xiaohua: I know you have many admirers. But, I’d like go on  
           a date with you next Valentine’s day. Please give  
me a chance. My hearts sweet. 
  
8.    [ sweet heart.] 
           (canned laughter) 
8.Wanyu:   [It’s “sweet heart”.] 
           (canned laughter) 
Humour On record 
impoliteness 
9.   
9. Xiaohua:  Please say Yes. Look at me, I’m serious. 
….. 
  
14. [ ]  
                (canned laughter) 
           
14. Wanyu: (Laughter), [I don't like guys whose don’t speak  
                   (canned laughter)  
          English well.] So, you’d better learn English first  
          before asking me out. (S01E12) 
Humour On record 
impoliteness 
 
This example clearly shows that the two lines of humour (lines 8 and 14) are marked 
impoliteness utterances which cannot be legitimated by the speaker’s power, 
institutional contexts or interpersonal relationships, since the speaker (Wanyu) and the 
target (Xiaohua) are strangers with no power gap and are talking informally in a bar. In 
line 8, Wanyu directly corrects Xiaohua’s mistake without any mitigating devices, 
which overtly threatens Xiaohua’s positive face (i.e. the want to be acknowledged). In 
line 14, Wanyu refuses Xiaohua overtly and disparages Xiaohua for being incapable of 
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speaking English well, which also damages Xiaohua’s positive face. In addition, Wanyu 
begins her remarks with the laughter particle,  h he, which implies an ironic 
and sarcastic stance of the speaker (Wang & Taylor, 2019), and this particle largely 
reinforces the FTA force of Wanyu’s remarks.  
 
Obviously, these lines of on record impoliteness cannot be slotted into any of the 
categories of impoliteness that Dynel (2015) observed in English sitcom discourse. The 
differences between the forms of impoliteness in English sitcom discourse and Chinese 
sitcom discourse can be caused by various factors, such as different genres of sitcoms, 
language and cultural backgrounds, and so on. These points should be explored in 
further studies.  
 
In addition, the response to impoliteness forms of humour in English sitcom discourse 
and Chinese sitcom discourse is also different. Dynel (2015) notices that characters do 
not always take offence from the speaker’s impolite remarks. The collective sender 
manipulates the target at CL2 to withhold their response to the speaker’s impolite 
remark as a means of increasing the entertainment value for TV viewers at CL1 (Dynel, 
2015, p. 175). However, the current study observes that in most cases in Ipartment, , 
the target takes offence to the speaker’s verbal aggression. In fact, the target’s retaliation 
does not undermine the humorous effect for TV viewers at CL1. On the contrary, it 
serves to enhance the entertainment value of their conversations, since the target’s 
aggressive response is normally accompanied by canned laughter. 
 
In addition to these importance facets, the current study also gained new insights into 
the perception of aggression and face-threatening force in Chinese sitcom discourse, 
and the characteristics of Chinese impoliteness. It found that threatening the target’s 
positive face (e.g. disparaging their appearance and their abilities, and commenting 
negatively on their behaviour) is evaluated as being more aggressive and offensive than 
damaging the target’s negative face (e.g. requesting help from the target, offering an 
invitation or giving advice). This point is supported by the findings of the current study 
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indicating that when the speaker uses aggressive humour, more than 80% of the 
instances of aggressive humour convey a face-damaging force to the target’s positive 
face. Therefore, when the speaker uses humour to damage the target’s positive face, 
even though his/her playful intent has been clearly shown, the target will still get 
offended (as shown in Example 5.2). By contrast, as mentioned by Gu (1990), acts such 
as promising, offering and inviting are not considered as damaging or threatening the 
target’s negative face, as has been claimed in the English discourse (Brown & Levinson, 
1987). The current study also confirms the point that acts of promising, offering and 
inviting do work as politeness strategies to maintain the target’s face. Finally, the 
current study finds that expressions of compliment or envy, which are normally 
regarded as damaging the target’s negative face, can also be a face-boosting strategy in 
Chinese discourse (as shown in Example 5.6).  
 
In addition, in view of Pan and Kadar’s (2011) idea that some sentence-final particles 
in Chinese (e.g. , ā, , aiyā) can be used as a politeness strategy to reduce or 
mitigate the illocutionary force of direct requests (detailed discussion in Chapter 3), the 
current study postulates that some sentence-beginning or -final particles in Chinese can 
be used as part of an off record impoliteness strategy to enhance and reinforce the 
degree of aggression of the negative statements. Considering that sentence-beginning 
or -final particles in Chinese is a huge research field in its own right, the current study 
only pays attention to the sentence particles that are pervasive and are closely related 
to manifestations of politeness in Ipartment, with a wish to open a new discussion in 
the studies of sentence particles and impoliteness in Chinese discourse. 
 
The sentence particles that play a role in the off record impoliteness identified in this 
thesis include the sentence-beginning particle  yo and the sentence-final particle  
ne. The particle  yo is frequently found in genuine aggressive utterances, and it 
largely reinforces the degree of aggression in a speaker’s remarks. Here is an example:  
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44. [: “ ”  
44. Ziqiao: “How dare you hit me! Yo, you’ve gone too far. Do you dare to hit me  
    again?” (S01E02) 
 
In this example, Ziqiao intends to threaten Meijia. He uses the particle  yo, which 
is delivered in a stressed voice and with lengthened syllable, before the utterance 
‘you’ve gone too far’ to reinforce the aggressiveness of his remark and to strengthen 
the threatening force of this remark. On the other hand, the final particle  ne is also 
often used in genuine aggressive remarks, and normally serves to reinforce the sarcastic 
and ironic tone of the aggressive remark. An example follows:  
 
76.  “ — — 	 
76. Meijia:  “ You, Lǚ Bù ne? I think you are a mābù (rag)”. (S01E02) 
 
In this example, when Ziqiao describes himself as Lǚ Bù, a good-looking marshal in 
the Han Dynasty, Meijia replies with aggressive humour to disparage Ziqiao’s overt 
self-confidence and complacency. She inserts a final particle  ne in the questioning 
remark ‘you, Lǚ Bù?’ to indicate her ironic and challenging stance towards Ziqia’s self-
description. It also serves to reinforce the aggression of the ensuing negative comment 
‘I think you are a mābù (rag)’ towards the target. These sentence particles not only 
reinforce the degree of aggression of aggressive humour at CL2, but also 
simultaneously facilitate the humorous effect delivered to CL1 via the exaggerated 
voice and facial expressions that accompanied the uttering of these particles. Certainly, 
the superficial postulation that the sentence particles, such as  ne and  yo, in 
Chinese, play a role in off-record impoliteness strategies and in enhancing the 
humorous effect to TV viewers goes beyond the scope of this thesis and will require 
further verification in future studies. 
 
Having discussed the characteristics of impoliteness in Chinese sitcom discourse, the 
current study also examined the relationship between humour and (im)politeness by 
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exploring how (im)polite uses of language give rise to humour. In other words, why 
some instances of (im)politeness expressions carry humorous potential, while others do 
not. It is found that the (im)politeness utterances that produce humorous effects are 
delivered with a witty, creative and incongruous use of language which deviates from 
the hearers’ expectations. A further example from Ipartment demonstrates this point. 
When Ziqiao asks the director whether he has a chance of being the actor in Wang 
Jiawei’s film or not, the director replies as follows: 
 
246. “(1) [ (2) ?  
        !” 
246. Director: “(1) Lü Ziqiao, is there something wrong with your head? (2) Wang  
Jiawei?14 What I do have is a bottle of Di Di Wei (DDVP) for you!  
(S01E06) 
 
As demonstrated in this example, the utterance (1) is simply an instance of on record 
impoliteness that carries no humorous potential. It is a conventionally impolite 
expression in Chinese that is used to describe someone’s stupidity and dim-witted 
speech or behaviour, and is an instance of open impoliteness with no trace of creativity 
or incongruity. The utterance (2), on the other hand, is also an instance of on record 
impoliteness but here contains explicit humorous incongruity and is accompanied by 
canned laughter. This utterance is thus categorised as an instance of aggressive humour, 
not simply verbal aggression. The speaker denies and mocks Ziqiao’s request through 
the phrase,  Dí Dí Wèi ‘DDVP (an extremely toxic pesticide)’ to imply that if 
I have anything can give you, it could only be a pesticide rather than the chance to meet 
with a famous director. This phrase contains a homophone,  w,i ‘afriad, respect (v.), 
dangerous (adj.) with the word wèi ‘the name of a famous director’ (highlighted as 
red). The inventive use of these two rhyming phrases  Wáng Jiāwèi and
																																																								
14 Wang Jiawei (Wong Kar-wai) is an internationally renowned Hong Kong director and his films are 
characterised by nonlinear narratives, atmospheric music, and vivid cinematography involving bold, saturated 
colours (Chen, 2001). 
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Dí Dí Wèi creates a sense of incongruity and brings amusement to TV viewers at 
CL1.  
 
This section has presented some important observations and ideas relating to the studies 
of humour and (im)politeness in Chinese discourse. Based on an in-depth exploration 
of the characteristics of aggressive and non-aggressive humour in Ipartment, the current 
study observed some key features of Chinese impoliteness carrying humorous potential 
to TV viewers that might be different from those which been observed in English sitcom 
discourse. In addition, it formulated some initial ideas regarding concepts of Chinese 
impoliteness and the relationship between impoliteness and humour in sitcom discourse. 



















Chapter 6 Conclusion 
This chapter concludes this study on the interaction between humour and (im)politeness 
in Chinese sitcom discourse. Section 6.1 presents a summary of the major findings in 
relation to the research questions. Section 6.2 will outline the implications of this study 
in conjunction with its theoretical contributions to the research fields of conversational 
humour in Chinese sitcom discourse, (im)politeness in Chinese and the 
interdependence of humour and (im)politeness in sitcom discourse. Lastly, Section 6.3 
will discuss the limitations of the study and provide some suggestions for further 
research.  
 
6.1 Summary of major findings 
The main findings of this thesis can be summarised in relation to the central research 
question, which is: What is the interaction between humour and (im)politeness in the 
discourse of Chinese sitcom? Two case study-specific research questions were thus 
explored.   
 
(Q1) What are the characteristics of aggressive humour in the Chinese sitcom Ipartment? 
 
This question was first answered by exploring the characteristics of aggressive humour 
with regards to its humour mechanisms, functions and its social and cultural aspects in 
relation to the two communicative levels. The discussion concentrated on how the 
speaker’s aggressive yet innovative expressions threatens the target’s face need at CL2, 
and simultaneously amuses other participants at CL2 and TV viewers at CL1. The two 
major types of aggressive humour, namely genuine aggressive humour and playful 
aggressive humour, that have been observed in natural conversations have been verified 
in sitcom discourse. Compared with the analysis of aggressive humour in the context 
of its aggression and entertainment value in real interactions, aggressive humour in 
sitcom discourse is of a more intricate nature, particularly when the two communicative 
levels involved are considered (Dynel, 2015).  
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Compared with the analysis of aggressive humour in the context of its aggression and 
entertainment value in real interactions, aggressive humour in sitcom discourse is of a 
more intricate nature, particularly when the two communicative levels involved are 
considered (Dynel, 2015). Genuine aggressive humour and playful aggressive humour 
in sitcom discourse as discussed within the scope of humour and (im)politeness studies 
are distinctly different to those types of aggressive humour found in natural 
conversations.  
 
This thesis has sought to identify the differences between genuine and playful 
aggressive humour in sitcom discourse from those in natural conversations focusing on 
three aspects. They are: (1) the nuances in the concepts of genuine and playful 
aggressive humour; (2) the occurrences of genuine and playful aggressive humour; and 
(3) the functions of genuine and playful aggressive humour.   
 
To address the complex notions of genuine and playful aggressive humour in sitcom 
discourse, the key issue is to understand, based on the two communicative levels, to 
whom humour is directed and to whom aggression is directed. Studies investigating 
aggressive humour in natural conversations suggest that genuine aggressive humour 
only occurs in multi-party conversation, where at least three participants are required. 
These are the speaker, the target of aggression and a third party to perceive humour in 
their interaction (Dynel, 2013; Kotthoff, 1996). In this sense, the speaker’s remarks 
convey a two-fold meaning, namely humour and genuine face-threatening force, to be 
perceived by respective hearers in multi-party conversations (Eder, 1993). Genuine 
aggressive humour in sitcom discourse, however, occurs both in dyadic interactions and 
in multi-party conversations at the characters’ communicative levels. In dyadic 
interactions, TV viewers at CL1 become the unratified third parties at CL2 and the 
recipients of humour. In multi-party conversations, genuine aggressive humour can 
amuse a third party at CL2 and/or TV viewers at CL1. It can be presumed that genuine 
aggressive humour in sitcom discourse also conveys a two-fold meaning (i.e. 
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aggression and humour), but these two meanings are conveyed as a result of intentional 
and unintentional behaviours respectively. In other words, the speaker delivers 
aggression intentionally, whereas humour is produced unintentionally.  
 
There is also another case of genuine aggressive humour in sitcom discourse which, 
due to its insignificant occurrence and intricate nature, is seldom the focus of studies of 
natural conversations. It is the failed attempt of playful aggressive humour. As Haugh 
and Bousfield (2012) suggest, although the aggressive humour has been explicitly 
framed as playful, it can still be perceived as genuine aggression by the hearer. This is 
to say that although the speaker has no intent to threaten the hearer’s face or his/her 
intent to amuse is more salient, the hearer may nevertheless reject the speaker’s playful 
intent and receive it as genuine aggression (Dynel, 2008). The current study has 
observed that the target may refuse to accept the speaker’s aggressive remarks as 
humorous for two major reasons: (1) playful aggressive remarks normally occur in 
multi-party conversations, where the speaker damages the target’s positive face in front 
of other characters, and the presence of other participants intensifies the degree of 
aggression received by the target; and (2) the speaker uses humour in a way that 
interrupts the conversational flow. This case cannot be strictly categorised as either 
genuine aggressive humour or playful aggressive humour, but rather as genuine 
aggression or a failed attempt at humour in natural conversation, due to the absence of 
humour appreciation from any participant in the conversation. These situations are 
therefore difficult to analyse in light of the existing definitions of aggressive humour in 
natural conversations. However, such failed attempts of playful aggressive humour at 
CL2 can be analysed using the working definition of aggressive humour in sitcom 
discourse, and they can be categorised as a subtype of genuine aggressive humour since, 
while humour fails to be perceived by any hearers at CL2, it does successfully amuse 
TV viewers at CL1.  
 
As an interactional process, the interplay between aggression and humour at CL1 or 
across CL1 and CL2 also needs to be mentioned here. In one sense, the collective sender 
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at CL1 also plays the role of speaker; TV viewers at CL1 act as the hearer (e.g. the main 
recipient of humour) and characters at CL2 act as the targets of aggression. No matter 
how aggression is involved in characters’ interactions, these verbal aggressions are 
intentionally contrived to entertain and amuse TV viewers at CL1, even though TV 
viewers’ perceptions of the degree of aggression entailed in humour might be 
individualised. In short, when aggressive humour emerges in sitcom interaction, no 
aggression might be involved in the interaction at CL1, at least not from the production 
side. Regarding the interaction between aggression and humour across the two 
communicative levels, the collective sender exploits characters’ stupidity, misfortunes, 
social gaffes and so on as sources of humour to amuse TV viewers at CL1, and these 
acts involve implicit aggression towards characters at CL2. 
 
Notably, aggressive humour – including both genuine and playful aggressive humour – 
cannot simply be equated with impoliteness, and it can be located at any point on a 
scale from politeness to impoliteness (Kotthoff, 1996). As mentioned earlier, there are 
two forms of genuine aggressive humour. The first form of genuine aggressive humour 
relies on open impoliteness and rudeness and is largely used to convey a face-
threatening act towards the target. Here, the speaker’s intent to cause offence is obvious. 
It is therefore on-record impoliteness. The second form of genuine aggressive humour 
is an incidental face threatening act. This refers to cases where the speaker has no intent 
to offend the target, but the target perceives the speaker’s remarks as offensive 
nonetheless. On the other hand, aggressive humour that conveys playful aggression is 
conventionally categorised as mock impoliteness rather than actual impoliteness, since 
the aggression only remains at the surface level and the ultimate goal is to enhance 
solidarity (Haugh, 2016; Haugh & Bousfield, 2012). 
 
Drawing on these arguments, it can be presumed that the occurrence of genuine and 
playful aggressive humour in sitcom discourse is also different from that which is found 
in natural conversations. Although aggressive humour occupies a large portion of 
natural conversations, most of these occurrences are playful in nature (e.g. teasing and 
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banter) and are used to achieve positive interpersonal effects, such as to enhance in-
group solidarity and reinforce bonding (Boxer & Corte-Conde, 1997; Straehle, 1993). 
Therefore, most aggressive humour occurring in natural conversations is a 
manifestation of mock impoliteness rather than impoliteness (Haugh, 2016; Haugh & 
Bousfield, 2012). By contrast, it has been recognised that the language used in sitcom 
discourse abounds with impoliteness, which is considered atypical in natural 
conversations (Dynel, 2015). The current study has also demonstrated that forms of 
aggressive humour that rely on bald on-record impoliteness expressions towards the 
target of humour occur more often than humour that derives from mock impoliteness 
(e.g. playful aggressive humour), because the latter is inherently polite in nature. To 
sum up, in sitcom discourse genuine aggressive humour is significantly more frequent 
than playful aggressive humour, and this is distinctly different from that which occurs 
in natural conversations.  
 
Furthermore, the functions of aggressive humour also demonstrate new features in 
sitcom discourse based on the two the communicative levels. At CL1, either genuine or 
playful aggressive humour is contrived by the collective sender to amuse the TV 
viewers, and it is obviously solidarity-oriented. In addition, the solidarity functions of 
humour at CL1 can be viewed through the collective sender’s intention to exploit 
humour from characters’ fights and conflicts to produce mirthful pleasure for their TV 
viewers. The collective sender positions the TV viewers in a safe place and allows them 
a legitimate position from which to enjoy humour from characters’ miserable 
experiences while remaining free from moral sanction, since TV viewers know these 
scenes are not real. By doing so, the collective sender might also enhance the in-group 
bonding of TV viewers. At CL2, genuine and playful aggressive humour may perform 
different functions. Genuine aggressive humour at CL2 has a series of power-based 
functions, such as to challenge the target’s status, to insult the target and to defend one’s 
own status in conversations. The functions of playful aggressive humour, on the other 
hand, are manifold. Playful aggressive humour is normally used to satisfy a binding 
demand of the speaker at CL2, namely to reinforce solidarity with other characters and 
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to display power and superiority over the target. By jocularly disparaging and 
challenging the target, the speaker aims to entertain and reinforce solidarity with other 
characters in multi-party conversations. When playful aggressive humour occurs in 
dyadic interactions, the speaker aims to perform these two-fold functions (i.e. solidarity 
and power) with the target. This is because there is normally a power gap and gender 
difference between the two characters, such as with Lisa and Xiaoxian, who are boss 
and subordinate, and between Ziqiao an actor and the director: the female superior 
intends to maintain her status and power in front of their male subordinate and to 
preserve their bond via playful aggressive humour. The following part explicates the 
findings deriving from the second research question.  
 
(Q2) What are the characteristics of non-aggressive humour in the Chinese sitcom 
Ipartment? 
 
This question was also answered by exploring the semantic and pragmatic content, the 
functions, and the social and cultural aspects of non-aggressive humour in sitcom 
discourse. The discussion concentrated on how a character’s non-aggressive use of 
language successfully amuses TV viewers at CL1 and simultaneously maintains or 
boosts the target’s face need at CL2. There is scant study exploring non-aggressive 
humour both in natural conversations and in the scripted conversations of sitcom 
discourse. Therefore, it might be unfeasible to compare the characteristics of non-
aggressive humour in sitcom discourse with those observed in natural conversations. In 
this vein, the characteristics of non-aggressive humour in Chinese sitcom discourse are 
identified from three essential aspects: (1) the nature of non-aggressive humour in 
relating to (im)politeness; (2) the occurrences of non-aggressive humour, and; (3) the 
functions of non-aggressive humour, that are important in understanding the concept of 
non-aggression within the scope of humour.  
 
The current study has aimed to clarify what non-aggressive humour in conversations is 
and to tease out the characteristics of non-aggressive humour in sitcom discourse. Non-
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aggressive humour is an underexplored topic both in natural conversations and in the 
scripted conversations of sitcom discourse. Very few, if any studies have systematically 
defined non-aggressive humour or elaborated on how to understand it in interactions. 
The dearth of studies of non-aggressive humour can be attributed to the controversy 
over the concept of non-aggression in humour, since some scholars insist that much 
humour involves aggression towards the target, even though in a few cases the 
aggression is delivered in a rather subtle way (e.g. innocuous humour) (Gruner, 2000).  
 
The current study does not aim to repudiate Gruner (2000) argument but rather to 
emphasise that non-aggressive humour in conversations should be understood as a fluid 
notion. It has highlighted that the concept of non-aggression in humour should be 
interpreted from the viewpoints of the participants in the conversation (i.e. the speaker 
and the hearer). In other words, non-aggressive humour refers to when the speaker 
utters something that carries humorous potential to hearers without any intent to 
threaten the hearer’s face, and accordingly the hearer is not offended by the target’s 
remarks, even though these remarks might convey aggression towards absent 
participants or objects, certain groups of people, events or activities. In this sense, non-
aggressive humour is not completely devoid of aggression, but the aggression is not 
directed to the present hearer. Humour is interactionally produced and perceived as non-
aggressive from both the present speaker’s and hearer’s sides.   
 
It is worth noting that although non-aggressive humour conveys no intentional FTAs to 
the hearer either from surface meaning or implicature, it also incurs failure at CL2. The 
causes of failure are many. Firstly, it can be caused by its inappropriateness in the 
situated contexts. It often occurs when humour emerges in a way that disrupts serious 
talk or is used in an inappropriate context, such as when the hearer is not in the mood 
for joking, or the humorous remarks are not amusing enough or even tedious for the 
hearer. Admittedly, these acts (e.g. telling a lame joke) might incidentally damage both 
the speaker’s and the hearer’s face, but the face-threatening force is negligible, and it 
will not necessarily cause offense towards the hearer. Secondly, the failure of non-
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aggressive humour can come about through false recognition. It mostly occurs in 
situations where the speaker utters something with an intent to preserve and boost the 
hearer’s face, but these remarks carry humorous potential to the hearer. The hearer then 
demonstrates his/her appreciation of the humour, but the speaker rejects the hearer’s 
false recognition of his/her humorous intent, since the appreciation of humour might 
undermine the sincerity and credibility of the speaker’s remarks. Lastly, when non-
aggressive humour is used to enhance the speaker’s own face, it also likely to fail due 
to a lack of agreement from the hearer. Although the hearer’s disagreement with 
humour might damage the speaker’s face and incur aggression towards the speaker, 
aggression is not derived from the occurrence of humour, but from the hearer’s 
evaluation of the speaker’s message disclosed via humour.  
 
When non-aggressive humour delivers humorous effect to both CL1 and CL2, it can be 
a result of either intended humour or unintended humour. It has been found that 
unintended humour enjoys a higher frequency than intended humour in sitcom 
discourse, which is distinctly different from that in natural conversations where 
unintended humour only occupies a negligible portion (Attardo, 2012). Unintended 
humour in Ipartment normally derives from the speaker’s inept use of language, 
inadequate language level, misunderstanding, malapropism or mishearing.  
 
The interpersonal functions of non-aggressive humour in sitcom discourse are largely 
solidarity-oriented, both at CL1 and CL2. Importantly, this study explores how non-
aggressive humour serves a solidarity role at CL1. These solidarity-oriented functions 
include entertaining the TV viewers and eliciting sympathy from the TV viewers, and 
these functions cannot usually be performed in natural conversations and are therefore 
inclusive to sitcom discourse. The collective sender contrives scenarios in which 
characters co-construct humour sequences to entertain each other, and their 
conversations end with shared laughter, which reflects the core feature of friendly talk 
(i.e. sharing happiness and sorrow) commonly found in natural conversations. By doing 
so, the collective sender evokes sympathy in their TV viewers through the characters’ 
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humorous and affiliative interactions. 
 
The functions of non-aggressive humour at CL2 shows no difference to the role 
affiliative humour plays in real conversations. Previous studies term the type of humour 
that largely play solidarity-based functions as affiliative humour (Dynel, 2013; Holmes, 
2008), and they are frequently used to boost the target’s face, to enhance bonding with 
the target, to close the distance, to defend the speaker’s own face, to mitigate tension in 
conflicts, and to elevate embarrassment.  
 
6.2 Contributions and implications  
This study has explored the interaction of conversational humour and (im)politeness in 
the Chinese sitcom, Ipartment, and in doing so has provided several analytical tools for 
completing a comprehensive analysis of conversational humour in sitcom discourse. 
This study makes theoretical and analytical contributions to the following major fields: 
the definition of conversational humour, aggressive humour and non-aggressive 
humour in sitcom discourse; the analytical approach to humour in sitcom discourse; the 
methodology of conversational humour in sitcom discourse; and the interdependence 
between humour and (im)politeness in sitcom discourse. In addition, this thesis has 
significant social and cultural implications. It advances the study of conversational 
humour in Chinese-speaking contexts, (im)politeness in Chinese conversational data, 
aggressive and non-aggressive humour in contemporary Chinese sitcom discourse, and 
humour and the (im)polite use of language among young Chinese people.  
 
Furthermore, this thesis contributes to explorations of the interaction between humour 
and (im)politeness in the conversational data of Chinese sitcom discourse from both 
linguistic and paralinguistic perspectives. It concentrates on how divergent 
conversational effects (i.e. humour and/or face-threatening force/face-boosting force) 
can be simultaneously conveyed in one instance of humour to different participants 
across the two communicative levels, and how humour can serve divergent 
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interpersonal roles at the two communicative levels. The following sections elaborate 
on how the current study contributes to the above-mentioned fields, along with the 
theoretical, conceptual, social and cultural implications.  
 
6.2.1 Studies of conversational humour  
This thesis makes theoretical and analytical contributions to the current field of humour 
studies in several essential aspects, such as the definition of conversational humour, 
aggressive and non-aggressive humour in sitcoms, the methodology of conversational 
humour in sitcom discourse and humour in Chinese conversational data.  
 
Admittedly, it is a great challenge to reach universal agreement on the definition of 
conversational humour. Numerous scholars have attempted to define humour in natural 
conversations; however, an all-encompassing definition of conversational humour in 
sitcom discourse poses a challenge to existing humour studies for its complexity 
relating to the two communicative levels in sitcom discourse. The major problem lies 
in the fact that previous studies have defined conversational humour in natural 
conversations mainly from the perspectives of the speaker’s humorous intent and the 
hearer’s response (mainly laughter); because of this, it can be presumed that the existing 
definitions cannot provide a comprehensive picture of conversational humour in 
sitcoms, since they do not consider the multiple tiers of humorous intent involved nor 
the divergent responses received from the two communicative levels.  
 
Therefore, the current study aims to make a theoretical contribution to the current 
research gap by proposing a working definition of conversational humour in sitcom 
discourse. The proposed definition would cover cases of both intended humour and 
unintended humour, and also encompass all possible situations of humour based on the 
hearer’s responses at the two communicative levels. Since humour does not always 
occur at the two communicative levels simultaneously, the definition also covers cases 
of failed humour and no humour at CL2 where humour only occurs at CL1.  
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In addition to the definition of conversational humour in sitcom discourse, the current 
study also makes an analytical contribution by bringing forward a set of criteria in 
classifying humour relating to humorous intent and the hearer’s perception of humour 
at the two communicative levels. To be more specific, the design features of humour 
are illustrated to provide a guideline for inferring the speaker’s humorous intent in 
interactions and to classify humour based on the speaker’s intent. Moreover, the 
response features of humour are summarised to provide a useful tool to identify humour 
in conversations and to classify humour from the reception end. The current study also 
explored the response to failed humour in sitcom discourse. Although studies 
discussing responses to humour and failed humour in natural conversations can be 
readily found in the literature, the response features of humour in sitcoms need extra 
attention, since one instance of humour can be followed by two divergent responses 
simultaneously from hearers at two communicative levels. Therefore, the response 
features of humour in sitcom discourse are helpful and illuminating in classifying the 
different situations of humour at different communicative levels, at CL2 especially. The 
applicability of the set of criteria in categorising humour in sitcom discourse has been 
verified in Chapter 5.  
 
Furthermore, the current study explores conversational humour by including the cases 
of both intended and unintended humour in sitcom discourse. As acknowledged in 
previous studies, humorous intent lies at the core of conversational humour, but the 
speaker’s humorous intent is difficult to fully capture in interactions (Haugh, 2012; 
Jongste, 2013). Some studies can be found that elaborate on the ways to infer the 
speaker’s humorous intent in natural conversations (Attardo, 2012; Haugh, 2014; 
Lampert & Ervin-Tripp, 2006). There are also a few studies that discuss the multiple 
levels of humorous intent in sitcom discourse (Brock, 2016; Dynel, 2016b; Messerli, 
2016). However, these studies do not elaborate on ways to identify and distinguish 
between the two levels of humorous intent involved in sitcom discourse. The current 
study outlines detailed analytical approaches to infer the collective sender’s intent at 
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CL1 and the speaking character’s intent at CL2 from both paralinguistic and linguistic 
perspectives. The ways of inferring the collective sender’s humorous intent at CL1, and 
the design features of intended humour and unintended humour in sitcom discourse that 
are adopted to infer the speaking character’s humorous intent at CL2, were presented 
in Chapter 4 Methodology. 
 
As with the complexity in defining conversational humour, defining aggressive and 
non-aggressive humour in sitcom discourse also poses challenges to existing humour 
studies for their inherently ambitious and ambivalent nature, aggressive humour 
especially. Although aggressive humour is hardly an emerging and underexplored 
research area, some issues around it, such as how to define and to fully decode the 
dynamic nature of aggressive humour in sitcom discourse, have not been properly 
addressed in the existing literature. Notably, the study of non-aggressive humour – 
which is viewed as the opposite category to aggressive humour in conversations – is 
seldom a focus in humour scholarship.  
 
This study has found that the existing definitions of aggressive humour have a rather 
limited explanatory power in analysing aggressive humour in sitcom discourse. To be 
more precise, the existing definitions cannot address some fundamental problems, such 
as how to define aggression encoded in humour, how aggression and humour co-exist 
in the same utterance, and who the recipients of aggression and humour across the two 
communicative levels are. To tackle these conceptual ambiguities, the current study 
proposes a working definition of aggressive humour in sitcom by drawing on both 
humour and (im)politeness studies. The definition is proposed with the aim of providing 
a theoretical basis to determine whether humour is aggressive or not, and to identify the 
different addressees of humour and aggression in sitcom discourse.  
 
In addition, a working definition of non-aggressive humour was also proposed. Studies 
that focus on non-aggressive humour in natural conversations, let alone that in sitcom 
discourse, are rare. Certainly, some studies (Boxer & Corte-Conde, 1997; Coates, 2007; 
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Miczo et al., 2009) can be found exploring the opposite of aggressive humour, such as 
affiliative humour. This type of humour is largely used to create an entirely different 
interpersonal effect to aggressive humour, such as to reinforce bonding and to 
strengthen affiliation with the target. However, it is worth noting that there is also a 
type of humour that is neither aggressive nor affiliative, but which rather incurs a 
negligible interpersonal consequence among participants. It might be difficult to 
imagine such a case in natural conversations, but it does occur in sitcom discourse, 
where humour arises from characters’ nonsense speech and actions and amuses TV 
viewers at CL1. The speaking characters’ nonsense carries humour to TV viewers at 
CL1 and possibly also the overhearers at CL2, but the hearing character does not 
perceive humour from the speaker’s utterances and simply ignores them as trivial or 
nonsense remarks. These instances of humour do not aim to enhance or sabotage the 
bonding between the speaker and the hearer as affiliative and aggressive humour do, 
and humour arises unintentionally. Therefore, the current study has adopted the 
umbrella term of non-aggressive humour to include cases of affiliative humour and 
humour that seems to play a neutral interpersonal role towards the target. The definition 
of non-aggressive humour is used for all the cases of humour that go beyond the scope 
of aggressive humour in sitcom discourse. This definition aims to clarify what non-
aggressiveness is and how humour arises from remarks that are interactionally achieved 
as non-aggressive by both the speaker and hearers in conversation.  
 
It must be reiterated that some scholars who advocate the superiority theory of humour 
doubt the existence of non-aggressive humour, neutral humour or nonsense humour, 
and hold the view that nearly all humour is aggressive in nature (Gruner, 2000). The 
current study does not aim to refute this point but to explain what cases of humour 
might be considered as non-aggressive for ratified participants from an interactional 
perspective. It might thus provide a new dimension and way of thinking in the debate 
over the inherently aggressive nature of all forms of humour. 
 
In addition to the contribution to the definitions of humour, the current study also 
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expanded the applicability of Attardo’s (1994) six KRs in the GTVH and two new KRs, 
i.e. Meta and CO as proposed by Canestrari (2010) and Tsakona (2013) respectively, to 
the analysis of conversational humour in Chinese sitcom discourse. It found that these 
eight KRs, especially SO, LM, NS, TA, CO and Meta, are significant in analysing 
conversational humour. To be more specific, SO and LM are important in analysing 
humour mechanisms from semantic perspectives. NS is essential in decoding the 
conversational aspects of humour; in other words, how humorous utterances are 
integrated with the preceding and subsequent conversational turns. TA is the key to 
understanding the interpersonal aspects of humour, namely to decode how humour 
serves to enhance bonding with some participants, and at the same time, how it plays a 
role in clarifying the boundary with other participant/s in conversations. In addition, 
Meta is important in identifying humour in conversation and the analysis of CO is 
significant in disclosing the social and cultural aspects of humour. The current study 
contributes to this field by illustrating and verifying that these KRs can be used as 
important analytical tools in decoding the semantic, pragmatic and social and cultural 
aspects of conversational humour not only in natural conversations, but also in sitcom 
discourse. 
 
It should be noted that the methodology of conversational humour in different 
discourses, which has been frequently highlighted by humour scholars for its 
importance, still occupies a huge research gap in the existing literature. Although some 
scholars have endeavoured to formulate scientific steps to address humour in natural 
conversations, such as with Attardo’s (2012) triangular model and Haugh’s (2014) 
design features and response features of humour, these approaches cannot be 
comprehensively applied to the analysis of conversational humour in sitcom discourse. 
To this end, the current study contributes to the methodology of humour in sitcom 
discourse by proposing a three-stage model of humour. There are three essential steps 
in analysing conversational humour in sitcom: identification, classification and 
interpretation. This three-stage model illustrates detailed identification procedures, the 
criteria for classifying humour in sitcom discourse, and the important analytical 
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dimensions for understanding and analysing humour in characters’ interactions. The 
three-stage model is an analytical contribution in advancing the methodology of 
humour in different discourses, and is ready to be used in the analysis of conversational 
humour where two communicative levels are involved.  
 
Despite its theoretical and analytical value, the current study also has great social and 
cultural merit in contributing to the studies of humour in Chinese. Although the study 
of humour in Chinese has attracted increasing interest in recent years, these studies 
mainly focus on the exploration of humour in ancient Chinese written texts, and very 
few studies explore humour in Chinese conversational data. The current study explores 
conversational humour in Chinese sitcom discourse by focusing on the linguistic 
strategies and the interpersonal functions of humour. It finds that conversational 
humour in contemporary Chinese media discourse demonstrates some similarities and 
distinct differences with the conventional views of humour in Chinese, especially 
humour in ancient literary works.  
 
The studies of humour in traditional Chinese literary works demonstrate that the 
conventional view of humour in Chinese is that the use of humour should be educational, 
benign and good-natured, following the great cultural impact of Confucius (W. Xu, 
2014). In addition, it has been found that Chinese people generally have a conservative 
attitude to humour, and humour is viewed as inappropriate and unrespectable in most 
formal occasions. When humour emerges in interpersonal exchanges, it is mostly used 
in a way to elevate others through self-deprecation(G.-H. Chen & Rod, 2007). Chinese 
culture values the appropriate use of humour; traditional attitudes to public decorum 
are deeply rooted in Chinese culture and so form an important basis for any study of 
humour in Chinese life and culture (Davis, 2013).  
 
Although the Confucian rites are deeply ingrained in Chinese concepts of humour, 
aggressive forms of humour have long existed in Chinese historic works. There are 
many recorded witty jokes and wordplays to be found in historic works, and these forms 
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of humour convey “cloaking unpalatable advice to autocratic rulers” (Davis, 2013, p. 
4). It can be posited that humour in Chinese also has its dark side, but that the dark and 
malicious messages are usually expressed in constrained and implicit ways. 
 
This study found that under the great impact of politico-economic development, 
improvement of educational levels and a booming cyber culture, the messages and 
themes of humour in Chinese have undergone some changes and become more 
inclusive of contemporary Chinese culture (Davis, 2013). In earlier years (from the 
1940s to 1970s), Chinese society advocated that art should serve the masses (Davis, 
2013). At that time, only Party-approved themes and messages were permitted due to 
strict censorship, which clashed with personal artistic integrity (Davis, 2013). In recent 
years, however, the spread of political jokes and e’gao culture (online parody) in the 
cyber community is viewed in spite of ongoing censorship as a sign of China’s cultural 
evolution and progress (Rea, 2013). It reflects also a change in Chinese attitudes 
towards humour (Davis, 2013).  
 
The findings of the current study reflect this ongoing change in the increasingly 
inclusive attitudes towards humour in Chinese culture, especially within youth culture, 
since the language in Ipartment largely reflects the characteristics of cyber culture and 
the values of the youth community. The study observed that characters in Ipartment 
show a markedly higher propensity to aggressive humour than non-aggressive humour, 
which reflects the fact that people’s attitudes towards humour might have become more 
inclusive. In addition, most aggressive humour relies on overt putdown and disparaging 
remarks, and this indicates that the form of aggressive humour found in Chinese 
discourse is also not necessarily implicit or obscure, becoming more explicit and 
versatile than that which is found in traditional literary works.  
 
The investigation of language in Ipartment therefore reflects the ongoing social, 
economic and cultural changes and development in China. As mentioned in Chapter 2, 
Ipartment was produced in the boom age of e’gao culture in the cyber community. The 
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major reason for Ipartment gaining such wide popularity among young TV viewers was 
because it successfully integrated e’gao culture with TV sitcoms. The great popularity 
of Ipartment partly reflected that of e’gao culture at that time. As explained by Rea 
(2013), the popularity of e’gao culture was greatly impacted by an explosion in  
shanzai ‘copycat’ culture, which has been recognised as one of the defining features of 
contemporary Chinese culture (Rea, 2013). Therefore, this study of Ipartment has great 
social significance since it reflects ongoing social, economic and cultural changes and 
their impact on a generation of young Chinese people. In addition, as a youth culture-
oriented sitcom, the linguistic study of humour used in Ipartment paves the way for an 
in-depth analysis of language used by young Chinese people in contemporary China.  
 
The findings on Ipartment also concord with Crawford’s (2013, p. 188) observations of 
the perception of humour in media discourse among Chinese, US and Australian 
students. Theoretically speaking, cultures with high collectivist values should favour 
non-aggressively themed humour over aggressively themed humour (Crawford, 2013). 
However, Crawford found that Chinese students found more humour than Australian 
students as the level of aggression in an advert increased, and so she posited that culture 
does not significantly affect an audience’s perception of humour (Crawford, 2013). As 
discussed in Chapter 5, Ipartment features much aggressive humour, and the great 
popularity of Ipartment among Chinese TV viewers reflects the fact that Chinese TV 
viewers do show a preference for aggressive humour over non-aggressive humour. In 
short, these are signs that Chinese people are now embracing an inclusive attitude 
towards humour and are gradually changing their conservative attitude towards it, and 
also that humour is enjoying an increasingly important role in people’s interactions in 
Chinese.  
 
6.2.2 (Im)politeness studies in Chinese 
Although the current study only discussed (im)politeness in Chinese as one part of its 
focus, the findings do offer some significant insights towards understanding Chinese 
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face systems and the polite and impolite use of language in Chinese discourse. It has 
been noted that although scholarly efforts have investigated politeness in Chinese in the 
past fifty years or so, impoliteness in Chinese still constitutes a tremendous gap in 
current politeness research. Therefore, the exploration of aggressive humour has great 
implications for paving the way for the research of impoliteness in Chinese.  
 
This study reinforces the important points that Chinese face does vary from the Western 
concept of face, and the contents of positive and negative face in Chinese are also 
different from Brown and Levinson’s (1987) descriptions (Chang, 2013; Gu, 1990; Mao, 
1994). The current study posits that Chinese people value their positive face more than 
their negative face. Threatening the target’s positive face is considered more impolite 
than threatening the target’s negative face in Chinese discourse. This point is supported 
by the findings of the current study, which indicate that when the speaker uses 
aggressive humour, more than 80% of the instances of aggressive humour convey a 
face-damaging force to the target’s positive face, and the target normally is offended by 
these aggressive remarks and retaliates in a certain way (e.g. teases back) even though 
he/she recognises the playful intent of the speaker. However, due to the limited range 
of the corpus, this point must be further verified in future studies.  
 
Additionally, the current study supports Gu’s (1990) point that acts such as promising, 
requesting or seeking help from others, which are conventionally viewed as damaging 
the addressee’s negative face (Brown & Levinson, 1987), can have a different 
interpretation in Chinese discourse. These acts are not always received as face-
threatening by the addressee, especially when the speaker and the addressee are 
intimate and close. Instead, they may be viewed as genuine sincerity and with a 
recognition of the addressee’s important and dominant role within their group (Gu, 
1990).  
 
Another important finding is, as observed by Pan and Kadar (2011), that some final 
particles in Chinese are used as politeness strategies to mitigate the illocutionary force 
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of request. The current study also shows that there are some sentence-beginning and -
final particles in Chinese, such as  yo,  ne and  ā, which play a role in 
aggravating the negative pragmatic force of sarcasm, irony and insult in interaction. 
However, as mentioned earlier, sentence particles are not the focus in this thesis, so this 
point may need to be corroborated in future studies.  
 
6.2.3 The interdependence of humour and (im)politeness 
The interdependence of humour and (im)politeness is especially intriguing within film 
and entertainment discourse (Culpeper, 1998, 2005; Dynel, 2013, 2016a). However, 
previous studies have mainly focused on humour and (im)politeness in English 
discourse, and very few can be found that explore humour and (im)politeness in the 
Chinese context. Of those studies that do exist, most focus on the interaction between 
humour and politeness in sitcom discourse, but none explore the relationship between 
humour and impoliteness in sitcom discourse. Therefore, the current thesis has great 
implications for an expansion of the discussion on the interaction of humour and 
(im)politeness in Chinese discourse and for pushing ahead the discussion of humour 
and politeness in sitcom discourse.  
 
The current study further contributes to this research field by exploring aggressive and 
non-aggressive humour in Chinese sitcom discourse and attempting to delve into how 
humour serves divergent roles (i.e. to amuse and to insult) at the same time and how 
acts of humour and (im)politeness can co-exist in characters’ utterances. The primary 
contribution to this field made by the current study is to test the validity and 
applicability of the criteria adapted from Dynel’s (2016a) study to identify aggressive 
humour and non-aggressive humour in sitcom discourse, and to analyse the interaction 
between humour and (im)politeness in sitcom discourse. The set of criteria discussed 
in Chapter 5 has been verified for its analytical value to the investigation of 




The second contribution the current study makes is that it advances studies of humour 
and (im)politeness by exploring why some linguistic manifestations of (im)politeness 
give rise to humour while others do not. It found that, differing from expressions that 
can simply be perceived as impoliteness, (im)politeness utterances that produce 
humorous effects are featured using a witty, creative and incongruous use of language 
that deviates from hearers’ expectations, even though these humorous incongruities of 
impoliteness expressions might not mitigate the face-threatening force from the targets’ 
perspectives.  
 
In addition, the current study explored the interaction between humour and 
(im)politeness in Chinese conversational data. As outlined earlier in Chapter 2 and 
discussed in section 6.2.1, humour in Chinese, especially aggressive forms of humour, 
is conventionally delivered in an implicit and obscure manner. Previous research has 
mainly focused on ancient Chinese literary works and only a few studies can be found 
that discuss the interrelation between humour and (im)politeness in contemporary 
Chinese conversational data. The current study advances this research field by 
exploring how humour intertwines with (im)politeness in Chinese sitcom discourse, a 
nearly untapped research area. Its findings also disclose some distinct characteristics of 
polite and impolite forms of humour in Chinese sitcom discourse, especially the 
impolite forms of humour (i.e. aggressive humour) (as discussed in section 5.3.6).  
 
6.3 Limitations and future studies  
In addition to the meaningful findings and the significant implications, the current study 
is necessarily limited. The future research directions proposed in this section offer 
proposals to expand the current study and overcome these research limitations.   
 
6.3.1 Limitations 
Firstly, due to time constraints, only the first season of Ipartment was transcribed and 
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analysed. Although some generalised findings could be identified based on the analysis 
of the twenty episodes in the first season, it is certainly the case that a bigger dataset 
would disclose more significant and insightful findings. 
 
Secondly, the current study focuses on an analysis of the interaction between 
conversational humour and (im)politeness in Chinese sitcom discourse, and the data 
was collected from one of the most representative and popular Chinese sitcoms in the 
past ten years. The findings in this study may therefore not be readily applicable to the 
studies of conversational humour in languages and cultural backgrounds other than 
Chinese, and in discourses other than film and television discourse. This is because 
different linguistic strategies to produce humour and to enact (im)politeness and 
culturally-specific perceptions and interpretations of humour and (im)politeness should 
be present in different language backgrounds. Furthermore, the definitions and 
methodology (i.e. three-stage model) proposed in the current study are designed to 
analyse conversational humour in sitcom discourse where two communicative levels 
are involved. The current study also relies on canned laughter as the major criterion in 
identifying humour. Therefore, the methodology proposed in the current study might 
need to be adapted to fit the analysis of conversational humour in a sitcom where canned 
laughter is unavailable, and in discourse where only one or multiple (more than two) 
communicative levels are involved. 
 
Thirdly, the main limitation in analysing humour and (im)politeness in sitcom discourse 
is that it is impossible to fully access the hearer’s genuine reactions to the speaker’s 
humorous or (im)polite behaviour. This is unlike with studies of humour and 
(im)politeness in natural conversations, where researchers may have access to hearers’ 
genuine reactions to the speaker’s humour or (im)politeness remarks via interview 
clarification. The interview clarification seems rather important in the cases that the 
hearer’s initial response was ambiguous. The current study, however, can only rely on 
the available paralinguistic and linguistic resources and reasonable analysis to capture 
the interpersonal aspects of humour and (im)politeness in characters’ interactions. 
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Therefore, subjectivity during the analysis is nearly unavoidable.   
 
6.3.2 Future research directions 
The study of humour and (im)politeness in Chinese conversational data constitutes a 
huge research gap, and there is immense research potential that might be tapped into by 
future studies. This study proposes three directions that could be followed based on its 
contributions.    
 
Firstly, regarding the dataset, different genres of Chinese sitcoms could be explored in 
future studies. Ipartment is a sitcom that is friendship-centred and youth- and cyber 
culture-oriented, and there are obviously various genres of Chinese sitcoms that are 
distinctly different to it. The humour used in these sitcoms might demonstrate unique 
characteristics that are largely different from those observed in Ipartment. In addition, 
a comparative study could be conducted to explore the differences in conversational 
humour used in these varying genres, and to investigate the characteristics of humour 
used by different groups of Chinese people and in different institutional settings (e.g. 
businesses, courts, medical settings and so on). Another important point is that 
Ipartment is only one of the most representative works of Chinese sitcoms in the past 
decade, and there have been many other influential works since 1990. Therefore, a 
comparative study could also be conducted from the historical perspective, comparing 
the linguistic characteristics of humour in earlier Chinese sitcoms with that in Ipartment 
to discover whether humour strategies used in Chinese sitcoms have undergone any 
change, and what underlying social and cultural factors have contributed to these 
changes.  
 
Secondly, the analysis of aggressive and non-aggressive humour in Chinese 
conversational data is worth expanding in scope. Various social factors, such as gender, 
age, education level, social background and so on might be considered in order to 
investigate whether these social factors play roles in impacting the speaker’s use and 
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the hearer’s evaluation of aggressive and non-aggressive humour. In addition, 
examining whether these social factors influence the interpersonal effects of aggressive 
humour and non-aggressive humour in interactions also promises to be interesting.    
 
Thirdly, the linguistic analysis of (im)politeness in Chinese conversational settings is 
worthwhile exploring in depth. The current study has examined how humour is used to 
threaten/damage or to maintain/boost the target’s face. Various linguistic strategies, 
other than humour, can be used to enact politeness and impoliteness in Chinese. 
Furthermore, it has been acknowledged that impoliteness in Chinese interactions 
constitutes a tremendous research gap (Kadar et al., 2013). Future studies could be 
conducted to determine the linguistic manifestations of impoliteness in Chinese 
conversational data, and what the positive and negative (im)politeness strategies used 
by Chinese interlocutors are.  
 
6.4 Conclusion 
This research has investigated the interaction between humour and (im)politeness in 
Chinese sitcom discourse. It has provided evidence that humour and (im)politeness acts 
can be simultaneously conveyed in one utterance. It has also determined that the two 
communicative levels in sitcom discourse largely shape the understanding and the 
definition of aggressive and non-aggressive humour in sitcom discourse, and the two 
communicative levels is an intrinsic nature of sitcom discourse, which is distinctly 
different from that found in natural conversations. The most obvious difference lies in 
the fact that humour in characters’ interactions can be a result of either intended or 
unintended behaviour from the speaking characters’ perspectives, as can aggression. 
Moreover, humour and aggression can either emerge at two different levels respectively 
(i.e. humour at CL1 but only aggression at CL2) or occur at one level simultaneously 
(i.e. humour and aggression co-existing at CL2). However, in natural conversations, 
humour and aggression are largely produced as intentional behaviours and can only 
exist at one communicative level simultaneously. Previous studies have observed that 
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the conversational effects of aggressive humour need to be accessed from three levels, 
namely speaker’s intention, hearer’s perceptions and interpretations, and the situated 
contexts (Haugh, 2014). These three dimensions are essential in decoding humour and 
(im)politeness as dynamic and interactional achievements in sitcom discourse.   
 
The significance of applying humour theories and analytical frameworks that have been 
largely formulated and used in English discourse to investigate conversational humour 
in Chinese sitcom discourse has already been highlighted. This contribution will be 
very important for the research of conversational humour in various languages other 
than English. Additionally, the significance of the proposed definitions of 
conversational humour, aggressive and non-aggressive humour and the three-stage 
methodology of conversational humour in sitcom discourse has been foregrounded here. 
These contributions offer great theoretical and analytical value to the analysis of 
humour, and to the interrelationship between humour and impoliteness in televised 
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Appendix C Episodes analysed in the first season of Iparment 
Example Time codes of the start 





5.1 E06 39:35 [
 
Lü Ziqiao, you are the 
most lame, despicable, and 
shameless man I have ever 
seen 
  40:06 
 
How dare you slap me? 
Are you crazy?  
5.2 E04 24:25 。
 
You’ve read my resume. I 
graduated from Jiaotong 
University. 
  25:13 
 
I think you will be a good 
TV host.  
5.3 E02 44:48  How did you know? 
  45:09  Are you asking for a 
beating? 
5.4 E04 31:45 
 
Oh! I have a joke for you. 
  32:11 
 
All the bosses of our 
station will come to judge. 
5.5 E03 34:21 
 
When did you start to feel 
depressed?  
  34:45 (Silence) (Silence) 
5.6 E05 40:18  I think you are pretty. 
  40:30  You are funny.  
5.7 E06 13:18 
 
I have a proper manager 
now. 
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  13:43 (Shared laughter) (Shared laughter) 
5.8 E12 2:31 I know you have many 
admirers.  
  2:59 You’d better learn English 
first before you asking me 
out.  
(Note: compete transcriptions of the twenty episodes of Ipartment please refer to attached spreadsheets  
 
 
